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DIFFERENTIAL ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS LATERAL
CONTROL OPTIMIZATION AND ELEVON HINGE MOMENT
INVESTIGATION ON A 0.015-SCALE SPACE SHUTTLE•ORBITER
MODEL 49-0 (140A/B/C MODIFIED) IN THE AEDC VKF
WIND TUNNEL A (OA115)
By
A. I. Lindsay and V. Esparza, Rockwell International Space Division
ABSTRACT
Experimental aerodynamic investigations were conducted during the
period of 29 July through 31 July 1974 in the Arnold Engineering Develop-
ment Center (AFDC) VKF Tunnel A on a 0.015-scale model of the Space Shuttle
Orbiter, configuration 140A/B/C modified.
The objectives of this test were as follows: l) determine supersonic
differential elevon/aileron lateral control optimization, 2) determine
supersonic elevon hinge moments, 3) determine the supersonic effects of
the new baseline 6-inch elevon/elevon and elevon/fuselage gaps and 4) de-
termine the supersonic effects of the new short (VL70.008410) OMS pods.
Six-component aerodynamic force, moment and elevon hinge moment data
were recorded. The data was recorded for angles of attack of -3, 0, 5,
10, 15, 20, 25 and 27 degrees at 0 degrees sideslip angle, and over a side-
slip range of -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, and 3 at an angle of attack of 21 de-
grees.:
Mach numbers tested were 	 2.0, 2.5, 4.0 and 5. 0 while the Reynol ds
number per unit length had values of 2.34 x 10 6 , 2.58 x 106 , 2.88 x 106,
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Pi r,peed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec
Cp CP prensure coefficient; (pl - p,r,)/q
M MACH Mach number; V/a
p pressure; N/m2, psf
q Q(NSM) dynamic pressure; 1/2pV2, N/m2, psf
f Q(PSF)
RN/L RN/L unit Reynolds number; per m, per ft
`	 V velocity; m/sec, ft/sec
a ALPHA angle of attack	 degrees
BETA angle of sideslip, degrees
PSI angle of yaw, degrees
{d PHI angle of roll, degrees
P mass density; kg/m3, slugs/ft3
Reference & C.G. Definitions
Ab
3
base area; m2 , ft2
b BREF wing span-or, 	 reference span; m, ft
a.g. center of gravity
IREF LREF reference length or wing mean
aerodynamic chord; m, ft
S SREF wing area or reference area; m2 , ft2
MRP moment reference point
XMRP moment reference point on X axis
)aW moment reference point on Y axis
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CN CN normal-force. coefficient; no'rmalforceqI.,
i
CA CA axial-force coefficient; axial force tqS .
l
CY CY side-force coefficient; side force
qS
CA CAB base-force coefficient; base force
. A b qS
-Ab(Pb - Pm)/gS
CAf CAF forebody axial force coefficient, CA - CAb
z
Cm C.UA pitching-moment coefficient; Pitching moment i
q SIREF
Cn CYN yawing-moment coefficient; yawing momentqSb
C^ CBL rolling-moment coefficient; rolling moment YI;lb
Stability-Axis System
CL CL lift coefficient; lift
gS
CD CD drab; coefficient; drag
gu
CDb
CDB base-drag 'coefficient; base drag
T)
CDf CDF forebody drag coefficient; CD - 
CDb
CY CY ride-force coefficient; side force
qS
Cm CLM pitching-moment coefficient; Pitching moment
gSIREF
C CLN yawing-moment coefficient; yawing moment
k	 n qSb
CI CSL rolling-moment coefficient; rolling momentqSb
L/D L,D lift-to-drag ratio; CD/CD
OD, L/Df L/DF lift to forebody drag ratio; Cl/CT)f











ELE-LO left outboard elevon surface deflection angle, posi-
tive deflection trailing edge down; degrees
ELE-LI Left inboard elevon surface deflection angle, posi-
tive deflection trailing edge down; degrees
ELE! RO right outboard elevon surface deflection angle, posi-
tive deflection trailingedge down; degrees
6eRI ELE-RI right inboard elevon surface deflection angle, posi-
tive deflection trailing edge down; degrees
CH CHEI inboard elevon hinge moment coefficient
eI
CH CHEO outboard elevon hinge moment coefficient
eo
CH CHET total elevon hinge moment coefficient
etotal
6SB SPDBRK speed brake deflection angle (paralled to freestream),	 :.degrees
6 R RUDDER
3
rudder deflection angle, degrees
6B BDFLAP body flap deflection angle, degrees
X
c
p/ gib XCP/L normal force center of pressure, percent reference
length
CmAFT






da ALERON full span aileron deflection angle, degrees
6aOB ALRNOB outboard aileron deflection angle, degrees
se ELEVON elevon surface deflection angle, degrees
aeOB ELV-OB outboard elevon surface deflection angle, degrees
Asa DLTARN incremental full span aileron deflection angle,
degrees
OdeLI DLTELI incremental inboard elevon deflection angle,
degrees




A6 DLTELV incremental full span elevon deflection angle,
degrees
Cn DCYNDA incremental yawing moment coefficient variation
as with aileron deflection, degrees
CQS DCBLDA incremental rolling moment coefficient variation
a with aileron deflection, degrees
ACA DLTCA incremental axial force coefficient
ACgg DLTCAB incremental base axial force coefficient
RCAF DLTCAF incremental forebody axial force coefficient
' ACS, DLTCBL incremental rolling moment coefficient
ACD DLTCD incremental drag coefficient
ACS DLTCL incremental lift coefficient
ACmAFT-








DLTCMF	 incremental pitching moment coefficient
(fwd. C.G.)
oCN	DLTCN	 incremental normal force coefficient
eCn	 DLTCYN	 incremental yawing moment coefficient
I 1 I -! ^^
CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED
The test vehicle was a 0.015-scale model of the Space Shuttle Orbiter.
It was sting mounted in the wind tunnel utilizing AEDC VKF #58 internal
strain gage balance to measure six-component aerodynamic force and moment
data. The left hand inboard and outboard elevon panels were strain gage
instrumented for elevon hinge moment measurements.
The model was tested over an angle of attack range of -3 to 27 degrees.
The model angle of sideslip was -3 to +3 degrees. Rudder deflections of
00 and -10 0 were tested with speed brake deflections of 25 0 , 55 0 and 85°.
The ,speed brake setting of 55/85 denotes deflection of 55 degrees at Mach
numbers of 2.0, 2.5 and 4.0 and 85 degrees for Mach numbers of 5.0. The
elevon positions tested were -40, -20, -10, -5, -2, 0, 2, 5, 10 and 20
degrees. The vehicle body flap deflection was fixed at 0 degrees through-
out the test except for the tuft run where it was 16.3 degrees. The model
configuration is summarized below:
01 = B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116
02 - 626 C9 E43 F8 R5 V8 W116
03 = B26 C9 E43 F8 M7 N28 R5 V8 W116
04 = 01 + Tufts




B26	 fuselage per Rockwell Lines VL70-000143B, 000200, -000205,
-006089, -000145, 000140A, (model drawing SS-A00147)
11
I	 !	 I	 (	 I	 I
CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED (Concluded)
Component Definition
C9 canopy per Rockwell Lines VL70-000143A, -000143B,
and VL70-000140A (model drawing SS-AOO147)
i
E43 slotted version (6-inch) of E26 elevons per Rockwell Lines
VL70-000200, VL70-006089, VL70-006092 (model drawing
SS-A00148)
E26 elevons per Rockwell Lines VL70-000200 (model drawing
SS-A00148)
F8 body flap per Rockwell Lines VL70-000140A, VL70-000145
(model drawing SS-AO0147)
M1 6 OMS/RCS pods per Rockwell Lines VL70-000140C, VL70-008410
(model drawing SS-A00147)
M7 OMS/RCS pods per Rockwell Lines VL70-000140A, VL70-000145
(model drawing SS,-A00147)
N 24 OMS engine nozzle per Rockwell Lines VL70-005030A, VL70-
000140A (model drawing SS-AO0147)'
N28 OMS engine nozzle per Rockwell Lines VL70-000140A, VL70-
000145 (model drawing SS-A00147)
R5 rudder per Rockwell Lines VL70-000146A, VL70-0000959
VL70-000139 (model drawing SS-A00148)
V8 vertical toil per Rockwell Lines VL70-000146A (model draw-
ing SS-A0o148)







The AEDC von Kaman Facility (VKF) Tunnel A is a continuous, closed
circuit, variable density wind tunnel with an automatically driven flex-
ible- plate-type nozzle and a 40- by 40-in. test section. The tunnel can
be: operated at Mach numbers from 1.5 to 6 at maximum stagnation pressures
from 29 to 200 psia, respectively, and stagnation temperatures up to 750°R
(M = 6). Minimum operating pressures range from about one tenth to one
twentieth of the maximum at each Mach'number. A description of the tunnel




*Test Facilities Handbook (Ninth Ed'ition). "von Kaman Gas Dynamics




The aerodynamic forces and moments recorded by the internal strain
gage balance were reduced to coefficient form in the body and stability
	




Symbol	 Definition	 Scale	 Scale
A8
	
	total base area excluding sting	 0.06080	 270.2
cavi ty, ft2
•
ASS	 sting cavity area, ft2 	0.03409	 151.5_ y
Sref	 wing planform area, ft2 	0.60525	 2690.0	
t
I 	 body reference length, in	 19.3545	 1290.3
"
(L ref	 wing M.A.C., in.	 7.1222	 474.81)	 ►
bref	
wing span, in	 14.0502	 936.68
^e	 elevon M.A.C., in.	 1.3605	 90.7.'
2Se '	 elevon reference area, ft 	 0.04725	 210.0
Se Cee
levon area. moment, ft2-in	 0.06428	 19,047
	
^	 a
Moments are referenced about model station 16.150 (fuselage station
1076 . 68) on the fuselage at model water line 5,625 ( full scale water line
i	 l
375).
Model base and cavity pressures were measured during the test and
,
have been used to correct the data for model base effects Location and




aAxial force coefficients were determined as follows:
CA 
= CAU - CASC




axial force coefficient unadjusted for base or sting
cavity pressures




	 base axial force coefficient
The inboard elevon hinge moment coefficient is calculated by:
CH	
= HMeI










REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE
(pounds/s4. inch)
STAGNATION TEMPERATURE
2.0 2.34 x 10 6/ft 3.58 560OR
2.5 2.58 x 106/ft 3-.82 600OR
4.0 2.88 x 106 /ft 2.67 600OR
5.0 2.64 x 106/ft 1.71 590OR











	 DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY	
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TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA
MODEL COMPONENT : , BODY - Be6
GENERAL DESCRIPTION	 Confi^_:uration 1.40A/H Orbiter Fuselage
NOTE:	 3,6 is identical to B,2
	except underside of fuhelare ham	 f
refaired to accept W„ r..
MODEL SCALE:	 0.015	 MODEL DRAWING:
	 SS-AOO147, RELEASE 12
DRAWING NUMBER `	 `JL70-00o143B, -000200,	 000205, -006089, -000145,
_000140A,	 005140B
DIMENSIONS	 FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
*Length (OML:	 Fwd Sta. Xo=235)-In.
	 1293.3 19. 400 	 t
'Length (IML:	 Fwd Sta. Xo=238) -In. 	 1290-3- _ 12-354'	 i
* Max Width (@ X	 - 1528.3) - In.	 _	 264.o ,rg6c 







TABLE 111. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT 9
GENERAL DESCRIPTION :	 rnnfi tniratinn 1A 0 r,tunny wagad with niggingo
]326
MODEL SCALEt 0,015
	 MODET, DRALINn- M-AQ1147, PrT.Pwom 10





*Length (Xo = 434. 643 to 578)
	
i_43,X5Z	 a. i So
Max Width (@ Xo	 513.127)	 1 %). 41 P	 2.,O86








TAULt 111. - MUML UAMr.1W a vr.nL UM IMn - %.vn %o 111..x...
MODEL COMPONENT:	 RT.oTTF.n Fy,Fl^( 6- TNCA jAP) - F,,
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 
_ Confic:uration 1,40A /B Orbiter elevon-
NOTE: FAq i s a slotted version of Eon D xta, are for one side.
MODEM SCALE- 0,015	 Model Drawing: SS=AO0148
DRAWING NL'MRER:
	 VL70-000200. U7o-006089, VL70-oo6o92
DIMENSIONS:	 FULL-SCALE	 MODEL SCALE




InW d equivalent chord In.	 11$,004	 1.770
Outb'd equivalent chord	 In.	 55.192
	 0.828
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord	 0.'2096
	 0.2096




Leading Edge	 0.00	 0.00
Trailing Edge	
` io , o 56	 Lo -a5c^..._
Hingeline	 0,,00- -^..
Area Moment (Product of Area and '—
 ;) -Ft3 ' 1585 i







TABLE III. - MODEL CiMENSIONAL DATA - Continued..
MODEL COMPONENT : _ BODY FLA
GENERAL DESCRIPTION : rnnfi ^;liratioLl 14oA /B Orbi ter Body Elan,
Hinpeline located at X -_1528.3, Z = 284.
n_nl5	 mopEL_nRAW'INOr SS-AO0147,EFLEAS 2
DRAWING NUMBER ;	 vL7o-000140A, _VL70-000145
DImENSIONS : 	 FULL SCALE	 MODEL SCALE
I1
Y
TABLE III. = MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT:
	
n:'S r'nr; (iil h )
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 	 C^n C^.:^^.r •a'.i^n 1400 0rh4 t,r r 01' 3-Pod
t od-:! Scalp — 0.015, I.Tcdel. Drawing tTo. SS-Aoo147
V T.70-000140
DRAWING NUMBER VT 70-008410
DIMENSION: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length	 (01.3 lard ,Gta X0 -13 ].3.(.))-In. 258.9 3, 1679
Max Width	 (n Xo IS/ / 	 )-In. 130 • 2.05
Max Depth (@ Xo = ISI/ )-In. 7y, 7
Fineness Ratio Z,Yg i ygy
Area — FT L
Max Cross-Sectional	 _ gV ,
	
.0 / 3 Z
Plonform





TABLE ILI. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA —Continued.
t
MODEL COMPONENT:	 WS Pod (1v17)
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:	 Configuration 110 A/B Orbiter OMS-Pod
SS-xO0147f4odel Scale = 0 .015. Model Drawing No.
V1,70-0001401k
• DRAWING NUMBER art,	 -007^_G^j
DIMENSIOf -. FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE_
Length (0' B Ford Sta X o=1233.0) - IN. 327.000 4.905
Max Width (9, XQ 1450.0) - I11. 94. 5 1.418	
_.












TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued.
3
MODEL COMPONENT: MPS NOZZLES N24
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
	
Configuration 140A/B Orbiter MPS nozzles	 s
u
Model Scale: 0.015	 Model Drawing SS-A00147 Release 12
L70-005030A
DRAWING:	 VL70-000140A
DIMENSIONS	 Full Scale	 Model Scale
Length -in.
Gimbal Point to Exit Plane	 157.0	 2.355
































TABLE III. - MODU DT_?4EN3IOW L DhTA 
_ Continued.





vEl :i^'^L DESCRIPTION:	 Confiiruration 140ALB Orbiter O S kz 1_^es_
MODEL,SCALE:
	
0.015	 MODEL DRAWING: SS-i!00106, RELEASE 5 (Contour)
DRAIIING N24BLR:
	 VLL-000140A (Location). VL70-nnm -h5_
!r
DIM14SIOKS:	 FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
WiCH N0.
Length - In.
Gicnbal Point to Exit Plane
Throat 'Go Exit Plane







'Gimbal Point (Station) - In.
Lefty Nozzle
Xo 1518.0 _ 22,770
Yo 88-0 .3-320 	 ._
Y `	Z o .bti^^^.. 7,380
Right Nozzle
I	 X; 1518.0 22.770













TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA Continued.
MODEL CO IPONENT : 	 RUDIVER - R5
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 2A + a
.




DRAWING NUMRER:	 VL70-aoo146A. WO -000095, VL70 -003139.
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
*Area- Ft2 100.15 0.0225x_
Span (equivalent)	 In • 201.0 3.015
Inb'd equivalent chord - in. 1q_585
-1.3738 
Outb'd equivalent chord- I n.	 - 50_.833 o.7625
"Ratio movable surface chord/
totali surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
 0.400 Q,4o3
At Outb'd equiv. chord o.400 -2.400
Sweep Back-Angles, degrees
Leading Edge s X4,8
Trailing Edge 2^ 6.25_ 26.29
Hingeline 34.83 34.83
`	 * Area Moment ( Product of • area & c) -Ft3 61 Q,Z2




TABLE III. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA -	 Continued.
MODEL CWONENT:	 VERTICAL - V8
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:	 Confiruration -140 /R Orbit.Ar Voar-Mcal Ma-41
MODEL SCALE:	 0.015	 MODEL DRAWING ,.	 SS-A,00148, RELEASE 6
DRAWING NUM, R:	 M=-nnQ346A
D12MENSIOUS: FULL SCALE	 MODEL SCPLE
TOUL DATA
2Area, (Theo) - Ft
.	 Planform 413-251	 0,023
Span (Theo)
.




Rate of Taper n - 5n,-j
Taper Ratio Q._4Q4	 n 404
Sweep-Back Angles, Degrees.
Leading Edge 45,000	 4 5 nnn
Trailing Edge 2fi.2	 26.2
0.25 Element' Line 130
Chordz:
Root (Theo) N? .268.5oo	 4.028
Tip (Theo) WP 108.470	 1.
MAC PA0B_	 P-997-
Pus. Sta. of .25 MAC 140;3 - 50 ;_	 .21,25-4
W.P. of .25 MAC 635- 5"	 g- 5-4.4
B.L. of .25 MAC 0.0
Airfoil Section
Leading Wedge !,ngle	 Deg. la,m	 in-no
Trailing Wedae ArWle	 Deg. 14.9m	 ]k-9m
Leadir4,:, Edge Radius A-030
Void Area- 14.17	 0,003
Blanketed Area n-nn	 0-00
it V
30
TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Concluded.
*•F,EVI ED 4 /24/74
1YODEL COMPO^.0N 1.T	 WI NG-W I
.,.	 :._„^:	 ion°i •i;,.;+,3on	 ^:
Tr.	 _	 v	 +	 ,,,	 it	 a r>^	 nr
+,rai.linz edge of vin ­ .
s t OMI -SC LE., 	0.01.5	 t,tOF)FL PRI! .7T1' S-340014	 RrT rn^r 6
775T,
 NO. OWG. NO.	 VL70 0001.401, 	 -000200
a
DI'VENS 'ION S: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
TOTAL DATA	 27C'rea t"i"heo.)	 Ft
Planform 2680.00 0.605
Span (Theo	 In. ca—' 306.68 1 ^ . 0^ 	50""—
Aspect Ratio 2.L7 7.2
Rate of Taperi
__L_ 17iTaper Ratio ,0^
Dihedral Fingle, degrees 3. Soo_ S, 501	
..
Incidence Angle, degrees 0.900
Aerodynamic TWi st, degrees
 +	 3 . 000 +_30:0
Sweep Back Angles, degrees i
Leading -Edge 45.0oo 49. 002
Trailing Edge - lo.o56 - zo.o56
0.25 Element Line x.209. X5.209
Chords.
Root (Theo) B.P.0.0. 68224 10_312
T ip . (Theo; B.P. ^ir^_ a ,
MAC L7)i - Al l?2
*Fus. Sta, of .25 MAC „ 8 17 n5p_
it W. P. of .25 MAC 58 ItIL.^
* B. L. of .25 MAC Wes_ '^32
EXPOSED DATA
- Prea 7neo	 Ft2 1751- 20 o.394  ---
* Span, (Theo)	 In. BP108
_._32s0..li..
Aspect Ratio .^^ 53___-_
Taper Ratio 0.245 0,2449
Chords
Root BL108 5,62.oc) 8.IL3,L:._.Tip 1.00 b 1^ 7 - 2 nr,8
2
MAC . X92.83 5.822
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
20 . ^o4.* W.P. of .25 MAC
B.L. of .25• MAC 251.77 -J.77,7
Airfoil Section ( Rockwell' Mod NASA)
XXXX-64
Root b • 0.111 0.1,1
Tip b" 0.122 0.12
f Data for (1) of (2) Sides
. Leading Edge Cuff
*Planform Area	 Ft ,,,..113:1$,_ -0.025_---
Leading Edge Interlects Fus M. L. @ SU r10 0 7.50,





1. Positive directions of.force coefficients, 	 CN	 ^m,w




2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability 	 Cn









N	 CY'^—_	 Ys	 at	 CL
CDrw x	 Z ZsW
CA
C1,w	 x	 Cnos
s ZC s	 Cp
it
Figure 1. Axis systems
fDEFERENCE DIMENSIONS (F3)
AREA	 Sy = 2690 FT's
MAC	 C = 474.8 IN.
C.G.	 Xo - 1076.7 IN•
zv = 375-0 1N. 	- —
SPAN	 bw - 936.68 IN.
LENGTH(IML)IB - 1290.3 IN.
-_-_	
















 235 (OKQ	 No 1528.3
a. SSV Orbiter Configuration 140A/B





-	 TAP R R,
Pal 20° 1.60 IN.
PB2 57° 2.10 IN.




PB5 180 1.33 ni.
Pag (AT CENTROID OF
EXTENDED OUTER


















c-. Base and Cavity Pressure Locations





a. Side View of Orbiter
Figure 3. - Model photographs.
WV
b. Aft View of Orbiter Showing Base Pressure Instrumentation
Fiaure 3. - Concluded.
r
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
C8TV0051 Q OA 115
	
1126 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116
(8TV010) u OA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 M7 N28 R5 V8 VI16















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG. 4 EFFECT OF OMS PODS (BODY FLAP= 0 SPEED BRAKE= 55)
(A)MACH = 2.00
	 PAGE	 1
..; P x.	 ;.tk»,M.....,y .Mw,. .«r-	 u. .,i..«rr.. ss..	 hw..wmr45er sM'St.=.
ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.







DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-L1 ELV-RI ELV-RO PEFERENCE INFORMATION
(8TV005)	 Q OAIIS	 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N29 R5 V8 V1I6 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.(STV010) OA 115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 M7	 N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.(8TV008)	
V
CA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8	 R5 V8 VI'l6 .000 .000 .000 .000 BRr 936.6800 IN.O ^MRP 1076.6800 IN.XO
3 YORP .0000 (N.YO
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-6	 -4	 -2 0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10	 12	 14	 16 -18 20	 22	 24	 26	 28 X
=	 ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
- FIG. 4 EFFECT OF OMS PODS (BODY FLAP= Ot SPEED BRAKE= 55)H




eDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-R0 REFERENCE INFORMATIONf"(8TV0051 O A115	 826 C9 E43 FS 	 N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SFT,OW t8TV010) CA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 M7 	 N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
<(STV008) CA-115	 826 C9 E43 F8	 R5 V8 V116 .000 .000 .000 .000 BREF 936.6900 IN.
E XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO
J YMRP .0000 IN.YO






-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG. 4 EFFECT OF OMS PODS (BOD`! FLAP 0, SPEED BRAKE= 55)
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DATA SET SYMBOL COW I GURAT I ON DESCR I PT I ON ELV-LO ELV-Ll ELV-Rl ELV-R0 REFERENCE INFORMATION
t STVWS I) OAI 15	 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N29 R5 VS V116 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.00W SOFT..EST
9
0A115	 B26 C9 E43 FS M7	 N28 R5 VS WIIS .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
I 9TV008 1 CAI 15	 826 C9 E43 F8	 R5 V8 WI 16 am .000 .000 .000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO
YMRp .0000 IN.YO
ZMRP 375.0000 1N.Z0	 4SCALE .0150
M
cc)















J LULL uuuu LM .... ...—6	
— 4	—2	 0 2 4 6 8	 10 12	 14	 16
......
18 20	 22	 24	 26	 28 3C
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG. 4 EFFECT OF OMS PODS (BODY FLAP= Ot SPEED BRAKE= 55)
MMACH	 4.00	 PAGE	 4
0ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 .000 .DD0 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.






DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTV0051 Q CAI 15	 B26 CS E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116
(STV010) u OA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 M7 N28 R5 V8 V116
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^1	 ^1^1^, •^^	 1^^1 Vi gil l;	 I^i,l„$•^,1 t[Lli111111(,!(III ^^,•^ ,fit, ^^^, J
	
I1,
-6	 -4	 --2	 0 2	 4 6	 8	 10	 12	 14	 16	 18 20	 22	 24	 26	 28 31
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG. 4 EFFECT OF OMS PODS (BODY FLAP= Or SPEED BRAKE= 55)
a CB)MACH	 4.00	 PAGE	 5
ii
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPT10N
1
-,STV005) Q DA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 VI16
V-(8TV0101 9 OA115	 826 C9 E43 FS M7 N28 R5 V8 V116
<(8TV008) Q OA115
	
826 C9 E43 F8	 R5 V8 V116
JU
9
ELV-LO EL%-L 1 ELV-R 1 ELV-RO REFERENCE I WCRMAT 1 QJ
.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.














































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES






ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
.000 .000 1000 .000 LREF 474.8100 1N.
.000 .000 .000 .000 BREF 93-5.6800 IN.
XMRP 1076.6900 IN.XO
YMRP .0000 IN.YO
ZMRP 375 .00 00 IN.ZO
SCALE .01c'J
DATA SET SYMBOL CO NFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CBTV005) Q CAI 15	 826 CS E43'F8 MIS N28 R5 VB Vi16
(8TV010)lOJ M I5	 826 C9 E43 FB M7 N28 R5 VB V116
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(C)MACH = 5.00	 PAGE	 7
ANGLE OF ATTACK.-ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG. 4 EFFECT OF OMS PODS (BODY FLAP= 09 SPEED BRAKE = 55)
DATA SET SYMB13L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(8TV005)	 Q OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS NM R5 V8 Vllf .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.(8TVOto) OA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 M7	 N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.(9TV009)	 tL^J CA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8	 R5 V8 V116 .000 .000 .000 .000 BREF 936.6900 IN.
XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO
3 YMRP .0000 IN.YO



































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
1.- FIG. 4 EFFECT OF OMS PODS (BODY FLAP= 0, SPEED BRAKE= 55)
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-6	 -4	 -2	 0 2 4	 6	 8	 10 12	 14	 16 18 20 22	 24	 26	 28 3C
 ^'+IMIGk
DATA SET SYMBOL COW IGl1RAT113N DESCRIPTION ELV-1.0 ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERcNCE INFORMATION
^-(STV005 . 5	 Q CA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOX T.
V-(BTV0101	 U CA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 M7 	 N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
< (8TV008)	 Q CA115	 826 C9 E43 FS	 R5 V8 W116 .000 .000 .000 .000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
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31
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4 ^ 1
5^
^ I ! ^ ^
I j	 l t^
—6	—4	—2	 0 2	 4 6	 $	 10 12	 14	 16	 18 20	 22	 24	 26 28 X
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG. 4 EFFECT OF OMS PODS (BODY FLAP= Ot SPEED BRAKE= 55)
LC)MACH	 5.00	 PAGE	 9
_	






fDATA SET SYMBOL C13WI "AT ION DESCRIPTION ELV—LO ELV—LI ELV—RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(8TV005I 0AI15	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N29 R5 V8 VII6 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690,0000 SO.FT.































































0 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN
FIG. 4 EFFECT OF OMS PODS (BODY FLAP= Do SPEED BRAKE 55)
a (A)MACH = 2.00 PAGE	 10
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIWRATION DESCRIPTION
	
ISTV0051 Q CAI 15	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116
	
LL I BTVO10) L01 CAI 15	 B26 C9 E43 F8 M7 N28 R5 V8 V 116




ELV-LO ELV-L1 ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
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- .4	 -.2	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
WMACH = 2.00
	 PAGE	 11
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN
FIG. 4 EFFECT OF OMS PODS (BODY FLAP= 0, SPEED BRAKE 55)
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
23 TT	
OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 VS VIIG
















.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SFT.O
.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.








































































- .4	 - .2	 _	 0'	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN
FIG. 4 EFFECT OF OMS PODS (BODY FLAP= 09 SPEED BRAKE= 55)
a CB)MACH = 4.00 PAGE	 12
C
"
I	 DATA SET SYMBOL COW ISURAT10N DESCRIPTION ELV—LO ELV—LI ELV—RI ELV—RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
ISTY005I Q OA115	 826 CS E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116 000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
LL C8TV010) OA 115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 M7	 N28 R5 V8 W116 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
— <(8TV008) O CA115	 826 C9 E43 F8	 R5 V8 VII6 .000 .000 .000 .000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO
















































NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN
FIG. 4 EFFECT OF OMS PODS (BODY FLAP Ov SPEED BRAKE =
 55)




OA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116
OA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 M7	 N28 R5 V8 V116
CAI









































































4 ; If I i
z	 -.t	 0	 .1	 .2	 .3	 .4	 .5	 .6	 .7
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN
FIG. 4 EFFECT OF OMS PODS (BODY FLAP= 09 SPEED BRAKE= 55)






DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCR IPT ION ELV-LO ELV-L I ELV-RI ELY-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
^— (BTVOOS) OA115	 B26 CS E43 F8 mir. N2s R5 v8 wim .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
LL ( aTvolo) 011115	 B26 CS E43 F8 M7	 N28 R5 V8 WI16 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.



















































r DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI(WRATION DESCRIPTION
	
I8TV0051 Q OA115
	 -926 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116
k	 J't 8TVOI0 l Iv1 OA 115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 M7 N28 R5 V8 V 118
a (BTV008)	 CA115	 1826 C9 E43 F8	 R5 V8 VI16
V<
X
ELV—LO ELV-LI ELV—RI ELV—RO REFERENCE 1NFORh1ATION
.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.


































































-6	 -4	 -2	 0 2	 4 6	 8 10 12	 14 16 18	 20 22	 24	 26 28 3C
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
fIG. 4 EFFECT OF OMS PODS (BODY FLAP= 0w SPEED BRAKE= 55)



























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-L0 ELV-L1 ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE 1NFC7 MTION
IBTV11051 13A 115	 826 C9 E43 FB MIS N28 R5 VB V116 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SGIXI
('BTVO10)
g
OA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 M7	 N28 R5 V8 W116 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
(BTV008) CA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8	 R5 VB W116 .000 .000 .000 .000 BREF 936.6800 1N.
XMRP 1076.6800 1N.X(
YMRP .0000 IN.Y(























































-6	 -4	 -2	 0 2	 4 6	 8 10	 12	 14	 16 18 20 22	 24	 26	 28 30
I
r
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(8TV005I	 Q 13A 115	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.(BTVOIO) OAIIS	 B26 C9 E43 F8 M7 	 N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.(8TVD081	
V





ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG. 4 EFFECT OF OMS PODS (BODY FLAP= 09 SPEED BRAKE= 55)




















































DATA SET SYMBOL C&FISURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-R0 REFERENCE INFORMATION
BTV0051
(8TV010)
g (11115	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116



















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG. 4 EFFECT OF OMS PODS CBODY FLAP= 09 SPEED BRAKE= 55)
(A)MACH = 2.00k PAGE	 19
3
1-	 DATA SET SYMBOL WWI"ATiON DESCRIPTION
t8TV0053	 Q OA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 VA V116
OA 115
	 826 C9 E43 F8 M7 	 N28 R5 V8 V116tBTVO 1Ol 	 Iv^l
























ELV-LO	 ELV-L1	 ELV-R1- ELY-R0	 REFERENCE 1NFW1ATION
.000	 .000	 .000	 .000	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SOFT.
.000	 .000	 .000	 .000	 LREF	 474.8100	 IN.
.000	 .000	 .000	 .000
	
BREF	 936.6800	 IN.
Y^	 1076 .0000	 IN.YO















-6	 -4_ -2 	 0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10	 12	 14	 16	 18	 20	 22	 24	 26	 28 X
r
i
ANGLE OF ATTACK. .ALPHA. DEGREES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV—LO ELV—LI ELV—RI ELV—R0 REFERENCE INFORMATION .
t8TV0051 11A1 15	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116 1000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
(BTV010)
g
CA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 M7	 N28 R5 V8 W116 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.





ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG. 4 EFFECT OF OMS PODS (BODY FLAP= OF SPEED BRAKE= 55)
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DATA SET SYMBOL C13W I GLIRAT I ON DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-L1 ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
tBTVt)05I QQ DA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
-^(STV010) LJ CA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 M7	 N28 R5 V9 V116 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.	 w.
^(8TV008) QQ CA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8	 R5 V8 VI16 .000 .000 .000 .000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
V
XMRP 1076.6800 IN'.XO
u YMRP .0000 IN'.YOZM?P 375.0000 IN.ZO
SCALE .0150
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES





ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 .000 .000 000 SREF 269D.DDOO SOFT.
.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.





DATA SET SYMBOL COWIGLRATION DESCRIPTION
(13TV005)';'	 CAI 15	 B26 C9 E43 FIB MIS N28 R5 V8 WIlS[8TV010)	 CA115	 826 CS E43 FS M7 N28 R5 VS W116(BTV00	 OA115	 926 CS E43 F8	 R5 VS WIIS
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG. 4 EFFECT OF OMS PODS (BODY FLAP= 09 SPEED BRAKE= 55)
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(B)MACH	 4.00 PAGE	 23
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	
18TV005)	 OA 115	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V 1 16
	
(8TV010)	 OA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 M7 N28 R5 V8 V116
	
























ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATIONELV-LO
.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.





ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES






























DATA SET S`t'MBCL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(8TV005) OA 115	 826 C9 E43 F@ MIS N29 R5 VS V116 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT, 1(8TV010)
g
OA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 M7	 N28 R5 VS VI16 .000 .000 ,000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.(BTVOOB!) CA115
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-6	 -4	 -2	 0 2	 4	 6	 8 10 12	 14	 16	 18	 20 22	 24	 26	 28 X
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG. 4 EFFECT OF OMS PODS (BODY FLAP =
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE IWOFtMAT113N
I8TVQ05I OAIIS	 826 C9 E43 FS MIS N28 R5 V8 W1I6 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.





ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAS DEGREES





DATA SET SYMBOL. 	 COW IGLRATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELV-LO	 ELV-LI	 ELV-R1	 ELV-RO	 REFERENCE 1NFO ATION
I8TVD05)OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 WITS 	 .000	 .000	 .000	 .000	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SQ.FT.
(BTV010)	 q 	 OA115	 B26 C9 E43 FS M7	 N28 R5 V8 W116	 .000	 .000	 .000	 .000	 LREF	 474.8100	 IN.
IBTY008)	 v	 OA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8	 R5 V8 W116	 .000	 .000	 .000	 . 000	 BREF	 936.6800	 IN.	 l
XMRP	 1076.6800	 IN.XO
YM.RP
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG. 4 EFFECT OF OMS PODS (BODY FLAP= 09 SPEED BRAKE= 55)





























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
CBTV0(5) Q OA115
	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS w29 R5 V8 VII6 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT,
-
J (BTV010) L] OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 M7	 N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
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DATA SET SY1BOL COW IGIJRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFM4ATION
IIITV0115) OA115
	
1126 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
(8TV010) CA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 M7	 N29 R5 V8 W116 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.





ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-R1 ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
IBTV005)	 Q OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 WII6 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
OAII5 826 C9 E43 F8 M7 N28 R5 V8 W116 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.18TV010)lam!










































CC)MACH	 5.00 PAGE	 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK_. ALPHA, DEGREES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-L1 ELV-RI ELV-R0 REFERENCE IWCRMAT113N
(BTV005)	 Q 0AII5	 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 7690.0000 SOFT.
(STV010) 0AI15	 826 CS E43 F8 M7	 N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 .000 • .000 .000 LREF 474.8100 1N.




a	 ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
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^iM+e+=w^V -.^I+:=as.v.K+, t•,+ i,; .a+nry>.^.:^,:,...,.E..,xwa^.twr.>nua^.f:ut,.ufiiww
DATA SET S(M60L CC7ty 1 "ATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV=RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
( BTV005)Q OA 1 15	 B26 C9 E43 FS X116 N28 R5 V8 V 1 16 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.(STV010)
	 Lv^) 0A115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 M7	 N29 R5 V8 V116 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.(BTV008) CA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG. 4 EFFECT OF OMS'PODS (BODY FLAP= 0, SPEED BRAKE= 55)
CC)MACH = 5.00	 PAGE
	 32
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-L1 ELV-R1 ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
IBTV005)	 0 OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V9 VII6 .000 .000 .000 ,000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
CBTV010) CA115	 B26 C9 £43 F8 M7
	
N28 R5 VS WI16 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
(STV008)	
V
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES


























fig. 1911 1UL1A11JU.0 A - 11 .1111 ILUILM 111,	 lilt 1A.41111





- DATA SET SYMBOL - CONFIGURATION EESCRIPT ON ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELY-RO REFERENCE 1NFMIATION
IRTV005I	 Q (7/115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 WIIS .000 .000 1000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT,
(RTV010)f^1 OA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 M7
	 N28 R5 V8 VI16 .000 .000 .001) .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.(RTV008) 0AI15	 B26 C9 E43 FS












FIG. 4 EFFECT OF OMS PODS (BODY FLAP= 09 SPEED BRAKE= 55)
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(RTV005I
	
Q OA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116 ,000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
(RTVOlO)	 (_J OAII5	 B26 C9 E43 F8 M7	 N28 R5 V8 W116 .000 .000 . 000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
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i	 ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG. 4 EFFECT OF OMS PODS (BODY FLAP= 0, SPEED BRAKE= 55)	 w
i,
	
(A)MACH	 2.00	 PAGE	 35





11A 115	 826 C9 E43 F8 MI6 N28 R5 V8 W116
0A115	 826 C5 E43 F8 M7
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CB)MACH = 4.00 PAGE	 36
FIG. 4 EFFECT OF OMS PODS (BODY FLAP= 09 SPEED BRAKE= 55)
DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV_L1 ELV RI ELV RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
{RTVOOS]	 Q CAI 15	 926 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 .000 ,000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 50.FT..(RTV010)
tRTV008)	
V OAIIS	 826 C9 E43 F8 M7	 N28 R5 VS V116 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8	 R5 V8 V116 .000 .000 .000 .000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
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w
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-L1 ELV-RI i_LV-R0 REFERENCE I FOWATIQJ	 _.
tRTV0051 OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 Vli6 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.jtRTV0101
9
011115	 926 C9 E43 F9 M7	 N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.tRTV0081 CA1.15	 B26 C9 E43 F8	 R5 V8 V116 .000 .000 .000 .000 9REF 936.6800 IN.
XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO
YMRP .0000 IN.YO	 •
ZMRP 375 .0000 IN.ZO
SCALE .0150
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRI F IT IaN
(RTV005) Q	 Al 15	 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 VI16
(RTV010) g 0AI(5	 B26 C9 E43 F8 M7 N28 R5 V8 V(16
(RTV008I	 CA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8
	 R5 V8 V116
ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-R1 ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 .000 .0 00 .000 SREF 2690.00 1 SO.FT.
.000 .000 .000 .000 'LREF 474.8100 IN.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG. 4 EFFECT OF OMS 'PODS (BODY FLAP= 0, SPEED BRAKE= 55)





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRTV005I QQ OA 115
	 826 C9 E43 FB MIS N28 R5 V8 W116
IRU0101 (J CA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 M7 N28 R5 V8 WI16
IRTV0081 O OA115













ELV-LO ELV-L1 ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO1FT.
.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
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DRAG COEFFICIENT.CD




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
CRTV0051 OA115	 626 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
tRTVO10)
g
OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 M7	 N28 R5 VB W116 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.




















FIG. 4 EFFECT OF OMS PODS (BODY FLAP= 0, SPEED BRAKE = 55)
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-L(3 ELV-LI ELV-R1 ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
IRTV005)	 Q OA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SD.FT.
(RTV010) OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 M7	 N28 R5 V8 W116 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
(RTV008)	
V
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DRAG COEFFICIENT.CD
(MMACH	 5.00	 PAGE	 42
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV—LO ELV—LI ELV-R! ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(ATV0051Q CA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N26 R5 V8 W116 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
CA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 M7	 N28 R5 V8 W116 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.(ATVO101	 IVR1
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES

















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI - ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(ATV005)QQ OA 115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 Y8 V 116 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
f-	 (ATV010I	 LJ CA115	 B26 C9 E43 FB M7	 N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.





ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAo DEGREES
FIG. 4 EFFECT OF'011S PODS (BODY FLAP= 0o SPEED BRAKE = 55)
W MACH	 2.00	 PAGE	 44
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IATV005) Q
 0A115	 826'C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 RS V8 VI16
(ATVO10) IOJ 00A115
	 826 C9 E43 F8 M7 N28 R5 V8 V116
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG. 4 EFFECT OF OMS PODS (BODY FLAP= G, SPEED BRAKE 55)
CA)MACH _ 2.00
	 PAGE	 45
ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INF'Oi2MATION
.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0 000 SO.FT.
.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.









E DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-L1
	 ELV-RI	 ELV-R3 REFERENCE INFORMATION
R (ATV005)
	
OA't)5	 926 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 .000	 .000	 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT_(ATY010)	 OAI{5	 826 C9 E43 F8 M7	 N28 R5 V8 V116. :ODD .000
	 .000	 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.(ATV008)	 CA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 R5 V8 V116 .000 .000	 .000	 .000 BREF ,	 936.6800 IN.	 --'
XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO
YMRP .0000 1N.YO
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG. 4
	
EFFECT OF OMS PODS (BODY FLAP= Ot SPEED BRAKE= 55)
(B)MACH	 4.00 PAGE 46
.^..^..
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CATV005)Q OA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 VII6
CATV010) tOJ W IS	 826 C9 E43 F8 M7 N28 R5 V8 VII6
CATV008)
	




































24	 26	 28 3C
ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2630.0000 OSFT.
.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG. 4 EFFECT OF OMS PODS (BODY FLAP= 0p SPEED BRAKE= 55)
(B)MACH = 4.00






































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGl1RATION DESCRIPTION
IATV0051 g OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 V116
IATV010)	 OA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 M7 N28 R5 V8 V116(ATV008)	 OA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8
	 R5 V8 V 1 16
nO
ELV-LO	 ELV-LI	 ELV-RI	 ELV-RO	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000
	 .000	 .000	 .000	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SOFT.
.000	 .000	 .000	 .000	 LREF	 474.8100	 1N.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IATV0 51	 OAll5	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116
CATV010) u OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 M7 N28 R5 V8 W1.16
CATV008	 OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8	 R5 V8 W1IS
ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE IWCRMATION
.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.00(X'1 SO.FT.
.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG. 4 EFFECT OF OMS PODS (BODY FLAP= 0, SPEED BRAKE = 55)
(C)MACH	 5.00
	 PAGE	 49
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-L1 ELV-R1 ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
IATV0 I 0A115	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 WII6 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.(ATVO10, OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 M7 N28 R5 VS V116 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.(ATV0381 OA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8	 R5 V8 V116 .000 .000 .000 .000 BREF 936.6800 IN.	 ^^''---
































ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG. 4 EFFECT OF OMS PODS (BODY FLAP= 09 SPEED BRAKE= 55)
(C)MACH  = 5.00 PAGE	 50
ftw- ,• *«,^x ^. ,,. ,. mow:.,,	 sr.
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESC-R;PTION ELV-LO ELY-L1 ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFOPMATION
EATV0051 11A115	 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 VI16 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
EATV0101 OA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 M7	 N28 R5 VS WITS .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 4 EFFECT OF OMS PODS (BODY FLAP= 0p SPEED BRAKE= 55)










































DATA SET SYMBttiL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELV-LO F_LV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
(8TV027) 8 OA115	 826 C9 E43 FS MIS N28 R5 V8 VI16	 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 SREF	 2690.0000 SO.FT.	 .._ ._..^(8TVO42)	 OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V1I6 N24 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 LREF 	 474.8100 IN.









ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG. 5 _EFFECT OF SEALED ELEVON GAP (BODY FLAP= Or SPEED BRAKE =85)




ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-R1 ELV-RO
	 REFERENCE INFtg1AT113N
-20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.0
	
SREF00 2690.0000 SOFT.
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8TV027)0A115
	
B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V176





ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
	 •
FIG. 5 EFFECT OF SEALED ELEVON GAP (BODY FLAP- 09 SPEED BRAKE =85)
	 -`




i„	 -	 a.'W+1sM*.maw.ti:s.wta^tsWa:xtrt^t..rw- ..,^.^. r, c., 	 ,.yiFM^	 .c	 c	 :,A.,,wNYFi1Kh+-.
DATA SET SYMBOL
	
C13WISLIRATIRd DESCRIPTION ELV-LO	 ELV—LI	 ELV—RI	 ELV—RO	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
^'(BTV027)	 OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 VS V116
LL (BTVO42)	 8	 FS —20.000 —20.000 —20.	 —20.000	 SREFOO— 20.000	 LREF 2690.0000474.8100 SO.FT.IN.OAI15	 826 C9 E43	 N28 R5 V8 V116 N24
<
20.000 —20.000. —20.000 -
BREF 936 .6800 IN.
XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO













































CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO	 ELV-L1	 ELV-RI	 EL;V-RO	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
(STV027) OA115	 826 CS E43F8 MI6 N28 R5 V8 W116 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
(8TVO42)	 8 OA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 WIIG N24 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 	 LREF 474.8100 1N.
BREF 936.6800 IN.C] XMRP 1076.6800 1N.XO
YMRP .0000 IN.YO












































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELV-LO	 ELV-LI ELV-R1 ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
~ IBTV0271	 Q
V-
OA 115	 926 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 VS WITS
	 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.(BTVO421	 q OA 115
	 B26 £9 E43 FB M16 N28 R5 V8 V116 N24
	 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.	 -
BREF 936.6800 IN.
J XMRP 1076.6800 1N.XO
YMRP .0000 IN.YO
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NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN
FIG. 5 EFFECT OF SEALED ELEVON GAP	 (BODY FLAP= 0, SPEED BRAKE =85)
EA)MACH =	 5.00
















































DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO	 ELV-LI
	
ELV-RI	 ELV-RO	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
IBTV027)	 Q OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 MI6 N28 R5 VS WITS -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000
	
SREF 2690.0000 SOOT.





X ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
SCALE .0150
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
FI G. 5 EFFECT OF SEALED ELEVON GAP (BODY FLAP= 09 SPEED BRAKE =85)
(A)MACH = 5.00
	 PAGE	 57










































DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFtSLOATION DESCRIPTION	 ELV-LO	 ELV—LI	 ELV—RI	 ELV—RO	 REFERENCE INFORMATION





CUMACH	 5,00	 PAGE	 58
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG. 5 EFFECT OF SEALED ELEVON GAP (BODY FLAP= 0p SPEED BRAKE =85)
DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELV-LO	 ELV-L1	 ELV-RI
	 ELY-RO	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
t9TV0271 0A1I5	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 VIIS
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG. 5 EFFECT OF SEALED ELEVON GAP (BODY FLAP= Op SPEED. BRAKE =85)
(A)MACH' _ 5.00
	 PAGE	 59





























C13W IGLIRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-CO	 ELV-LI	 ELV-RI	 ELV-RO	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
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IA)MACH = 5.00	 PAGE
	
60
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG. 5 EFFECT OF SEALED ELEVON GAP (BODY FLAP= 0p SPEED BRAKE =85)
DATA SET SYMBOL
	
CONFIWRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO	 ELV-LI	 ELV-RI 	 ELV-RO	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
(BTV027)	 Q	 OA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 V116 -20.000-20.000 -20.000 -20.000 	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 5 EFFECT OF SEALED ELEVON GAP (BODY FLAP=



















































ELV-R1	 ELV-RO	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
-20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO.FT.(BTVO42)
	 OA115






AIVGLt -ur A T T AUK 9 ALPHA. DEGREES
	
y
FIG. 5 EFFECT OF SEALED ELEVON GAP (BODY FLAP= Op SPEED BRAKE =85)




CONFI LJRATlON DESCRIPTION ELV-LO	 ELV-LI	 ELV-RI	 ELV-RO	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
( RTV027)	 OA 1 15	 826 - C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V 1 16 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000	 SREF	 2690.0000 SO XT .
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CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTIM4	 ELV-LO	 ELV-LI
	 ELV-RI	 ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION(RTV027)	 OAI15	 B26 C9 E4? F8 MIS N26 R5 VS V116	 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
IRTVO42)
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG. -5 EFFECT OF SEALED ELEVON GAP (BODY FLAP= 09 SPEED BRAKE =85)
(A)MACH




- ION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO	 ELV-LI	 ELV-RI
	
ELV-RU	 REFERENCE IWM MATION
(RTV027)	 Q	 OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N29 R5 V8 Y116 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000
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FIG. 5 EFFECT OF SEALED ELEVON GAP (BODY FLAP= 0, SPEED BRAKE =85)




























	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 ELV-LO	 ELV-LI	 ELV-R1	 ELV-RO	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
(ATV027)	 Q	 OAI15	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116
	 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 	 SREF 2690.0000 SG.FT.(ATVO42)	 q 	 CA115 -	 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N29 R5 V8 VII6 N24
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FIG. 5 EFFECT OF SEALED ELEVON GAP (BODY FLAP= 09 SPEED BRAKE =85)
W MACH = 5.00	 PAGE	 66
i
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CATV027) OA115
	
826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V13 W116
CATVO42) 8 OA115	 B26 CS E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 N24
ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-R1 ELV-RO	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
-20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 	 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
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-6	 -4	 -2	 0 2	 4 6	 8 10 12	 14 16	 18 20 22	 24	 26 28 30
s
DATA SET SYMBOL COW 1WRATION'OESCRIPTION ELV-LO	 ELV-LI	 ELV-R1	 ELV-RO	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
IATV027)	 S OAI15	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 -20 .000 -20.000 -20 .000 -20 .000	 SREF 2690 .0000 SQ.FT'.IATVO421 OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 Y116 N24 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 	 LREF 474.8100 IN.
BREF 936.6800 IN.




ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES







CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELV—LO	 £LV-LI	 ELV—RI
OA 115	 826 C9 E43 FS MIS N28 R5 V8 V116	 —20.000 —20.000 —20.000
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG. 6	 EFFECT OF SEALED ELEVON HINGE LINE _(BODY FLAP= Op
(A)MACH	 _	 2.00
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20	 22	 24	 26	 28 30
SPEED BRAKE= 55)
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO	 ELV-L1	 ELV-R1	 ELV-RO	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
68TV0271	 '^ CA115	 826 C9 E43 FBiM16 N28 R5 V8 V116 -20.000 —20.000 —20.000 —20.000	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.








































ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES















DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONF IGURAT ION DESCR I PT I ON ELV-LO	 ELV-LI	 ELV-RI	 ELV-RO	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
( BTV027 ).Q	 OAI 15	 826 CS E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 VS VIIS -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 	 SREF 2690.0000 SG.FT.
LL (BTVO44)	 U	 CA115	 826 CS E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 Wl 16 SEAL -20.000 -20.00D -20.000 -20.000 	 LREF 474.8100 IN.
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIC4-RATION 'DESCRIPTION	 ELV-LO	 ELV-LI	 ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION y
t	 IBTV0271
f	 (BTVO441	 8 OA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 V116	 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000OA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N26 R5 V8	 IS SEAL	 -20.000VI	 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 SREF	 2690.0000LREF	 474.6100 SQ.FT.IN. iL"--0 -20.000 BREF	 936.6800 IN.
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FIG. S EFFECT OF SEALED ELEVON HINGE LINE (BODY FLAP= 09 SPEED BRAKE= 55)
a	 tA)MACH =	 2.00 PAGE 72
DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELV-LO	 ELV-L1	 ELV-R1	 ELV-R0 REFERENCE INFORMATION
I--CBTV0271OA115	 B26 C9 E43 FB MIS N28 R5 V8 WII6	 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 SREF 2690.0000 S©.FT.
L(BTVO443	 8	 OA 115	 826 CS E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 VS W116 SEAL 	 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.



























































DATA SET SYMBOL 	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO	 ELV-LI	 ELV-R1
	
ELV-RO 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
(STV027) OA 115
	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N29 R5 V8"`V116 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
ISTVO44)' B	 OA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 SEAL -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000	 LREF 474.8100 IN.
BREF 936.6800 1N.
CL XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO
YMRP .0000 1N.Y0
X 1 N . ZO
SMRLE
375.000
ill I ' ll Mi fill IM 1 ,14. 1 .111 11.1
_ !1 6
fV kz 1.5
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG. 6- EFFECT OF SEALED ELEVON HINGE LINE (BODY FLAP =
 09 SPEED BRAKE= 55)
(A)MACH = 2.00















































DATA SET SYMB& - Ct3I "AT ION DESCRIPTION	 ELV-LO	 ELV-LI	 ELV—R)	 ELY-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
tjTV027)	 OA11.5	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N20 R5 V8 W116	 -20.000 -20.000 —20.000-20.0008 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
t TVO441	 13A 115	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 VS WII6 SEAL—	 —20.000 -20.000 —20.000 —20.000 LREF 474.8100— IN.
BREF 936.6600 IN.
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FIG 6 EFFECT OF SEALED ELEVON HINGE LINE (BODY FLAP= Op SPEED BRAKE= 55)
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DATA SET SYMBOL COW IGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO	 EL,V-LI	 ELV-RI	 ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATI ON
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DATA SET'SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELV-LO	 ELV-LI	 ELV-R(' ELY-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG. 6 EFFECT OF SEALED ELEVON HINGE LINE (BODY FLAP= 09 SPEED BRAKE= 55)
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CA)MACH =	 2.00 PAGE 77
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DATA SET SYMBOL	 COW I "AT ION DESCRIPTION	 ELV—LO	 ELV—Li	 €LV—RI	 ELV—RO	 PEFERENCE INFORMATION
IB rVO2'7I CAI 15	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116
	 —20.000 —20.000 —20.000 —20.000	 SREF






































































ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
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DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIWRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO	 ELV-LI	 ELV-RI	 ELV-RO	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
(BTV027I	 Q	 OAI1S	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N78 R5 V8-VIIS -20.000 -20.000 -.20.000 -20.000 	 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.






ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES






CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 ELV-LO	 ELV-LI	 ELV-RI	 ELY-RO	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
CRTV0271 C1A115
	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116
	
-20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000	 SREF 2690.00:10 SQ.FT,
(RTVO441	
a
0A115-	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116 SEAL
	 -20.000 -20.000 -20,000 -20.000	 LREF 474.8100 IN.
BREF 936.6900 IN.
XMRP 1076.6600 IN.XO
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DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION DESCR I PT ION ELV-LO	 ELV-L I	 ELV-R I	 ELV-RO	 REFERENCE IwmmAt m
(RTV027) (J	 CA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 MI6N2B R5 V8 W116 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT. t
(RTVO44) q 	 OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 WI 16 SEAL -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 	 LREF 474.8100 1N.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG. 6 EFFECT OF SEALED ELEV©N HINGE LINE (BODY FLAP= 09 SPEED BRAKE= 55)
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DATA SST SYMBOL	 Cep I GURAT I ON DESCRIPT ION ELV-LO	 ELV-:i_ I	 ELV^R I	 '-V-RO R--- EPEJv.:'E I ICU' MAT iON
£RTV027I	 13A 115 	 826 C3 =43 F8 t916 428.R5 V8 WI16 -20-COO --20.+000 -20.CC0 -20.000 SREF 76c3. SQ.FT,
CRTVO44 1 	 OA115	 326 C3 £43 F8 MI6 N28 R5 V8 Vi IS SEAL -20.000 -20.0-00 -20.000 -20.00-10 LPE =,8100 IN.
BREF S3S.6800 IN.
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO	 ELV-L I	 ELV-RI	 ELY-RO	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
(ATV027) MIS	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116 -20.O
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5	 LILLL	 "lilt kill	 Ila lilt Ilait	 1-1
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DATA SET SYMBOL COW 1GURATIO I DESCRIPTION	 ELV-1-0 ELV–LI ELV–R! ELV–RO	 REFEREPU IIv MMATION
{ATVC271	 OAI,5	 526 CS E43 FS MIS N2B RS V3 YIIG
	 –20.00.0 –2– .C—M –20.OD:) –20.00-0 SREF	 2:,9jr.WOW SOFT.
ATVC144 ) I J Ohl i 5	 226 CS c43 FS M I G '128 R5 VS 14,1 116 SEAL –20.000 –20.003 20.006 –210.000 LREF	 474-8100 IN.
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DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO	 ELV-LI	 ELV-RI	 ELV-R0	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
IATV0271 OA115	 B2E C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-Li ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE 1NFORMATICam!
( STV015) OA 115 1126 E9 "E43 FS MIS N28 R5 VE WIS .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
ceTV020) OAIIS 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 VS V)16 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN. -(STV025)
j
OA115 B26 C9 =43 F8 M16 N28 R5 VS V116 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 BREF 336.^0800 IN.
CBTV027) OA115 B26 C9 E43 FS MISN29 R5 VS W116 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 XMRP 1076.6800 !N.XO
(BTV0291 OA115 826 C9 E43 FB MIS N28 R5 VS WITS —40.000 —40.000 —40.000 —40.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO z
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
SCALE .0150 °f
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG. 7 FULL-SPAN ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS (BODY FLAP= 0, SPEED BRAKE 55/85)
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
I13TV005I OA115 B26 C1 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 .000 .000 000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT, a
(BTV0203 OAd15 B26 C9 E43 F8 MISN2B R5 V8 V116 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
(BTV0253 OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 VB V116 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
^t3TV0273 CIA 115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 V116 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN.X0
t3TV029) OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 V116 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 YMRP .0000 1N.YO




ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG. 7 FULL SPAN ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS (BODY FLAP 0, SPEED BRAKE = 55/85)
0- (A)MACH = 2.00
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
1-(BTV0051 CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 YtI6 .000 .000 .000' .000 SREF 2590.0000 SO.FT.	 I
LLU CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 20.000 0020.0 20.000 20,000 LREF 474.8100 1N.-
< IBTV02)I DA115 826 CS E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 VIIS -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 BREF 936.6800 1N.
X: (BTV.027) CA115 626 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 WII6 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 XMRP 1076.6800 1N.X0
J ISTV0293 OAII5 B26 C9 E43 FB MIS N28 R5 V8 W126 -40.00 0 -40.000 .0-40 -40.000 u-2Y! RP .0000 IN.YO
J ZMRP 375.0000 IN,ZOSCALE .0150
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES








































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-R1 ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
EBTV0053 OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
IBTV0203 CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
(BTV025) CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116 -10.008 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
CBTV027) CA115 - 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 VIIG -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO[9TV029,) OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO 9
SCALE .0150 =' -
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES







	'PY.$b	 r,r.^;; r.r .:,+sac*ha.+.	 a. .. a+x.k , ept .......=r , +. y* *>,	 wr»t.	 ieza?iN 	 ^	
.fex'.^akw..,„ t.9ykuM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION EL.-L-3 ELV-L1 ELV-RI ELV-Rt. REFERENCE" INFORMATION
(3TV0051 CIA 115 626 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 WIIS .000 CDC! .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.(STV020)	 U CA115 B26 CS E43 F8 MI6 N28 R5 V8 W116 20.000 20 . 00`0 20.000 20.000 LREF E74.8100 IN.(3TV0251 a15 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 WITS -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
^(8TV0271 OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 WITS -20.000 -20 . 000 -20.000 -20.000 XMRF 1076.6800 1N.X3
^(8TV029I CA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 WI16 -40.000 -40 . 000 -40.000 -40.000 YMRF .0000 IN.YO
LL ZMrRP 375.0000 IN.20
J
SCALE .0150
r?	 ! r	 '	 i	 !	 1 . I	 '	 f	 !	 Trrn-rrrr- '^rm;r 1
.08
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ANGLE OF ATTACK.' ALPHA. DEGREES
516. 7 FULL SPAN ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS (BODY FLAP= 0, SPEED BRAKE 55/85)































































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
I8TV005) OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
LL (8TV0207 OAII5 B26 C9 E43 F8 MISN28 R5 V8 W116 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 LREF 474.8100 !N.
< (BTV0251 CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
^I8TV0271 0A1 15 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 XMRP 1076.6800 1N.XO
-J (BTV029I CA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 YVIP0 ,0000 IN.YO
V ZMRP 375.0000 1N.Z0
SCALE .0150
.^
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG. 7 FULL SPAN ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS (BODY FLAP= 0. SPEED BRAKE = 55/85)
(B)MACH	 4.00	 PAGE	 91
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-Li ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
[BTVOOS) 11A 115 626 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 .000" .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.f,	 t8TV020) CA115 926 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 20.000 20.000 20,000 20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.(9TV025) 0AII5 926 C9 E43.FB. M16 N28 R5 V8 VII6 -10.000 -10.000 - 10.000 -10 .000 BREF 936 .6800 IN. --w -^,
ISTV027) OA115 926 CS E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 Vli6 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 X";P 1076.6800 IN.XO











































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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-6	 -4	 -2	 0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10	 12	 14	 16	 18	 20	 22	 24	 26	 28 k
DATA SET _SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IBTV0115I OA115 1126 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 VIIS
(BTV0201 CA115	 - B26 C9 E43 F8 _MISN28 R5 VSWITS
(BTV025) OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 WITS
O (9TV027) OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 VII6
C3c (8TV029) CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116J
ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV—RI ELV—RO REFERENCE INFCFW,l ►C►:
.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.000G` SOFT.
20.000 20.000 20.000 20.OL-1 LREF 474.8100 IN.
-10,000 — 10.000 — 10.000 — 10.000 t3REF 936.6800 1N.
—20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO





T	 ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREESX
FIG. 7 FULL SPAN ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS (BODY FLAP 0t SPEED BRAKE = 5'
f	 0- (C)MACH = 5.00
	 P1
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTI ON
	(BTV005) j 0A115	 B26 C9 E43 F6 MI6N28 R5 VB'VII ^o
L CBTV020I	 0A115	 826 C9 E43 F9 MIS N28 R5 V8 V1I6
< CBTV025 I 	CAII5	 826 C9 E43 F8 MI S
 N28 R5 V9 V1IS
E (BT V027)	 CA 115	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V I I S








































ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000	 .0000	 .000	 .000 SREF	 2690.0!000 SOFT.	 —
	
20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 LREF	 474.8100 IN.
	
-10.000 -10.000 -10.00.0 -10.000 BREF 	 935.6900 )N.	 4
	
20.000 -20.000-20.000 -20.000 XMRP	 1076.6800 IN.X0
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-6	 -4	 —2	 0 2	 4 6	 8 10 12	 14	 16	 18 20	 22	 24	 26 28 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
FULL SPAN ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS (BODY FLAP =
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DATA SET SYMM L	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 ELV-LO	 ELV-LI	 ELV-R1	 ELV-RO	 REFERENCE 1NFORK&TION
1
-1DTV005)	 DA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 'M16 N28 R5 V8 VIIS	 .000	 .000	 1000	 ;1]00	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SOFT,
V-ISTV020I	 OA115	 -	 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28:R5 V8 VIIS	 20.000	 20.000	 20 .000	 20.000 LREF	 474.8100	 IN.
I8TV025)	 OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28-R5 V8 V116 	 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 	 BREF	 936.6800	 IN.
(BTV0271	 CA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 	 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 	 XMRP	 1076.6800	 IN.XO
-I (BTV029)	 CA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 WITS 	 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 	 YMRP	 .0000	 IN.YO
U	 ZMRP	 375.0000	 IN.ZO
SCALE
	 .0150n
0-	 -.4	 —.2	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 8	 1.0	 1.2
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN
FIG 7 FULL SPAN ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS (BOY
	 P	 =
	 D FLAP= 0, SPEED BRAKE 55185)




DATA SET SYMBO L GUCONFIRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO	 ELV-LI	 ELV-R1
	 ELV-RO	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
(8TV5I00 OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V 116	 .000	 .000	 .000	 .000	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SG.FT.
(8TV020) CA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V9 V 116	 20.000	 20.000	 20.000	 20.000	 LREF	 474.8100
	 IN.
(STV025) OAIIS 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V 116	 -10.000 -10.000 	 -10.000	 -10.000	 BREF	 936.6800
	 IN.
C3 EBTV0273 OA115 626 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V 116	
-20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 	 XM^RP	 1076.6800
	 IN.XO
^CBTV029) OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 V 116	
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z -.4	 -.2	 0 2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0
	 1.2
	 t
_ FORCE COEFFICIENT. -CN
	
uNORMAL
NESS (BODY FLAP= O, SPEED BRAKE = 55/85)FIG. 7	 FULL SPAN ELEVON EFFECTIVE
a CB)MACH'	 =	 4.00 PAGE	 97
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DATA SET symem. coNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION' ELV-LO EL.V-L I ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
8 V005 CA115 826 CS E43 FS MIS N28 R5 VB VIIS .001i CK30 .0-00 SREF 2G--.0000 SQ.FT,LL 19 , -V020 I OAII5 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N29 R5 VS W116 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 LREF 474. 8100- IN.
c KV025 CA115 826 C9 E43 FS MIS N28 R5 ve wns -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 BR ;:F 93G.G900' IN.
1 B"V027 I CA115 926 C9 E43 FS M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 XM^P 1076.6800 IN.XO
_J (B­V029) CA115 B26 CS E43 FS MIS N25 Rs ve wim -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 YMRP .0000 IN.Y(3
ZMRP 375.0000 1N.Z0
SCALE .0150
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CN
FIG. 7 FULL SPAN ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS (BODY FLAP = OF SPEED BRAKE 55/85)
























0,&.TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
t 8TV005) Q CAI 15 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 RS V8 WIIS0, o
C ETVo CA115 B26 C9 E43 FS MIS N28 R5 V8 WII6
OA115 826 C9 E43 FS MIS N28 R5 V8 WlIG
'10 [BUTVEP7 0&115 826 CS E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 VS WIIS
3t (BTV0291 CA115 B26 CS E43 FS MIS N28 R5 V8 WII6
LL
T
fill "u J"IL".k 1111 jLu a I a oil, lillm
Lo	 I
z	 —.6	 —.4	 —.2	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CN
FIG. 7 FULL SPAN ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS (BODY FLAP= Op SPEED BRAKE = 55/85)
(L CC)MACH	 5.00	 PAGE	 99
ELV—LC ELV—LI ELV—RI ELV—RO 	REFERENCE INFORMATI&I
.000	 .000	 .000	 .000 SREF	 2690.0000 SOFT.
20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 1,REF 	 474.8100 IN.
	
— 10.000 — 10.000 —10.000 — 10.000  61REF	 936.6800	 IN.
	
—20.000 —20.000 —20.000 —20.000 XMRP	 1076.6600 IN.XO
	







DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV—LO —ELV-L1 ELV—RI ELV—R0 REFERENCE INFORMATION
I-- (BTV0051 OA(1S B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 WI16 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
LL (8TV0201 OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MISN28 R5 VS VI16 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
<I BTV0253 CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 VIIS -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 BREF 936.68 IN.
(8TV027) CA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO
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a	 -.6	 .4	 2	 0	 2	 _4	 6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CN





DATA SET SYMBOL, COW I GLIRAT I ON DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-L1 ELV-R1 ELY-R(3 REFERENCE INFORMATION
(9 VON) 0A1 15 826 C9 E43 178 MIS N28 R5 V8 41116 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
-J (8TV020) DA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 RS VS WITS 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
1% (8-V025) OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W1I6 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
a E9TV027I CA115 826 C9 E43 FS M16 N28 R5 VS WIIG -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 XMRP 1076_6800 IN.XO





























I I q	 I	
till	 IM A I I &	 14 1 1	 0 11 11 111 1	 11 1111	 to rrmm-rmTm mm
















-6	 -4	 -2	 0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10	 12	 14	 16	 18	 20	 22	 24	 26	 28 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG. 7 FULL SPAN ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS (BODY FLAP= 09 SPEED BRAKE = 55/85)




CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO	 -ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(BTV005I Q 11A 115	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116 .000
	
.000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.(8TV020) DA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 20.000
	
20.000 20.000 20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
(STV025)
jQJ
OA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 MISN28 R5 V8 W116 -10.000	 -10..000 -10.000 -10.000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
(STV027) Q OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 WII6 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO
(BTV029) OA11.5 B26 C9 £43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 40.000 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
SCALE .0150












































	 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 3
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG. 7 FULL SPAN ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS (BODY FLAP= 0, SPEED BRAKE = 55/85)




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
IBTV005I OA 115 E126 C9 E43 FB MISN28 R5 V8 W116 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
(BTV020) OAli5 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
(BTV025) OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M)6 N28 R5 V8 W116 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
(BTV027) OAII5 826 C9 E43 F8 M16N28 R5 V8 V116 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO
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DATA SET. SYMBOL _ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-R1 ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
F	 (STV005) OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 WI16 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 26690.0000 SQ,FT.(BTVOZO) OAI15 926 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V1I6 20.000 20.000 20.000 20 .000 LREF 474 .8100 IN.(BTV025) OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116 —10.000 — 10.000 — 10.000 — 10.000 BREF 936.6800 IN.(BTV027) OAI!5 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 VS W116 —20.000 -20 .000 —20 . 000 —20 .000 XMRP 1076 .6800 IN.XO(BTV029 3 CA115 B26 CS E43 F8 M16 N29 R5 V8 W116 -40 .000 -40.000 -40.000 -40 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
SCALE .0150
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG. 7 FULL SPAN ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS (BODY FLAP= Of SPEED BRAKE 55185)
CA)MACH _ 2.00	 PAGE
	
104
aDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLIRAT)ON DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI LV-RE	 1 V-EL RO REFERENCE 1	 T	 	 NFORMA I[N
(8TV005) OA115 826 C9 E43 FS M16 N28 R5 V8 VIIS .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.(BTV020) OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 LREF 474..8100 IN.(BTV025)
i
CA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16N28 RS V8 V116
-10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
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-6	 -4	 -2	 0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10	 12	 14	 16	 18	 20	 22	 24	 26	 28	 3C
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG. 7 FULL SPAN ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS CBODY FLAP 0, SPEED BRAKE = 55/85)















aATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO E_V-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION	 it
IBTV0051 OAIIS 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SC.FT.
1$TV0203 MA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N2H R5 V8 V116 20.000 20^.000 20.000 20:000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
18TV0253 'OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10,001 BREF 936.6900 IN.	 •
(STV0271 CA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 YI16 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 XMRP 1016.6800 IN.X0
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-6	 -4	 -2	 0 2 4	 6	 8	 10	 12	 14	 16 18	 20	 22	 24	 26	 28 3C
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG. 7 FULL SPAN ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS (BODY FLAP= 0, SPEED BRAKE = 55/85)
(A)MACH = 2.00	 PAGE	 106
0
ELV-LO ELV-L1 ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
20.000 20.000 20.000 20.OW LREF 474.8100 IN.
-10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
-20.030
-20.000 -.20.000 -20.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO



















































































B26	 43 FS MIS N28 R5 VS	 116
B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116
B26 C9 'E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W 1 16
826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 VB VI1G
826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116
FIG. 7 FULL SPAN ELEVON EFFECTLVENESS...(BODY FLAP= 0„ SPEED BRAKE = 55/85)
CBIMACH	 4.00	 PAGE	 107	
p
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DATA 'SET SYMBOL COW I "AT ION EIESCR !PTION ELV—L0 ELV—LI ELV—RI ELV—RO REFERENCE TWORMATHN
1BTV0051 OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 VI16 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.IeTV0201 OA1I5 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 20 .000 20.000 20 .000 20 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.CBTV0251 CA115 B26 C9 E43 FS MIS N28 R5 V9 V116 -10 .000 -10 .000 -10.000 -10.000 BREF 936 .6800
J
IN_
EBTV027) CA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 XMRP 1076 .6900 IN.XO
EBTV0291 CA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 VII6 —40 .000 —40.000 —40 .000 —40.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
ZMRP 375.00 1N.Z0
SCALE .0150
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV—LO ELV—LI ELV—RI ELV—RO REFERENCE INFORMATION	 M
I BTVOI* OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MI6N28 R5 V8 WI IS .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
(BTV020) CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
(8TV0251 OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 VS W116
—10.000 — 10.000 —10.000 —10.000 BREF 836.6900 eIN.
EBTV0271 OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16N28 R5 V8 W116 —20.000 —20.000 —20.000 -20.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO
EBTV029) OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116 —40.000 —40.000 —40.000 —40.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
SCALE .0150
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 7 FULL SPAN ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS (BODY FLAP= 09 SPEED BRAKE = 55/85)
CBIMACH = 4.00	 PAGE	 109
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI"A-TIdN OESCRIPTION -	 fLV-LO ELV-LI- -ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
EBTV005) OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 YB V116 .000 000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.(STV025 1 CA115 B26 C9 E43 FB MIS N28 R5 VS WITS 20.000 20 . 000 20.000 20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.







ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG	 FULL SPAN ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS (BOOY FLAP= 0 ►
 SPEED BRAKE = 55/85)
,i
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-Ll ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
IBTV005) OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
18TV020) OA115 B26 C9 E43 FB MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.(STV025) OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 BREF 936:6800 1N.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG. 7 FULL SPAN ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS (BODY FLAP= Op SPEED BRAKE = 55/85)
CB)MACN
	 4.00	 PAGE	 111
K
















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIWRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO EC%I-L I ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE -INFOWTION
( 8TVgM	 -C)
E 9TVo
2()I OA115 B26 CS E43 FS HIS N28 R5 V13 V116 .000 000 .001) .000 SREF 2690.00W SQ.FT.
CA115 B26 C9 E43 FS MIS N28 R5 VS VIIS 20.000 20 .000 20.000 20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.(BTV0251 OA115 826 CS E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 VS VIIS -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
BTV027 I
II 
5 S26 C9 E43 FS M16 N28 R5 VS VIIS -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 YMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO(BTV029) DAIIS B26 CS E43 FS MIS N28 R5 VS VIIS -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
zZ MRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
SCALE .0150
'I's
1. if if .11 fill -116 wl."






—6	 —4	 —2	 0 2 4	 6	 8	 10 12	 14	 16 18 20	 22	 24	 26 28 3C
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG. 7 FULL SPAN ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS (BODY FLAP= Op SPEED BRAKE 55/85)
(B)MACH



































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV—LO ELV—LI ELV-RI ELV—RO PEFERENCE INFORMATION
CBTVOOSI OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
-^(BTV0201 DA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 VB V116 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.	 r
^IBTV025I CA115_ B26 CS E43 FB MIS N28 R5 V8 W116 -10.000 — 10.000 -10.000 — 10.000 BREF 936.6800 1N.	 4
(L IBTV027) OA 115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 —20.000 -20.000 —20.000 —20.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO















ill,	 Al,	 Jill i
-6	 -4	 -2	 0	 2 	 4	 6	 8	 10	 12	 14	 16	 18	 20	 22	 24	 26	 28	 30
a
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
`
	
FIG. 7 FULL SPAN ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS ( BODY FLAP= 0, SPEED BRAKE = 55/85)
(C)MACH = 5.00
	 PAGE	 113
..	 ...	 ....	 :. 	 ari>3s-°rttemH,^ .cx w l.uroaY * n w,• ,+	 FV 	 , _.	 n	 ,-,+	 a	 two ^>.stwpa^tL^itr u 'Nx€+t^WEns..s.ibtSW.^
IDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO
_
REFERENCE INFORMATION
t8TV0051 CA115 926 C9 E43 F8 MIS N2B R5 V8 Wt16 .000` .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.(STV020) CA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 WI16 20 .000 20 .000 20.000 20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN. r"
IBTV025 ' l OAIIS 926 C9 E43 f8 M16 N28 R5 VB W116 -10.000 -10 .000 -10 .000 -10 . D00 BREF 936 .6800 IN.
(BTV027) OA115 926 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 Wits
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
E8TV005) 011015 826 C9 E43 FS MIS N28 R5 V8 W116 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
(BTV020) CA115 B26 C9 E43 FS M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 LREF 474:8100 IN.
EBTV025)
j
OA115 B26 C9 E43 FB.M16 N28 R5 V8 V116 -10.000 -10.000 -10 '100 -10.	 10 BREF 936.6800 IN.
EBTV0271 CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M1.6 N28 R5 V8 W116 -20.:000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.i-J0 XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO
(STV029) CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5V8 W116 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
ZMRP 375.0000 1N.ZOr SCALE .0150
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
u	 FIG. 7 FULL SPAN ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS (BODY FLAP — 0,-SPEED BRAKE = 55/85)


















































	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-L) ELV-R1 ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(STV005) CA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 VII6 .000 .000 000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
I9TV020) CA115 926 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 Ra V8 W116 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.(8TV025) -- CA 115 826 C9 E43 FB MIS N28 R5 V8 W116 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 6REF 936.6800 IN.
(8TV027) CtA,115 826 C9 E43 F8-M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 -20,000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 XMRP 1076.6800 1N.XG	 f(BTV029) MIS 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 YMRP .0000 MYO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
SCALE _0i50
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
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DATA SET SYMBOL ' CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
:IITV0051 OA 115 826 C9 E43 FB M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SG.FT.
:BTV020) CA115 826 C9 E43 FB M16 N29 R5 VB W116 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 LREF 474.8100 1N.
(STV025) CA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 BREF 936.6900 1N.
(8TV027) CA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N26 R5 VB W116 -20.000 -20.000 -2".'000 -20.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO(BTV029) OA115 926 C9 E43 F8 M16 N29 R5 V8 WI16 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
ZmRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
SCALE .0150
-6 -4 -2 0
	 2 4	 6	 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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-6	 -4	 -2	 0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10	 12	 14	 16	 18	 20	 22	 24	 26	 28	 3T
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1.0 ELV—L1 ELV—RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
IBTV005) OA 115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 VIIS .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.(BTV020) CA115 026 C9 E43 F8 M(6 N28 R5 V8 W116 20 .000 20.000 20.000 20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN. -	 --(BTV025)
i OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 VS W116 —10.000 —10.000 —10.000 —10.000 BREF 935.6800
1N.
(8TV027) CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 WIIS —20.000 —20.000 —20.000 —20.000 XMRP 1076.6600 IN.XO




ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG . 7 FULL SPAN ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS ( BODY FLAP= 09 SPEED BRAKE = 55/85)
(C)MACH' - 5,00
	 PAGE	 118


























DATA SET SYMBOL COW IGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
IRTV0115I 13A 115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 VS V116 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
(RTV0201 OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N29 R5 V8 V116 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.(RTV025) CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 BREF 936.6800 IN.(RTV027) CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8'M16 N2B R5 V8 M116 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO(RTV029) OA11.5 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 V116 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
SCALE .	 .0150
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG. 7 FULL SPAN ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS (BODY FLAP= 0, SPEED BRAKE 55/85)
(A)MACH	 2.00	 PAGE	 119
.	 .'.^	 k?'4YhhliMq.1{'Mh}+	 y.	 o >. ..«^.r.	 ^• 3.'s 4.fii $tli+. v:::a^., sry}. k .y .-	 ^Hle
	 p0', r ,r? vvh (. sK^^y^ M^}K+f4(f'1su MisalJC.{L.Hi' 	 >I^ a>r.{W(ii^
	
:.	 ..
DATA SET SYMBOL COttF I GURAT I ON DESCR I PT I Lam) ELV-LO ELV-L I ELV-R I ELV-RO
T
REFEREN'rE INFORMATION 
(RTV005) -CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 HIS NM R5 V8 V116 .000
.000 ,D00 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.(RTV020) CA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 VS W116 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.	 --	 --(RTV0251	 9 OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 -I0.000 —10.000 -10 .000 —10.000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
(RTV027)	 4L CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N2B R5 VS V116 —20.000 —20.000 -20.000 —.20.000 X"1RP 1076.6800 IN.XO
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV—LO ELV—LI ELV—R1 ELV—RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(RTV0051 OAI15 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 VII6 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.

























`	 OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPT10N ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-Rl ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
IRTV005) 13A 115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W1I6 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.CRTV020) OAllS 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.	 x	 -CRTV0251 CA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 VIIS
- 10.000 - 10.000 - 10.000 - 10.000 BREF 936.6800 IN.(RTV027) CA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116
-20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 XMRP 1076.6900_ IN.XO1RTV029) CAI 15 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES


















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RTV005)OA115	 826 C9 E43 FS M1.6 N28 R5 V8 VIIS
(RTV020)	 OAII5	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 VS W116
(RTV025)	 CA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 Mi6 N28 R5 V8 W116
CRTV027)	 0Ai1S	 B26 C9 E43 FB M16 N28 R5 VS WI16
(RTV029)	 OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116
^rt
.	 .
ELV-LO ELV-LI ELY-RI ELV-RO
	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000	 .000	 .000	 .000 SREF	 2690.0000 'SO.FT.
	
20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 LREF 	 474.8100 IN.
	
-10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 BREF 	 936,6800 IN.
	
-20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 XMRP 	 ]076.6800 IN.XO
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES







































'	 DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV—LO ELV—L1 ELV-R1 ELV—RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
CRTVOOS) OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.(RTV020) OA115 M C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 VIIS 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.(RTV025) CA115 1826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 —10.000 -10.000 — 10.000 —10.000 BREF 936,6800 IN.(RTV027) OA115 626 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 WITS —20.000 —20.000 —20.000 —20.000 XMRP 1076.6800 1N.XO
(RTV029) DA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116 —40.000 —40.000 —40.000 —40.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
SCALE .0150 --
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV—LO ELV—LI ELV—RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
ERTV0051 OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
ERTV020) CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 20.000 20.000. 20.000 20.000 . LREF 474.8100 IN.
ERTV025) OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116- —10.000 —10.000 — 10.000 —10.000 BREF 936,6800 IN.
ERTV027) OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V6 W116 —20.000 —20.000 -20.000 —20.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO



































'	 DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-L1 ELV-Ri ELV-Ra REFERENCE 1NFORMTION
ERTV005I CAI 15 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N29 R5 V8 W1I6 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.[RTV0203 CA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N'28 R5 VS W1I6 20 .000 20.000 20-CM 20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
tR'	 251 OAI15 826 C9 E43 FS MI6 N29 R5 V8 VII6 - 10.000 -10 .000 -10.000 -10.000 BREF 936 .6800 IN.
(R"	 271 CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO
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A11.1-LII till imzj.— fill it I a 11
	
.2	 .3	 .4	 .5	 .6	 .7
DRAG COEFFICIENT.CD








.: T...	 .,..py.	 ^^!{INtY144f.3W^tifwi :s e.r	 .e...s a ,^ ,.	 .'.:'a	 . '.	 '^.	 -	 . 	 '-	 ..	 ,.	 ..	 _.	 r•
1DATA SET SYMBOL COWIGU2ATI13N DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(RTV005) OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MISN28 R5 V8 V116 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 26S0.0000 SOFT.
ERTV0201 CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 VI16 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
ERTV025)
j
CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 V116 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 BREF 936.6800 1N.
ERTV0271 CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 V116 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 Y.MRP 1076.6800 1N.XO
ORTV029I DA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 V116 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 YMRP .0000 1N.YO




























-.1	 0 .1 .2	 .3	 .4	 .5	 _6 .7
DRAG COEFFICIENT.CD
FIG 7 FULL SPAN ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS (BODY FLAP =
 09 SPEED BRAKE = 55/85)
(C)MACH
	 5.00	 PAGE	 127
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DATA SET SYMMIL CONF t GLRAT t Crrl OESCR 1 PT t ON
(ATV005) CAI 15 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28-R5 V8 VIis.
(ATV020) OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 V116
(ATV025) OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MI6 N28 R5 V8 V116
LATV027) OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116
(ATV029) CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116
ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-R! ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
.u00 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT,
7.0.000 20.000 20.000 20.000. LREF 474.8100 IN.
-i0.000 -10..000 -10.000 -10.000 6REF 936.6800 IN.
-20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO




ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES



























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-L1 ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE I NFORMAT I ON
f AT V82 )	 Q OA115 B26 C9 E43 F13 MIS N28 R5 V8 VIIS .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
CATV	
ol
OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 WII6 20 . 000 20.000 20.000 20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
C ATV025) OA115 B26 CS E43 F8 M16N28 R5 V8 WIIS -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
CATV077) OAIIS B26 CS E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 VB W116 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN.X0
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG. 7 FULL SPAN ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS (BODY FLAP = 09 SPEED BRAKE 55/85)
(A)MACH	 2.00	 PAGE	 129
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!	 DATA SET SYMBOL COrFIGURATION'DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFEREM-E IiFORMATIGN




ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG. 7 FUEL SPAN-EEEVON EFFECTIVENESS (BODY FLAP Op SPEED BRAKE = 55/85)
[A)MACH	 2.00
	 PAGE	 130
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
IATV005) OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 VB W116 .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
(ATV020I OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 VB W116 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
(ATV025) OA115
i
826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 RS VB W116 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
(ATV027) OA115 826 C9 E43 FS M16 N28 R5 VB WIl6 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO























































ililit.l. I it ­ IL jIll	 ilia fill	 d	 :^L —Aw "a	 lit.jill	 gill
-6	 -4	 -2	 0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10	 12	 14	 16	 18	 20	 22	 24	 26	 28	 X
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG. 7 FULL SPAN ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS (BODY FLAP= 0p SPEED BRAKE = 55/85)
(8)MACH = 4.00
	 PAGE	 131
..	 l+t+r^"^i'.N'ijtPi+ •d Y k : i : >F+.,>c 4.. r ^^.	 r.	 . e	 ^....'	 ..	 :.;....fl3 lr <.. . .-.;^ 	 . + ... 	 ^	 ..	 •	 .	 t	 K	 r	 ...
4
F
, DATA SET SYMBOL .CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-L1 ELV-R1 ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
'	 ( ATV005 I OA I I S 826 C9 E43 F8 M 16 NM R5 V8 V 116 .000 .000 .0m . WO SREF- 2690.0000 _ _ SG. FT .
(ATV020) -OA'115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 VI16 20.000 20.000 20.000 20,000 LREF 474.8100 IN.(ATV025I
j
13A 115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116
-10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 BREF 936.6006 IN.CATV0271 CA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MISN28 R5 V8 V116
-20.000' -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO(ATV029) CAI 15 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 WII6
-40 .000 -40 .000 -40 .000 -40.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO	 --
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZOAllow SCALE .0150
4






















































ANGLE UF-ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
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-6	 -4 `-2	 0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10	 12	 14	 16	 18	 20	 22	 24	 26	 28	 30
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE 1NFOh"MATION
CATV005) CAI 15 926'C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 VII6 ,000 .000 ,000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
tATV0203 OAI15 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN. 4
(ATV025) OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MISN28 R5 V8 Y116 -10.000 -10.000 -10,000 -10.000 SREF 936.6800 IN.
(ATV0273 CA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 VB V116 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 XMRP 1076.6600 IN.XO
IATV029) OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 V116 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
2MRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
F SCALE .0150p


































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO- REFERENCE IWORMATION
(ATV005) CA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V1IG .ODD .000 .000 WO SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
tATV020) CA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28R5 V8 W116 20.000 20. 0 20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.(ATV025I OA115 826 C9 E43 FS MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 -10.000 -10.090 -!0.000 BREF 936.6800 IN.	 -'(ATV027) CA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 VB W116 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 =-20.000 XMRP 1076.6800 1N.XO
(ATV029) CA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 YMRP .00Cfi 1N.YO
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-6	 -4	 -2	 0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10	 12	 14	 16	 18	 20	 22	 24	 26	 28 3C
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG. 7 FULL SPAN ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS (BODY FLAP= 09 SPEED 'BRAKE = 55/85)
CCIMACH	 5.00	 PAGE	 134
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IATV016I OA 115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 VIIS
CATV0201 CA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16N28 R5 V8 WITS
CATV0251 0A115 826 C9 E43 F8MIS N28 R5 V8 W116
(ATV027) CA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 WII'6
CATV0291 CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 Vit'6
ELV-I.0 ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
-10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 BREF 936.6600 IN.
-20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO

































































2 ! ' ---:I
-6 -4	 -2	 0 2	 4 6	 8 10 12	 14	 16	 18 20	 22	 24	 26 28 3C
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG. 7 FULL SPAN ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS (BODY FLAP= Op SPEED BRAKE = '55/85)
(C)MACH = 5.00	 PAGE
	
135
DATA SET SYMML COPTl"ATtON OESCRIPT1ON
'	 1ATV005') OA115 92G CS E43 F8 'MIS N28 RS V8 V116
EATV0203 CA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N29 R5 V8 YI16
tATV025) OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 VS V116
(ATV027) CA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 VI16
tATV0293 CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 V1I6
n
O
ELV-LO ELV-LI' 'ELV-R1 ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT..
20.000 20.000 20.000 20:000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
-10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
-20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 XMRP 1076.6800 1N.X0























































-6 -4	 -2	 0 2	 4 6	 8 10 12	 14	 16 18 20 22	 24	 26	 28 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG. 7 FULL SPAN ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS (BODY FLAP= G. SPEED BRAKE = 55/85)
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OA115 826 CS E43 F8 M16 N28 RS V8 W116 CCTV029)
SW-Wk ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATICIN
0 -3.000	 MACH 2.000	 BETA 000 DATASET DLTELO DATASET	 DLTELO	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
0 .000	 BOFLAP .000	 RUDDER .000 CTV029 -40.000 CTV027	 -20000 LREF, 474.8100 IN.
0 5.000 CTV025 -10.000 CTV005	 .000 BREF 936.6900 IN.CTV020 20.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO10.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
SCALE .0150
— 50	 —40	 —30
	 —20	 10	 0	 1'0
	 20	 30
INCREMENTAL ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. DEGREES. OLTELV




OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CCTV029)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 15.000	 MACH 2.000 BETA .000 DATASET OLTELO DATASET	 DLTELO	 SREF 2690.0000 SG1.FT.
q 20.000	 BOFI:AP ,000 RUDER .000 CTV029 -40.000 CTV027	 -20.000 LREF 474.81CO IN.
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—50.	 —40	 —30	 —20	 -10	 0	 10	 20
INCREMENTAL ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. DEGREES. OLTELV
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 VS W116 CCTV029)
SYMB0. ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 -3.000	 MACH 2.000	 BETA .000 DATASET OLTELO OATASET	 DLTELO	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
q .000	 BOFLAP .000	 RUDDER 000 CTV029 -40.000 CTV027	 -20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
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CA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 (CTV029)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARJkMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
!o ' 15:000	 MACH 2.000-	 BETA .000 DATASET DLTELO. DATASET	 OLTELO	 SREF 2690.0000 SQ:FT.
0 20.000	 BDFLAP .000	 RUDDER .000 CTV029- -40.000 CTV027	 -20;000 LREF 474.8100 1N.
O 25.000 CTV025 -10.000 CTV005	 .000 BREF 936.69001076 .6900 IN.lN.XO
27.000 CTV020 20.000 YMRP IN.YO
ZMRP 375.0000 1N20
SCALE .0150
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OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CCTV029)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFICI MATIONQ —3.000	 MACH 2.000	 BETA .000 DATASET DLTELO DATASET	 OLTELO	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT. a
q .000	 BDFLAP .000	 RUDDER .000 CTV029 —40.000 CTV027	 —20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
5.000 CTV025 —10.000 CTV005	 ,000- BREF 936.6800 IN.
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16-N28--R5 V8 W116 CCTV029)
SWIRL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA 'SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
MACH 2.000
	
BETA .000 DATASET DLTELO DATASET	 OLTELO	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
a
15.000
20.000	 BDFLAP .000	 RUDDER .000-CTV029 -40.000 CTV027	 -20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN. }
0 25.000 CTV025 -10.000 CTV005	 .000 BREF 936.6800 IN.CTV020 20.000 1076 .6800 IN.XOG 27.000 Y RP . 1N.YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO g.
SCALE . 0150
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OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 (CTV029) °
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 -3.000	 MACH 4.000	 BETA .000 OATASET DLTELO DATASET	 DLTELO	 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
.000	 BOFLAP ,000	 RUDDER 000 CTV029 -40,000 CTV027	 -20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
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CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 - M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CCTV029a
•	 SYMBOL ALPHA PARAt£TR'IC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFL'RMATION0 15.000	 MACH 4".000 BETA .000 DATASET OLTELO DATASET 	 DLTELC	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
q 20.000	 BDFLAP .000 RUDDER 000 CTV029 -40.000	 • CTV027	 -20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
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OA 115 B26 C9 -E43- F8 M-16 N28 R5_ V8_ W11.16 ( CTV029).
SYMIM ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
Q -3.000	 MACH 4.000 BETA .000 OATASET	 DLTELO OATASET	 Q.TELO	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT,
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FIG. S INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF FULL SPAN ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CCTV029)
- SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE 1NFORMATION
O 15.000	 MACH 4.000	 BETA .000 DATASET DLTELI3 DATASET	 DLTELO	 SREF 2690.0000 S9 .FT.
q 20.000
	






•^ XMRPF 10  6.6800 IN.XO





OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 (CTV029)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 -3.000	 MACH 4.000	 BETA .000 DATASET OLTELO DATASET	 OLTELO	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
q .000	 BDFLAP .000	 RUDDER .000 CTV029 —40.000 CTV027	 —20.000 LREF 474.8700 1N.





D 10.000 CTV020 20.i^ YMRP .0000 1N.YO
ZMRP 37S.0000 IN.ZO	 -- -
SCALE .0150
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CA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CCTV029)
SYMB0. ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMAT11N
0 15.000	 MACH 4.000
	
BETA .000 OATASET OLTELO DATASET	 OLTELO	 SREF 2690.0000 -SQ	 T.
q 20.000	 BDFLAP .000	 RUDDER .000 CTV029 -40.000 CTV027
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CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 {CTV029)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE IWORMATION
0 -3.000	 MACH 5.000	 BETA 000 DATASET OLTELO DATASET	 DLTELO 	 SREF 2690,0000 SO.FT.
q .000	 BDFLAP .000	 RUDDER .000 CTV029 -40.000 CTV027	 -20. 000 LREF 474.9100 IN.
0 5.000 CTV025 —10.000 CTV005	 :000 BREF
936.68 00 IN.
O 10.000 CTV020 20.000 YMMRP
1076
.0000 IN. 0









OA115 626 C9 E49 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CCTV029)
' SYMEM ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE 1NFOWATiON
0 15:000	 MACH 5.000	 13ETA .000 DAATASET OLTELO CATASET	 OLTELO	 SREF 2690.0000 SGST.
q 20.000	 91FLAP .000	 RUDDER .000 CTV029 —40.000 CTV027	 —20000 LREF. 474.9100 SIN.
n 25.000 CTV02 -10.000 CTV005 XXMRPF 1076.6800 IN.XO
^ 27.000 LTV[?20 20.0 00 YMRP ,.0000 l.NLYO
ZMRP 375 .0000 IN.ZO
SCALE .01.50
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_ CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 (CTV0291
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFCRMAT113d
Q -3.000
	
MACH 5.000 BETA .000 DATASET OLTELO OATASET	 OLTELO	 SREF 2690.0000 SD.FT.




CTV005	 .000 BREF 936.68001076.6800
IN.
IN.XO
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OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CCTV029)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOLACE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 15.000	 MACH 5.000	 BETA .000 DATASET OLTELO DATASET	 OLTELO	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
q 20.000	 80FLAP .000	 RUDDER .000 CTV029 -40.000 CTV027	 -20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
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CA115	 B26 C9 E43 F! M16 N28 R5 Vi W116	 CCTV029)	 k_
SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 PARAMETRIC VALUES	 DATA SOURCE	 REFERENCE IWORMATION
0'	 -3.000	 MACH	 5.000	 BETA	 .000 DATASET	 DLTELO	 DATASET	 OLTELO	 SREF	 2690.0000	 So.FT.
q 	 .000	 90FLAP	 .000	 RUDDER	 .000 CTV029	 -40,-rW 	 CTV027	 -20.000 LREF	 474.8100	 IN.CTV025	 -10.000	 CTVW5	 ,000 BREF	 936.6800	 1N.0	 5.000	 XMRP	 1076.6800	 IN.XO
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0A115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W1.16 (CTV029)
SYM613. ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 15.000	 MACH 5.000	 BETA .000 DATASET OLTELO DATASET	 OLTELO	 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.._
q 20.000	 BDFLAP .000	 RUDDER .000 CTV029 -40.000 CTV027	 -20,000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
0 25.000 CTV025 -10.0 00 CTV005	 .000 BREF'
936.69W IN.
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116 (DTV029)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
Q -3.000	 MACH 2.000	 BETA .000 DATASET DLTELO DATASET	 DLTELO	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
.000	 BDFLAP .000 -	 RUDDER .000 DTV029 -40.000 DTV027	 -20,000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
5.000 DTV025 -10,000 DTV005	 .ODD BMRP 10 6.6800 IN.XO
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FIG. 8 INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF FULL SPAN ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
OA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W11E	 (DTV029)	 -
SYMBOL ALPHA	 PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 15.000	 _.MACH	 2.000	 BETA .000 DATASET OLTELO	 DATASET DLTELO	 SREF' 2690.0000 SOFT.
q 20.000	 BDFLAP	 .000	 RUDDER .000 DTV029 -40.000	 DTV027 -20,000 LREF 474.8100 IN.




OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 (DTV029)
SYMMIL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 —3.000	 MACH 2.000	 BETA .000 DATASET OLTELO DATASET	 OLTELO	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT'.
0 .000
	 BDFLAP .000	 RUDDER .000 DTV029 -40.000 DTV027	 —20.000 LREF 474.8100 1N.
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CDTV029)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
Q 15.000
	
MACH 2.000	 BETA .OUO DATASET 0.TELO DATASET	 OLTELO	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
Q 20.000	 BOFLAP .000 	 RUDDER .000 DTV029 -40.000 DTV027	 -20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
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DA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 RO V8 W116 CDTV029:
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE ?EFEkENCE INFORMATION
0 -3.000	 MACH 2.000	 BETA .000 DATASET DLTELO DATASET	 DLTELO	 SREF t'SSO.0000 SOFT.
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OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CDTV029)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 15.000-	 MACH 2.000	 BETA .000 DATASET DLTELO DATASET	 DLTELO	 SREF	 2690.0000 SO.FT.
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SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION0 -3.000	 MACH 2.000	 BETA .000 DATASET OLTELO DATASET	 OLTELO
	
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CDTV029)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFaRMATION
0 15.000	 MACH 2.000	 BETA .000 DATASET 13LTELO DATASET	 OLTELO	 SREF 26W.0000 SQ.FT.
0 20.000	 BDFLAP DD0	 RUDDER .000 DTV029 -40.000 DTV027	 -20 Wo LREF 474.9MD IN.
0 25.000 DTV025 -10.ODO DTV005	 :()Oo BREFXMRP 936.66001076.VJW
IN.
1N.Xo
27.000 DTV020 20.000 YMRP . OW-0 IN.Ya
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
SCALE .0150
INCREMENTAL ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, DEGREES, OLTELV
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CDTV0291





BETA .000 DATASET DLTELO DATASET
	 DLTELO	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
13 .000	 80FLAP .000	 RUDDER ,000 DTV029 -40.CM DTV027	 -20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
0 5.000 DTV025 -10.000 OTV005
	
,000 -BREF 936.6800 IN.
10.000
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OA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N2C R5 V8 W116
	 COTV029)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
4.000	 BETA	 .000 :)ATASET DLTELO	 DATASET OLTEL.O	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
.000	 RUDDER	 000 DTV029 -40.000	 DTV027 20.000 LREF 474.810E IN.
DTV025 -10.000	 DTV005 BREF.000 XMRP 936.6800 IN.




































OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 'R5 V8 W116 (0TV029)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMAT10N
0 -3.000	 MACH 4.000	 BETA .000 DATASET DLTELO DATASET	 DLTELO	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
q BDFLAP.000 .000	 RUDDER .000 DTV029 -40.000 DTV027	 -20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
O 5.000 DTV025 -10.000 0TV005	 .000 BREF 936.6800 1N.
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CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 'W116 (0TV029)
SYMBIX ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATICN
Q - 15.000	 MACH 4, 000 _	 BETA .000 DATASET OLTELO DATASET	 OLTELO	 SREF 2690.0000	 _ _ _ _ SO XT.
q 20.000	 80FLAP :000	 RUDDER .000 DTV029 -40.000 DTV027	 -20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
0 25,000 DTV025 -10.000 0TV005	 ,pp0 BREF 936,6800 IN.
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CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 (DTV029)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 -3.000	 MACH 4.000	 BETA .000 DATASET DLTELO DATASET	 OLTELO	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.




DTV005	 0 00 BREF 936.68 001076 .68W
IN.
IN.XO
0 10.000 YMRP IN.YO
ZMRP 375.0000 N.ZO-
SCALE .0150
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 [DTV0291
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE: REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 IS.000	 MACH 4.000	 BETA .000 DATASET OLTELO OAT.ASET	 OLTELO	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
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0-A115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 (DTV029)
SYMBOL ALPHA PAP METRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFOWATIONQ -3,000	 MACH 4.000 BETA .000 DATASET DLTELO DATASET _DLTELO 	 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
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OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116	 C0TV029)
SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION0	 15.000	 MACH	 4.000
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OA115 C9 E43 F8 N28 R5M16 V8 W116 (DTV029)B26
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOIRCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0
-3.000	 MACH 5..000	 BETA .000 DATASET DLTELO DATASET	 OLTELO	 SREF 2690.0000 S61.FT.
11 .000	 BDFLAP .000	 RUDDER 000 DTV029 -40.000 DTV027	 -20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.0 g 000 DTV025 -10.000 DTV005	 000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CDTV0293
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 15.000	 MACH 5.000 BETA .000 DATASET DLTELO DATASET	 DLTELO	 SREF 2690.WM SQ.FT.
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1OA115 626 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CDTV0297
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFC"4MATION-
0 -3.000	 MACH 5.000	 BETA .000 DATASET DLTELO DATASET	 OLTELO	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
q .000	 BDFLAP .000	 RUDDER .000 DTV029 -40.000 DTV027	 -20, 000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
Q 5.000 DTV025 -10.000 DTV005	 .000 BREF 936.68 001076.6800
IN.
IN.XO
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OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CDTV029)
SYMBOL. ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INF(!WTI0N
0 15.000	 MACH 5.000	 BETA .000 DATASET DLTELO DATASET	 DLTELO	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
q 20.000	 BDFLAP .000	 RUDDER .000 DTV029 -40.000 DTV027	 -20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
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PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
5.000	 BETA	 .000 DATASET OLTELO	 DATASET OLTE_LO	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
.000	 RUDDER	 .000 DTV029 -40.000	 DTV027 -20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
DTV025 -10.000	 DTV005 ,000 BREF 936.6800 IN

























OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 (0TV029) _— -
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 15.000	 MACH 5.000	 BETA .000 DATASET OLTELO DATASET	 OLTELO	 SREF 2691.0000 SQ.FT.
q ;dO.000
	 8DhLAP .000	 RUDDER .000 DTV029 —40.000 DTV027	 —20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 (DTV029)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA St' LME REFERENCE 1NFOWIATION
0 -3.000	 MACH 5.000	 BETA .000 DATASET OLTELO DATASET	 OLTELO	 SREF 2690.0000 -SG.FT- -
,000
	
80FLAP .000	 RUDDER .000 0TV029 -40.000 DTV027	 -20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
5.000 0TV025 -10.000, DTV005	 .000 ^F 936.6800 IN.	 -
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OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116
	 CDTV029)
SYMBOL ALPHA	 PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATI13N
0 IS.000
	 MACH	 5.000	 BETA .000 DATASET OLTELO DATASET	 OLTELO	 SREF 2690.0000 SORT..
0 20.000
	
BOFLAP	 .000	 RUDDER .000 DTV029 -40.000 DTV027	 -20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
0 2.000 DTV025 -10.000 DTV005
	 .OW BREF 936.6800 IN.
OTV020 20.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO27.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
SCALE .0150













































OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CATV0291
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFOL9ATION
0 -2.000	 MACH 2.000 BETA .000 DATASET ELV-LO DATASET	 ELV-LO	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
q .000	 BDFLAP .000 RUDDER .000 ATV029 -40.000 ATV027	 -20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.





0 4.000 ATV020 20.000 YMRP .0000 1N.YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
SCALE .0150
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 1,ATV029'
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 6.000	 MACH 2.000	 BETA .000 DATASET ELV-LO DATASET	 ELV-LO	 SREF 2690.0000 SG'.FT.
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CA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5*V8 W116 CATV0291
SYMB0. ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE IWM MATICN
• 0 ,- 14,000	 MACH 2.000	 BETA .OM DATASET ELV-LO OATASET	 ELV-LO	 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
q 16.000	 80FLAP .000	 RUDDER 000 ATV029 -40.000 ATV027	 20,000 LREF 474.6100 IN.




IN.XOO 20.000 ATV020 20.000 YKRP .0000 IN.YO
ZMRP	 375.0000	 IN.ZO
SCALE	 .0150
OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116	 CATV0291
SYMM L ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION	 -
0 22.000	 MACH 2.000	 BETA 000 DATASET ELV-LO	 OATASET	 ELV-LO SREF 2690.0000 S9.FT.
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 X128 R5 V8 W116 CATV029)
SYMBOL_ ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 -2.000	 MACH 2.000 	 BETA .000 DATASET ELV-LO OATASET	 ELV-LO	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
q .000	 80FLAP .000	 RUDDER .000 ATV029 -40.000 ATV027	 -20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
0 2.000 ATV025 -10.000 ATV005	 ,000 BREF
936.6800 1N.
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FIG. 9 ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS FULL SPAN DEFLECTIONS
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CA115 B26 CS E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CATV029)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 6.000	 MACH 2.000	 BETA .f1.00
	
DATASET ELV-LO DATASET	 ELV-LO	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
8.000	 ' 9DFLAP 1000	 RUDDER 000 ATV029 -40.000 ATV0:27	 -2(}.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 (ATV029)
SYIB01_ ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE 1NFMiAT1CIN0 14.000	 MACH 2.000	 BETA .000 DATASET ELY-LO DATASET	 ELV-LO	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
q 16.000	 BDFLAP .000	 RUDDER .000 ATV029 -40.000 ATV027	 -20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
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CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 (AYV029) v
SYMBOL. ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 22.000	 MACH 2.000	 BETA .000 DATASET ELV-LO DATASET	 ELV-LO	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CATV029)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 -2.000	 MACH 2.000	 BETA .000 DATASET ELV-LO OATASET
	 ELV-LO	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
1 000	 BDFLAP- .000	 RUDOER .000 ATV029 -40.000 ATV027	 -20.000 LREF 474.8100 1N.
O 2.000 ATV025 - IO.00O ATV005	 ,000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 (ATV029)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA 'SOLRCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
Q 6.000	 MACH 2.000	 BETA .000 DATASET ELV—LO DATASET	 ELV-LO	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
q 8.000
	 BDFLAP .000	 RUDDER .000 ATV029 -40.000 ATV027	 -20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
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CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CATV029)
SYMEKL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFOWT113N0 14.000	 MACH 2,000	 BETA .000 DATASET ELV-LO DATASET	 ELV-LO	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
q 16.000	 BOFLAP .000	 RUDDER ,OW ATV029 -40.000 ATV027	 -70.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
Q 18.000 ATV025ATV020 -10.00020.000 ATV005	 .000 
BREF
XMRP
936.68001076.6800 IN.IN,XOA 20.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YOZMRP 375.0000 1N.ZO^ SCALE .0150_
FULL SPAN ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, DEGREES. ELEVON





f' OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W1.16 CATV0291
SYMWL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOLRCE REFERENCE INFCIRMAT I ON
C 22.000	 MACH 2.000 BETA .006 DATASET ELV-LO DATASET	 ELV-LO	 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
24.000	 BDFLAP .000 RUDDER ,000 ATV029 -40.000 ATV027	 -20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
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Q	 —2 000 MACH	 4 000 BETA	 000 DATASET ELV—LO	 DATASET ELV—LO SREF 2690 0000	 SO FT
.000	 BDFLAP	 .000	 RUDDER 000 ATV029	 —40.000	 ATV027	 -20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
































OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CATV0291
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 6.000	 MACH 4.000	 BETA .000 DATASET ELV-LO DATASET	 ELV-LO	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
q 8.000	 BDFLAP .000	 RUDDER .000 ATV029 -40.000 ATV027
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OA115 626 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CATV029)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION0 14.000	 MACH 4.000	 BETA .000 DATASET ELV-LO DATASET	 ELV-LO	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
0 16.000	 BOFLAP .000	 RLUXR .000 ATV029 -40.000 ATV027	 -20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CATV02° 1
SYMB(Y ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE 4NFORMATIONQ ` 22.000
	 MACH 4.000 	 BETA .000 DATASET ELV-LO DATASET	 ELV-LO	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
24.000
	 BOFLAP .000	 RUDDER .000 ATV029 -40.000 ATV027	 -20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.












































































OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W.116 CATV029)
SYMB& ALPHA PARAMETRIC VAUIES DATA SOt1RCE REFERENCE INFMIATION
O -2.000	 MACH 4.000	 BETA .000 DATASET ELV-LO DATASET	 ELV-LO	 SREF 2690 .0000 SQ.Ft. D




IN.Q 2.,000 ATV025ATV020 -10.00020.000 ATV005	 .000 1076.6800 IN.YO4.000 YMRP ".ZMRP 375.0000 I N 20
SCALE .0150
-50	 -40	 -30	 -20	 - 10	 0	 10	 20	 30
FULL SPAN ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, DEGREES, ELEVON










OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CATV029)
SYMB0. ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 6.000	 MACH 4.000 BETA .000 DATASET ELV-LO DATASET	 ELY-LO	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
q B.000	 BDFLAP .000 RUDDER .000 ATV029 -40.000 ATV027	 -20.000 LREI 474.8100 IN.
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CATV0291
SYMBIX ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 14.000	 MACH 4.000	 BETA .000 DATASET ELV-LO DATASET	 ELV-LO	 SREF &M.1m11 SO.FT.
q 16.000	 BOFLAP .000	 RLODER .000 ATV029 -40.000 ATV027'	 . -20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.0 18.000 ATV025ATV020 -10.00020.000 ATV005	 ,000 BREFXMRP 936.68001076.6800
IN.
IN.XO

























OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116	 CATV029)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 22.000	 MACH 4.000	 BETA 000 DATASET ELV-1.0	 OATASET	 ELV-LO SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
q 24.000	 BDFLAP .000	 RUDDER 000 ATV029 -40.000	 ATV027	 -20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.



















































OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 (ATV029) k
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFOWT10N
0 -2.000	 MACH 4.000	 BETA .000 DATASET ELV-LO DATASET	 ELV-LO	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
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k OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MI6 N28 R5 V8 W116 CATV029)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATIONQ 6.000	 MACH 4.000 BETA .000 OATASET ELV-LO OATASET	 ELV-LO	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.q 8.000	 BDFLAP .000 RUOOER 000 ATV029 -40.000 ATV027	 -20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
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CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116	 CATV0293
SYhBCL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOUKE REFERENCE INFORMATION0 14.000	 MACH 4.000	 BETA .000 DATASET ELV-LO	 DATASET	 ELV-LO SREF	 2690 .0000 SD.FT.
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OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CATV029)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0- 22.000	 MACH 4.000	 BETA .000 OATASET ELV-LO DATASET	 ELV'-LO	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
24.000	 BDFLAP .000	 RUDDER .000 ATV029 -40.000 ATV027	 -20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
0 26.000 ATV025 -10.000 ATV005	 .000 BREF 936.6800 IN.ATV020 20.000 XMRP 1076.6800 I N AO
27.000 YrRP .0000 I N.YO



































OA115 626 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 (ATV029)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORHA ON
0 -2.000	 MACH 5:000	 BETA .000 DATASET ELV-LO OATASET	 ELV-LO	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.7T•





000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
ATV020 20.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CATV029)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALLIES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATIM
0 6.000	 MACH 5.000	 BETA .000 DATASET ELV-LO DATASET	 ELV-LO	 SREF 2690.0000 SD.FT.
q 8.000	 BDFLAP .000	 KIDDER .000 ATV029 -40.000 ATV027	 -20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
0 10.000 ATV025 -10.000 ATVOOS	 ,000 BREFF 936.6800 1N.ATV020 20.000 XMR• 1076.6800 IN.XO12.000 YMRP .0000 1N.Y0

































































































OA115 B26-C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CATV029)
SYhBQ_ ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
Q 14.000	 MACH 5.000	 BETA .000 DATASET ELV—LO DATASET	 ELV—LO	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
q 16.000	 BOFLAP .000	 RUOOER .000 ATV029_ —40.000 ATV027	 —20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
0 18 0^ ATV025 — 10.0 00 ATV005	 :000 BREFF 10 6.6800 IN.Xfl
0 20.000
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OA115 626 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CATV029)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 22.000	 MACH 5.000	 BETA .000 DATASET ELV-LO 	DATASET ELV-LO SREF 2690.0000	 SOFT.
q 24.000	 BDFLAP .000	 RUDDER .000 ATV029 -40.000	 ATV027 -20.01 LREFBREF
474.8100	 IN.
936.6800 	IN.Q 26.000 ATV025ATV020
-10.000	 ATV005
20.000
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P
FCA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CATV029)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 -2.000	 MACH 5.000	 BETA .000 OATASET ELV-LO DATASET	 ELV-LO	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
q .000	 BDFLAP .000	 RUDDER .000 ATV029 -40.000 ATV027	 -20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CATV029)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 6.000	 MACH 5.000	 BETA .000 DATASET ELV-LO DATASET	 ELV-LO	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
q -8.000	 BDFLAP .000	 RUDDER .000 ATV029 -40.000 ATV027	 -20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
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F	 ^
OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 (ATV029)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
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CA115
	 B26 C9 E43 F8 '1M 16 N28 R5 V8 W116
	 CATV029)
,SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
	 DATA SOURCE
	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
0	 22.000	 MACH	 5.000
	 BETA	 .000 OATASET	 ELV-LO	 OATASET	 ELV-LO	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SQ.FT.
q 	 24.000
	 BDFLAP	 .000	 RUDDER	 .000 ATV029	 -40.000	 ATV027	 -20,000 LREF	 474.8100	 IN.
0	 26,000	 ATV025
	 -10.000
	 ATV005	 ,000 BREF	 936.6800	 IN.
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'f
DA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CATV029)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 -2.000	 MACH 5.000	 BETA .000 DATASET ELV-LO DATASET	 ELV-LO	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT,
q .000	 BDFLAP .000	 RUDDER .000 ATV029 -40.000 ATV027	 -20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
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DA115 B26 C9 E43 E8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 (ATV029)
E	 SYh6q_ ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
f	 0 6.000	 MACH 5.000 BETA .000 DATASET ELV-LO DATASET	 ELV-LO	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
q 8.000	 BDFLAP .000 RUDDER .000 ATV029
-40.000 ATV027	 -20.0W LREF 474.8100 IN.
0 10,000 ATV025 -10.000 ATV005	 .000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
ATV020 20.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN.X0O 12.000 YMRP .0000 IN.Y0
ZMRP 375.0000 I N 20	 °2
^Aft SCALE .0150































CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CATV029)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMAT113N
0 14.000	 MACH 5.000	 BETA .000 DATASET ELV-LO DATASET	 ELV-LO	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
0 16.000	 BOFLAP .000	 RUDDER 000 ATV029 -40.000 ATV027	 -20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
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B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116
	 CATV029)
PARAMETRIC VALUES	 DATA SOURCE	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
5.000	 BETA
	 ,000 DATASET	 ELV-LO	 DATASET	 ELV-L
	 00O	 SREF	 2690.00	 SOFT.




,000 BREF	 936.6800	 IN.
ATV020	 20.000	 XMRP	 1076.6800 	INAO




SYMB(i ALPHAO 22.000	 MACH
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i
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-R1 ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
tBTV030)	 t^. CA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M)6 N28 R5 V8 WIIS .000 -40.000 -40.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
EBTV034)	 G OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 VIl6 .000 -20.000 -20.000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
E8TV039) 0A115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 -10.000 -10.000 .000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
EBTV006) OA1_15 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 .000 .000 .000 .000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO
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FIG. 10 INBOARD ELEVON EFFECT. W%OUTBOARDS UNDEFLECTED (B. FLAP=00 SPD BRK =85)
(A)MACH	 5.00
	 PAGE	 215
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-L1 ELV-R1 ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION	 - -
( 6TV030)	 L OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W)16 .000 -40.000 -40.000 .000 SREF 2690,0000 SOFT,(BTV034)
	
ZI CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 -20.000 -20.000 .000 LREF 474.8100 1N.(BTV0391 CA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MI6 N28 R5 V8 W116 .000 -10.000 -10.000 .000 &REF 936.6800 IN.
^IBTV0061 DA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 VII6 .000 .000 .000 .000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO
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FIG. 10 INBOARD ELEVON EFFECT. W/OUTBOARDS UNDEFLECTED (B.'FLAP=O, SPO BRK =85)
r	 a CA)MACH	 5.00
	 PAGE
	 216
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPT113N ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
^(STV030 I CAI 15 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V(I6 .000 -40.000 -40.000 .000 SREF 2690 .0000 SD FT.
u-(8TV034) 0A115 B26 C9 E43 FS MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 -20.000 -20.000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
< CBTV0391	 Q CA 115 B26 C9 E43 FIT MIS N28 R5 V8 Y116 .000 -10.000 -10.000 .000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
1: (9TV006) CAI 15 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 .000 .000 .000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO
-
J (BT CA115 B26 L"9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 VS V116 .000 10.000 10.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE IWCRMAT113N
C8TV0307
	 L OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MI6N28 R5 VB VI16 .000 -40 .000 -40 .000 .000 SREF 2690 .0000 SO.FT.
CBTV0341
	
d OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 -20.000 -20.000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
IIITV0391 OA115 126 C9 E43 F8 M16N28 R5 V8 VIIS .000 -10.000 -10.000 .000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
^I8TV0061 CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 .000 .000 .000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO





►^	 NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT.-CN
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
IBTV0301 t^, OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N29 RS V8 W116 .000 -40.000 -40.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SD.FT.LL (BTV034I 11 OAI15 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 RS V8 WI16 .000 -20.000 -20.000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
< IIITV113 131 13AI15 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116 .000 -10.000 -!0.000 .000 BREF 936.6800 IN.1: (8TV006) CAI15 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 .000 .000 .000 .000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO













DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELY-LI ELV-RI ELY-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(BTVG30I	 t^h, CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 WII6 .000 -40.000 -40.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.	 '- -
(BTV034I	 0 CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 -20.000 -20.000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.%% (STVM ) OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 WI16 .000 -10.000 -10.000 .000 9REF 936.6800 IN.d (BTV006) MA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M(6 N28 R5 V8 WII6 .000 .000 .000 .000 XMRP 1076.6900 IN.XO
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(A)MACH = 5.00	 PAGE 220












































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
I8TV030)	 L 0A1 1! 826 C9 E43 FB M16 N28 R5 V8 Y1.16 MO -40.000 -40.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
(8TV034)	 0 OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 -20.000 -20.000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
(8TV039)- Q BA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 -10.000 -10.000 .000 BREF 936.6800 IN.	 3
(BTV00. 3
.
OARS B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V 116 .000 .000 .000 .000 XMRP 1076.6800 I N . XOLl J(BTVO40) CIA 115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 VI16 .000 10.000 10.000 000 YMRP .0000 1N.YO
ZMRP 375.0000 1N.ZO
SCALE .0150
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES























-	 DATA SET SYMBOL
	




CAI 15	 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 V116 	 .000 -40.000















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV—LO ELV—LI ELV—RI ELV—RO REFERENCE INFORMATICIN
I8TV030) OA115 826 C3 E43 FS MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 —40.000 —40.000 ,000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
(8TV034) 13A115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116 .000 -20.000 —20.000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
18TV039) CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 — 10.000 —10.000 000 BREF 936.6900 IN.
18TV006) 13A115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MI6N28 R5 V8 WII6 .000 .000 .000 .000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO
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FIG. 10 INBOARD ELEVON EFFECT. W/OUTBOARDS UNDEFLECTED (B. FLAP=09 SPD BRK =85)
	 -*
CA)M'ACH	 5.00	 PAGE	 223
G DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELV-LO	 ELV-LI	 ELV-R 1 ELV-RO	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
[BTV030) OA115
	
826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N26 RS V6 VT 16 .D00 -40.000 =40.000 000	 SREF 2690.0000 S(D.FT.
(BTV034) 0 DA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 WI16 .000 -20.000 -20.000 .000	 LREF 474.8100 IN.
(BTV039) OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 .000	 -10.000
	 -10.000 .000	 BREF 936.6800 IN.
(BTV006) OA115
	 826 C9 E43 F8 MI6 N28 R5 V8 V116 .000	 .000
	
.000 .000	 XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG. 10 INBOARD ELEVON EFFECT. W/OUTBOARDS UNDEFLECTED (B. FLAP=09 SPO BRK -85)














ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-R1 ELY-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 -40.000 -40.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
.000 -20.000 -20.000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
.000 -10.000 -10.000 .000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
.000 .000 .000 .000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO




DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8TV030) OAI15 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 RS V8 W116
(13TV034)_ _^ OA1I5 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 WI16
(8TV039) Q CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 WII6
I8TV006') Q OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116












-6 —4 —2 0
	
	 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG. 10 INBOARD ELEVON EFFECT. WIOUTBOARDS UNDEFLECTED (B. FLAP=09 SPD BRK =85)
(A)MACH	 5.00	 PAGE 225
DATA SET- SYMBOL CONFIWRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-L0 ELV-L1 ELV-RI ELV-R0 REFERENCE INFORMATION
IRTV030I OA 115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 -40.000 -40.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
CRTV034) CA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 -20.000 -20.000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
CRTV039) OAI115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 -10.000 -10.000 .000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
(RTV006) OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116- .000 .000 .000 .000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO
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DATA SET SYMBOL COW ISURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1-0 ELV—Li ELV—RI ELV—RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(RTV030), CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 VIIS .000 —40.000 —40.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.(RTV034) CA115 826 C9 E43 FS MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 -20.000 -20.000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
CRTV0391 CA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 -10.000 -10.000 .000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
(RTV006) OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 .000 .000 .000 XMRP 1076,6800 IN.XO
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIMATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO	 ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(RtV030) d OA115 826 C9 E43 f8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 .000 -40.000 -40.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOOT.(RTV034) d 0AII5 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116 .000 -20.000 -20.000 . 000 LREF 474 .8100 IN.
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FIG. 10 INBOARD ELEVON EFFECT. W/OUTBOARDS UNDEFLECTED (B. FLAP =09; SPO BRK =85)
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DATA SET SYMBOL C13W I GURAT I 13N DESCRIPT I ON	 ELV-LO	 ELV-L1	 ELY-RI	 ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(ATV030) OA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 -40.000 -40.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
(ATV034)	 -OA115 B26 C9 E43 F9 MIS N28 R5 V8 VII6 .000 -20.000 -20.000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
(ATV039) OA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 -10.000 -10.000 .000 BREF 936.6900 IN.
(ATV006) OA1.15	 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 VI16 .000	 1000	 .000 .000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG. 10 INBOARD ELEVON EFFECT. W/OUTBOARDS UNDEFLECTED (B. FLAP=O, SPD BRK =85) -	 --













































(ATV0301 OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 -40.000 -40.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.(ATV034) CA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V(16 .000 -20.000 -20.000 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.(ATV039) OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 RS V8 V116 .000 -10.000 -10.000 .000 BREF 936.6800 IN_(ATV006) CA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 .000 .000 .000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO(ATV0401 CA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 10.000 10.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
ZMRp 375.0000 IN.ZO
SCALE .0150
-b -4_ -Z u	 Z 4	 b	 U 1U 12 14 1b 1b ZU ZZ Z4 Zb ZU 3U
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES
FIG. 10 INBOARD ELEVON EFFECT. W/OUTBOARDS UNDEFLECTED (B FLAP =Do SPD BRK =85)
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(ATV030) OA115 926 C9 E43 FS MISN28 R5 V8 WIIS .000 -40.000 -40.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.(ATV034)	 D OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116 .000 -20.000 -20.000 .000 LREF 474.8100 1N.
IATV039) OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W1.16 .000 -10.000 -10.000 .000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
(ATV006) MIS 826 C9 E43 FS M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 .000 .000 .000 .000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIG N28 R5 V8 W116 CCTV030)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 -3.000	 MACH 5.000 OLTELO .000 DATASET OLTELI DATASET	 DLTELI
	
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
11 .000	 DLTER13 .000 BETA .000 CTV030 -40.000 CTV034	 -20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
0 5.000	 BUFLAP .000 RUDDER Doo CTV039 -10.000 CTV006	 .000 BREFXMRP 936.69031076. G800 IN.INA310.000 crVO40 10.000 Y MRP . 0000 IN.YO
ZMRP 375.0000 1N.Z0
SCALE .0 150
FIG. 11 INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF INBOARD ONLY ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
PAGE 232
INCREMENTAL INBOARD ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, DEGREES, OLTELI





( OA115 B26 C;9 E43 FS M16 N28 R5 VS WllS CCTV030)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 15.000	 MACH 5.000 DLTELO .000 DATASET DLTELI DATASET	 DLTELI	 SREF 2690,0000 SO.FT.
q 20.000	 OLTERO .000 BETA .000 CTV030 —40.000 CTV034	 —20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CCTV0303
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUE'S DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 -3,000
	 MACH 5.000 OLTELO .000 DATASET DLTELI DATASET	 DLTELI	 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
q .000	 OLTERO .000 BETA .000 CTV030 -40,000 CTV034	 -20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.0 5.000	 8DFLAP .000 RJOOER .000 CTV039 -10.000 CTV006	 .000 BREF 936.68001076 .6800 IN.IN.XO
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INCREMENTAL INBOARD ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. DEGREES. DLTELI
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OA 115 'B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CCTV030)
SYMB(0. ALPHA PARAMETRIC: VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 15.000	 MACH 5.000 CLTELO .000 OATASET DLTELI DATASET	 OLTELI	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CCTV030)
SYMBOL. ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION_0 —3.000
	 MACH 5.000 OLTELO .000 DATASET OLTELI DATASET 	 OLTELI	 SREF 2633.0000 SOFT.
q wo	 OLTERO .000 BETA .000 CTV030 —40.000 CTV034	 —20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
0 5.000	 BOFLAP .000 RUDDER ,000 CTV039 — 10.000 CTV006	 .000 BREFXMRP 936.68001076.6800 IN.IN,XO
10.000 CTVO40
10.000 YMRP ,0000 1N.YO
.ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
SCALE .0150
INCREMENTAL INBOARD ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. DEGREES. OLTELI
FIG. 11 INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF INBOARD ONLY ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
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-
CA115 B26 C° -43 F8 M16 N28 R5 VS W116 CCTV0303
SYMB13L ALPHA PARA'ETR I C VALUES DATA SOURCE
REFERENCE I NFOF'd'SAT I ON











25.000	 8WLAP .000	 RUDIcR
.000 CTVO40 10.000 YhRP
1076.6800
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INCREMENTAL INBOARD ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, DEGREES. 0_LTELI
FIG. 11 INCREMENTAL pFFLCTS OF IN60ARD ONLY ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 VS W116 CDTV0301
SYMBOL t,*J44A PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE
REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 -3.000	 MACH 5.000 OLTELO ,000 DATASET OLTELI DATASET	 OLTELI	 SREFLREF 2690.0000474.8100 50.FT.IN.




OTVOOS	 .DDD XMRP 1 9076.x N.xO0 5.000	 90FLAP .000 RUDDER .000 DTVO40 10.000 _
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FIG. It INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF INBOARD ONLY ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
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OA115 626 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CDTV030)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 15.000	 MACH 5.000 DLTELO .000 DATASET OLTELI DATASET	 OLTELI	 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FI
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INCREMENTAL INBOARD ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, DEGREES. DLTELI
FIG. 11 INCREME`NTAL EFFECTS OF INBOARD ONLY ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CDTV030)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE	 REFERENCE INFORMATION	 =	 -0 -3.000 MACH	 5.000	 DLTELO 000 DATASET	 OLTELI DATASET	 OLTELI	 SREF 2690. 0000 SO.FT.




1N.	 {0 5.000 80FLAP	 .000	 RUDDER ,000 DTV039	 -10.000DTVO40
	
10.000
OTV0D6	 000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO
10.000
YMR?2P"` 375 0000 - 1'  N . Y
SCALE .0150
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INCREMENTAL INBOARD ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, DEGREES. DLTELI
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INCREMENTAL, INBOARD ELEVON'DEFLECTION ANGLE. DEGREES. OLTELI
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 (DTV030)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 15.000	 MACH 5.000 DLTELO .000 DATASET DLTEL I DATASET	 OLTEL I	 SREF 2690.0000 SG ST.
q 20.000	 OLTERO .000 BETA .000 DTV030 -40.000 DTV034	 -20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.








27.000'- YMRP .0000 IN.YD




OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 (OTV030)
SYMBOL	 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION --- _
0	 -3.000 MACH	 5.000	 DLTELO .000 DATASET OLTELI DATASET	 OLTELI	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
q 	 .000 OLTERO
	





0-	 5.000 BDFLAP	 ._000	 RUDDER ,0D0 DTV039DTVO40
-10.000
10.000
DTV006	 .000 XMRP 1076.6900 IN.XO
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ELEVON 'DEFLECTION ANGLE. DEGREES.








































OA115 826 CS E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 (DTV030)
SYh190L ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 15.000	 MACH 5.000 OLTELO .000 OATASET OLTELI DATASET	 OLTELI	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
q 20.000	 OLTERO .000 BETA .000 DTV030 —40.000 DTV034	 —20,000 LREF 474.8100 IN.




DTV006	 .ODD XBREF 1076 .6 800 IN.>ro
a 27.000 YMRP .0000 1N.Y0
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INCREMENTAL INBOARD ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. DEGREES, DLTELI
FIG.'I_l INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF INBOARD ONLY ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 (DTV030)
E	 SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 -3,000	 MACH 5.000 DLTELO .000 DATASET OLTELI DATASET	 OLTELI	 SREF 2690 .0000 SQ.FT,
q .000	 OLTERO .000 BETA 000 DTV030 -40.000 DTV034	 -20,000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
O 5.000	 BDFLAP ,000 RUDDER ,000 DTV039 -10.000 DTV006	 .000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
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fECTIO ANGLE. DEGREES. DLTELI
`	 FIG. 11 INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF INBOARD ONLY ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CDTV030)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 15.000	 MACH 5.000 DLTELO .000 DATASET OLTELI OATASET	 OLTELI	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
20.000	 DLTERO .000 BETA .000 DTV030 —40.000 DTV034	 -20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.








IN.XOO 27.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
SCALE .0150
OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CATV0303
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRX VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
Q -2.000	 MACH 5.000 BETA, .000 DATASET ELV-LI DATASET	 ELV-LI	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
q .000	 ELV-LO .000 ELV-RO .000 ATV030 -40.000 ATV034	 -20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.0 2.000	 BDFLAP .000 RUDDER .000 ATV039 -10.000 ATV006	 .000 BREF 936.68001076.6800 IN.
4.000 ATVO40 10.000 YMIRP .0000 IN.YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
SCALE .0150
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 fATV030)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
Q 6.000	 MACH 5.000 BETA .000 DATASET ELV-LI DATASET	 ELY-LI	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
-	 q 8.000	 ELV-LO .000 ELV-RO .000 ATV030 -40.000 ATV034	 -20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.	 j








12.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
SCALE .0150 "^
INBOARD ONLY ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. DEGREES. ELV-LI
FIG. 12 ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS - 'INBOARD ELEVONS ONLY DEFLECTED
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CATV030) "-----
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
Q 14.000	 MACH 5-.000 BETA .000 DATASET ELV—LI DATASET	 ELV—LI	 SREF	 2690,0000 SQ.FT.
q 16.000	 ELV-LO .000 ELV—RO .000 ATV030 —40.000 ATV034	 -20.000 LREF	 474.8100 IN.0 18.000	 BDFLAP .000 RUDDER .000 ATV039 —10.000 ATV006	 .000 BREF	 936.68001.XMRP	 1076.6800 IN.XO
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CATV030)
yam.
SYMEQ. ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALLES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATIaN
0 22.000	 MACH 5.000	 BETA ,000 DATASET ELV-LI DATASET	 ELV-LI	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.





d 26.000	 80FLAP .000	 RUDDER ,000 ATV039ATVO40
-10.000
10.000
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INBOARD ONLY ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. DEGREES. ELV—LI
FIG. 12 ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS INBOARD ELEVONS ONLY DEFLECTED
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^Y
OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116	 CATV0303
SYMBOL' ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 -2.000 MACH 5.000	 BETA .000 DATASET	 £LV-LI	 OATASET	 ELV-LI	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
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JUL look
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INBOARD ONLY ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, DEGREES. ELV-LI





OA115 B26 CS E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE
0 6.000	 MACH 5.000 BETA .000 DATASET ELV-LI	 DATASET
q " 8.000	 ELV-LO .000 ELY-RO .000 ATV030 -40.000	 ATV034
10.000	 BDFLAP .000 RUDDER ,000 ATV039 -10.000	 ATV006d 12.000 ATVO40 10.000
CATV030)
REFERENCE I NF('JFtMAT ION
ELV-LI	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
_20 ,000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CATV0307
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 14.000	 MACH 5.000 BETA .000 DATASET ELV-LI DATASET
	 ELV-LI	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT,
q 16.000	 ELV-LO .000 ELVb RO .000 ATV030 -40.000 . ATV034	 -20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
18.000	 BOFLAP- .000 RUDDER .000 ATV039
_
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INBOARD ONLY ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, DEGREES. FLV-LI
FIG. 12 ELEVON HINGE'MOMENTS - INBOARD ELEVONS ONLY DEFLECTED
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 C ATV0301
SYMML ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALLES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE IW3RMAT10N
0 22.000
	
MACH 5.000 BETA .000 DATASET ELV-L1 OATASET	 ELV-LI	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
q 24.000	 ELV-LO .000 ELV-R0 .000 ATV030 -40.000 ATV034
	 -20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
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OA115 826'C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CATV0301
SYMMIL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALLES DATA SOJRCE REFERENCE INFORMATION	 --' - -
O 2.000	 MACH 5.000 BETA .000 DATASET ELV-L1 DATASET	 ELV-L1	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
q .000
	
ELV-LO .000 ELY-RO .000 ATV030 -40.000 ATV034
	
-20.000 'LREF 474.8100 IN.
Q 2.000
	








4.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
ZMRP 375. MW 1 N .ZO0^ SCALE .0150
INBOARD ONLY'ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, DEGREES, ELV-LI
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to
OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CATV030)
SYMBOL. ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 6.000 ,	 MACH 5.000	 BETA .000 DATASET ELV-LI DATASET	 ELV—LI	 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
8.000	 ELV—LO .000	 ELV—RO .000 ATV030 -40.000 ATV034	 —20,000 LREF 474,8100 IN.
O 10.000	 BDFLAP .000	 RUDDER 000 ATV039 — 10.000 ATV006	 .000 BREF
936. 6800 1N.
12.000 ATVO40 10.000 YMRP
1076
.0000 1N, O
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZOr ^
SCALE .0150Q
t
INBOARD ONLY ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, DEGREES. ELV-LI
fIG 12 ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS - INBOARD ELEVONS ONLY DEFLECTED
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0	 111	 lilt	 1411111111foll	 fill	 fill	 IM	
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0A 1 15 B26 C3 E43 F8 M 16 N28 R5 V8 W 116 C ATV030- )
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATI ON
14.000	 MACH 5.000 BETA .000 DATASET ELV-LI OATASET	 ELV-LI	 SREF 2690 .0000 SO.FT.
0 16.000	 ELV-LO .000 ELV-RO .000 ATV030 -40.000 ATV034	 -20.000 LREF i74.8100 IN.
Q 18.000	 BDFLAP .000 RUDDER ,000 ATV039 -10,000 ATV006	 ,000 BREFXMRP
93C).6800-
10 1 6.6800 IN.1N.XO




CA115 B26 CS E'43 FB M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CATV0301
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SMIRCE REFERENCE INFORMATIM
0 22.000	 MACH 5.000 BETA .000 DATASET ELV-LI DATASET	 ELV-L1	 SREF 2690 .0000 SOFT.
q 24.000	 ELV-LO .000 ELV-RO .000 ATV030 -40.000 ATV034	 -20.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
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FIG. 12 ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS - INBOARD ELEVONS ONLY DEFLECTED
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_ 	 :	 r>sar.ts. 4hcc++^;}#lfit 'E	1,(ity.2z+ ..
DATA SET SYMBOL M01"ATICN CESCR PTTON ELV-O ELV-LI ELV°Ri Etir--R0 izEFEREENCE .NFEWw-IATIC:;"s
(8TV032)
	
D CA115 826 C9 E43 F8 HIS N28 R5 VS VIIS -20 .000 .000 .000 -20.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
CBTV024 1 OAI15 626 C9 E43 FS M16 N28 R5 V8 V116 -10 .000 .000 .000 -10.000 LREF 474,8100 IN.
I8TV0061 CA115 826 CS E43 FS MIS N28 R5 'VS V116 .000 .000 .000 .000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
























ANGLE-OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG. 13 OUTBOARD ELEVON EFFECT. W/INBOARDS UNDEFLECTED (B. FLAP=09 SPO BRK =85)
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-6	 -4	 -2	 0 2	 4 6	 8 10 12	 14	 16 18 20	 22	 24	 26	 28 3C
SmN
DATA SET SYMB& CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-L1 ELV-RI ELV-ft REFERENCE .INFORMAVaN
(8TV032)	 A OA 115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 VS VI16 -20.000 .000 .000 -20.000 SREF 2690.0.'100 SOFT.
(BTV024I	 Q MI 15 8 2S 09 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 V116 -10.000 .0 W .000 -10.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.(8TV.0061 0A 115 B %6 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 .000 .000 .000 SWF 936.68 1N.
3 (STV02))
[L1J
OA115 D26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 VS V116 10.000 .000 .000 10.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO





























ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 13 OUTBOARD ELEVON EFFECT. W/INBOARDS UNDEFLECTED (B. FLAP=O, SPD BRK =85)
o_ CA)MACH	 5.00	 PAGE
	 259
DATA SET SYVEM CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-L1 ELV-R1 ELV-RO REFERENCE ItFORMRTION}-IBTV032)
	
1 OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 .MIG N28 R5 V8 VII I -20.000 .000 .000 -20.00' SREF 2690.0CIJO SQ.FT.LL tBTV024) DA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 HIS N28 R5 V9 WI16 10.000 .000 .000 -10.000 LREF 474.8100 1N.
IBTV006)
L
OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 .000 .000 .000 .000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
J tBTV021) 0A115 626 C9 E43 F8 HIS N28 R5 V8 WII6 10.000 .G00 000 10.000 XMRP 1076.6800 1N.XO
YMRP .0000 1N.Y0
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k
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG. 13 OUTBOARD ELEVON EFFECT. W/INBOARDS UNDEFLECTED (B. FLAP=09 SPD BRK =85)
(A)MACH	 5.00
	 PAGE 260











CAI 15	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116
OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116















IN.3YSTV021) OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 VI16 10.000	 .0100	 .000 10.000 Y ^P 1076•68W IN.X0
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fill	 poll	 I.&I	 tall	 fill
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NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT.4CN
F'IG. 13 OUTBOARD ELEVON EFFECT. W/INBOARDS-UNOEFLECTED (B. FLAP=O, SPO BRK =85)
a-	 (A)MACH =	 5.00 PAGE	 261
I
r 
_wsFnet^yrsS.*aa.^, 	 '	 •.  w..	 ...: w5	 ^,, i.  	 .w	 a to au,5 " y5iifjy.
DATA SET SYMBOL. COW I D-RATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-L I ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE I l 	 t'9RFtAT ^^^
f"IBTV032I	 & OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 -20.000 .000 O00 -20.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
LL (BTV0241	 Q 0A115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 V116 -10.000 .000 OOO -10.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
0A115 926 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 .000 .000 .000 BREF 936 .6800 IN.(BTV006)jLJ^
J
(BTV021) CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 V116 10.000 .000 .000 10.000 XMRP 1076.6800 (N.XO
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LILUL lilt lilt WI -UU lu"ju"JuU .... !LU.L
-4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12
ELV-LI ELV-R1 ELV-R0 REFERENCE IWORM+ITION.
.000 .000 -20.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
.000 .000 -10.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
.000 .000 .OW BREF 936.6800 IN.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG. 13 OUTBOARD ELEVON EFFECT. W/INBOARDS UNDEFLECTED (86 FLAP=O„ SPD BRK =85)
CA)MACH _ 5.00	 PAGE 264
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OA115	 826 CS E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 VI IS	 —20.000	 .000	 .000
CAI 15	 B26 C9 E43 FS MIS N28 R5 V8 VI I6	 —10.000	 .000	 .000
CAI 15
	
826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 	 .000	 .000	 .000
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DATA SET SYMBOL COWI GURATTON DESCR IPT (ON ELV-LO ELV-! I ELV—R I ELV-RD REFERENCE I NFt7RMAT I ON
(BTV032)
	
A CA115 626 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 VIIS
-20.000 .000 .000 -20.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.EBTV024) CA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 VIIS
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIr RATION DESCRIPTION
f8TV0321 A 0A115	 826 C9 E43 FS MIS N28 R5 V8 WI16
C8TV024I ^OA115
	
B26 C9 E43 FB M16 N28 R5 V8 W116
[8TV006)	 CAIIS	 B26 CS E43FS MIS N28 RS V8 W116
(BTV0211	 CA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116
0
'ELV-LO ELV-L1 ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION----
20.000 .000 .000 -20.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
-10.000 .000 .000 - 10.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
.000 .000 .000 .000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG. 13 OUTBOARD ELEVON EFFECT. W/INBOARDS UNDEFLECTED (B. FLAP=09 SPD BRK =85)
(A)MACH	 5.00	 PAGE 267













DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LL ELV-R1 ELV-R0 REFERENCE INFORMATION
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
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DATA SET SVMMCL C13W1 GLOW 1aN OESLRIPT113N ELY-LA ELV-L1 ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE 1NFORMAT1GI
(RTV032)-	 d OA115 92S C9 E43 FB-.MIS N28- _R5 VB V116 -20.000 .000 .000 -20.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
IRTV024I OA 115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 -10.000 .000 .000 -10.000 LREF 474.8100 IN..
(RTV006) 0A115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 .000 .000 .000 BREF 936.6800 IN.t-RTVD21) OA 115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116  10.000 .000 .000 10.000 1076.0 0YMRP I N .




TINGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG. 13 OUTBOARD ELEVON EFFECT W/INBOARDS UNDEFLECTED (B. FLAP=Ot SPD BRK =85)
CA)MACH	 5.00	 PAGE 269
yy^ 	 ++^u3a 	 +4 w+ ..,w_.	 .»n .^ ^	 .+.,a. 	 .. .,..s r,r 	 n,:^r:a+(ai w, ..  .hicsax.r^., . €:++kaeF:3Ytlh8l^i1^X4J-^.fii^@^R^ a	^A +`n+.,
t








OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 VI'16
	 -20.000	 .000	 .000
OAIIS	 826 CS E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116	 -10.000	 .000	 .000
OA115	 626-C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116
	 .00	 000	 .000	 .0
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FIG. 13 OUTBOARD ELEVON EFFECT. W/INBOARDS UNDEFLECTED (B. FLAP=09 SPO BRK =85)
(A)MACH =`	 5.00 PAGE 270
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DATA SET SYMBOL C13WI"AT I ON DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-R0 REFERENCE INFORMATION
(RTV032)
	























	 .16	 .20	 .24	 28	 .32	 .38	 .,40
1
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAIZON DESCRIPTION
(ATV032)	 A CA[ 15 826 C9 E43 F8MIS N28 R5 V8 V116
(ATV024) 0A115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 V116
IATV006) CA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 Vlt6





























ELV-1-0 ELV-L] ELV-RI ELY-Fm _ __REFERENCE INFORMATION
-20.003 .00G .000 -20.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
10.000 .000 .000 -;0.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
.000 .000 _Dr-jo .000 BREF 936.6800 IN. n









ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG. 13 OUTBOARD ELEVON EFFECT. W/INBOARDS UNDEFLECTED (B. FLAP=09 SPD BRK =85)
(A)MACH	 5.00
	 PAGE 272



















































lItLIJAU IF	 I.it	 All, tilt
-6	 —4	 -2	 0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10	 12	 14	 16	 18	 20	 22	 24	 26	 28 30
DATA SFf SYMBOt- CONFl"ATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFOR"AT10N
IATV032i	 A OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 -20.000 .000 .000 -20.000 SREF 26904000 SO.FT.
IATV0241	 Q OA 115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 -10.000 .000 .000 -10.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
IATV0067 OAI15 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 .000 .000 .000 BREF 936.6800 IN.




ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG. 13 OUTBOARD ELEVON EFFECT. WIINBOARDS UNDEFLECTED (B. FLAP-09 SPO BRK =851	 ---
CA)MACH = 5.00
	 PAGE 273
-_.DATA -SET SYMBOL CONFICkRAT1ON_DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATIM
EATV0321
	
A OA115 B26 C9 E43 FB M16 N28 R5 VB V116 -20.000 000 _	 .DW -20.17M SREF 2690.0000 SO4FT.,
IATV024I OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 VS V116 -10.000 .000 .000 -10.000 LREF 474.9100 IN.
EATV006I OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 V116 .000 .000 .000 .000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
(ATV021) OA115 B26 C9 E43 FB Ml6 N28 R5 V8 V116 10.000 .000 .000 10.000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG. 13 OUTBOARD ELEVON EFFECT. W/INBOARDS UNDEFLECTED (B. FLAP=Ov SPD BRK =85)















































► '	 r 1
—20	 —16	 —12	 —8	 —4	 0	 4	 8	 12
INCREMENTAL ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, DEGREES
	 OLTELV
OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 (CTV032)
SYMEKL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SMACE REFERENCE 1NFORMATICIN
0 -3.000	 MACH 5x:000 DLTELI .000 DATASET DLTELO DATASET	 OLTELO	 SREF	 2690.0000 SOFT.
q .000
	 OLTERI .000 13ETA .000 CTV032 -20.000 CTV024
	 -10.000 LREF	 474.8100 IN.










 EFFECTS OF OUTBOARD ONLY ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
PAGE 275
5• s.	 Y
-..	 ....	 ^_^	 .,...e..^. .. .tea	 .







00	 15.000	 MACH	 5.000	 OLTELI	 .000 DATASET	 OLTELO	 DATASET	 OLTELO
	
SREF	 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
20.000	 OLTERI	 .000	 BETA	 .000 CTV032	 -20.000	 CTV024	 -10.000 LREF	 474.8100	 IN.
.d	 25.000	 BDFLAP	 .000	 RUDDER	 .000 CTVO06	 .000	 CTV021	 10.000 BREF	 936.6800	 IN.XMRP	 1076.6800 	 1N.X0





























INCREMENTAL ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, DEGREES. DLTELV






































OA115 B26 C9 E43 F6 M16 N28 R5 V8 W1.16 CCTV0321
SYMBOL _. ALPHA	 — PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE' REFERENXE INFO_!_ RATIONQ —3.000	 MACH 5.000 OLTELI .000 DATASET OLTELO DATASET	 OLTELO	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT. 
.000	 OLTERI _.000 BETA. .000 CTV032 -20.000 CTV024^110.000 LREF 474.(9100 IN.
0 5.000	 80FLAP .000 RUDDER .000 CTV006 .000 CTV021	 10.000 BREFXMRP 936.609001076.60900 IN.IN.XO
Q 10.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
SCALE .0150
INCREMENTAL ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. DEGREES, DLTELV
FIG. 14 INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF OUTBOARD ONLY ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
PAGE 277
0A115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 1116	 CCTV032)
SYMBOL	 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
0	 15.000 MACH 5.000	 OLTELI .000 DATASET DLTELO	 DATASET	 DLTELO	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
q 	 20.000 OLTERI .000	 BETA .000 CTV032 -20.000	 CTV024	 -10.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
Q	 25.000 BDFLAP .000	 RUDDER ,p00 CTV006 :000	 CTV02l	 10.000 XMRPF 1076.6800 1N.X0





































FIG.	 14 INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF OUTBOARD ONLY ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CCTV032)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 -3.000
	
MACH 5.000 OL.TELI .000 DATASET OLTELO OATASET	 OLTELO	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
q .000	 OLTERI .000 BETA .000 CTV032 -20.000 CTV024	 -10.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.





A 10.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
SCALE .0150
INCREMENTAL-ELEVOIN DEFLECTION ANGLE. DEGREES. DLTELV
OUTBOARD ONLY ELEVON DEFLECTIONSFIG. 14 INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF OUr	 _
PAGE 279
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CCTV0321
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 15.000	 MACH 5.000 OLTELI .000 DATASET OLTELO OATASET	 DLTELD	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
Q 20.000	 OLTERI .000 BETA .000 CTV032 —20.000 CTV024	 —10.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.






FIG. 14 INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF OUTBOARD ONLY ELEVON_DEFLECTIONS
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iOA115	 826 CS E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116- 	 (DTV032)
SWOM	 ALPHA	 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 DATA SOURCE	 REFERENM 1NFaRMATI ON' -
0'_	 -3.000	 MACH	 5.000	 OLTELI	 .000 DATASET	 DLTELO	 DATASET	 DLTELO	 SREF	 2690 0000 	 SOFT.
q 	 .000	 OLTERI	 .000	 BETA	 .000 DTV032	 -20.000	 DTV024	 -10.000 LREF	 474.8100	 IN.BREF	 936.6800	 1N.1	 5.000	 BDFLAP	 .000	 RUDDER	 ,0 DTV006	 .000	 DTV021	 IO.00000	 XMRP	 1076.6800	 IN.XO
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FIG. 14	 INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF OUTBOARD ONLY ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
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©A115	 826 CS E43 :F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116	 CDTV0321_
	SYMBOL ALPHA	 PARAMETRIC VALUES	 DATA SCLIRCE
	
REFERENCE INFORMATION
0	 15.000 MACH	 5.000 OLTELI	 .000 DATASET OLTELO	 DATASET OLTELO SREF 2690.0000 	 SQ.FT.
20.000	 OLTERI	 .000	 BETA	 .000 DTV032 -20.000	 DTV024 -10.000 LREF	 474.8100	 IN.
0	 25.000	 80FLAP	 .000 RUDDER	 .000 OTV006	 .000	 DTV021	 10.000 BREF	 936.6800	
IN.
	
27.000	 Y RP 1076.00
	
IN .Xa
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FIG. 14 INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF OUTBOARD ONLY ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
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of
CAI 15 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CDTV032)
SYlBM. ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION0 -3,000	 MACH 5.000 OLTELI .000 DATASET OLTELO OATASET
	
OLTELO	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
q .000	 OLTERI .000 BETA .000 DTV032 -20.000 DTV024	 _10.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.





10.000 YVRP .0000 IN.YO
ZMRP 375.0000 1N.ZO
SCALE .0150
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INCREMENTAL ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, DEGREES. DLTELV
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CDTV032)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION	
w
0 15.000	 MACH 5.000	 OLTELI .000 DATASET OLTELO DATASET	 OLTELO	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
q 20.000	 OLTERI .000	 BETA .000 DTV032 —20.000 DTV024	 —10.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
25.000	 BDFLAP .000	 RUDDER .00D DTV00S .000 DTV021	 10.000 BREFXMRP
936.68001076 IN.
A 27.000 YMRP 0000 •IN.YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
SCALE .0150
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FIG. 14 INCREMENTAL 'EFFECTS OF OUTBOARD ONLY ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
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B 6 C9 E 3 F8 M16 N28 RS V8 W I IQ	 rnTV032)2 4OA115
AL.'FIA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFOWTIaN
-3.000	 MACH 5.000 OLTELI .000 DATASET DLTELO OATASET	 OLTELO	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
OLTERI.000 .000 BETA DTV032.000 —20.000 0TV024	 —10.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.


































OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CDTV032)
SYMEKL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 15:000	 MACH 5.000	 OLTELI .000 OATASET OLTELO DATASET	 OLTELO	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
20.000	 OLTERI .ODD	 BETA .000 DTV032 -20.000 DTV024	 -:0.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
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CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CDTV032)
SYIBM ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SO RCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 -3.000	 MACH 5.000 OLTELI .000 DATASET OLTELO DATASET	 DLTEL0	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
0 .000	 OLTERI .000 BETA .000 DTV032 -20.000 DTV024	 - 10.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.












INCREMENTAL ELEVON DEFLECTION TINGLE. DEGREES. DLTELV
FIG. 14 INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF OUTBOARD ONLY ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
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OA115	 B26 C9 E43 _F$ .M1 .6 N28 R5 V8_ W116	 _	 CDTV0323
SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 PARAMETRIC VALUES	 DATA SOURCE	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 :	 15.000	 MACH	 5.000	 OLTELI	 .000 DATASET	 DLTELO	 DATASET	 DLTELO	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
q 	 20.000	 OLTERI	 .000	 BETA	 .000 DTV032	 -20.000	 DTV024	 —10.000 LREF	 474.8100	 IN.
Q	 25.000	 BOFL:AP - 	.000	 RLMER	 .000 DTV006	 .000	 DTV021	 10.000 BREF
	 936.6900	 IN.
XMRP	 1076.6800	 lN.XO
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FIG. 14 INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF OUTBOARD ONLY ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
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kCA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R9 V8 W116 CATV0321 c
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 -2.000	 MACH 5.000	 BETA .000 DATASET ELV-LO OATASET	 ELV-LO	 SREF 28M.0000 SOFT.
q .000	 ELV-LI .000	 ELV-RI .000 ATV032 -20.000 ATV024	 -10.000 LREFBREF
474.8100 1N.
IN.Q 2,000	 ODFLAP .000	 RUDDER .000 ATV006 .000 ATV021	 10.000 XMRP
936.6800
1076.6800 IN.XO





























































































OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 'V8 W116 CATV032)
+SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATIONQ -6.000	 MACH 5.000 BETA .000 OATASET ELV-LO OATASET	 ELV--1-0
	
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
q 8.000	 ELV-L1 .000 ELV-R1 .000 ATV032 -20.000 ATV024
	
-10.000 LREF 474.8100 1N.
Q 10.000	 BDFLAP .000 RUDDER .000 ATV006 .000 ATV021	 10.000 BREFXMRP 936.68001 .076.6800 1N.1N.X0
12.000 YMRP .0000 1N.YO
ZMAP 375.0000 IN.ZO
SCALE .0150
OUTBOARD ONLY ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, DEGREES, ELV-08
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OA115	 B26 'C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116	 CATV032)
	
SYMOM ALPHA	 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 DATA SOURCE
	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
0	 14.000	 MACH	 5.000 BETA	 .000 DATASET ELV-LO 	 DATASET ELV-LO SREF 2690.0000
	
SOFT.
q 	 16.000	 ELV-LI	 .000 ELV-RI	 .000 ATV032 -20.000	 ATV024 -10.000 LR£F . 4:4.8100 	 IN.


















































FIG. 15 ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS OUTBOARD ELEVONS ONLY DEFLECTED`"
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 (ATV032)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION0 22.000	 MACH 5.000 BETA .000 DATASET ELV-1.0 DATASET	 ELV-LO	 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
q 24.000
	 ELV-L1 .000 ELV-RI .000 ATV032 -20.000 ATV024	 -10.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
Q 26.000
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.
FIG. 1.5 ELEVON-HINGE MOMENTS - OUTBOARD ELEVONS ONLY DEFLECTED
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CATV032)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE IWORMATION
0 -2_.000	 MACH 5.000	 BETA .000 DATASET ELV-LO OATASET	 ELV-L.O	 SREF ir+90.00W SOFT.
q .000	 ELV-L1 .000	 ELV-RI .000 ATV032 -20.000 ATV024	 -10.000 LAEF 474.8100 IN.
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W11G CATV032)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFOIRMATICN0 6.000	 MACH 5.000 BETA .000 DATASET ELV-LO DATASET	 ELV-LO	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
q 8.000	 ELV-LI .000 ELV-RI .000 ATV032 -20.000 ATV024	 -10.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CATV0321
SYMB13L ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE 1NFORMAT ION




—L1 .000 ELV—RI .000 ATV032 —20.000 ATV024	 —10.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.





D 20.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YOi
ZMRP 375 .0000 IN.ZO
SCALE .0150
FIG. 15 ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS - OUTBOARD ELEVONS ONLY DEFLECTED
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DA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CATV032)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE I NFORMATION
Q 22.000
	
MACH 5.000 BETA .000 DATASET ELV-LO DATASET	 ELV-LO	 SREF 2690.0000 SQ .FT.q 24,000	 ELV-LI .000 ELV-RI .000 ATV032 -20.000 ATV024	 -10.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
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OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CATV0321
SYMB0.. ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 —2.000	 MACH 5.000 BETA .000 DATASET ELV-LO DATASET	 ELV—LO	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
q .000	 ELV—LI .000 ELV—RI .000 ATV032 —20.000 ATV024	 —10.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CATV032)
SYMEM ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 6.000	 MACH 5,000 BETA .000 DATASET ELV-LO DATASET	 ELV-LO	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT,
q 8.000
	 ELV-LI .000 ELV-RI .000 ATV032 -20.000 ATV024
	 -10.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.





D 12.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
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FIG. 15	 ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS - OUTBOARD ELEVONS ONLY DEFLECTED
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CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CATV032)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 14.000	 MACH 5.000 BETA .000 DATASET ELV-LO DATASET	 ELV-LO	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
q 16.000	 ELV-L1 .000 ELV-RI .000 ATV.032 -20.000 ATV024	 -10.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.









OA115 B26 09 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CATV032)
SYt*10- ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION	 - -0 22.000	 MACH 5.000 BETA .000 DATASET ELV-LO DATASET	 ELV-LO	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
q 24.000	 ELV-LI .000 ELV-RI .000 ATV032 -20.000 ATV024	 -10,000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
0 26.000	 BOFLAP .000 RUDDER 000 ATV006 .000 ATV021	 10.000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
YMRP 1076,0000 IN. YO
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ELV-LO ELV-L I ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
-10.000 -10.000 10.000 10.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
-5.000 -5,000 5.000 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
2.000 -2,000 2.000 2.000 BREF 936.6900 IN.




DATA SET SYMIXL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8M18)	 A OA115 826 CS E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 VS WIIS
(BTV017 3	 0 OA115 926 CS E43 FS MIGN28 R5 VS WIIS
(SUOIS)	 LJ OA115 926 CS E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116
(RV006)	 U OA115 926 C9 E43 FS MIS N28 R5 VS WIIS














— 6	 — 4
	 2	 04 6	 8	 10 6	 '812	 1	 1	 1	 k	 22	 24	 26	 28	 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG. 16 FULL SPAN AILERON EFFECTIVENESS (BODY FLAP= Ot SPEED BRAKE= 85)
CA)MACH	 5.00	 PAGE	 301
a (A)MACH = 5.00
	 PAGE 302
I'
r	 DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(BTV018)
	 4 OA 115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 VS WI16 -10.000 -10.000 10.000 10.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.(8TV017) CA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116




































ANGLE OF ATTACK,_ ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG. 1G FULL SPAN AILERON EFFECTIVENESS (BODY FLAP= 09 SPEED BRAKE= 85)
Ago-
ELV-LO ELV-L1 ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE 1NFORWITICN
-10.000 -10.000 10.000 10.000 SREF 2690.0000 S12.FT.
-5.000 -5.000 5.000 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
-2.000 -2.000 2.000 2.000 BREF 936.6800 1N.
.000 .000 .000 .000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
SCALE .0150
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
r (BTVOIB)
	
0 OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 VIl6
LL-IBTV0171	 0 0AI'15 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 Y116
< tBTV016)	 U 0A115 B26 C9 E43 F6 M16 N28 R5 V8 VI16




























0	 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 36
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG. 16 FULL SPAN AILERON EFFECTIVENESS (BODY FLAP= 0 ►
 SPEED BRAKE 85)
CA)MACH' = 5.00
	 PAGE	 303
..	 - .	 'itdtll1%^MIMO^rkt4:-*- 	 +,:AFa+FA1M..'',•iH: 	 _
1
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE IWOFMATI13N
IBTVOIBI	 A OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 VB W1i6 -10.000 -10.000 10.000 10.000 SREF 2650.0000 SOFT.IBTV11171 OA115 1126 C9 E43 FB MI6-N2B R5 V8 VII6 -5.000 -5.000 5.000 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.IBTV0161 OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MI6N28 R5 VB VII6 -2.000 -2.000 2.000 2.000 BREF 936.6800 IN.C3IBTV0061 OA.115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N29 R5 V8 VII6 .000 .000 .000 000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XOYMRP .0000 1N.YOU. ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO


































z	 -.1	 0	 .1	 .2	 .3	 .4	 .5	 .6	 .7
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CN
u
FIG. 16 FULL SPAN AILERON EFFECTIVENESS (BODY FLAP= 09 SPEED BRAKE= 85)
a CA)MACH = 5..00	 PAGE 304
L_
rDATA SET SYM80. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
F-(BTV018) A OAII5	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 VS Vll6
4-(BTVO171
	
OA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116
< (BTV016)	 CA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116J IBTV006)	 CA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116
U
cl
ELV-LO ELV-L1 ELV-RI ELV40	 REFERENCE IWORMAT113N
	
-10.000 -10.000 10.000 10.000 SREF	 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
	
-5.000 -5.000	 5.000	 5.000 LREF	 474.8100 IN.
	
-2.000 -2.000 2.000 2.000 BREF	 936.6800 IN.







DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(STV018)	 A CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N29 R5 V8 V116 -10.000 -10.000 10.000 10.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
-^CBTVO171 OA115 B26 C9 E43 FB MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 -5.0W -5.000 5.000 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.N, (8TV0ISI OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 -2.000 -2.000 2.000 2.000 BREF 936.6800 IN0
-(8TV006) CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 WITS .000 .000 .000 000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO
u YMRP .0000 IN.YO
X































u	 -6 -4 _2 0 2	 4 6 8
i
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG. 16 FULL SPAN AILERON EFFECTIVENESS (BODY FLAP= 0, SPEED BRAKE= 85)
WMACH	 5.00	 PAGE 306
a
DATA SET SYMN CO1O RATlON'DESCR1FT1(IN ELV-LO ELV—LI ELV—R1 ELV—ft REFERENCE INFORMATION(8TV018) QA115-- 826 C5 E43-F8_MIS N20 R5 V8 W116  —10.000 — 10.000 10.000 10.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.(8TV017) OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 -5.000 -5.000 5.000 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.(STV016)'
g
OA115 _826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 —2.000 —2.000 2.000 2.000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
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DATA SET SYMBOL COW I GURAT 113N DESCR IPT ION ELV-1-0 ELV-L I ELV-R I ELY-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(13TV018)	 A 0A115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 VS VIIS -10.000 -10.000 10.000 10.000 SREF 2690,0000 SG.FT.
IBTV0171 OA 115 1126 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 VS WIIS -5.000 -5.000 5.000 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.(BTV016) ^ CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 RS V8 WII6




ANGLE OF.ATTACK. ALPHA.. _:DEGREES
FIG. 16 FULL SPAN AILERON EFFECTIVENESS (BODY FLAP= 09 SPEED BRAKE= 85)





















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGIRATION DESCRIPTION
(8TV018) O CAI 15
	
826 C9 E43 F8 HIS NM R5 V8 VII6('BTV017) Q OA115	 B26 CS E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 VIIS(BTV016)LUJ CA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116(8TV0061	 OA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 VI16
ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
-10.000 -10.000 10.000 10.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
-5.000 -5.000 5.000 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
-2.000 -2.000 2.000 2.000 BREF 936.6900 IN.
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	 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30
a	 ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG. 16 FULL SPAN AILERON EFFECTIVENESS (BODY FLAP= 0, SPEED BRAKE= 65)
















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-L0 ELV-LI ELV-Rl ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
IBTV018'J	 A OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116 -10.000 -10.000 10.000 10.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
(STV017) CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 -5.000 -5.000 5.000 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
(BTV016) OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 VI16 2.000 -2.000 2.000 2,000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
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-6 -4 -2 0- 2 4	 6	 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG. 16 FULL SPAN AILERON EFFECTIVENESS (BODY FLAP= 0 ► SPEED BRAKE 85)
i	 (A)MACH = 5.00	 PAGE	 310
;.+awr ..3x .a^. 
DATA SET SYMEXIL C13WISURAT10N DESCRIPT10N 	 ELY-LO ELV-L1 ELV-RI ELV-RO	 REFERENCE 1NF(!WT10N
(8TV018) d OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 VI16 	 -10.000 -10.000 10.000 10.000 SREF 	 2690.0000 SOFT.
I8TV0171 Q OA115	 826 C9 E43 FS M16 N28 R5.V8 V1 I6	 -5.000 -5.000 5.000 5.000 LREF 	 474.8100 IN,
(STVOI6) tH OA115	 826 C9 E43 FS MIS N28 R5 V8 VI16	 -2.000 -2.000 2.000 2.000 BREF 	 936.6800 IN.
(8TV0061	 CAI 15	 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 VI16 	 .000	 .000	 .000	 .000 
Yh^
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG. 16 FULL SPAN AILERON EFFECTIVENESS (BODY FLAP= 0, SPEED BRAKE= 85)
WMACH _ 5.00	 PAGE 311















DATA SET SYMBOL COW SURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-R0 REFERENCE INFORMATION
(RTV018)	 A 0A115' B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 -10.000 -10.000 10.000 10.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
IRTV0171 OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 V1 16 -5.000 -5.000 5.000 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
IRTVOI6) OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 V716 -2.000 -2.000 2.000 2.000 BREF 936.6800 IN.




ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG. 16 FULL SPAN AILERON EFFECTIVENESS (BODY FLAP= 0, SPEED BRAKE= 85)
W MACH = 5.00	 PAGE 312
	 33
,•:--	 +:'^.Nw.u.w•*r.e+awwtlY/1MM4M+Nlw+MneM.s^w+^+:wa:^.n;;, 	 .,	 N ^.a...... ...	 ^	 ,`r.:	 i	 r	 ,...... w	 wrk ^ro4.w.* nvdYr+Yww..><a.
	
.k e^rw ..• «	 ••	 .:tikA^YpyY'YftleFw+d6.ltMti^+iaw^.w4fii-a+.^ '^° ,
iDATA SET SYMBM- CONFIGLIRATION DESCRIPTION ELV{0 ELV-L1 ELV-RI ELV-R0 REFERENCE INFORMATION
IRTV018) A OA1.15 826 C9 E43 F8 MISN28 R5 V8 V116 -10.000 -10.000 10.000 10.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ,FT. -
IRTV017) Q OA 115 B26 C9 E431 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 WII6 -5.000 -5.000 5.000 5.000 LREF 474.8100 1N.
(RTVOI6) U CA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 VI`16 -2.000 -2,000 2.000 2.000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG. 16 FULL SPAN AILERON EFFECTIVENESS (BODY FLAP= 0t SPEED BRAKE= 85)





CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELV-LO	 ELV-LI
	
ELV-RI	 ELV-RO	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
(RTV018)
	
A	 OA115	 626 C9 E43 F8 MI6N28 R5 VB WI16	 -10.000 -10.000
	
10.000	 10.000	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
(RTV017)
	 Q	 OA1I5	 826 C9 E43 F8, MIS N28 R5 V8 W116 	 -5.000	 -5.000	 5.000	 5.000	 LREF	 474.8100	 IN.
(RTV016) ()J	 CA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116 	 -2.000	 -2.000	 2.000	 2.000	 BREF	 936.6800	 1N.
(RTV0067
	 OA1I5	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 VB W116	 .000	 .000
	
























.08	 .12	 .16	 .20	 .24	 .28	 .32	 .36	 .40
DRAG COEFFICI_ENT.CDa
F;	 FIG. 16	 FULL SPAN AILERON EFFECTIVENESS CBODY FLAP= 09 SPEED DRAKE= 85)
(A)MACH	 =	 5.00	 _	 PAGE
	 314
DATA SET SYMBOL C13WI GMAT WN DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-L1 ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE 1NFOFMATION
(ATV018)	 A 0Ai15 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 Y116 -10.000 -10.000 10.000 10.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT,
(ATV017)	 Q CAI 15 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 -5.000 -5.000 5.000 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
MIS B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 -2.000 -2.000 2.000 2.000 BREF 936.6800 IN.(ATV016)	 (^JJ




2 14 6 18 20 22 24 26 28 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
t FIG. 16 FULL SPAN AILERON EFFECTIVENESS (BODY FLAP= 09 SPEED BRAKE= 85)
(A)MACH
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIWRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFERENCE 1NFORMATIM
(ATV018)	 d OA115 B26 C9 E43 FS MIS N28 R5 VS WIIS - 10.000 -10.000 10.000 10.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.(ATV017) DA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116 -5.000 -5.000 5.000 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.(ATV016) ©A115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116 -2.000 -2.000 2.000 2.000 $REF 936.6800 IN.




ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG. 16 FULL SPAN AILERON EFFECTIVENESS (BODY FLAP = 09 SPEED BRAKE = 85)




DATA SET SYMBOL CaWI "AT 1 13N DESCRIPTION ELY-LO ELV-LI ELV-R1 ELV-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
Y
(ATV018)	 A OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 RS V8 WII6 -10.000 -10.000 10.000 10.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
IATV0171 0A115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116
-5.000 -5.0010 5.000 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.(ATV016) OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 V116 2.000 -2.000 2.000 2.000 BREF 936.6900 IN.(ATV006) 0A115 926 C9 E43 F8 M16 N29 R5 V8 Y116 .000 .000 .000 .000 XMRP 1076.5800 IN.XO
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(A)MACH	 = 5.00 PAGE	 317	 r
r..:. rK'h	 4y.yµd.	
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CA115 B26 C8 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CCTV018)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 -3.000	 MACH 5.000	 SPDBRK 85.000 OATASET DLTELO OATASET	 DLTELO	 SREF 2690,0000 SO.FT.





0 5.000	 RUDDER .000 CTV016 -2.000 - CTV006	 .000
D 10.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YOZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
SCALE .0150
INCREMENTAL AILERON DEFLECTION ANGLE, DEGREES. DLTARN






































OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 (CTV018)
SYMB& ALPHA	 - PARAMETRIC VALUES - DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 15.000	 MACH 5.000	 SP06RK 85.000 DATASET DLTELO DATASET	 0.TEL0	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
q 20.000	 BETA .000	 BOFLAP .000 CTV018 -10.000 CTV017	 -5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
Q . 25.000	 RL	 ER .000 CTV016 -2.000 CTV006	 000 BREFXMRP 936.68001076.6800 1N.IN.XOD 27.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
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INCREMENTAL AILERON DEFLECTI ON
 ANGLE, DEGREES. DLTARN
FIG. 17 INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF FULL SPAN AILERON DEFLECTIONS
P/
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{OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CCTV018)
SYNBCL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
O -3.000	 MACH 5.000	 SPDBRK 85.000 DATASET DLTELO DATASET	 DLTELO	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
q .000	 BETA .000	 BDFLAP .000 CTVOIB -10.000 CTV017	 -5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
0 5.000	 RUDDER .000 CTV016 -2.000 CTVDD6.	 .000 BREFXMRP 936.68001076.6800 IN.IN.XO





INCREMENTAL AILERON DEFLECTION ANGLE. DEGREES. DLTARN
FIG. 17 INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF FULL SPAN AILERON DEFLECTIONS
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nOA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CCTV018)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATI ON
0 15.000
	
MACH 5.000	 SPDBRK 85.000 DATASET DLTELO A ATASET
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FIG. 17 INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF FULL SPAN AILERON DEFLECTIONS
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CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CCTV0181
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOL)RCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 —3.000	 MACH 5.000	 SPDBRK 85.000 OATASET OLTELD DATASET	 OLTELO
	
SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
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INCREMENTAL AILERON DEFLECTION ANGLE. DEGREES. DLTARN
FIG. 17 INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF FULL SPAN AILERON DEFLECTIONS
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4	 t,
""'T CA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CCTV0181
-
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
,j 15,.000 MACH	 5.000	 SPDBRK 85.000 DATASET DLTELO OATASET	 OLTELO	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
q 20.000 BETA	 .000	 90FLAP .000 CTVOIB — 10.000 CTV017	 —5.000 LREF 474.8100 1N.
Q 0025.0 RUOOER	 .000 CTVOIS —2.000 CTV006	 .000 BREP 1076.68M IN.xo
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FIG.	 17 INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF FULL SPAN AILERON DEFLECTIONS
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CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 (DTV018)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION	 --
0 —3.000	 MACH 5.000	 SPDBRK 85.000 DATASET DLTELO DATASET	 DLTELO	 SREF	 2690.0000 SO.FT.
0 .000	 BETA .000	 BDFLAP ,000 DTVO18 —10.000 DTV017	 —5,D00 LREF	 474.8100 IN.



































—.013 Lu Aju J ., Lm Fill{
..L
-14 —12
—10 —8	 —6 -4 —2	 0 2 4A- t ♦If`0CLAC\IT 1 i • T"1 l^0f% L4	 f\Efr1 Ef`T T fA\1.	 • LteM E'	 T1f'P- f!%['rC	 f11 T A r%Ll
J
'	
0A115	 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W1.18	 CDTV018)
SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 PARAMETRIC VALUES	 DATA SOURCE	 REFERENCE INFORMATIW
0	 15.000	 MACH	 5.000	 SPDBRK	 85.000 DATASET	 OLTELO	 DATASET	 OLTELO	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
0	 20.000	 BETA	 .000	 BDFLAP	 .000 0TV018	 -10.000	 DTV017	 -5.000 LREF	 474.8100	 IN.
0	 25.000	 RUOOER	 .000	 DTV016	 -2.000	 DTV006	 000 BREF
	 936.6800	 1N.
p	 27.000	 Y^	 1076 .0000	 IN. YO
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FIG. 17	 INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF -FULL SPAN AILERON DEFLECTIONS
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.' 0A115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V3 W116
_	
CDTVOI$l
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
Q -3.000	 MACH 5.000	 SPOBRK 85.000 DATASET DLTELO , DATASET	 DLTELO	 SREF 2690 .0000 SOFT.
.000	 BETA .000	 BOFLAP .000 DTV018 -10.000 DTV017	 -5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.





























































CA11.5 826 C8 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W1.16 CDTV018)
---- SYME L ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATIeN0 15,000	 MA04 5.000	 SPDBRK 85.000 DATASET OLTELO DATASET	 OLTELO	 SREF 2690.0000 SG,-.
q 20.000	 BETA .000	 BDFLAP .000 DTV018 -10.000 DTV017	 -5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
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FIG. 17 INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF FULL SPAN AILERON DEFLECTIONS
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CDTV018)
SYMIM ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 -3.000	 MACH 5.000	 SPDSRK 85.000 DATASET OLTELI3 OATASET	 OLTELO	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
0 .000	 BETA .000	 80FLAP .000 DTVO18 -10.000 DTV017	 -5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
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INCREMENTAL AILERON DEFLECTION ANGLE, DEGREES, OLTARN
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CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 (DTV018)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALLIES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 15.000	 MACH 5.000	 SPIWIK 85.000 DATASET DLTELO DATASET	 OLTELO	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
q 20.000	 BETA .000	 BDFLAP .000 DTVO18 -10.000 DTV017	 -5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
Q 25.000	 RUDDER OOu DTV016 -2.000 DTV006	 .000 BREFXmp 936.68001076.6800
IN.
IN.XD
a 27.000	 _ -	 _ YMRP .0000 IN.YO p
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO x'
SCALE .0150




























OA 11 -5 - 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 VB, WI 16D QTV018)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 -3.000	 MACH 5.000	 SP09RK 85.000 DATASET OLTELO DATASET	 OLTELO	 SREF 2S90.0000 SOFT.
q ,OJO	 BETA .000	 BDFLAP .000 DTVOIB -10.000 DTV017	 -5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.





10.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO	 +
SCALE .0150
1NLKEMEN1AL A1LERUN UEFLLUTIUN ANULE. ULUREI
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CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CDTV0181
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALIU:S DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION0 15.000	 MACH 5.000	 SPOBRK 85.000 DATASET OLTELO DATASET	 OLTELO	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.,
0, 20.000	 BETA .000	 BDFLAP .000 0TV018 -10.000 DTV017	 -5,000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
Q 25.000	 RUDDER .000 DTV016 -2.000 DTV006	 000 BREFXMRP 936.68001076.6800
1N.
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I>rCREMENTAL AILERON DEFLECTION ANGLE. DEI

























S OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 (CTV018)
SYMBI2_ ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION0 -3.000	 MACH 5.000	 SPDBW 85.000 DATASET DLTELO DATASET	 OLTELO	 SREF 2690.000 SQ.FT.
q .000	 BETA .000
	
BDFLAP .000 CTV018 -10.000 CTV017	 -5,000 LREF 47!.8100 IN.
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INCREMENTAL AILERON DEFLECTION ANGLE. DEGREES. OLTARN































OAl15 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CCTVOIB)
—SYMB& ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 15.000	 MACH 5.000	 SPOBRK 85.000 DATASET OLTELO DATASET	 OLTELO	 SREF 2690.0000 SO..FT,__




IN.0 RUDOER CTV016 -2.000 CT06	 ,000V 	 XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO
a 27.000 - YMRP_ .0000 IN.YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
SCALE .0150
INCREMENTAL AILERON DEFLECTION ANGLE. DEGREES. OLTARN
FIG. 17 INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF FULL SPAN AILERON DEFLECTIONS
PAGC 333
OA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CCTV0181
SYMB& ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFCRMATIQJ
O -3.000 MACH	 5.000	 SPOBRK 85.000 DATASET DLTELO UATISET	 OLTELO	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.	 ol
.000 BETA	 .000	 80FLAP .000 CTVOIB — 10.000 CTV017	 —5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
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FIG. 17 INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF FULL SPAN AILERON DEFLECTEONS
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r^a
C3A115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CCTV018)
SYMBOL. ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE 1NFORMATt_t!l_
0 15.000 MACH	 5.000	 SPOBRK 85.000 DATASET OLTELO DATASET	 DLTELO	 SREF	 2690.0000 SO.FT.
0 20.000 BETA	 .000	 BD_FLAP .000 CTV018 — 10.000 CTV017	 —5.000 LREF	 474.8100 IN.^T
Q 25.000 RUDDER	 .000 CTV016 —2.000 CTV006	 .000 BREF	 936.6800XMRP	 1076.6800
IN.
IN.X0
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FIG. 17 INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF FULL SPAN AILERON DEFLECTIONS
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` OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 'V8 W116 CCTV018)
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INCREMENTAL AILERON DEFLECTION ANGLE, DEGREES. OLTARN







° -	 CA115	 - B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 	 CCTV018)
SYMBOL
	
ALPHA	 PARAMETRIC VALUES	 DATA SOURCE	 REFERENCE IWORMATION
0	 15.000	 MACH	 5.000	 SPOBRK	 85,000 DATASET	 DLTELO	 OATASET	 OLTELO	 SREF	 2690.0000	 _SQ.FT.
20.000	 BETA	 .000	 BDFLAP	 ,000 CTV018	 -10.000	 CTV017	 -5.000 LREF	 474.8100	 IN.
Q	 25.000	 RUDOER	 .000	 CTV016	 -2.000	 CTV006	 000 BREF
	 936.6800	 IN.
XMRP	 1076.6800	 IN.XO
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FIG. 17	 INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF FULL SPAN AILERON DEFLECTIONS












FIG. 18 AILERON HINGE MOMENTS- FULL SPAN DEFLECTIONS
OA1 15 B26 C9 E-43 F8--M16 N28 R5 VS W116 CAT-V618)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE I NFORMAT I ON
0 -2X00	 MACH 5.000	 BETA .000 BATASET ELV-LO DATASET	 ELV-LO	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
q .000	 BYLAP .000	 SpoBRK 85.000 ATV018 -10.000 ATV017	 -5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
0 2.000	 RUOMR .000 ATVOIG -2.000 ATV006	 :00() BREFXMRP 936.68001076.6800 IN.IN.)W
4.000 YMRP .0000 IN.Y13
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
SCALE .0150



























OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CATV018)
SVH30L ALPHA - PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 6.000	 MACH 5.000	 BETA .000 DATASET ELV-LO OATASET	 ELV-LO	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.	 -
6.000	 BOFLAP .000	 SPDBRK 85.000 ATV018 -10.000 ATV017	 -5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
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OA115 B26 CS E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CATV018)
SYMEKL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALLES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INF0IiMATION
0 _14.000 ___MACH 5.000	 BETA .000 DATASET	 ELV-LO DATASET	 ELV-L0	 SREF_ . 2690.0000 SO .FT.
Q 16.000	 BDFLAP .000	 SP06RK 85.000 ATV018	 -10.000 ATV017	 -5.000 LREF 474:8100 IN.
18.000	 RUDDER .000 ATV016	 -2.000 ATV006	 •oW XMRP 10 6.6800 IN.XO









FIG. 18 AILERON HINGE MOMENTS- FULL SPAN DEFLECTIONS
FULL SPAN AILERON DEFLECTION ANGLE, DEGREES. ALERON
f"
CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 -R5 Va W116	 CATV018)















ELV-LO	 OATASET - ELV-LO	 SREF	 2690.0000
-10.000	 ATV017	 -5.000 LREF	 474.8100
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FIG.	 18 AILERON HINGE MOMENTS- FULL SPAN DEFLECTIONS
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116	 CATV0181
SYMOM. - ALPHA, PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SMWE REFERENCE INF RMAT10N
0 -2.000 MACH 5.000 BETA .000 DATASET ELV-1-0	 OATASET -ELV-LO SREF 2690.0000 SQST..




IN.Q 2.000 KWER .000 ATV016 -2.000	 ATV006	 .000 XMRP 1076.6900 IN.XO
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CA115 826 CS E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CATV018)
WHIM ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA Sa RCE AEFEREfC IN OW— -TIM
Q 6.000	 MACH 5.000	 BETA .OW DATASET ELV-L0 OATASET	 ELV-L0	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
q 8.000	 9WLAP .000	 SPOBRK 85.000 ATV018 -10.000 ATV017	 -5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.





12.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
ZMRP 375.r—y= IN.ZO
SCALE 01;3
FULL SPAN AILERON DEFLECTION ANGLE. DEGREES. ALERON




•OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CATV0181
,T
SYMEK L ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE
y l^t
REFERENCE I NFORMATION
Q 14.000	 MACH 5.000	 BETA .000 OATAS'ET ELV-1.0 OATASET	 ELV-LO	 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
q 16.000	 BDFLAP .000	 SP09RK 85.000 ATV018 -10.000 ATV017	 -5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN..































FULL SPAN AILERON DEFLECTION ANGLE. DEGREES. ALERON
FIG. 18 AILERON HINGE MC yENTS FULL SPAN DEFLECTIONS
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it
OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CATV0181
f SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION0 22.000	 MACH 5.000	 BETA .000 DATASET ELV-LO DATASET	 ELV-LO	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
q 24.000	 BDFLAP .000	 SPDBRK 85.000 ATV018 -10.000 ATV017
	
-5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116	 CATV018)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES-. DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION0 -2.000 MACH" 5.000 BETA	 .000 OATASET ELV-LO	 DATASET	 ELV-LO SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
.000 BDFLAP .000 SPDBRK	 85.000 ATV018 -10.000	 ATV017	 -5.000 LREF 474:8100 IN.
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FIG. 18 AILERON HINGE MOMENTS- FULL SPAN DEFLECTIONS
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BOFLAP	 .000	 SPDBRK	 85.000 ATV018	 -10.000
	 ATV017	 -5..000 LREF	 474.8100	 IN.
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CATV0187
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
O 14.000	 MACH 5.000	 BETA .000 DATASET ELV-LO DATASET	 ELV-LO	 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
q ' 16.000	 BDFLAP .000	 SPDBRK 85.000 ATVO18 -10.000 ATV017	 -5.000 LREF 474.8100 1N.
18.000
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FIG. 18	 AILERON HINGE MOMENTS- FULL SPAN DEFLECTIONS
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CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CATV018)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0' 22.000	 MACH 5.000	 BETA .000 DATASET ELV-LO DATASET	 ELV-LO	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 FMS M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 (0TV006)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOLRCE REFERENCE  INFORMATION
0 .000	 MACH 5.000	 BETA .000 DATASET ALERON DATASET	 ALERON	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
0 5.000',	 ELV-OB .000	 SPDBRK 95.000 0TV006 .000 0TV016	 -2.000 LREF 474.9100 IN.
O 10.000 OTV017 -5.000 0TV018	 -10.000 BREFXMRP 936.68001076.6800 IN.IN.XO
15.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
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FIG. 19 INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF FULL SPAN AILERON DEFLECTIONS
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 (OTV006)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE iN°r"~TION
0 .000	 MACH 5.000	 BETA .000 DATASET ALERON DATASET	 AILERON	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
q 5.000	 ELV—OB .000	 SPDBRK 85.000 OTV006 .000 OTV016	 —2.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.








20.OW ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
25.000 SCALE .0150
AILERON DEFLECTION ANGLE. DEGREES, ALERON
FIG. 19 INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF FULL SPAN AILERON DEFLECTIONS
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES0 .000	 DELVLO -2 * 000 DELYLI -2.000
11 5.000	 DELVRO 2.000 DELVRI 2.0000 10.000	 BETA .000 ELV-0B .000
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CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116
SYM M ALPHA PARAMETRIC. VALUES
0 .000	 DELVLO -2.000 OELVLI -2.000
q 5.000	 DELVRO 2.000 DELVRI 2.000
0 10.000	 BETA OCO ELV-M .000











































OUTBOARD 'ONLY ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. DEGREES. ELV-0B
u




























iOA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116
	
CZTV017)
SYM80. ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALLIES REFERENCE INF1'RMATI(IN
0 .000 DELVLO	 -5.000 DELVLI -5,000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
q 5.000 DELVRO	 5.000 DELVRI 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.





G 15.000 SPOBRK	 85.000 ALERON -5.000 YMRP ,0000 IN.YO
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALLES
0 .000 DELVLO -5.000 OELVLL -5.000
q 5,000 DELVRO 5.000 DELVRI 5.000
< 0 10.000 BETA .000 ELV-OB .000'
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uv FIG. 20 INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF OUTBOARD ONLY ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
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SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 .000 DELVLO	 -10.000 DELVLI -10.000 SREF 2690.0,.`QO +:J.FT.
q 5.000 OELVRO	 10.000 DELVRI 10.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.





< A 15.000 SPOBRK	 85.000 ALERON - 10.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
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FIG. 20 INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF OUTBOARD ONLY ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
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OA115 826' CS E4 3 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 CGTV016)
SYMBOL ALFA!?, PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
Q .000 OFLVLO -10.000 DELVLD -10.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
q 5.0M DE_LVRO 10,000 DELVRi 10.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.





a 15.100 SPOSRK 85.000 ALERON -10.000 YMRP .0ow IN.YO
OW ZMRP 375.0000 1N.ZO
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OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 (QTVp22)
SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION	 4
0	 .000	 MACH	 5.000	 OELVLI
q 	 5.000	 OELVRI	 .000 - BETA
Q	 10.000
	



























0375.000 	 IN. Z(3
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FIG. 21	 INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF OUTBOARD ONLY AILERON DEFLECTIONS
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 COTV0227
SYMBOL ALPHA- PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SMIRCE REFERENCE l WaRMAT I ON
0 .000	 MACH 5.000	 DELVLI .000 DATASET ALRNOB DATASET	 ALRN08	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT,
q 5.000	 DELVRI .000	 BETA .000 OTV022 10.000 OTVOA6	 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.





15-.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO































0A115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8	 W1_1.6 _(OTV028)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE IWCRMAT113N
Q .000	 MACH 5.000 OELVLI -40.000 DATASET AL.RNNOB DATASET	 ALRNOB	 SREF 2690.0000- SOFT.	 4q 5.000	 DELVRI -40.000 BETA .000 OTV028 .000 OTV031	 10.000 LREF 474.8100 _IN.





O ' 15.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
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., OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 COTV0281
is	 SYMBOL.... ALPHA..... PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE. INFORMATION
0 .000	 MACH 5.000	 DELVLI -40.000 DATASET ALRNOB DATASET	 ALRNOB	 SREF 2690.0000- - SOFT.
q 5.000
	
OELVRI -40.000	 BETA .000 OTV028 .000 OTV031	 10,000 LREF 474.8100 IN.BREF 936.6800 N.0 10.000
	
ELV-OB -10.000	 SPDBRK 85.000 XMRP !076.6800
I 
N.XO
A 15.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
20.000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
O 25.000
_ SCALE .0150
OUTBOARD ONLY AILERON DEFLECTION ANGLE. DEGREES. ALRNOB
FIG. 21 INCREMENTAL E" FECTS OF OUTBOARD ONLY AILERON DEFLECTIONS
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- OA115 626 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 (OTV029)
E	 SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE IWORMATIIIQ .000	 MACH 5.000 DELVL! -40.000 DATASET ALRNOB DATASET	 ALRNOB
	 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
q 5.000
	
OELVRI -40.OW BETA .000 OTV029 .000 0TV030	 .000 LREF 474.6100 IN.





^. 15.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO































OUTBOARD ONLY AILERON-DEFLECTION -ANGLE. DEGREES. ALRNOB
FIG. 21 INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF OUTBOARD ONLY AILERON DEFLECTIONS
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CAI 15
	 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116	 (OTV029)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE
	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 -.000 MACH	 5.000	 DELVLI	 -40.000 DATASET ALRNOB	 DATASET	 ALRNOB
	
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
11 5.000 DELVRI	 -40.000	 BETA	 ,000 OTV029 .000	 CTV030	 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.





15.000 YMRP .0000 IN.Y'O
20.000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
O 25.000
SCALE .0150
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OA115 626 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116
	 (OTV033)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE
	
REFERENCE I NFORMATION	 ..t
0 .000	 MACH 5,000	 DELVLI ,000 DATASET ALRN08	 DATASET	 ALRNOB	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
q 5.000	 DELVRI .000
	
BETA .000 OTV033 10.000
	
OTVC24	 ,000 LREF 474_8100 IN.	 y







15.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
20.000 ZMRP 375.0000 1N.ZO
25.000 SCALE .0150
OUTBOARD ONLY AILERON DEFLECTION ANGLE, DEGREES, ALRNOB
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 COTV033)
SYMB& ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE IWCRMATlt'N-_
0 .000	 MACH 5.000 DELVLI .000 DATASET ALRN08 DATASET	 ALRN08	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
q 5.000	 DELVRI .000 BETA .000 OTV033 10.000 OTV024	 ,000 LREF 474.8100 IN.






20:000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
p 25.000 SCALE .0150
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OUTBOARD ONLY AILERON DEFLECTION ANGLE. DEGREES. ALRNOB
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INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF OUTBOARD ONLY AILERON-DEFLECTIONS
CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 (OTV037)
SYMBPJL	 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION




































































OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE
0 ,000	 MACH 5.000	 DELVLI -10.000 DATASET ALRNOB	 DATASEI
11 5.000	 DELVRI -10.000	 BETA .000 OTV037' 10.000	 OTV039
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OUTBOARD ONLY AILERON DEFLECTION ANGLE. DEGREES, ALRNOB














































OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116	 COTVO41)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 .000	 MACH 5.000 DELVLI —20.000 DATASET ALRNOB	 DATASET	 ALRNOB	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.q 5.000	 OELVRI -20.000 BETA .000 OTVO41 5.000	 OTV026	 ,000 LREFBREF 474.8100936.6800 IN.IN.
0 10.000	 ELV-OB -5.000 SPOBRK 85,000 XMRP 1076.6800 1N.X0
16 15.000 YMRP .0000 IN,YO
20.000 ZMRP 375.0000 1N.Z0
25.000 SCALE .0150
OUTBOARD ONLY AILERON DEFLECTION ANGLE, DEGREES, ALRNOB
FIG. 21 INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF OUTBOARD ONLY AILERON DEFLECTIONS
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CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 COTVO41)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SMRCC REFERENCE INFORMATION
Q .000	 MACH 5.000 DELVLI -20.000 DATASET ALRNJB G.ATA ET	 ALRNCY3	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
5.000	 OELVRI -20.0m SETA 000 CTVO41 5.000 CTV026
	
.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.







^ 20--M ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
SCALE .0150
-Z	 -1	 U	 1	 2	 3	 4	 b	 I
OUTBOARD ONLY AILERON DEFLECTION ANGLE, DEGREES, ALRNOB
FIG. 21 INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF OUTBOARD ONLY AILERON DEFLECTIONS
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GA115 B26 C9 E43 F9 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116 EOTV022)
SYMBIIL	 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOIRCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
MACH 5.000	 DELVLI .000 DATASET	 ELV-08 DATASET	 ELV-W	 SREF 2690.0000 Sfl.FT.
a
.000
5.000	 DELVRI .000	 BETA .000 GTV022	 .000 0TV0AG	 ,000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 (0TV022)
SYMBOL ALPHh PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE IWDWTION
0 rjob	 MACH 5.000	 DELVLI .000 DATASET ELV-08 DATASET	 ELV-08	 SREF 2690.0000 SG.FT.
q 5.0W	 DELVR1 .000	 BETA .000 CTV022 .000 OTVOA6	 D00 LREF 474.8100 IN.








20.000 375 .000 1N.Z0
u p 25.000 SCALE
OUTBOARD ONLY ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, DEGREES, ELV-08
Z	 FIG. 22 INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF OUTBOARD ONLY ELEVON DEFLECTIONS--..-..,
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4CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 (OTV028)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION	 =---
0 .000	 MACH 5.000 DELVLI -40.000 DATASET ELV-08 DATASET	 ELV-13B	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT..
q 5.000	 DELVRI -40.000 BETA .000 OTV028 -10.000 CTV031	 -10.000 LREF 474.810.1 IN.







< D 15.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO























































OUTBOARD ONLY ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. DEGREES. ELV-OB
z FIG. 22 INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF OUTBOARD ONLY ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
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OA115 B26 CS E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 C OTV0281
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SO;JRCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 oc10	 MACH 5.00E UELVLi	 -40.000 DATASET ELV-OB OATASET	 ELV-OB	 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
q 5.000	 DELVRI -40.000 BETA	 .000 0TV028 - 10.000 OTV031
	
-10.000 LREF 474.8130 IN.




IN.XOC3 15.0030 YMRP .0000 I N . YO
-j 20.000 ZMRP 375.0000 1 N . ZO --- --- -U
(] 25.000 SCALE .0150
OUTBOARD ONLY ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. DEGREES. ELV-OB 	 t

















































OA115 B26 CS E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 (0TV029)
SYMI. ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE IWDRMAT11N
0 .000	 MACH 5.000 OELYLI -40.000 OATASET ELV-OB 13ATASET	 ELV-08	 SREF 2690.OMI So,FT.





0 10.000	 5P06RK 85.000 ALRNOB .000 XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO
15.000 YMRP .0000 1N.Y0
20.000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
D 25.000
SCALE 0150
OUTBOARD ONLY ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. DEGREES. ELV-OB
z FIG. 22 INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF OUTBOARD ONLY ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 COTV0297 {
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUE'S DATA S3URCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
Q .000	 MACH 5.000 OELVLI -40,000 DATASET ELV-08 DATA5ET	 ELV-OB	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
Q 5.000	 DELVRI -40.000 BETA .000 13TV029 -40.000 CTV030	 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.





J 15.000 YMRP .0000 1N.Y020.000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZOu
C) 25.000 SCALE .0150
OUTBOARD ONLY ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, DEGREES. ELV-08
Z
FIG. 22 INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF OUTBOARD ONLY ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
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_ OA115 _ —B26 C9 E48 ,F8 M1:6 N28 R5 V8 W116 L O y.03.3
SY160. ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE I WOZMAT ION
Q .000
	
MACH 5.000 DELVLI .000 DATASET ELV-DB DATASET	 ELV-W	 SR£F 2690 .0000 SO.FT.




IN.Q 10.000	 SPOSW 85.000
X RP
1076 .68M 4N.X0
Y .0000 1N. YO
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CA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 COTV033)
SYP60L ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
Q .000
	
MACH	 5.000	 DELVLI .000 DATASET ELV-W DATASET	 ELV-W	 SREF 2690.0000 SD.FT.
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OUTBOARD ONLY ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE. DEGREES. ELV-0B
FIG. 22 INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF OUTBOARD ONLY ELEVON DEFLECTIONSz
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	 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 DATA SOURCE
	
REFERENCE INFORMATION
0	 ,o	 MACH	 5.000 	 OELVLI	 -10.00? OATASET	 ELV-CB	 OATASET	 ELV-OB	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
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OUTBOARD ONLY ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, DEGREES. ELV-OB
z FIG. 22 INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF OUTBOARD ONLY ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
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cOA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 (OTV037)
SYMB& ALPHA PARAMETRIC'VALUES- DATA SOURCE _	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 .000	 MACH 5.000 DELVLI -10.000 DATASET ECV-W DATASET	 ELV-08	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
q 5.000	 DELVRI -10.000 BETA .000 OTV037 .000 DTV039	 000 LREF 474.6100- IN.





O 15.000' YMRP .0000 IN.Y O J
m 2ti .'?n0 ZMRP 375.0000 1N.Z0
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OUTBOARD ONLY ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE, DEGREES. ELV-OB
u FIG. 22 INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF OUTBOARD ONLY ELEVON DEFLECTIONSz	
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OA 1 15 626 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5N V8 W116 µ C OTVO41)
t
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALLES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 .000 MACH 5.000 DELVLI -20.000 DATASET ELV-08 DATASET	 ELV-W	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
BETA ,000 OTVO41 -5.000 OTV026	 -5.000 BREF IN.
Q 10.000 SPDBRI( 85.000 XMRP 10 6.6 800 N.x0
15.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
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OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 (0TVO41)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 .000	 MACH 5.000	 DELVLI	 —20.000 DATASET ELV—OB DATASET	 ELV-08	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
5.000	 DELVRI —70.000	 BETA	 .000 OTVO41 -5.000 OTV026	 -5,000 LREF 474.8100 IN.BREF 936.6800 IN.
< Q 10.000	 SPDBRK 85.000 XMRP 1076 .6800 lN.XO
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Z FIG. 22 INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF OUTBOARD ONLY ELEVON DEFLECTIONS
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TDATE 10 M 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA -	 DA115 PAGE	 I ^---
-	 - OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 Ml6 N29 R5 V8 W116 TUFTS (RTV001) [ 10 JUL 75	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SOFT.	 XMMRP -	 1076.6800 IN.XO BETA	 - .000 ELV-LO • 20.000
LREF	 - 474.8100 IN.	 YMRP -	 .0000 IN.YD ELV-LI - 20.000 ELV-RI - -20.000 _..
BREF	 • 936.6900 IN.	 ZMRP -	 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-R0 - -20.000 BDFLAP - 16.300
SCALE - .0150 SPOM - 85.000 RUDDER - -10.000
RUN NO. 1/ 0	 RN/L • 2.57	 GRADIENT INTERVAL •	 -5.00/	 6.00
MACH ALPHA	 CN CA	 CAB CLMFWD CY CYN CBL XCP/L CL CO
2.500 -2.561	 -.14020 .17814
	
.01699 .03635 -.00990 .00789 .01220 .74533 -.13210 .18422
2.500 .014	 -.04862 .17434	 .01754 .02552 -.00875 .00621 .01174 .84304 -.04866 .17433
2.500 4.102	 .09158 .16851	 .01894 .00619 -.00653 .00413 .01179 .62509 .07929 .17453
2.500 8.181	 .23289 .16082	 .01895 -.00962 -.00574 .00274 .01280 .66514 .20764 .19232
2.500 12.292	 .38357 .15403	 .01997 -.02513 -.00513 .00140 .01400 .67405 .34199 .23216
2.500 16.420	 .54584 .14673	 .01954 -.04235 -.00483 -.00024 .01588 .67848 .48210 .M(14
2.500 20.522	 .71617 .13859
	 .02027 -.06409 -.00401 -.00220 .01820 .68286 .62214 .38087
2.500 24.638	 .90088 .13170	 .02037 -.08452 -.00393 -.00351 .02071 .68446 .76396 .49527' j
2.500 27.534	 1.02930 .12538
	
.02038 -.09837 -.00138 -.00621 .02379 .68510 .85474 .58599
GRADIENT	 .03474 -.00144	 .00030 -.00455 .00051 -.00056 -.00005 -.02127 .03169 -_00130
OAIIS	 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V6 WITS TUFTS (RTV002)
	 ( 10 JUL 75
	
1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 - 2690.0000 SO.FT.	 XMRP -	 1076.6800 18.X0 ALPHA	 n 21.000 ELV-LO - 20.000
LREF	 - 474.8100 IN.	 YMRP -	 .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI - 20.000 ELV-RI - -20.000
BREF
	
, 936.6800 IN.	 ZM1RP -	 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO - -20.000 BDFLAP - 16,300
SCALE - .0150 SPOBW . 85.000 RUDDER - -10.000
RUN NO. 21 0	 RN/L - 2.56	 GRADIENT INTERVAL -
	 -,00/	 4.00
MACH BlTA	 CN CA	 CAB CLWND CY CYN CBL XCP/L CL co
_h
2.500 -3.961	 .76661 .13608	 .01949 -.07126 .02667 .00603 .02404 .68414 .66298 .40824
2.500 -2.039	 .75876 .13719	 .01966 -.06778 .01395 .00434 .02131 .68281 .65533 _40530
2.500 -1.004	 .75778 .13635
	 OIWG -.06830 .00545 .00068 .02004 .68310 .65478 .40509
2.500 .023	 .76211 .13531	 ,01984 -.06950 -.00344 -.00268 .01679 .68349 .65908 .40588
2.500 1.063	 .76131 .13505	 .02013 -.06369 -.01032 -.00728 .01809 .68313 .65841 .40537
2.500 2.099	 .75515 .13270	 .01941 -.06676
-.01821 -.01099 .01704 .58246 .65343 ,40112
2..500 3.106	 .75319 .13081	 .02014 -.06679
-.02882
-.01332 .01499 .68257 .65244 .39841
OP401ENT	 -.00152 -.00090
	 .00006 .00052
-.00855 -,00335 -.00130 -.00019 -.00110 -.00137
PAGETYIG^ALOFg
DATE 10--JUL-'16 .-	 TABMATED SOURCE DATA - OA115 	 PAGE	 !
OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 HIS H28 R5 VB W115 PRESS 	 1RTV0031 ( 10 JUL 75 1
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
	
SREF a 2090.0000 SOFT. XMRP - 107. 5.6800 IN.XO
	
SETA a	 .000 ELV-LO -
	
.000
LREF - 474.8100 IN. 	 YMRP -
	





BREF - 936.6800 IN.	 ZMRP - 375.0000 IN.ZO	 ELV-110 -	 .000 00FLAP -	 .000
	
SCALE -	 .0150	 SPOO Mf -	 05.000 RUDDER -	 .000
RUN NO.	 10/ 0	 RN/L -. 2.32	 ORAOIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 6.00
	
MACH	 ALPHA.	 CN	 CA	 CAB	 CLHFND	 CY	 CYN	 CBI.	 XCP/L	 CL	 co
	
2.000	 -2.459	 -.15852	 .17070	 .02415	 .07745
	




.16633	 .02449	 .06165	 .00080	 -.00000
	 -.00037	 1.08970	 -.05187	 .16624
	




2.000	 8.320	 .26268	 .14852	 .02423	 .02166	 .00235	 .00019	 -.00123










	 .12925	 .02712	 -.00627	 .00263	 .00015	 -.00079
	 .65380	 .53580	 .29396
	
2.000	 20.673	 .77027	 .12131	 .02906	 -.02183	 .00169	 .00027	 -.00110	 .66037	 .67784	 .38543
	
2.000	 24.838	 .95295	 .11073
	 .03121	 -.03636	 .00195
	 -.00007	 -.00150	 .66398	 .81828	 .50077
	
2.000	 27.733
	 1.08050	 .10255	 .03138	 .04214	 -.00010
	 .00085	 -.00192
	 .66428	 .90877	 .59365
	





RUN NO..	 3/ 0	 RN/L - 2.55	 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 6.00
	
MACH	 ALPHA	 CN	 CA	 CAB	 CLMFND





2.500	 -2.460	 -:14636	 .15327	 .01720
	 .04995
	 .00117	 .00034	 .00016









	 4.131	 .06813	 .14021
	 .01794	 .02881	 .00116




	 .12967	 .01765	 .02042	 .00136
	 -.00034	 -.00007	 .61269	 _180%	 .15734
	
2.500	 12.424	 .35076	 .12118	 .01671
	 .01184	 .00132
	 -.00016
	 -.00016	 .63752	 .31648	 .19381
	
2.500
	 16.537	 .50570	 .11518
	 .01956	 .00245	 .00117	 -.00011




	 .01089	 .00057	 -.00018
	 .00025	 .65594	 .58755	 .33303
	
2.500
	 24.798	 .84455	 .09353
	 .02199	 -.02692
	 .00063	 -.00063
	 -.00032	 .66167	 .72745
	 .43913
	
2.500	 27.589	 .96567	 .09610
	 .02135	 -.03849






	 .00001	 -.00001	 -,00002




DATE 10 JLL 75	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - OAI15	 PAGE	 3
OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 PRESS	 IRTV0041	 ( 10 JUL 75 1
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
	





LREF - 474.8100 IN.	 YMRP -
	
.0000 IN.YO	 ELV-LI -	 .000 ELV-RI	 .000







SPOM -	 55.000 RUDDER-	 .000
RUN NO.	 9/ 0	 RN/L - 2.32	 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 6.00
MACH	 ALPHA	 CN	 CA	 CAB	 CLWWD	 CY	 CYN	 CBL	 XCP/L	 CL	 co
2.000	 -2.562	 -.14249	 .14285	 .02329	 .03984	 .00040	 .00008	 -.00029	 .75281	 -.13597	 .14908
2.000





.12346	 .13164	 .02398	 .00442
	 .00104	 .00024	 -.00068	 .63676	 .11367	 .14018
2.000
	 8.181	 .27144	 .12421	 .02375	 -.00918	 .00205	 .00014	 -.00126	 .66239	 .25100
	
.16158
2.000	 12.336	 .43322	 .11557	 .02411	 -.01912
	 .00287	 .00003	 -.00088	 .66617	 .39853	 .20546
2.000
	






	 20.624	 .78209	 .10146	 .02831	 -.04793
	 .00123	 .00048	 -.00105	 .67249	 .69622	 .37044
	 I
2.000	 24.724	 .95812	 .09392
	
.03100	 -.06037	 .00161	 -.00010
	
-.00136	 .67312	 .83102	 .48604




GRADIENT	 .03969	 -.00167	 .00011	 -.00528
	 .00010	 .00002	 -.00006	 -.02187	 .03726	 -.00117
RUN NO.
	 6/ 0	 RN/L - 2.55	 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 6.00




.12849	 .01697	 .01566'	 .00157	 -.00045	 .00017	 .69316	 -.12727	 .13446
2.500
	 -.073	 -.04762	 .12452	 .01760	 .00893	 .00107	 -.00037	 .00006	 .71896	 -.04747	 .12458
2.500	 4.023	 .07617	 .11800	 .01780	 -.00139	 .00120
	 -.00031	 .00000	 .65666	 .06771	 .12305
2.500	 8.168	 .21275
	 .10908	 .01762	 -.00805	 .00151	 -.00039
	 -.00009
	 .66386	 .19509	 .13820
2.500
	 .12.302	 .36050




	 16.457	 .51526	 .09613	 .01883	 .02258	 .00118	 -.00008
	 -.00019	 .66606	 .46691	 .23817
2.500	 20.596	 .67558
	 OB886	 .02045	 -.03252	 .00106	 -.00030
	 -.00023	 .66765	 .60123	 .32086
2.500	 24.703	 .84677	 .08123	 .02210	 -.04494	 .00127	 .00099	 -.00012	 .66947	 .73533	 .42768
2.500
	 27.596	 .97188
	 .07699	 .02194	 -.05301	 .00005	 -.00042
	 .00025	 .67001	 .82565	 .51844
	
GRADIENT	 .03138	 -.00158	 .00012	 -.00256	 -.00005	 .00002
	 -.00002	 -.00640	 .02920	 .00159
`f
DATE to JUL 75	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - OA115 	 PAGE	 4
OA115	 026 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 N116 	 (RTV005)	 ( 10 JUL 75 )
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
	
SREF n 2690,0000 SOFT. XMRP - 1075.6800 1N.XO	 BETA -	 .000 ELV-LO -	 .000
LREF - , 474.8tO0 IN.	 YMRP -	 .0000 IN.VO	 ELV-LI -	 .000 ELV-RI -	 .000
BREF - 936.6800 IN.	 ZMRP - 375.0000 IN.ZO	 ELV-RO -	 .000 BDFLAP -	 .000
	
SCALE -	 .0150	 SPOM -	 55.000 RUDDER -	 .000
RUN NO.
	 6/ 0	 RN/L - 2.31	 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 6.00
	
MACH	 ALPHA	 CN	 CA	 LAB
	
CLMFI.ID	 CY	 CYN	 CBL	 XCP/L	 CL	 co
	
2.000	 -2.000	 11862	 .14304	 .02326	 .03774	 -.00016	 .00014	 -.00040	 .76699	 -.11356	 .14710
	




2.000	 .03963	 .13768	 .02363	 .01731	 .00104	 .00007	 -.00045	 .48921	 .03480	 .13898
	
2.000	 4.000	 .11654	 .13461	 .02399	 .00724	 .00108	 .00005	 -.00056	 .62709	 .10696	 .14242
	




8.000	 .26293	 .12715	 .02376	 -.00674	 .00203	 .00020	 -.00113	 .65936	 .24268	 .16250
	
2.000	 10.000	 .33805	 .12382	 .02389	 -.01097	 .00298	 -.00014	 -.00128	 .65188	 .31141	 .18054
	








2.000	 16.000	 .58462	 .11246	 .02588	 .02797	 .00251	 .00003	 -.90064	 ,66754	 .53097	 .26925
	
2.000	 18.000	 .87331	 .10764	 .02713	 -.03644	 .00208	 .00024	 -.00087	 .66985	 .60710	 .31044
	
2.000	 20.000	 .75217	 .10286	 102823	 -.04525	 .00149	 .00037
	
-.00111	 .67207	 .67162	 .35393
	
2.000	 22.000	 .84128	 .10084	 .02954	 -.05211	 .00161	 .00029
	 -.00120	 .67273	 .74225	 .400065
	
2.000	 24.000	 .93592
	 .09773	 .03084	 -.05882	 .00123	 .00023
	





.03116	 -.06215	 .00066	 -.00023
	 -.00128	 .67225	 .88032	 .53335
	
2.000
	 27.000	 1.07070	 .09240	 .03126	 -.06211




	 -.00149	 .00010	 .00495	 .00017	 .00001	 -.00004	 -.02521	 .03649
	 .00043
RUN NO.
	 7/ 0	 RN/L - 2.55	 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 6.00
	
MACH	 ALPHA
	 CN	 CA	 CAB	 CLMFWO	 CY	 CYN	 COL	 XCP/L
	 CL	 CO
	
2.500	 -2.000	 -.11128	 .12750
	 .01716	 .01490





	 .01760	 .00973	 .00139	 -.00036	 .00006
	 .72295	 -.04904	 .12438
	




2.500	 4.000	 .07480	 .11844	 .01780	 -.00027	 .00144	 -.00037	 .00001	 .65126	 .06636	 .12337
	
2.500	 6.000	 .13699	 .11376	 .01768	 -.00426	 .00150
	 -.00039	 -.00006




	 .20081	 .11018	 .01760	 -.00666	 .00168
	 -.00041	 -.00014	 .65214	 .18353	 .13704
	
2.500
	 10.000	 .27118	 .10693
	 .01803	 -.00989	 .00157	 -.00023	 .00006	 .66336	 .24850	 .IS240
	
2.500	 12.000	 .34221	 .10391	 .01848	 -.01321
	 .00152	 -.00011








	 .66503	 .37965	 .19837
	
2.500	 16.000	 .48872	 .09722	 .01877	 -.02069	 .00161	 -.00010	 -.00019	 .66552	 .44299	 .22817
	
2.500	 18.000	 .56709	 .09442	 .01937	 -.02519	 .00119	 -.00009	 -.00029	 .66628	 .51016	 .26504
	
2.500	 20.000	 .64391
	 .08984	 .02019	 .02979
	 .00128	 -.00031	 -.00033
	 .66696	 .57435	 .30465
	
2.500	 22.000
	 .72685	 .08507	 .02103	 -.03596
	 .00105
	 -100068	 -.00025
	 .66814	 .64169	 .35208
	
2.500	 24.000	 .81146
	 .08316	 .02185	 -.04174	 .00126	 .00087	 .00016	 .86886	 .70748	 .40602
	
2.500	 26.000	 89751	 .07982	 .02215	 -.04759
	 .00072
	 -,00090




	 .94002	 .07800	 .02208	 .05084	 -.00024	 .00056






	 -=00001	 -.00003	 -.00737	 .02888	 .00043
REFERENCE DATA
SREF	 - 2590.0000 SG.FT. 	 XMRP -	 1078.6800 IN.XO BETA	 -
LREF - 474.8100 IN.	 YMRP -	 .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI -
BREF	 - 936.6800 IN.	 ZMRP -	 375.0000 IN-ZO ELV-RO -
SCALE - .0150 SPDBRK n







55.000 RUDDER -	 .000
DATE 10 AL 75	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - OA115
	
PAGE	 5
OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N29 R5 V8 4116



















MACH ALPHA CN CA CAB CLMFWD CY CYN CBL XCP/L CL
4.020 -2.000 -.10574 .10325 .00864 -.00915 -.00114 .00065 -.00003 .61811 -.10207
4.020 .000 -.06209 .09821 .00886 -.00834 -.00097 .00058 -.00008 .60051 -.06209
4.020 2.000 -.01713 .09445 .00894 -.00735 -.00096 .00050 -.00010 .49203 -.02042
4.020 4.000 .02883 .09070 .00898 -.00609 -.00101 .00048 -.00019 .72769 .02243
4.020 6.000 .07797 .08625 .00909 -.00608 -.00126 .00046 -.00016 .67855 x06852
4.020 8.000 .12883 .08394 .00929 -.00589 -,00168 .00060 -.00032 .66577 .11589
4.020 10.000 18262 .08150 .00937 -.00661 -.00169 .00044 -.00029 .66325 .16570
4.020 12.000 .24029 .07945 .00934 -.00767 -.00190 .00036 -.00034 .66168 .21852
4.020 14.000 .30255 .07731 .00926 -.00925 -.00190 .00029 -.00041 .66119 .27486
4.020 16.000 .36724 .07517 .00921 -.01206 -.00186 .00010 -.00048 .65202 .33229
4.020 18.000 .43572 .07345 .00920 -.01467 -.00190 .00002 -.00053 .66233 .39170
4.020 20.000 .50669 .07147 .00924 -.01745 -.00195 -.00017 -.00053 .66261 .45169
j 4.020 22.000 .58143 .07038 .00932 -.02000 -.00206 -.00027 -.00061 .66259 .51273
4.020 24.000 .66059 .06937 .00941 -.02311 -.00257 -.00025 -.00071 .66281 .57525
4.020 26.000 .74407 .06769 .00954 -.92726 -.00298 -.00023 -.00073 .66342 .63909
4.020 27.000 .78676 .06676 .00962 -.02963 -.00289 -.00033 -.00063 .66380 .67070
GRADIENT .02292 -.00208 .00005 .00042 -.00001 -.00002 -.00002 .01241 .02129
RUN NO. 14/ 0 RN/L - 2.54	 GRADIENT INTERVAL -	 -5.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CN CA CAS CLMFHD CY CYN CBL XCP/L CL-
^J
b
5.020 -2.000 -.09969 .09361 .00555 -.01422 -.00160 .00055 .00009 .59744 -.09636
5.020 .000 -.06224 .08748 .00558 -.01361 -.00140 .00060 .00004 .56944 -.062248
5.020 2.000 -.02442 .08311 .00568 -.01217 -.00142 .00046 .00012 .46654 -.02730
5.020 4.000 .01547 .07893 .00578 -.01104 -.00175 .00044 .00004 .91246 .00993
5.020 6.000 .05740 .07433 .00580 -.01047 -.00205 .00041 .00002 .71708 .04931
5.020 8.000 .10275 .07154 .00580 -.00999 -.00224 .00036 -.00003 .68571 .09179
5.020 10.000 .15042 .06937 .00583 -.00984 -.00244 .00039 -.0u014 .67402 .13509
5.020 12.000 .20232 .06744 .00587 -.00981 -.00295 .00037 -.00019 .65778 .18388
5.020 1 4.000 .25817 .06608 .00586 -.00904 -.00323 .00033 -.00024 .66282 .23451
5.020 16.000 .31770 .06528 .00582 -.00842 -.5'.352 .00032 -.00033 .65969 .28740
5.020 18.000 .38097 .06480 .00581 -.00768 -.00351 .00021 -.00042 .65735 .34230
5.020 20.000 .44847 .06413 .00582 -.00735 -.00353 .00008 -.00046 .65597 .39949
5.020 22.000 ,52018 .06344 .00590 -.00765 -.00381 .00011 -.00055 .65535 .45854
5.020 24.000 .59551 .06243 .00600 -.00957 -.00425 .00014 -.00059 .65585 .51863
5.020 26.000 .67402 .06146 .00607 -.01294 -.00426 .00013 -.00060 .65700 .57886
i
1























826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 11116
	 (RTV006)	 ( 10 JUL 75 1
.REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
	
SREF - 2690.0000 SOFT. XMRP - 1075.6800 IN.XO
	
BETA	 .000 ELV-LO n 	 .000
LREF - 474.8100 IN.	 YMRP n 	 .0000 IN.YO	 ELV-L1 -	 .000 ELV-RI n 	 .000
BREF n 935.6800 IN.	 ZMRP n 375.0000 IN.ZO
	 ELV-RO n 	 .000 BOFLAP n 	 .000
SCALE -	 .0150	 SPDBRK -	 85.000 RUDDER n 	 .000
RUN NO.	 11/ 0	 RN/L - 2.33	 GRADIENT INTERVAL
	 -5.00/ 6.00
MACH	 ALPHA	 CN	 CA	 CAB	 CLMFMD	 CY	 CYN	 CBL	 XCP/L	 CL	 CO
2.000
	 -2.000	 -.13850
	 .17104	 .02415	 .07479
	 .00029	 .00025	 -.00018	 .84863	 -.13244	 .17577
2.000
	 .000	 -.06013
	 .16564	 .02452	 .06341




	 .16298	 .02446	 .05149
	 .00111







	 .00125	 .00005	 -.00056	 .49488
	 .08454	 .16372
2.000	 6.000	 .17080	 .15382	 .02433
	 .03065	 .00160
	 .00016	 -.00073	 .58390	 .15378	 .17083
2.000	 8.6000
	
.24175	 .14831	 .02425	 .02352	 .00211	 .00020	 -.00110	 .61399	 .21876	 18051




2.vC10	 12.000	 .40149	 .14210	 .02488
	 .01327	 .00286	 -.00000	 -.00096	 .63778
	 .36318
	 .22247




	 .56695	 .13210	 .02708
	
-.00286	 .00257	 .00014	 .00061	 .65180	 .50857	 .28326
2.000
	 18.000
	 .64550	 .12466	 .02804	 .01074	 .00186
	 .00034	 -.00083	 .65606	 .57538	 _31803
2.000	 20.000	 .73692	 .12270	 .02901
	 .01768
	 .00153
	 .00022	 -.00106	 .65877	 .65051	 .36734










2.000	 26.000	 1.00160	 .10797	 .03126	 -.03729
	 -.00021	 .00067	 -.00104	 .66364	 .85289	 .53511
2.000	 27.000	 1.03720	 .10547	 .03131	 -.03880	 .00077	 .00041	 -.00179	 .66370	 .87629	 .56487
	
GRADIENT	 .03872





	 RN/L n 2.56	 GRADIENT INTERVAL- -5.00/ 6.00
MACH	 ALPHA	 CN	 CA	 CAB
	 CLMFIID	 CY	 CYN	 CBL	 XCP/L
	 CL	 co








	 .14824	 .01778	 .04241
	 .00151	 -.00044	 .00009	 .88907	 -.06525	 .14824






















	 8.000	 .18843	 .13156	 .01765
	 .02163	 .00176	 -.00041










	 12.000	 .33067	 .12418	 .01860	 .01303
	 .00170
	 -.00021



















	 .55517	 .11304	 .01984	
-.00153	 .00129	
-.00010
	 -.00018	 .65096	 .49306
	 .279062.500	 20.000	 .63686












































DATE 10 JUL 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA -	 OA115 PAGE 7
OAI15 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N29 R5 V8 M116 (RTV006)	 ( 10 JUL 75	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 - 2690.0000 SO.FT.	 XMRP -	 1076.6800 IN.XO BETA	 - .000 ELY-LO - .000
LREF	 - 474,8100 IN. YMRP - .nJ00 IN.YO ELV-LI - .000 ELV-R1 - .000
BREF	 - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP -	 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO - .000 BDFLAP - .000
SCALE - .0150 SPOBRK - 85.000 RUDDER - .000
RUN NO. 86/ 0 RN/L - 2.85	 GRADIENT INTERVAL -	 -5.00/	 5.00
MACH ALPHA CN CA CAB CLMFND CY CYN CBL XCP /L CL CO
4.020 -2.000 - .11776 .12059 .00864 .01555 -.00135 - .00075 -.00009 .69855 -.11348 .12463
4.020 .000 -.07363 .11421 .00886 .01437 -.00134 .00069 -.00014 .72174 - .07363 .11421
4.020 2.000 -.02810 .10986 .00894 .01441 -.00110 .00057 -.00015 .83870 -.03192 .10881
4.020 4.000 .01823 .10601 .00898 .01547 -.00116 .00055 -.00022 .33762 .01079 .10702
4.020 6.000 .06751 .10165 .00909 .01564 -.00135 .00057 -.00024 .56470 .05651 .10815
4.020 8.000 .11813 .09969 .00929 .01626 -.00178 .00064 -.00032 .59928 .10310 .11516
4.020 10.000 .17269 .09513 .00937 .01394 -.00185 .00051 -.00031 .62024 .15337 .12466
4.020 12.000 .23094 .09322 .00934 .01157 -.00195 .00043 -.00038 .63150 .20651 .13920
4.020 14.000 .29408 .08939 .00926 .00810 -.00223 .00042 -.00049 .63980 .26372 .15788
4.020 16.000 .35029 .08542 .00921 .00285 -.00209 .00023 -.00052 .64702 .32279 .18142
4.020 18.000 .42944 08209 .00920 -.00199 -.00230 .00018 -.00062 .65154 .38306 .21077
4.020 20.000 .50234 .07894 .00924 -.00547 -.00201 -.00010 -.00056 .65468 .44504 .24599
4.020 22.000 .57813 .07622 .00932 -.01146 -.00229 -.00016 -.00062 .63723 _50748 .28724
4.020 24.000 .65781 .07385 .00941 -.01636 -.00258 -.00018 -.00076 .65909 .57090 .33502
4.020 26.000 .74179 .07091 .00954 -.02234 -.00295 -.00025 -.00074 .66102 .63563 .38892
4.020 27.000 .78655 .06967 .00962 -.02487 -.00292 -.00038 -.00065 .66157 .66919 .41916
GRADIENT .02312 -.00230 .00005 .00006 .00001 -.00002 -.00002 -.03259 .02122 -.00201
RUN NO. 13/ 0 RN/L - 2.55
	
GRADIENT INTERVAL -	 -5.001	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CN CA CAB CLMFND CY CYN COL XCP/L CL Co
5.020 -2.000 --.10824 .10720 .00556 .00598 -.00013 .00058 .00008 .67026 -.10444 .11091
5.020 .000 -.06894 .09981 .00558 .00468 .00008 .00044 .00007 .67492 -.06894 .09981
5.020 2.000 -.02962 .09466 .00568 .00476 -.00008 .00034 .00013 .70910 -.03291 .09357
5.020 4.000 .00948 .09025 .00578 .00574 -.00033 .00031 .00010 .42712 .00316 .09069
5.020 6.000 .05157 .08593 .00580 .00694 -.00034 .00024 .00007 .60039 .04231 .09085
5.020 8.000 .09646 .08318 .00580 .00801 -.00077 .00026 .00001 .61937 .08394 .09580
5.020 10.000 .14542 .07954 .00583 .00621 -.00135 .00039 -.00013 .63423 .12940 .10358
5.020 12.000 .19863 .07572 .00587 .00380 -.00163 .00034 -.00017 .64290 .17855 .11537	 j
5.020 14.000 .25553 .07294 .00585 .00291 -.00199 .00032 -.00024 .64575 .23029 .13259
5.020 16.000 .31575 .07012 .00582 .00106 -.00176 .00019 -.00031 .64871 .28419 .15444
5.020 18.000 .38001 .06848 .00581 .00027 -.00196 .00006 -.00035 .64958 .34025 .18256
5.020 20.000 .44912 .06725 .00582 -.00040
-.00231 .00013 -.00049 .65026 .39904 .21681
5.020 22.000 .52189 .06553 .00590 -.00262 -.00238 .00008 -.00056 .65179 .45934 .25626	 v
5.020 24.000 .59783 .06394 .00600 -.00577
-.00298 .00023 -.00063 .65349 .52014 .30158
5.020 26.000 .68293 .06211 .00607 -.00841
-.00294 .00014 -.00066 ,65447 .58658 _35520
GRADIENT .01990 -.00261 .00003 .00015
-.00004 -.00004 .00000 -.01938 .01828 -.00246
m 00 ww w ,..
SREF	 • 2690.0000 SG.FT.	 XMRP -	 t076.68OO IN.XO ALPHA	 - 21.000 ELV-LO - .000
LREF - 474.8100 1N. YMRP -	 .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI - .000 ELV-RI - .000
BREF	 - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP -	 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO - .000 BDFLAP - .000
SCALE - •	 .0150 SPDBRK - 85.000 RUDDER - .000
RUN NO. 12/ 0 RN/L - 2.50	 GRADIENT INTERVAL-!	 -4_.:00/	 4-00
MACH BETA CN CA CAB CLMFWD CY CYN m XCP/L CL co
5.020 -3.010 .49374 .06641 .00613 -.00478 .02581 .00321 .00413 .65350 .43535 .24039
5.020 -2,011 .49326 .06626 00610 -.00338 .01533 .00297 .00208 .65246 .43592 .24015
5.020 -1.002 .49191 .06644 .00601 -.00220 .00590 .00194 _00051 .65158 .43467 .23969
5.020 .001 .49246 .06652 .00593 -.00190 -.00197 -.00006 -.00051 '65136 .43505 .240th
5.020 1.011 .49607 .06660 .00597 -.00270 -.00908 -.00244 -.00132 .65194 .43837 .24157
5.020 2.015 .49785 .06616 .00604 -.00367 -.01837 -.00358 -.00275 .65255 .44013 .24190
5.020 3.021 .49658 .06611 .00610 -.00408 -.02903 -.00368 -.00468 .65296 .43903 .24128
GRADIENT .00078 -.00003 -.00001 .00004 -.00877 -.00135 -.00135 -.00003 .00072 .00029
OA115 826 C9 E43 FS R5 V8 Nt16 1RTV008I	 (
 10 .OUL 75	 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 - 2690.0000 SOFT.	 XMRP -	 1078.6800 IN.XO BETA	 - .000 ELV-LO - .000
LREF	 - 474.8100 IN. YMRP -	 .0000 IN.YO ELV-L1 - .000 ELV-RI - .000
BREF	 - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP -	 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO - .000 80FLAP - .000
SCALE - .0150 SPDBRK - 55.000 RUDDER - .000
RUN NO. 94/ 0 RN/L - 2.32	 GRADIENT INTERVAL -
	 -5.00/	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CN CA CAB CLMFND CY CYN COL XCP/L CL co
2.000 -2.000 -.08591 .12591 .01964 .00971 -.00087 .00058 -.00066 .69151 -.08147 .12893
2.000 .000 -.01173 .12418 .01964 .00273 .00039 .00033 -.00074 .73565 -.01173 .12419
2.000 2:.000 .06443 .12286 .01995 -.00523 .00062 .00033 -.00085 .67983 .06010 .12503
2.000 4.000 .13981 .12056 .02026 -.01298 .00083 .00043 -.00094 .68410 .13106 .13002
2.000 6.000 .21473 .11923 .02019
-.02036 .00129 .00050 -.00099 .68482 .20110 .14102
2.000 8.000 .28786 .f1523 .02006 -.02641 .00156 .00047 -.00098 .68369 .26888 .15516
2.000 10.000 .36434 .tI29I .02017 -.03062 .00174 .00044 -.00081 .68086 .33922 .17436
2.000 12.000 .44366 .10960 .02030 -.03467 .00207 .00039 -.00086 .67859 .41118 .19945
2.000 14.000
	 - .529t3 .10673 .021.14 -.03903 .00220 .00034 -.00082 .67708 .48759 .23157
2.000 16.000 .61477 .10473 .02185 -.04307 .00186 .00048 -.00093 .67572 .56209 .27013
2.000 18.000 .69379 .10194 .02291
-.04819 .00149 .00052 -.00102 .67550 .62833 .31134
2.000 20.000 .78559 .09949 .02383 -.05662 .00115 .00070 -.00122 .67645 .70418 .35218
2.000 22.000 .87010 .09592 .02502 -.06285 .00063 .00075 -.00116 .67652 .77081 .41488
2.000 24.000 .95345 .09202 .02604 -.06898 .00042 .00066 -.00130 .67656 .83359 .47186
2.000 26.000 1.04520 08885 .02630 -.07417 .00137 .00010 -.00169 .67605 .90043 .53803
2.000 27.000 1-.08840 .08809 .02639 -.07463 .00307 -.00062 -.00175 .67517 .92977 .57261
GRADIENT .03764 -.00085 .00009 -.00379 .00024 -.00000 -.00004 -.00325 .03540 .00151
v C"'^a
DATE 10 AL 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA OA115 PAOE 9
OA115 826 C9 E43 FS R5 V8 14118 (RTV008)	 10 JUL 75
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 - 2690.0000 SQ.FT.	 XKRP -	 1076.6900 IN.XO BETA	 - .000 ELV-LO - .000
LREF	 - 474.19100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN.Yo ELV-LI - .000 ELV-RI - .000
BRIEF	 - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP -	 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RD - .000 80FLAP - .000
SCALE - .0150 SPDBRK - 55.000 RUDDER - .000
RUN NO. e2/ 0 RN/L - 2.83	 GRADIENT INTERVAL - 	 -5.00/	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CN CA CAB CLMFWD CY CYN CBL XCP/L CL co
4.020 -2.000 -.08801 0ee79 .00729 -,02471 -.00134 .00065 -.00006 .54663 -.08488 .09190
4.020 .000 -.04554 .08569 .00748 -.02235 -.00137 .00060 -.00013 .47328 -.04654 .08569
4.020 2.000 -.00320 .08309 .00755 -.01967 -.00133 .00054 -.00016 -1.61500 -.00609 .08293
4.020 4.000 .04060 .08086 .00758 -.01691 -.00146 .00052 -.00021 .80318 .03486 .08349
4.020 6.000 .08745 .07861 .00767 -.01450 -.00139 .00042 -.00021 .71137 .07875 .08732
4.020 8.000 .13619 .07652 .00784 -.01323 -.00134 .00037 -.00023 .6e569 .12422 .09473
4.020 10.000 .18918 .07450 .00791 -.01273 -.00146 .00022 -.00020 .67470 .17337 .10622
4.020 12.000 .24587 .07291 .00788 -.01275 -.00172 .00019 -.00027 .66901 .22534 .12244
4.020 . 14.000 .30668 .07148 .00782 -.01345 -.00189 .00016 -.00039 .65608 .28026 .14354
4.020 16.000 .37060 .06999 .00778 -.01581 -.00200 .00007 -.00045 .66563 .33695 .16943
4.020 19.000 .43993 .06880 .00777 -.01857 -.00198 -.00007 -.00053 .66547 .39714 .20138
4.020 20.000 .51196 .06782 .00780 -.02105 -.00233 -.00013 -.00057 .66507 .457e9 .23883
4.020 22.000 .58703 .06591 .00786 -.02377 -.00234 -.00020 -.00062 .66484 .51922 .28194
4.020 24.000 .65545 .06639 .00794 -.02642 -.00239 -.00031 -.00064 .66455 .58091 .33131
4.020 26.000 .74780 .06588 .00805 -.02982 -.00259 -.00037 -.00068 .66461 .64324 -.38703
4.020 27.000 .79010 .06564 ooe12 -.031e8 -.00256 -.00044 -.00066 .66478 .67418 .41719
GRADIENT .02190 -.00126 .00004 .00128 -.00001 -.00003 -.00002 .03297 .02043 -.00056
RUN NO. 17/ 0 RN/L - 2.53	 GRADIENT INTERVAL -	 -5.00/	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CN CA CAB CLmFWD CY CYN CBL XCP/L CL Co
5.020
-2.000 -.08881 .08215 .001470
-.02718 -.00079 .00067 .00005 .53732 -.08599 .08520
5.020 .000 -.05154 .07833 .00471 -.02479 =.00064 .00055 .00006 .47296 -.05154 .07833
5.020 2.000 -.01516 .07513 .00479 -.02168 -.00070 .00045 .00008 .12384 -.01778 .07456
5.020 4.000 .02231 .07270 .00488 -.01859 -.00096 .00042 .00004 .95646 .01719 .07408
5.020 6.000 .06201 .07006 .00489 -.01602 -.00090 .00032 .00002 .74498 .05435 .07516
5.020 8.000 .10478 .06782 .00490
-.01356 -.00134 .00035 -.00003 .69757 .09432 .08174
5.020 10.000 .15165 .06573 .00492
-.01200 -.00113 .00021 -.00006 .67906 .13793 .09107
5.020 12.000 .20259 .06412 .00496 -.01094 -.00158 .00015 -.00007 .66980 .18483 .10484
5.020 14.000 .25867 .06287 .00495 -.01038 -.00162 .00010 -.00012 .66470 .23577 .12358
5.020 16.000 .31846 .06182 .00492 -.01010 -.00209 .00011 -.00026 .66161 .28908 .14720
5.020 18.000 .38240 .06123 .00490 -.00979 -.00197 -.00003 -.00033 .65936 .34477, .17640
5.020 20.000 .45050 .06059 .00492
-.00995 -.00193 -.00010 -.00037 .65807 .40251 .21102
5.020 22.000 .52184 .06064 .00498
-.01031 -.00252 -.00003 -.00046 .65721 .46112 .25171
5.020 24.000 .59637 .06084 .0006 -.01149 -.00298 .00004 -.00049 .65702 .52007. .29814
5.020 26.000 .67714 .06099 .00513 -.01367
-100287 -.00000 -.00053 .65737 .58187 .35166
GRADIENT .01877 -,00149 .00003 .00143 -.00003 -.00004 -.00000 .04494 .01746 -.00112
00
DATE 10 JUL 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA -	 OAIIS PAOE 10
OAI 15 	 NO C9 E43 F! R5've wile IRTVO09I	 110 JUL 75	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 a 2690.0000 SO.FT'. XMRP -	 1076.6800 IN.XO ALPHA	 - 11_000 ELV-LO - .000
- LREF	 - 474.8100 IN. YMRP -	 .0000 1N.YO ELV-LI - .000 ELV-RI - .000
BREF	 - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP -	 375.0000 1N.ZO ELV-RO . .000 BDFLAP . .000
SCALE - .0150 SPDBRK - 55.000 RUDDER - .000
1
RUN NO. 18/ 0	 RN/L - 2.54	 ORADIENT INTERVAL	 -4.001	 4.00 x;
MACH BETA CN CA	 CAB CLMFWD CY CYN CBL XCP/L CL co
5.020 -3.013 .49952 .06064	 ,00526 -.01151 .02262 .00424 .00421 .65842 .44393 .23710
5.020 -2.009 .49903 .06063	 .00531 -.01073 .01359 .00323 .00247 .65785 .44329 .23706
5.020 -1.007' .49780 .06071	 .00522 -.01008 .00521 .00183 .00084 .65739 .44219 .23655
5.020 .002 .49602 .`05995	 .00510 -.00990 -.00234 -.00010 -.00041 .65728 .44074 .23533
5.020 1.011 .49823 .06070	 .00516 -,01003 -.00966 -.00196 -.00165 .65735 .44260 .23670
5.020 2.016 .49684 .06017	 .00520 -.01026 -.01800 -.00343 -.00306 .65754 .44148 .23571
5.020 3.030' .50133 .06046	 .00521 -.01123 -,02755 -.00440 -.00487 .65818 .44549 .23775
GRADIENT .00005 -.00005	 -.00001 .00006 -,00811 -.00153 -.00145 -.00005 .00006 -.00002
OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 M N28 R5 V8 M116 (RTVOI0)
	
i 10 JUL 75	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 - 2690.0000 SQ.FT.	 XMRP -	 1075.6800 IN.XO BETA	 - .000 ELV-LO - .000
LREF	 - 474.8100 IN. YMRP •	 .0000 IN.YO ELY-LI - .000 ELV-Rl - .000
BREF	 - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP w	 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO - .000 BOFLAP - .000 }'
SCALE - .0150 SPOBRK - 55.000 RUDDER - .000
RUN NO. 95/ 0	 RN/L - 2.32	 ORADIENT INTERVAL	 -5.00/'	 6.00 i
MACH ALPHA CN CA	 CAB CLMFW0 CY CYN COL XCP/L CL CO
2.000 -2.000 -.10841 .13942
	 .02604 .02643 -.00002 .00029 -.00045 .73964 -.10347 .14312
2.000 .000 -.03052 .13736
	 .02693 .01739 .00087 .00013 -.00059 .85953 -.03052 13735
2.000 2.000 .04843 .13433	 .02693 .00690 .00137 .00013 -.00061 ..59752 .04371 .13594
2.000 4.000 .12392 .13139	 .02593 -.00240 .00132 .00023 -.00072 .65706 11446 .13971
2.000 6.000 .19895 .12703	 .02654 -.01012 .00168 .00032 -.00086 .66865 .18458 .14713
2.000 8.000 .27279 .12364	 .02620 -.01555 .00220 OV039 -,00094 .67091 .25292 .16040
2.000 10.000 .34682 .11994	 .02696 -.01897 .00278 .00007 -.00124 .67006 .32073 .17834
2.000 12.000 .43076 .11706	 02777 -.02367 .00279 .00020 -.00084 .67016 .39701 .20406
2.000 14.000 .51449 .11376	 .02940 -.02865 .00254 .00027 -.00071 .67043 .47169 .23485
2.000 16.000 .59960 .11138	 .03091 -.03423 .00263 .00022 -.00085 .67094 .54567 .27234
2.000 18.000 .68403 .10739	 .03247 -.04274 .00215 .00031 -.00107 .57293 .61737 .31351
2.000 20.000 .76366 .10290	 .03404
-.05100 .00156 .00039 -,00124 .67451 .68241 .35788
2.000 22.000 85489 .10029	 .03463 -.05740 .00068 .00075 -.00129 .67464 .75507 .41323
2.000 24.000 .94134 .09666
	 .03515 -.06407 .00046 .00077 -.00140 67498 .62054 .47119
2.000 26.000 1.03450 .09277	 .03550 -.07026 .00375
-.00084 -.00183 ,67493 88910 .53686 a
2.000 27.000 1.06420 .08935	 .03555
-.07148 .00328
-.00074 -.00221 .67465 .90762 .56274
ORADIENT -.03948 -.00154	 .00005 -.00464 .00019 .00001
-100005 -.01722 .03605 .00052
M:
..-	 -k'.^J'n.+.Wi!°YKW'3^ w
	 .'n xM!-s	 . G-N -,-.tea w[..aa ' -Aa+.	 ,K,	 ,.:.	 , .^aC 	 •. n...i- •+.x*'fYWtiiJ• tiTCeaLW.NficMw
`
DATE 10 JUL 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA -	 OAI15 PAGE Il
OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M7 N28 R5 V8 N116 (RTV010)	 l 10 JUL 75	 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 . 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP -	 1076.6800 IN.XO BETA 000 ELV-LO 000
LREF	 - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI - .000 ELV-RI - .000
BREF	 - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP n 	 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO - .000 BDFLAP - .000
SCALE • .0150 SPDBRK - 55.000 RUDDER - .000
RUN NO. 83/0 RN/L . 2.85	 GRADIENT INTERVAL	 -5.00/	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CN CA CAB CLMFNO CY CYN CBL XCP/L CL co
4.020 -2.000 -.10048 .09807 .00925 -.01384 -.00109 .00063 -.00005 .59924 -.09699 .10152
4.020 .000 -.05779 .09400 .00949 -.01245 -.00147 .00065 -.00014 .57067 -.05779 .09400
f` 4.020 2.000 -.01311 .09079 .00958 - .01097 - .00154 .00062 -.00017 .34210 -.01627 .09028
4.020 4.000 .03270 .08748 .00952 -.00927 -.00152 .00056 -.00024 .75420 .02552 08955
4.020 6.000 .08064 .08425 .00974 -.00832 -.00167 .00051 -.00023 .68790 .07139 .09221
4.020 8.000 .13108 .08118 .00995 -.00802 -.00164 .00048 -.00028 .67245 .11950 .09863
4.020 10.000 .18528 .07841 .01003 -.00872 -.00193 .00038 -.00027 .65725 .16885 .10940
4.020 12.000 .24299 .07624 .01000 -.00963 -.00194 .00024 -.00034 .66453 .22183 .12509
4.020 14.000 .30515 .07413 .00992 -.01157 -.00208 .00020 -.00041 .66388 .27815 .14575
4.020 16.000 .36999 .07232 .00987 -.01427 -.00228 .00011 -.00050 .65413 .33572 .17150
4.020 18.000 .43853 .07085 .00985 -.01719 - .00225 -.00001 -.00055 .65436 .39518 .20289
4.020 20.000 .51026 .06928 .00990 -.02013 -.00244 -.00018 -.00057 .66445 .45580 .23963
4.020 22.000 .58500 .06797 40998 -.02277 -.00264 -.00026 -.00067 .66426 .51694 .28216
' 4.020 24.000 ' .66336 .06728 .01007 -.02551 - .00283 -.00032 -.00070 .66408 .57854 .33128
.O 4.020 26.000 .74521 .06622 .01021 - .02895 -.00306 -.00037 -.00075 .66423 .64076 .38620
4.020 27.000 .78909 .06577 .01030 -,03091 -.00391 -.00026 -.00079 .66435 .67323 .41585
GRADIENT .02264 -.00171 .00005 .00071 -.00006 -.00002 -.00002 .01804 .02105 -.00115
RUN N0. 19/ 0 RN/L - 2.54	 GRADIENT INTERVAL -	 -5.00/	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CN CA CAB CLWWO CY CYN CBL XCP/L CL CO
5.020 -2.000 -.09470 .08870 .00596 -.01909 -.00074 .00067 .00011 .57574 -.09154 .09195


























5.020 6.000 .06195 .07292 .00621 -.01236 - .00122 .00035 .00005 .72334 .05398 .07900
5.020 8.000 .10643 .06978 .00621 -.01109 - .00153 .00035 .00000 .68829 .09568 .08391
5.020 10.000 .15459 .05761 .00625 -=01072 -.00180 .00033 -.00007 .67545 .14051 .09343
5.020 12.000 .20602 .06566 .00629 -.01026 - .00202 .00027 -.00011 .66826 .I8787 .10706
5.020 t4.000 .25249 .06434 .00527 -.00999 - .00228 .00021 -.00016 .66395 .23913 .12593
5.020 16.000 32216 .06327 00624 -.00950 -.00204 .00005 -.00023 .66079 .29224 14962
5.020 18.000 .38697 .06253 .00622 -.00938 -.00235 .00002 -.00033 .65886 .34861 .17902
5.020 20.000 .45499 .06178 .40524 -.00976 -.00238 -.00009 -.00035 .65783 .40641 .21357
5.020 22.000 .52600' .06160 .00632 -.00978 -.00290 .00001 -.00048 .65678 .46462 .25416
5.020 24.000 .59987 .06158 .00643 -.01089 - .00316 .00002 -.00053 .65662 .52296 .30025
5.020 26.000 .67947 .05097 .00651 -.01304 -.00338 .00007 -.00056 .65700 .58398 .35266¢ GRADIENT .01952 -.00t93 .00004 .00085 -.00003 -.00005 -.00001 .03275 01813 -.00159
DATE 10 JUL 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA -	 OA 11 13 PAGE	 12
OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M7 N28 R5 V8 WI IS (RTVOII)	 ( 10 JUL 75	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF • 2690.0000 SOFT.	 XMRP -	 1076.6800 IN.XO ALPHA	 - 21.000 ELV-LO .000
LREF	 - 474.8100 IN. YMRP . .0000 IN.YO ELV-L1 - .000 ELV-RI - .000
BREF	 - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP -	 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO - .000 BDFLAP - .000
SCALE - .0150 SP08RK - 55.000 RUDDER - .000
RUN NO. 20/ 0 RN/L - 2.54	 ORADIENT INTERVAL	 -4.00/	 4.00
r MACH BETA CN CA CAB CLMFWO CY CYN COL XCP/L CL CO
5.020 -3.004 .49767 .05156 .00660 -.01062 .02454 .00344 .00450 .65779 .44183 .23719
5.020 -2.003 .49729 .06140 .00659 -.01007 .01467 .00275 .00259 .65739 .44150 .23695
5.020 -1.005 .49915 .06165 .00651 -.00975 .00571 .00169 .00093 .65713 .44316 .23784
5.020 .001 .49881 .06091 .00641 -.00943 -.00248 .00002 -.00040 .65690 .44303 .23716
5.020 1.001 .49909 .06122 .00648 -.00911 -.01009 -.00172 -.00158 .65665 .44320 .23751
5.020 2.011 .50080 .06133 .00657 -.00941 -.01950 -.00278 -.00325 .65686 .44468 .23837
5.020 3.020 .50198 .05138 .00658 -.01000 -.02951 -.00349 -.00503 .65727 .44581 .23877
ORADIENT .00071 -.00004 -.00000 .00014 -.00876 -.00125 -.00152 -.00011 .00055 .00026
OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 N116 (R(V012)	 ( 10 JUL 75	 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 - 2690.0000 SO.FT.	 XMRP -	 1076.6800 IN.XO BETA	 - .000 ELV-LO - .000
LREF	 - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI - .000 ELV-RI - .000
BREF	 - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP -	 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO - .000 8DFLAP - .000
SCALE - .0150 SPDBRK - 55.000 RUDDER - -10.000
RUN NO. 102/ 0 RN/L - 2.32	 ORADIENT INTERVAL -	 -5.00/	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CN CA CAB CLMFI(O CY CYN C81. XCP/L CL CO,
2.000 -2.000 -.11575 .14798 .02326 .03627 -.01623 .01007 -.00624 .76521 -.11052 .15193
2.000 .000 -.03799 .14478 .02325 .02621 -.01598 .00992 -.00611 .90379 -.03799 .14478
2.000 2.000 .04029 .13995 .02363 .01563 -.01519 .00965 -.00601 .50724 .03538 .14127
' 2.000 4.000 .11612 .13774 .02399 .00634 -.01395 .00931 -.00596 .62984 .10623 .14551
2.000' 6.000 .19168 .13406 .02392 -.00213 -.01339 00917 -.00590 .65404 .17662 .15337
2.000 -	 8.000 .26473 .13109 .02376 -.00733 -.01240 .00891 -.00581 .66013 .24391 .16666
2.000 10.000 .33646 .12598 .02389 -.01114 -.01063 .00818 -.00583 .66212 .30947 .18249
2.000 12.000 .41677 .12167 .02405 -.01555 -.01043 .00806 -_00544 .66367 .38237 .20567
2.000 14.000 .50246 .11826 .02504 -.02027 -.01042 .00810 -.00523 .66478 .45893 .23631
2.000 16.000 .59186 .11787 .02588 -.02586 -.01059 .00817 -.00520 .66602 .53644 .27645
2.000 18.000 .66712 .11329 .02713 -.03183 -.01113 .00832 -.00532 .66750 .59945 .31390
2.000 20.000 _75447 .11118 .02823 -.03909 -.01140 00848 -.00545 .66900 .67094 .36251
2.000 22.000 .84520 .10869 .02964 -.04648 -.01233 .00874 -.00557 .67017 .74294 .41738
2.000 24.000 .93773 .10485 .03084 -.05372 -.01262 .00879 -.00568 .67102 .81401 .47719
2.000 26.000 1.01840 .09866 .03116 -.05844 -.01262 .00852 -.00509 .67105 .87206 .53511
2.000 27.000 1.05940 .09653 .03126 -.06031 -.01257 .00830 -.00485 .67088 .90009 .56696
ORADIENT .03845 -.00174 .00010 -.00483 .00, -.00012 .00004 -.02481 .03592 .00018
a
YDATE 10 JUL 75
	
TABULATED SOURCE DATA - OA115	 PAGE 13
OA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 VS Milli 	 (RTV012)	 t 10 JUL 75 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 • 2690..0000 SOFT.	 XMRP	 -	 1075.6800 IN.XO BETA	 - .000 ELV-LO - .000
LREF	 - 474.8100 IN.	 YMRP	 .	 .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI - .000 ELV-R1 - .000
BREF	 - 936.6800 IN.	 ZMRP	 --	 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO - .000 8DFLAP - .000
SCALE - .0150 SPDBRK - 55.000 RUDDER - -10.000
RUN NO. 84/ 0
MACH ALPHA CN CA
4.020 -2.000 -.10734 .10608
4.020 .000 -.06321 .10068
4.020 2.000 -.01811 ..09690
4.020 4.000 02831 .09291
4.020 6.000 .07750 .08867
4.020 8.000 .12792 .08644
4.020 10.000 .18191 .08373
4.020 12.000 .23952 .08178
4.020 14.000 .30199 .07935
4.020 16.000 .36713 .07699
4.020 18.000 .43529 .07511
4.020 20.000 .50758 .07273
4.020 22.000 .58240 .07125
4.020 24.000 .66072 .06998
4.020 26.000 .74309 .06817
4.020 27.000 .78675 .06803
GRADIENT	 .02306
	 -.00213
RUN NO. 21/ 0
MACH ALPHA CN CA
5.020 -2.000 -.10075 .09594
5.020 .000 -.06247 .08976
5.020 2.000 -.02469 .08515
5.020 4.000 .01523 08069
5.020 6.000 .05768 .07645
5.020 8.000 .10280 .07365
5.020 10.000 .15080 .07145
5.020 12.000 .20297 .06913
5.020 14.000 .25878 .06770
5.020 16.000 .31836 .05647
5.020 18.000 .38183 .06579
5.020 20.000 .44967 .06498
5.020 22.000 .52108 .06413
5.020 24.000 .59507 .06289
5.020 26.000 .67602 .06223
GRADIENT .01973 -.00240
RN/L - 2.86	 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 6.00
CAB CLMFMD CY CYN CBL XCP/L CL Co
.00864 -.00634 - .01286 .00753 -.00382 .62821 - .10357 10976
.00886 -.00567 -.01196 .00688 -.00355 .61696 - .06321 .10060
.00894 - .00479 -.01142 .00649 - .00338 .55258 -.02148 .09620
.00898 -.00374 -.0 1132 .00539 - .00336 .69859 .02176 .09466
.00909 -.00350 -.01122 .00624 -.00326 .66657 .06781 .09629
.00929 -.00297 -,01154 .00634 -.00336 .65848 .11465 .10340
.00937 -.00375 -.01106 .00592 -.00323 .65752 .16461 .11405
.00934 -.00491 -.01042 .00548 -.00310 .65748 .21729 .12979
.00926 -.00682 - .00991 .00497 -.00299 .65825 .27382 .15005
.00921 -.01001 -.00880 .00421 -_00277 .65997 .33168 .17520
.00920 -.01281 -.00811 .00360 -.00258 .66077 .39077 .20594
.00924 -.01625 -.00744 .00304 -.00236 .66172 .45210 .24194
.00932 -.01932 -.00672 .00241 -.00212 .56215 .51330 .28424
.00941 -.02276 -.00625 .00194 -.00196 .66261 .57513 .33267
.00954 -.02748 -.00569 .00140 -.00174 .66354 .63800 .38702
.00962 -.02995 -.00501 .00105 -.00159 .66395 .67011 .41779
.00005 .00038 .00020 -.00015 .00007 .00792 .02139 -.00165
RN/L - 2.54	 GRADIENT INTERVAL -
	 -5.00/ 6.00
CAB CLMFMD CY CYN CBL XCP/L CL CO
.00556 -.01174 -,00957 .00632 -.00325 .60708 -.09734 .09940
.00558 -.01114 -.00845 .00564 -.00292 .58432 -.06247 .08976
.00568 - .01009 -.00793 .00513 - .00259 .49957 -.02765 .08423
.00578 -.00888 -.00783 .00490 -.00247 .86449 .009% .08156
.00580 -.00809 -.00784 .00484 -.00243 .70153 .04937 .08206
.00580 -.00746 -.00785 .00468 -.00244 .67665 .09155 .08724
.00583 -.00753 -.00719 .00422 - .00229 .66832 .13610 .09656
.00587 -.00784 -.00631 .00355 -.00202 .66415 .18417 .10982
.00586 -.00705
-,00609 .00320 -.00190 .65997 .23472 .12830
.00582 -.00688 -.00528 .00260 -.00167 .65789 .28771 .1516'S
.00581 -.00647 -,00515 .00215 - .00156 .65517 .34281 .18056
.00582
-.00640 -.00438 .00172
-.00143 .65518 .40033 .21486
.00590 -.00703 -.00387 .00131 -.00128 .65490 .45912 .25467
.00600 -.00926 -.00362 .00103 -.00113 .65566 .51804 .29949
.00607 -.01209
-.00334 .00083 -,00104 .65652 .58033 .35228
.00003 .00048 .00020
-.00019 .00010 .02345 .01827 -.00214
,r
DATE 10 JUL 75	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - OA115 	 PAGE 14
OAIt5
	
825 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116	 (RTV013) 1 10 JUL 75 1
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
	
SREF - 2690.0000 SG.FT. XMRP - 1076.6800 IN.XO 	 ALPHA -	 21.000 ELV-LO'-	 .000
LREF	 474.8100 1N.	 Y.MRP -	 .0000 IN.YO	 ELV-L1 -	 .000 ELV-R1. - 	 .000-
BREF - 936.6800 IN.	 ZMRP - 375.0000 IN.ZO	 ELV-RO -	 000 BDFLAP -	 .000'
	
SCALE -	 .0150	 SPOBRK -	 55.000 RUDDER - -10.000
	
RUN NO. 22/ 0	 RN/L - 2.54	 GRADIENT INTERVAL 	 -4.00/ 4.00
	
MACH	 BETA	 CN	 CA	 CAB	 CLMFWD	 CV	 CYN	 COL	 XCP/L	 CL	 Co
	
5.020	 -3.016	 .49495	 .06360	 .00614	 -.00934	 .0239t	 .-00449	 .00351	 .65688	 .43849	 .23821
	
5.020	 -2.017	 .49412	 .06378	 .00609	 -.00766 	 .01401	 .00394	 .00162	 .65564	 .43755	 .23827
	
5.020	 -1.005	 .49276	 .06407	 .00602	 -.00667	 .00432	 .00305	 -.00010	 .65492	 .43629	 .23785
	
5.020	 -.003	 .49269	 .06371	 .00591	 -.00670	 .00382	 .00144	 -.00132	 .65494	 .43530	 .23758
	
5.020	 1.005	 .49419	 .06315	 .00597	 -.00764	 -.01132	 -.00034	 -.00242	 .65563	 .43787	 .23767
	
5.020	 2.017	 .50047	 .06319	 .00604	 -.00845	 -.02081	 -.00167	 -.00386	 .65615	 .44363	 .24011
	
5.020	 1.012	 .50068	 .06403	 .00610	 -.00828	 -.03061	 -.00234	 -.00560	 .65602	 .44365	 .24074
	
GRADIENT	 .00111	 -.00003	 -.00001	 .00002	 -.00884	 -.00125	 -.00144	 -.00003	 .00104	 .00039
OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 	 1RTV0141	 ( 10 JUL 75 1
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
	
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1076.6800 IN.XO	 BETA -	 .000 ELV-LO -	 .000
LREF - 474.8100 IN.	 YMRP -	 .0000 IN.YO	 ELV-LI -	 .000 ELV-R1 -	 .000




.0150	 SPDBRK -	 85.000 RUDDER - -10.000
	
RUN NO. 103/ 0	 RN/L - 2.35	 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 6.00
	
MACH	 ALPHA	 CN	 CA	 CAB	 CLMF{D	 CY	 CYN	 COL	 XCP/L	 CL	 CO
	
2,000
	 -2.000	 -.13528	 .17412	 .02656	 .07157	 .00045	 -.00004	 -.00042	 .84463	 -.12910	 .17874
	
2,000	 .000	 -.05636	 .17059	 .02703	 .06034	 00085	 -.00002	 -.00043	 1.04380	 -.05636	 .17059
	
2.000	 2.000	 .02302	 .16625	 .02700	 .04912	 .00126	 -.00000	 -.00055	 -.13527	 .01720	 .16696
	
2.000'	 4.000	 .09997	 .16271	 .02697	 .03859	 .00133	 .00010	 -.00066	 .50791	 .08838	 .16929
	
2.000	 6.000	 .17442	 -15694	 .02700	 .02908	 .00157	 .00020	 -.00079	 .58858	 .15706	 .17431
	
2.000	 8.000
	 .24821	 .15302	 .02703	 .02258	 .00173	 .00027	 -.00102	 .61646	 .22449	 .18607
	
2.000	 10.000	 .32394	 .14893	 .02744	 .01776	 .00275	 -.00008	 .00135	 .62976	 .29316	 .20292	 --
	
2.000	 12.000	 .40305	 .14356	 .02794	 .01254	 .00254	 .00005	 .00099	 .63849	 .36439
	
.22422	 f.





	 .13582	 .02959	 .00000	 .00246	 .00022	 -.00085	 .64994	 .51428	 .28976
	
2.000	 18.000	 .65053
	 .13096	 .03055	 .00869	 .00178	 .00041	 -,00111	 .65478
	 .58773	 .32967
	




2.000	 22.000	 .83160	 .12294	 .03110	 -.02458	 .00088	 .00061	 -.00124	 .66081	 .72499	 .42551
	
2.000	 24,000
	 .92002	 .11735	 .03071	 -.03274	 .00028	 .00078	 -.00140	 .66303
	 .79275	 .48141	 =	 -- -
	
2.000	 26.000	 1.00790	 .11055
	
.03207	 -.03885




	 .10818	 .03340	 604072	 .00001	 .00069	 -.00146




	 .00004	 -.00534	 .00014	 .00003	 -.00005	 -.05240	 .03585	 -.00051
TA9ULATtO iOURCC DATA - OA118
OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT.	 XMRP - 1076.6800 IN.XO	 BETA -
LREF - 474.8100 IN.	 YMRP	 .0000 1N.YO	 ELY-LI -
BREF	 936.6800 IN.	 ZMRP - 375.0000 IN.ZO	 ELV-RO -
SCALE -	 .0150	 SPDBRK -
RUN NO. 85/ 0	 RN/L n 2.85	 GRADIENT INTERVAL n -5.00/ 6.00
REFERENCE DATA
PAK 18





	 ELV-RI -	 .000
.000 BDFLAP -	 .000
85.000 RUDDER n -10.000
MACH	 ALPHA
	 CN	 CA	 CAB	 CLMFWD	 CY	 CYN	 CBL	 Y.CP;L	 CL	 CD	 ---
4.020	 -2.000	 -.11818	 .12190	 00864	 .01533	 -.01200	 .00688	 -.00345	 .70078
	 -,11385	 .12595
4.020	 .000	 -.07400	 .11570	 .00888	 .01545	 -.01098
	 .00627	 -.00317	 .72677	 -.07400	 .11570
4.020








.01763	 .10798	 .00898	 .01705	 -.01043
	 .00584	 -.00295	 .29400	 .01005	 .10895
4.020	 6.000	 .06586	 .10358	 .00909	 .01733	 -.01052	 .00587	 -.00293	 .55459	 .05567	 .11001
4.020
	 8.000	 .11748	 .10124	 .00929
	 .01777	 -.01073	 .00599	 -.00294	 .59428	 .10225	 .11661
4.020
	 10.000	 .17225	 .09730	 .00937	 .01547	 -.00991	 .00537	 -.00286
	 .61690	 15273	 .12574
4.020
	 12.000	 .23061	 .09374	 .00934	 .01237	 -.00888
	 .00463	 -:00266	 .63019	 .20508	 .13953
4.020
	 14.000
	 .29436	 .08977	 .00926
	 .00816	 -.00787	 .00390	 -.00248	 .63974	 .26390	 .15831
4-.020
	 16.000	 ,36039
	 .08551	 .00921	 .00289
	 -.00747	 .00333	 -.00233
	 .64699	 .32283
	 .18163
4.020	 18.0GO	 .43027	 .08229	 .00920	 -.00203




	 .00924	 -.00646	 -.00582
	 .00212




	 .00179	 -.00174	 .65687	 .50738	 .28773
4.020	 24.000	 .65694	 .07425	 .00941	 -.01607	 -.00532	 .00137	 -.00162
	 .65894	 .56994	 .33503
4.020	 26.000
	 .74076	 .07133	 .00954	 -.02232	 .00507	 .00101	 -.00153	 .66103	 .63452	 .38884
4.020
	 27.000
	 .78500	 .07044	 .00952
	 -.02512
	 -.00485	 .00087	 -.00148







	 -.03626	 .02115	 -.00193
	
RUN NO. 231 0
	 RN/L - 2.55	 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 6.00
MACH	 ALPHA	 CN	 CA	 CAB
	 CLMFWD	 CY	 CYN	 CBL	 XCP/L
	 CL	 CO	 j
5.020
	 -2.000
	 -.11196	 .10905	 .00556	 .00669	 .01052
	 .00645
	 -.00323	 .57193	 -.10808
	 .11289
5.020
	 .000	 .07189	 .10179	 .00558	 .00593	 -.00972
	 .00585	 -.00287	 .68031	 -.07199	 .10179
5.020	 2.000	 -.03313











	 .04826	 .08865	 .00580	 .00908	 -.00944	 .00548
	 -.00258




	 .085501	 .00580	 .00981	 -.00937	 .00525
	 -.00253	 .61133	 .08070	 .09768
5.020	 10.000	 .14232
	 .08179	 .00583	 .00794	 -.00863	 .00475
	 -.00243
	 .62941	 .12596	 .10526
5.020	 12.000	 .19526
	 .07712	 .00587	 .00459	 -.00769	 .00390
	 -.00211	 .64132	 .17594	 .21624
5.020	 14.000
	 .25303	 .07416	 .00586	 .00337	 -,00677	 .00324	 -.00189	 .64504	 .22757	 .13318
5.020	 16.000	 .31360	 .07126	 .00592	 .00115	 -.00585	 .00246	 -,00158	 .64859	 .28181	 .15493




	 .64968	 .33764	 .18292
5.020	 20.000	 .44590
	 .068,!5	 .00582	 -.00042
	 -.00455
	 .00144	
-.00118	 .65029	 _39550	 .21683












	 -.00434	 .00104	 -.00107	 .65336	 .51601	 .30082
5.020
	 26.000	 .67362	 .06398	 .00607	 -.00909
	 -.00431
	 .00095





	 00003	 .00033	 .00013
	 -.00012
	 .00008	 -.03571	 .01824	 .GO240
s yV > k ^{'
DATE 10 AL 75	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - OA115	 PAGE 16
OA115
	
B28 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 VS MI16	 (RTV015)	 t 10 JUL 75 1
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
	
SREF - 2690.0000 SO FT. XMRP - 1076.6900 IN.XO	 ALPHA •	 al.000 ELV-LO -	 .000
LREF - 474.8100 1N.	 YMRP .	 .0000 IN.YO	 ELY-LI -	 .000 ELV-RI -	 .000
BREF - 936.6800 IN.	 ZMRP - 375.0000 IN.ZO	 ELV-RO -	 .000 80FLAP -	 .000
	SCALE -	 .0150	 SP08RK -	 85.000: RUDDER	 10.000
	
RUN NO. 105/ 0	 RN/L - 2.33	 GRADIENT INTERVAL a -4.00/ 4.00
	
MACH	 BETA	 CN	 CA	 CAB	 CLMFWD	 CY	 CYN	 C8L	 XCP/L	 CL	 CO
	




2.000	 -2.070 _	 .82293	 .11917	 .03097	 -.02675	 .01996	 .00869	 -.00004	 .66190	 .72024	 .41553
	
2.000	 -1.034	 .82456	 12188	 .03182	 -.02456	 .01116	 .00435	 -.00068	 .66090	 .72093	 .41835
	








000	 2.069	 .82828	 .12050	 .03195	 -.02554	 -.01877	 -.00709	 -.00297	 .66128	 .72474
	 .41872
	
30G	 3.097	 .83436	 .11944	 .03217	 -.02645










RUN NO. 24/ 0	 RN/L - 2.54	 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -4.00/ 4.00
	





	 .01286	 .00410	 .00161	 .65178	 .43362	 .24006
	
5.020	 -1.014	 .49122







	 .06713	 .00590	 -.00198
	 -.00421
	 .00116





	 .06545	 .00597	 -.00447	 -.01057	 -.00138




	 .06566	 .00604	 -.00458
	





.05703	 .00614	 -.00385	 -.03127	
-.00238
	 -.00555	 .65279	 .43953	 .24237
	
GRADIENT	 .00145	 -.00015	 .00002	 .00053'	 - _nnA53	 -_nntui	 -.nntiu	 nnnio	 nniu=	 nnnM
DATE 10 JUL 75	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - OA115	 PAGE 17
OA115	 826 C9 E43 FB MIS N28 R5 V8 W116
	 (RTV016)	 ( 10 JUL 75 1
REFERENCE DATA
	 PARAMETRIC DATA
	SREF - 2690.0000	 SOFT. XMRP - 1076.6800 IN.XO
	
BETA -	 .000 ELV-LO -	 -2.000
LREF n 474.8100	 IN.	 YMRP -	 .0000 IN.YO
	
E_'V-LI -	 -2.000 ELV-R1 -	 2.000
BREF - 936.6800	 IN.	 ZMRP- - 375.0000 IN.ZO
	
ELV-RO -	 2.000 BDFLAP -	 .000
SCALE -	 .0150
	 SPDBRK -	 85.000 RUDDER -	 .000
	
)7v74 NO. 25/ 0	 RN/L - 2.54	 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5. 00/ 6.00
MACH	 ALPHA	 CN	 CA	 CAB	 CLMFWD	 CY	 CYN
	 COL	 XCP/L	 CL	 CO
5.020	 -2.000	 -.11212	 .10867	 .00556	 .00556	 .00008	 .00055
	
-.00040	 .66820	 .10826	 .11252
5.020	 .000	 .07222	 .10118	 .00558	 .00442	 .00034	 .00049 - -:00036	 .67246	 -.07222	 .10118
5.020	 2.000	 .03293	 .09592	 .00568	 .00433	 .00008	 .00039
	
-.00027	 .69837	 -.03625	 .09471
5.020	 4.000	 .00667	 .09128	 .00578	 .00530	 -.00020	 .00036
	
-.00034	 .35794	 .00029	 .09153
5.020	 6.000	 .04956	 .08736	 .00580	 .00633	 -.00050	 .00037
	
-.00041	 .60292	 .04016	 .09207
5.920	 8.000	 .09448	 .08448	 .00580	 .00736	 .00101	 .00041
	
-.00055	 .62128	 .08180	 .09681
5.920	 10.000	 .14360	 .08072	 .00583	 .00545	 -.00147	 .00058	 -.00081	 .63596	 .12740	 .10443
5.020	 12.000	 .19597	 .07688	 .00587	 .00311	 -.00196	 .00063
	
-.00099	 .64413 	 .17658	 .11615
5.020	 14.000	 .25357	 .07403	 .00586	 .00202	 -.00224	 .00063	 -.00115	 .54700	 .22813	 .13317
5.020	 16.000	 .31397	 .07153	 .00582	 .00017	 -.00227	 .00056	 -.00137	 .64974	 .28210	 .15530
5.020	 18.000	 .37897	 .07000	 .00581	 -.00058	 -.00223	 .00044	 -.00157	 .65050	 .33879	 .18368
5.020	 20.000	 .44680	 .06867	 .00582	 -.00149	 -.00281	 .00058	 -.00181
	
.65117	 .39637	 .21735
5.020	 22.000	 .51849	 .06700	 .00590	 -.00349	 -.00303	 .00060	 -.00204	 .65241	 .45563	 .25635
5.020	 24.000	 .59412	 .06517	 .00600	 -.00640	 -.00344	 .00073	 -.00226	 _65390	 .51624	 .30119
5.020	 26.000	 .67516	 .06418	 .00607	 -.00952	 -.00353	 .00072	 -.00241	 .65512	 .57869	 .35366
	
GRADIENT	 .02011 -.00263	 :00003	 .00012	 -.00009	 -.00002	 .00000	 -.02225	 .0(847	 -.00253
	DATE 10	 JUL 75	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - OA115
OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 HIS N29 R5 VS 1+116
REFERENCE DATA








IN.	 ZMRP - 375.0000 IN.ZO
	
SCALE -	 .0150




2.55	 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.
	




-2.000	 -.11292	 .10890	 .00556	 .00535	 .00001	 .00045
	
5.020
	 .000	 -.07221	 .10129	 .00558	 .00428	 -.00038	 .00049
	
5.020	 2.000	 -.03273	 .09619	 .00568	 .00403	 -.00065	 .00045
	








8.000	 .09553	 .08463	 .00580	 .00667	 -.00145	 .00049
	








14.000	 .25556	 .07466	 .00586	 .00105	 -.00288	 .00085
	
5.020




18.000	 .38071	 .07048	 .00581	 -.00184	 -.00329	 .00084
	
5.020
	 20.000 	 .44968	 .06924	 .00582	 -.00280	 -.00341	 .00095
	
5.020	 22.000	 .52090	 .06773	 .00590	 -.00492	 -.00374	 .00105
	
5.020	 24.000	 .59749	 .06599	 .00500	 -.00789	 -.00423	 .00125
	




	 .00003	 .00007	 -.00011	 -.00000
PAGE 18
	
(RTV0171	 ( 10 JLlL 75 1
PARAMETRIC DATA
	
BETA -	 .000 ELV-LO -	 -5.000
	
ELV-LI -	 -5.000 ELY-RI -	 5.000
	
ELV-R0 -	 5.000 BDFLAP -	 .000
	
SPD8RK -	 85.000 RUDDER+	 .000
,00/ 6.00
COL	 XCP/L	 CL	 CO
	
-.00105	 .66737	 -.10905	 .11278
	
.00095	 .67176	 -.07221	 .10129
	
-.00085	 .69529	 -.03606	 .09499
	
-.00095	 .40980	 .00115	 .09180
	
-.00113	 .60791	 .04073	 .09226
	
-.00138	 .62425	 .08283	 .09710
	
.00177	 .63796	 .12859	 .10519
	






-.00283	 .65099	 .28396	 .15642
	
-.00321	 .65171	 .34029	 .18468
	
-.00363	 .65223	 .39888	 .21887
	
.00405	 .65341	 .45760	 .25793
	






-.00001	 -.01904	 .01865	 -.00253
DATE 10 JUL 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA -	 • OA115 PAGE	 19
CA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 WITS (RTV018)	 ( IO AX 75	 1
REFERENCE DATA - PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT.	 XNRP -	 1076.6800 IN.XO BETA	 - .000 ELV-L0 - -10.000
LREF	 - 474:8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI - -10.000 ELV-R1 - 10.000
BREF	 - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP -	 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO - 10.000 BDFLAP - .000
SCALE- .0150 SPDBRK - 85.000 RUDDER - .000
RUN NO. 27/ 0 RN/L - 2.54	 GRADIENT INTERVAL -	 -5.00/	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CN CA CAB CLMFWD CY CYN CBL XCP/L CL CD
5.020 -2.000 -.11225 .10950 .00556 .00597 .00078 .00035 -.00262 .66950 -.10836 .11335
` 5.020 .000_ -..07130 .10201 .00558 .00419 .00040 .00049 -.00247 .67159 -,07130 .10201
5.020 2.000 -.03073 .09697 .00568 .00329 .00065 .00042 -.00242 .68934 -.03410 .09584
5.020 4.000 .01002 .09257 .00578 .00344 .00003 .00058 -.00261 .52357 .00354 .09304
5.020 6.000 .05394 .08952 .00580 .00365 -.00026 .00072 -.00296 .62503 .04440 .09367
5.020 8.000 .09994 .08609 .00580 .00411 -.00070 .00085 -.00348 .63482 .08698 .09916
5.020 10.000 .14948 .08265 .00583 .00155 -.00172 .00125 -.00419 .64613 .13286 .10736
5.020 12.000 .20396 .07902 .00587 -.00157 -.00241 .00152 -.00492 .65276 .28307 .11970
5.020 14.000 .26194 .07685 .00586 -.00345 -.00258 .00167 -.00569 .65478 .23557 .13793
5.020 16.000 .32325 .07447 .00582 -.00614 -.00294 .00186 -.00651 .65692 .29021 .16069
5.020 18.000 .39902 .07353 .00581 -.00771 -.00377 .00212 -.00736 .65723 .34725 .19015
5.020 20.000 .45783 .07243 .00582 -.00946 -.00397 .00237 -.00822 .65754 .40544 .22465
5.020 22.000 .53007 .07128 .00590 -.01181 -.00425 .00253 -.00903 .65813 .46477 .26466
5.020 24.000 .60667 .07000 .00600 -.01572 -.00490 .00301 -.01001 .65947 .52575 .31071
5.020 26.000 .68592 .06961 .00607 -.01994 -.00503 .00326 -.01089 .66062 .58689 .36369




OA115	 626 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 MIS (RTV0191
	 ( 10 JUL 75	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
b
SREF	 - 2690.0000 SO.FT.	 XMRP -	 1076.6800 IN.XO ALPHA	 - 21.000 ELV-LO - -10.000
LREF	 - 474.6100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI - -10.000 ELV-Rl - 10.000
BREF	 - 936.6600 1N. ZMRP -	 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO - 10.000 BOFLAP n .000
SCALE - .0150 SPDBRK - 85.000 RUDDER - .000
RUN NO. 28/ 0 RN/L - 2.54	 GRADIENT INTERVAL -	 -4.00/	 4.00
MACH BETA CN CA CAB CLMFWO CY CYN CBL XCP/L CL CO
5.020 -3.021 .50352 .07077 .00616 -.01210 .02365 .00559 -.00399 .65878 .44384 .24809
5.020 -2.018. .50268 .07065 .00509 -.01140 .01316 .00535 -.00604 .65828 .44313 .24762
5.020 -1.015 .50320 .07082 .00601 -.01061 .00374 .00435 -.00764 .65770 .44346 .24813
5.020 -.006 .50279 .07107 .00598 -.01062 -.00379 .00238 -.00865 .55771 .44304 .24811
5.020 1.001 .50618 .07123 .00597 -.01188 -.01054 .00017 -.00965 .65858 .44623 .24934
5.020 2.006 .50888 .07097 .00605 -.01351 -.01964 -.00112
-.01107 .65970 .44879 .25016
5.020 3.011 .51117 .07129 .00609 -.01433
-.03035 -.00128 -.01317 .66025 .45081 .25130
GRADIENT .00136 .00009 -.00001 -.00043 -.00859 -.00134 -.00141 .00029 .00124 .00057
..^rs16r^; =:^	 ;
d
DATE 10 JUL 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA -	 OA115 PAGE	 20
OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 N1i6 (RTV020)	 ( 10 JUL 75	 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 - 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP -	 1076.6800 IN.XO BETA	 - .000 ELV-LO - 20.000
LREF	 - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI - 20.000 ELV-RI - 20.000
BREF	 - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP -	 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO - 20.000 SDFLAP - .000
SCALE - .0150 SPDBRK - 55085.000 RUDDER - .000
t *`
RUN NO. 97/ 0 RN/L - 2.33	 ORADIENT INTERVAL -	 -5.00/	 8.00 -
MACH ALPHA CN CA CAB CLMFWO CY CYN CBL XCP/L CL CO
2.000 -2.000 - .04386 .16566 .02326 -.02441 -.00002 .00032 -.00069 .44513 -.03805 .16709
2.000 .000 .03383 .16323 .02326 -..03457 .00059 .00018 -.00079 1.02600 .03383 .16323
r
2..000 2.000 .11263 .15118 .02363 -.04531 .00043 .00052 -.00110 .79797 .10693 .16501
2.000 4.000 .18844 .15882 .02399 - .05533 .00088 .00066 -.00146 .75798 .17690 .17157
2.000 6.000 .26352 .15675 .02392 -.06427 .00107 .00084 -.00164 .73967 .24569 .18343
2.000 8.000' .34087 .15648 .02376 -.07249 .00132 .00090 -.00180 .72818 .31577 .20240
2.000 10.000 .42104 .15449 .02389 -.08028 .00170 .00091 -.00172 .72009 .38782 .22525
2.000 12.000 .50803 .15374 .02405 -.08881 .00141 .00113 -.00166 .71426 .46496 .25601
2.000 14.000 .59644 .15167 ,02504 .09716 .00128 .00124 -.00142 .70988 .54203 .29145
2.000 16.000 .68190 .14849 .02588 -.10550 .00095 .00133 -.00142 .70687 .61455 .33070
2.000 18.000 .77202 .14738 .02713 -.11550 .00057 .00154 -.00151 .70499 68869 .37874
2.000 20.000 .87262 .14901 .02823 -.12801 .00045 .00148 -.00156 .70391 .76903 .43848
2.000 22.000 .95927 .14753 .02954 -.13897 -.00010 .00152 -.00157 .70324 .93416 .49614
2.000 24.000 1.04810 .14572 .03084 -.15020 -.00071 .00178 -.00186 .70266 .89825 .55943
2.000 26.000 1.14810 .14147 .03116 -.16372 -.00012 .00141 -.00182 .70241 .95989 .53044
2.000 27.000 1.19920 .14062 .03126 -.16960 -.00035 .00167 -.00184 .70198 1.00460 .66970
ORADIENT .03847 -.00111 .00010 -.00502 .00012 .00008 -.00013 .01605 .03553 .00205
RUN NO. 87/ 0 RN/L - 2.85	 ORADIENT INTERVAL -
	 -5.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CN CA CAB CLMFWD CY CYN CBL XCP/L CL co
4.020 -2.000 -.08281 .10980 .00864 -.02755 -.00130 .00067 -.00010 .52752 - .07893 .11242
4.6?0 .000 -.03638 .10611 .00886 -.02952
-.00125 .00063 _ -.00018 .35127 -.03636 .10611
4.020 2.000 .01216 .10403 .00894 - .03166 -.00147 .00066 -.00028 1.60780 .00852 .10439
4.020 4.000	 - .06300 .10207 .00898 -.03420
-.00152 .00070 -.00034 .84958 .05572 .10622
4.020 6.000 .11656 .09954 .00909 -.03828 - .00172 .00069 -.00038 .77071 .10552 .11119
4.020 8.000 .17266 .09939 .00929 -.04267
-.00226 .00088 - .00057 .74087 .15715 .12245
4.020 10.000 .23238 .09929 .00937 -.04837 - .00232 .00083 -.00062 .72653 .21161 .13813
4.020 12.000 .29510 .10002 .00934 -.05489
-.00245 .00083 -.00072 .71815 .26884 .15940
4.020 14.000 .36470 .10057 .00926 -.06239
-.00276 .00088
-.00089 .71288 .32954 18582
4.020 15.000 .43704 .10127 .00921 -.07086
-.00274 .00079 -.00096 .70960 .39220 .21781
4.020 18.000 51222 .10253 .00920 -.07948
-.00285 .00082 -.00109 .70703 .45547 .25580
r 4.020 a.000 .59173 .10344 .00924 -.08827 - .00277 .00071 -000119 .70482 .52065 .29959
4.020 22.000 .67438 .10508 .00932 -.09673
-.00310 .00075 -.00132 .70271 .58591 .35006
4.020 24.00n .75960 .10697 .00941 - .10535
-.00351 .00080 -.00141 .70097 .65041 .40668
4.Zz. %0.000 .84831 .10832 .00954 -.11484
-.00363 .00079
-.00145 .69975 .71497 .46924
4.020 27.000 .89616 .10922 .00962 -.12041
-.00332 .00074 -.00142 .69938 .74890 .50417
ORADIENT .02490 -.00121 .00005
-.00130 -.00006 .!00000 -.00004 .04924 .02305 -.00012
DATE 10 JUL 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA -	 OA115 PAGE	 21
OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N29 R5 V8 W116 1RTV0201	 l 10 JUL 75
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 - 8690.0000 SO.FT.	 XMRP •	 1076.6800 IN.XO BETA	 a .000 ELV-LO - 20.000
LREF	 n 474.81V IN. YMRP - .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI • 20.000 ELV-RI - 20.000
BREF	 n 035.6800 IN. ZMRP -	 375.0000 IN.20 ELV-RO • 20.000 BDFLAP - .000
SCALE _ .0150 SPDBRK - 55085.000 !RUDDER n .000
RUN NO. 551 0 RN/L - 2.11	 GRADIENT INTERVAL	 -5.00/	 6.00 -
G
MACH ALPHA CN CA CAB CLMFWD CY CYN CBL XCP/L CL CD
E. 5.020 -2.000 -.09573 .11334 .00555 -.00741 -.00059 .00068 -.00011 .62146 - .09172 .11661
5.020 .000 -.05296 .10719 .00558 -.01088 -.00052 .00057 -.000.10 .57432 -.05295 .10719
F 5.020 2.000 -.01009 .10348 .00568 -.01405 -.00062 .00048 -.00003 .13772 -.01370 .10307
5.020 4.000 .03462 .10052 .00578 -.01709 -.00103 .00046 -.00005 .83161 .02752 .10269
' 5.020 6.000 .08306 .09819 .00580 -.02077 -.00112 .00042 -.00006 .74195 .07235 .10633
r 5.020 8.000 .13439 .09771 .00580 -.02484 -.00149 .00044 -.00018 .71796 .11948 .11546
5.020 10.000 .18982 .09659 .00583 -.03218 -.00202 .00060 -.00034 .71231 .17016 .12809
5.020 12.000 .25042 .09517 .00587 -.04072 -.00228 .00055 -.00037 .70978 .22516 .14515
F 5.020 14.000 .31570 .09551 .00586 -.04803 -.00248 .00059 -.00051 .70592 .28321 .16905
5.020 16.000 .38394 .09561 .00582 -.05636 -.00270 .00054 -.00060 .70395 .34271 .19773
5.020 18.000 .45577 .09679 .00581 -.06361 -.00283 .00045 -.00071 .70129 .40355 .23290
5.020 20.000 .53199 .09829 .00582 -.07015 -.00308 .00060 -.00092 .69846 .46629 .27431
5.020 22.000 .61135 .09955 .00590 -.07798" -.00320 .00058 -.00101 .69587 .52954 .32132
r
5.020 24.000 .69458 .10101 .00600 -.08645 -.00384 .00085 -.00115 .69574 .59344 .37478
5.020 26.000 .78186 .10293 .00607 -.09535 -.00413 .00095 -.00118 .59482 .65761 043526
GRADIENT .02226 -.00185 .00003 -.00165 -.00008 -.00003 .00001 .02491 .02043 -.00125
error.
DATE 10 JUL 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA -	 OA115 PAGE 22
OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 1RTV0211	 t 10 JUL 75	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF -- 2690.0000'SO.FT. XMRP -	 1076.6800 IN.XO BETA	 - .000 ELV-LO - 10.000
LREF	 - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI - .000 ELV-RI - .000
BREF	 - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP .	 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO - 10.000 BDFLAP - .000
SCALE - .0150 SPDBRK - 55085.000 RUDDER - .000
RUN NO. 56/ 0 RN/L - 2.57	 GRADIENT INTERVAL -	 -5.00/	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CN CA CAB CLMFWD CY CYN CBL XCP/L CL CO
5.020 -2.000 -,10755 .10957 .00556 .00323 .00007 .00057 -.00015 .66099 - .10366 .11326
5.020 .000 -.06833 .10215 .00558 .00215 -.00008 .00055 -.00021 .66153 -.06833 .10215
5.020 2.000 -.02893 .09703 .00568 .00180 -.00017 .00046 -.00019 .67281 -.03230 .09596
5.020 4.000 .01128 .09272 .00578 .00237 -.00038 .00042 -.00024 .57279 .00479 .09328
-' 5.020 6.000 .05492 .08872 .00580 .00269 -.00065 .00042 -.00029 .63189 .04534 .09398
5.020 8.000 .10073 .08613 .00580 .00311 -.00096 .00042 -_00039 .63858 .08777 .09931
5.020 10.000 .15067 .08294 .00583 .00049' -.00142 .00057 -.00060 .64875 .13398 .10784
5.020 12.000 .20475 .07913 .00587 -.00271 -.00179' .00054 -.00071 .65482 .18382 .11997
5.020 14.000 .26301 .07683 .00586 -.00443 -.00213 .00058 -.00088 .65614 .23661 .13818
5.020 16.000 .32437 .07459 .00582 -.00736 -.00221 .00052 -.00102 .65829 .29124 .16111
5.020 18.000 .39007 .07343 .00581 -.00914 -.00250 .00042 -.00116 .65856 .34828 .19038
5.020 20.000 .45868 .07249 .00582' -.01071 -.00262 .00052 -.00134 .65853 .40623 .22499
5.020 22.000 .53360 .07138 .00590 -.01384 -.00238 .00045 -.00147 .65948 .46801 .26608
5.020 24.000 .61077 .07000 .00600 -.01790 - .00322 .00074 -.00166 .66072 .52949 .31237
,. 5.020 26.000 .69253 .06946 .00607 -.02223 -.00319 .00071 -.00171 .66175 .59199 .36602
'
t
GRADIENT .02023 -.00256 .00003 -.00004 -.00009 -.00002 -.00002 -.00735 .01856 -.00237
i
A	
DATE 10	 JUL 75	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - OA115 	 PAGE 23
OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 VB WI16	 (RTV022)	 1 10 JUL 75 1
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
	
SREF -	 2690.0000	 SO.FT.	 XMRP n 1078.6800 IN.XO	 BETA •	 .000 ELV-LO -	 10.000
	
LREF-	 474.8100	 IN.	 YMRP -	 .0000 IN.YO	 ELV-LI -	 .000 ELV-RI -	 .000
BREF .	 936.6800	 IN.	 ZMRP - 375.0000 IN.ZO	 ELV-RO - -10.000 BDFLAP 	 .000
	
SCALE -	 .0150 	 SPDBRK 55085.000 RUDDER -	 .000
k
	
RUN	 NO. 101/ 0	 RN/L - 2.33	 GRADIENT INTERVAL	 -5.00/ 6.00
	
MACH	 ALPHA	 CN	 CA	 CAB	 CLMFWD	 CY	 CYN	 CBL	 XCP/L	 CL	 CO
	
2.000	 -2.000	 -.11553	 .14655	 .02325	 .03466	 .00123	 .00011	 .00423	 .76034	 -.11034	 .15050
	




2.000	 .04133	 .14097	 .02363	 .01360	 .00201	 =.00041	 .00395	 .52888	 .03639	 .14233
	




6,000	 .19244	 .13376	 .02392	 -.00416	 .00237	 -.00051	 .00365	 .65789	 _17741	 .15314
	




10.000	 .33993	 .12645	 .02389	 -.01335	 .00391	 -.00093	 .00342	 .66438	 .31281	 _18355
	














18.000	 .67451	 .,:-•1278	 .02713	 -.03609	 .00237	 -.00093	 .00384	 .66963	 .60564	 .31570
	
2.000	 20.000	 .76068	 .11049	 .02823	 -.04339	 .00223	 -.00098	 .00401	 .67093	 .67701	 .36400
	










26.000	 1.02590	 .09684	 .03116	 -.06521	 .00095	 -.00167'	 .00471	 .67333	 .87963	 .53678
	
2.000	 27.000'	 1.07080	 .09509	 .03126	 -.06614	 .00035	 -.00141	 .00509	 .67267	 .91088	 .57084
	
GRADIENT	 .03859	 -.00159	 .00010	 -.004119	 .00012	 -.00007	 -.00007	 -.02281	 .03607	 .00035
	
RUN N0. 119/ 0	 RN/L - 2.85	 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 6.00
	
MACH	 ALPHA	 CN	 CA	 CAB	 CLMFWD	 CY	 CYN	 CBL	 XCP/L	 CL	 Co
	
4.020
	 -2.000	 -.10749	 .10407	 .00864	 .00742	 .00009	 .00053	 .00218	 .62453	 -.10379	 .10776
	
4.020











	 4.000	 .02780	 .09121	 .00898	 -.00552	 .00018
	





.08701	 .00909	 .00569	 -.00036	 .00013	 .00215	 .67709	 .06759	 .09460
	
4.020	 8.000	 .12821	 .08465	 .00929	 -.00580	 -.00071
	 .00015	 .00219	 .65658	 .11518	 .10167
	
4.020
	 10.000	 .18194	 .08223	 .00937	 -.00678	 -.00072




.08028	 .00934	 -.00814	 -.00089
	 -.00022	 .00263	 .66246	 .21721	 .12824
	
4.020	 14.000	 .30151	 .07813	 .00926	 -.00987	 -.00085
	 -.00037	 .00284	 .66198	 .27365	 .14875
	
4.020
	 16.000	 .36625	 .07611	 .00921




4.020	 18.000	 143418	 .07449	 .00920
	 -.01544	 -.00100












	 22.000	 .58154	 .07136	 .00932
	 -.02124	 -.00117	 -.00135	 .00398




24.000	 .65919	 .07016	 .00941	 -.02427	 -.00138




	 .06863	 .00954	 -.02831	 -.00159	 .00173	 .00470	 .66399	 .63638	 .38673
	
4.020








	 .00024	 -.00004	 -.00005	 -:00001	 101090	 .02141	 -.00162
^	 a	 L
aa.^•r
j DATE 10 JUL 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA -	 OAIi5 PAOE	 24_^
OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 416 H28 R5 V8 H116 IRTV0221	 l 10 JUL 75	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 - 2690.0000 SQ.FT.	 XMRP -	 1076.6800 IN.XO BETA	 - .000 ELV-LO - 10.000
LREF	 . 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN.YO ELV-L1 - .000 ELV-RI - .000
BREF	 - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP -	 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO - -10.000 BDFLAP - .000
SCALE -- .0150 SPDBRK - 55085.000 RUDDER - ODO
RUN NO. 57/ 0 RN/L - 2.57	 GRADIENT INTERVAL -	 -8.00/	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CH CA CAB CLMFWD CY CYN CBL XCP/L CL CO
5.020 -2.000 -.11143 .10975 .00556 .00703 -.000?I .00061 .00189 .67317 -.10753 .11357
p 5.020 .000 -.07167 .10238 .00558 .00580 -.00010 .00048 .00163 .67969 -.07167 .10238	 - --
5.020 2.000 -.03211 .09706 .00568 .00563 -.00003 .00030 .00169 .7t440 -.03548 .09588
5.020 4.000 .00789 .09250 .00578 .00625 -.00017 .00018 .00175 .35778 .00141 .09283
5.020 6.000 .05093 .08839 .00580 .00700 -.00051 .00014 .00183 .59940 .04141 .09323
5.020 8.000 .09626 .08559 .00580 .00782 -.00083 .00005 .00196 .62006 .08339 .09826
5.020 10.000 .14562 .08214 .00583 .00590 -.00100 .00004 .00206 .63503 .12914 .10618E
5.020 12.000 .19908 .07825 .00587 .00347 -.00147 -.00002 .00226 .64353 .17846 .11793
5.020 14.000 .25613 .07564 .00586 .00240 -.00184 -.00015 .00250 .64649 .23022 .13536
5.020 16.000 .31668 .07301 .00582 .00030 -.00158 -.00042 .00279 .64959 .28429 .15747
5.020 18.000 .38127 .07150 .00581 -.00062 -.00166 -.00065 .00308 .65054 .34052 _18582
5.020 20.000 .44935 .07035 .00582 -.00141 -.00191 -.00068 .00333 .65109 .39819 .21980
5.020 22.000 .52248 .05892 .00590 -.00372 -.00182 -.00090 .00365 .65255 .45862 .25963
5.020 24.000 .59879 .06724 .00600 -.00676 -.00221 -.00086 .00399 .65409 .51968 .30497
5.020 26.000 .67948 .06627 .00607 -.01006 -.00239 -.00097 .00439 .65539 .58166 .35742
GRADIENT .02021 -.00263 .00003 .00002 -.00003 -.00006 .00000 -.02347 .01855 -.00251
OA115	 1326 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116 1RTV0231	 c 10 JUL 75	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 - 2690.0000 SOFT.	 XMRP -	 1076.6800 IN.XO ALPHA	 - 21.000 ELV-LO - 10.000	 j
LREF	 - 474.8100 IN. YMRP •	 .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI n .000 ELV-RI - :000
BREF	 n 936.6800 IN. 2MRP -	 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO - -10.000 SDFLAP - .000
SCALE * .0150 SPDBRK n 55085.000 RUDDER - .000
RUN NO. 591 0 RN/L - 2.57	 GRADIENT INTERVAL
	 -4.00/	 4.00
MACH BETA CN CA CAB CLMFMD CY CYN COL XCP/L CL CO
5.020 -3.023 .50042 .06907 .00615 -.00602 .02602 .00243 .00843 .65436 .44144 .24560
	 `-
5.020 -2.017 .49749 .06861 .00608 -.00459 .01521 .00219 .00625 .65333 .43880 .24424
5.020 -1.014 .49674 .06890 .00606 -.00358 .00586 .00120 .00459 .65259 .43799 .24426
5.020 .004 .49562 .06896 .00600
-.00303 -.00170 -.00082 .00351 .65219 .43702 .24373
5.020 1.019 .49895 .06897 .00599 -.00360 -.00841 -.00320 .00269 .65260 .44007 .24506
5.020 2,030 .50162 .06953 .00603 -.00477 -.01732 -.00449 .00127 .65344 .44262 .24580
5.020 3.039 .50346 .06902 .00611 -.00541
-.02810 -.00471 -;00071 .65389 .44421 .24680
GRADIENT .00069 -.00001 -.'00001 .00005 -.00853 -.00138 -.00139 -_00004 .00064 .00027
AAA
GATE 10 JUL 75	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - OA115 PAGE 25
OA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 VS 1+116
REFERENCE DATA
SREF	 2690.0000	 SO.FT. XMRP n 10.76.6800 IN.XO
LREF . 474.8100
	 IN.	 YMRP -	 .0000 IN.YO
BREF - 936.6800	 IN.	 ZMRP - 375.0000 IN.ZO
SCALE	 .0150
	
RUN NO. 591 0	 RN /L - 2.55	 GRADIENT INTERVAL a -5
MACH	 ALPHA	 CN	 CA	 CAB	 CLMFWO
	 CY	 CYN
5.020	 -2.000	 -.11433	 .10954	 .00556	 .01004	 -.00062	 .00054
5.020	 .000	 -.07539
	 .10194	 .00558	 .00798	 -.00066	 .00049
5.020	 2.000	 .03599
	 .09672
	 .00568	 .00778	 -.00055	 .00035
5.020	 4.000
	 .00392
	 .09200	 .00578	 .00857	 .00080	 .00031
5.020	 6.000	 .04677	 .08767	 .00580	 .00950	 -.00091	 00028
5.020	 8.000	 .09161
	 .08469	 .00580	 .01054	
-.00119	 .00024
5.020




	 12.000	 .19326	 .07710	 .00587	 .00721	 -.00195	 .00032
5.020	 14.000	 .24924	 .07417
	 .00586	 .00664	 .00215	 .00025
5.020	 16.000	 .30881
	 .07147
	 .00582	 .00536	 -.00215	 .00013
5.020	 18.000	 .37255	 .06986	 .00581	 .00503	 -.00226	 -.00002
5.020	 20.000	 .44011
	 .06852	 .00582
	 .00486	 .00255	 .00003
5.020	 22.000	 .51276	 .06687	 .00590
	 .00331	 -.00261	 -.00000
5.020
	 24.000	 .58715	 .06482
	 .00600
	 .00106	 -.00307	 .00014
8.020
	 26.000	 .66711
	 .06382	 .00607	 -.00157	 -.00284	 .00005
	
GRADIENT	 .02008	 -.00268
	 .00003	 -.00002	 -.00004	
-.00004
1RTV0241	 1 ?0 JUL 75 )
PARAMETRIC DATA
	
BETA -	 .000	 ELY-LO -	 -10.000
	
ELV-LI -	 . 000	 ELV-R1 -	 .000
ELV-RO






	 XCP/L 	 CL	 Co
	.0 13 	 .68224	 -.11044	 .11346
	 	 .68887	 -.07539	 .10194
	 	 .72951	 -.03935	 .09540
	







	 .60760	 .07893	 .09662
	
.00004	 .62630	 .12410	 .10424
	























DATE 10 JUL 75	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - OA115	 PAGE 26
OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W115	 (RTV025)	 ! 10 JUL 75 1
	
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 2.690.0000 SO.FT.	 XMRP - 1076.6800 IN.XO	 BETA -	 .000 ELV-LO - -10.000
LREF '^ 474.8100 IN.	 YMRP -	 .0000 IN.YO	 ELV-LI - -10.000	 ELV-R1 -	 -10.000
BREF	 936.6800 IN.	 ZMRP - 375.0000 IN.ZO	 ELV-RO - -10.000 BDFLAP -	 .000
SCALE -	 .0150	 SPDBRK - 55085.000 RUDDER -	 .000
	
RUN NO. 100/ 0	 RN/L - 2.32	 GRADIENT INTERVAL 0 -5.00/ 6.00
MACH	 ALPHA	 CN	 CA	 CA8	 CLMFWO	 CY	 CYN	 CBL	 XCP/L	 CL	 co
2.000
	
-2.000	 -.15446	 .15169	 .023216	 .05170	 .00090	 .00003	 .00032	 .79690	 -.14908	 .15699
2.000	 .000	 -.07476	 .14789	 .02326	 .05060	 .00091	 .00008	 .00012	 .89897	 -.07476	 .14789
2.000	 2.000	 .00683	 .14281	 .02363	 .03910	 .00116	 .00017	 -.00003	 -1.45730	 .001184	 .14295
2.000	 4.000	 .08451	 .13972	 .02399	 .02870	 .00134	 .00017	 -.00014	 .52498	 .07455	 .14527
2.000	 6.000	 .15999	 .13452	 .02392	 .01948	 .00141	 .00030	 -.00021	 .60513	 .14505	 .15051
2.000	 8.000	 .23343	 .12919	 .02376	 .01306	 .00214	 .00016	 -.00035	 .62935	 .21318	 .16042
2.000	 10.000	 .31145	 .12512
	
.02389	 .00818	 .00239	 .00007	 -.00039	 .64028	 .28499	 .17730
2.000	 12.000	 .39012	 .12051	 .02405	 .00563	 .00276	 .00001	 -.00028	 .64463	 .35652	 .19909
2.000	 14.000	 .47259	 .11678	 .02504	 .00269	 ,00248	 .00002	 -.00027	 .64785	 .43030	 .22764
2.000	 16.000	 .55070	 .11305	 .02588	 -.00144	 .00220	 .00017	 -.00013	 .65090	 .49820	 .26049





2.000	 20.000	 .72399	 .10750
	 .02823	 -.01402	 .00167	 .00024	 -.00058	 .65705	 .64356	 .34863
2.000	 22.000	 80354	 .10281	 .02964	 -,02072	 .00115	 .00030	 -.00068	 .65942	 .70651	 .39533
2.000	 24.000	 89665	 .09801	 .03084	 -.02752
	 .00107	 .00019	 .00072	 .66123	 .77927	 .45424
2.000	 26.000	 .98573	 .09212	 .03116	 -.03260	 .00099	 -.00001	 -.00071	 .66211	 .84559	 .51491
2.000	 27.000	 1.02530	 .08949
	 .03126	 -.03284	 .00021	 .00020	 -.00054	 .65172	 .87295	 .54523
	
GRADIENT	 .03941	 .00213
	 .00010	 -.00532	 .00007	 .00003	 -.00007	 -.03788	 .03698	 -.00078
	
RUN NO. 88/ 0	 RN/L - 2.95
	 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 6.00
MACH	 ALPHA	 CN	 CA	 CAB	 CLMFWO	 CY	 CYN	 C8L	 XCP/L	 CL	 CO
4.020	 -2.000	 -.11790	 .10549
	 .00864	 .00043	 -.00051
	 .00056	 .00027	 .65128	 -.11415
	 .10954
4.020	 .000	 -.07371	 .09980
	 .00886	 .00059
	 -.00066	 .00054	 .00021	 .65290	 -.07371
	 .09980
4.020
	 2.000	 -.02795	 .09577	 .00894	 .00077	 -.00063	 .00050	 .00021	 .65010	 -.03127	 .09473
4.020	 4.000	 .01890	 .09150
	 .00898	 .00138	 -.00069	 .00045	 .00019	 .62298	 .01247	 .09259
4.020
	 6.000
	 .06818	 .08674	 .00909
	 .00138	 -.00078	 .00040
	 .00015	 .64250	 .05874	 .09339
4.020'	 8.000	 .11757	 .08426	 .00929	 .00221	 -.00123	 .00051	 .00002	 .64304	 .10470
	
.09960
4.020	 10.000	 .17016	 .08157	 .00937	 .00239
	 -.00128	 .00042
	 .00004	 .64477	 .15342
	 .10988
4.020	 12.000	 .22584	 .07953
	 .00934	 .00247	 -.00148	 .00031	 .00002	 .54591	 .20437	 .12475
4.020	 14.000	 .28552	 .07718
	 .00926	 .00195	 -.00161	 .00028	 -.00002	 .64744	 .25934	 .14421
4.020	 16.000	 .34984	 .07494	 .00921	 .00046
	 -.00153	 .00006




	 18.000	 .41594	 .07296
	 .00920	 -.00075
	 -1.00169	 -.00002
	 -.00005	 .65050	 .37304	 .19793
4.020	 20.000	 .48552	 .07091
	 .00924	





	 22.000	 .55882	 .06946
	 .00932
	 -.00319	 -.00187	 -.00031	 -.00008	 .65204	 .49210	 .27374
4.020	 24.000	 .63494	 06786	 .00941
	 .00445	 -.00229	 -.00033
	 -.00013
	 .65252	 .55245	 .32024
4.020	 26.000	 .71404	 .06577	 .00954	 .00650
	 -.00249	 -.00037	 .00011	 .65329	 .61294	 .37212
4.020	 27.000	 .75511	 .06459	 .00962	 -.00799





	 .00005	 .00013	 -.00003	 -.00002
	 -.00001	 -.00237	 .02160	 -.00197
A
- 





































DATE 10 JUL 73 ----	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA	 OA115	 PAGE 27
OA115
	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W11S	 (RTV025)	 1 10 JUL 75 )
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
	




IN.	 YMRP -	 .0000 IN.YO
	
BREF' -	 936.6800	 IN.	 ZMRP - 375.0000 IN.ZO
	
SCALE -	 .0150
RUN NO.	 60/ 0	 RN/L - 2.55	 OI
	





	 .11017	 .00556	 .01277
	
5.020	 .000	 - . 07878	 .10243	 .00558
	 .01046
	













8.000	 .08825	 .08510	 .00580	 .01333
	
5.020	 10.000	 .13607	 .08131	 .00583	 .01248
	













	 20.000	 .43082	 .06852	 .00582	 .01231
	
5.020	 22.000	 .50196	 .06685	 .00590	 .01191
	
5.020




	 .06337	 .00607	 ,00942
	
GRADIENT	 .02035
	 .00274	 .00003	 - . 00012
BETA - . 000







































.00001	 - . 14564
ELV-LO - -10.000








































OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 .:1116 (RTV0261	 1 10 JUL 75	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 • 2690.0000 SC.FT.	 XMRP -	 1076.6800 IN.XO BETA	 - .-000 ELV-LO - -5..000
LREF	 - 474.8100 IN. YMRP -	 .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI - -20.000 ELV-RI - -20.000
BREF	 - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP -	 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO - -5.000 BDFLAP-- .000
SCALE - .0150 SPOBRK n 55085.000 RUDDER - .000
RUN NO. 61/ 0 RN/L - 2.54	 GRADIENT INTERVAL n 	 -5.00/	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CN CA CAB CLMFWD CY CYN CBL XCP/L CL CO
5.020 -2.000 -.12411 .11171 .00555 .01506 .00003 .00048 .00014 .59460 -.12013 .11598
5.020 .000 -.08314 .10344 .00558 .01250 -.00014 .00047 .00012 .70525 -.08314 .10344
5.020 2.000 -.04204 .09757 .00568 .01129 -.00023 .00038 .00020 .74878 -.04542 .09605
5.020 4.000 -.00150 .09259 .00578 .01136 -.00018 .00031 .00023 3.43090 -.00796 .09226
5.020 6.000 .04219 .08786 .00580 .01193 -.00031 .00021 .00021 .54586 .03277 .09179
5.020 8.000 .08629 .08505 .00580 .01354 -.00078 .00020 .00016 .59219 .07361 .09623
5.020 10.000 .13378 .08151 .00583 .01277 -.00110 .00029 .00003 .61482 .11759 .10351
5.020 12.000 .18558 .07746 .00587 .01169 -.00131 .00017 .00002 .62676 .16551 .11437
5.020 14.000 .24140 .07469 .00586 .01192 -.00161 .00017 -.00006 .63175 .21616 .13087
5.020 16.000 .29972 .07200 .00582 .01160 -.00169 .00009 -.00013 .63570 .26827 .15192
5.020 18.000 .36168 .07038 .00581 .01217 -.00200 -.00003 -.00015 .63755 .32223 .17870
5.020 20.000 .42819 .06925 .00582 .01330 -.00213 -.00002 -.00021 .63851 .37868 .21153
5.020 22.000 .49771 .06726 .00590 .01308 -.00240 -.00002 -.00024 .64027 .43527 .24881
5.020 24.000 .57185 .06530 .00600 .01219 -.00276 .00011 -.00033 .64209 .49585 .29225
5.020 26.000 .64894 .06421 .00607 .01110 -.00276 .00003 -.00029 .64364 .55512 .34219
GRADIENT .02071 -.00293 .00003 -.00037 -.00004 -.00004 .00001 .12141 .01905 -.00298
Ol	 1
DATE 10 JUL 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA -	 OA115 PAOE	 29
OA115 826 C9 E43 FS MIS WS R5 VO WIIS (RTV027)	 1 10 JUL 75
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 - 2690.0000 SQ.FT.	 XMRP -	 1076.6800 IN.XO BETA	 - .000 ELV-LO - -20.000
LREF	 - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI - -20.000 ELY-R1 -20.000
BREF	 - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP -	 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO - -20.000 BDFLAP .000
SCALE - .0150 SPDeRK - 55085.000 RUDDER n .00D
RUN NO. 99f 0 RN/L - 2.33	 GRADIENT INTERVAL o	 -5.001	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CN CA CAB CLWWD CY CYN COL XCP/L CL Co
2.000 -2.000 -.18765 .16419 .02326 .08235 .00025 .00022 .00045 .81142 -.18180 .17064
2.000 .000 -.10696 .15923 .02326 .07065 -.00070 .00049 .00023 8929e -.10696 .15923
2.000 2.000 -.02497 .15495 .02363 .05879 -.00015 .00038 .00004 1.51610 -.03037 .15399
2.000 4.000 .05493 .14916 .02399 .04715 .00087 .00040 .00009 .33410 .04439 .15263
2.000 6.000 .13289 .14271 .02392 .03690 .00165 .00025 -.00002 .54778 .11724 .15582
2.000 8.000 .20823 .13841 .02376 .02977 .00184 .00020 -.00013 .59733 .18694 .16605
2.000 10.000 .26738 .13446 .023e9 .02529 .00249 .00011 -.00001 .61756 .25967 .18232
2.000 12.000 .35245 .12808 .02405 .02259 .00226 .00010 .00005 .62701 .32790 .20064
2.000 14.000 .44851 .12421 .02504 .02021 .00239 .00006 .00020 .63335 .40514 .22902
2.000 16.000 .52931 .12008 .02588 .01628 .00229 .00022 .00015 .63862 .47571 .26133
2.000 18.000 .60566 .11527 .02713 .01146 .00172 .00043 -.00003 .64297 .54040 -29679
2.000 20.000 .69668 .11302 .02823 .00544 .00158 .00048 -.00010 .64706 .61601 .34448
2.000 22.000 .78307 .10831 .02964 -.00192 .00117 .00031 -.00018 .65084 .58547 .39377
2.000 24.000 .87579 .10325 .03084 -.00820 .00090 .00033 -.00039 .65338 .75808 .45054
2.000 26.000 .95012 .09654 .03116 -.GIZ79 .00101 -.00002 -.00051 .654e4 .82063 .50766
2.000 27.000 1.00120 .09364 .03126 -.01272 .00013 .00020 -.00033 .65461 .84955 .53797
GRADIENT .04015 -.00265 .00010 -.00572 .00022 -.00000 -.00005 -.05431 .03747 -.00181
RUN NO. 91/ 0 RN/L - 2.e5	 GRADIENT INTERVAL -	 -5.00/	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CN CA CAB CLWWD CY CYN ceL XCP/L CL co
4.020 -2.000 -.13436 .11131 .00864 .01210 -.00067 .00039 .00015 .68307 -.13039 .11594
4.020 .000 -.00935 .10489 .00886 .01119 -.00071 .00044 .00015 .69601 -.08935 .10489
4.020 2.000 -.04199 .099e5 .00894 .01020 -.00081 .00040 .00014 .73932 -.04545 .09833
4.020 4.000 .00689 .09459 .00899 .00946 -.00089 .00041 .00014 .14369 .00026 .09484
4.020 6.000 .05774 .08936 .00909 .00832 -=094 .00037 .00014 .59695 .04809 .09491
4.020 8.000 -:086: .08665 .00929 .00857 -.00130 .00048 .00006 .62090 .09550 .10092
4.020 10.000 .16081 .08383 .00937 .00899 -.00149 .00038 .00010 .62940 .14381 .11049
4.020 12.000 .21640 .08139 .00934 .00914 -.00,140 .00028 .00012 .63440 .19475 .12460
4.020 14.000 .27638 .07893 .00926 .00894 -.00190 .00030 .00011 .63804 .24907 .14345
4.020 16.000 .33866 .07659 .00921 .00779 -.0169 .00009 .00016 .64148 .30443 .16697
4.020 18.000 .40424 .07484 .00920 .00711 -.00185 -.00007 .00012 .64346 .36133 .19609
4.020 20.000 47345 .07301 .00924 .00663 -.00181
-.00025 .000121 .64479 .41993 .23054
• 4.020 22.000 .54526 .07160 .00932 .00634 -.00220
-.00027 .00008 .64566 .47874 27064
4.020 24.000 .61968 .06975 .00941 .00589 -.00234 -.00033 .00004 .64644 .53774 .31576
4.020 26.000 .69932 .06756 .00954 .00466 -.00271 -.00039 .00005 .54749 .59e93 .36729
4.020 27.000 .74104 .06653 .00962 .00400 -.00244
-.00062 .00014 .64795 .63007 .39570
GRADIENT .02402 -.00271 .00005 -.00046 -.00003 -.00000 -.00000 -.03623 .02233 -.00261
	DATE 10	 JUL 75	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - OA11S
	
PAOE 30
OA115	 926 C9 E43 F8 MIS N29 R5 V6 W115
	
IRTV0271 1 10 JUL 75 1
REFERENCE DATA
	 PARAMETRIC DATA
	SREF '.	 2690,0000	 SOFT. " XMRP - 1076.5800 IN.XO
	
BETA -	 .000 ELV-LO - -20.000
LREF	 474.8100	 1N.	 YMRP -	 .0000 IN.YO
	
ELV-LI - -20.000 ELV-RI - -.20.000
BREF	 936.6800	 IN.	 ZMRP n 375.0000 IN.ZO
	
ELV-ft - -20.000 BCFLAP -	 .000
	
SCALE -	 . 0150
	
SP091iK - 55085.000 RUDDER -	 .000
INN NO. 621 0	 RN/L - 2.54	 ORADIENT INTERVAL - -5 OO/ 6.00
	
MACH	 ALPHA	 CN	 CA	 CAD	 CLMFWD	 CY	 CYN
	
COL	 XCP/L 	 CL	 co
	
5.020	 -2.000	 -.13465	 .11529	 .00556	 .02218	 -.00029	 .00040	 .00003	 .71056	 -.13055	 .11492
	
5.020	 .000	 -.09204	 .10627	 .00558	 .01835	 -.00061 - .00043	 .00001	 .72332	 -.(39204	 .10627
	
5.020	 2.000	 -.05022	 .10023	 .00568	 .01647	 -.90062	 .00035	 .00014	 .77066	 -.05368	 .09842
	










.08681	 .00580	 .01763	 -.00080




.08291	 .00583	 .01656	 -.00141
	 .00033	 .00016	 .60232	 .11164	 .10387
	
5.020	 12.000	 .18021	 .07881	 .00587	 .01555	 -.00173	 .00027	 .00017	 .61819	 .15988	 .11456
	
5.020	 14.000	 .23565	 :07584	 .00586	 .01590	 -.00187	 .00020	 .00012	 .62512	 .21030	 .13060
	
5.020	 16.000	 .29349	 .07309	 .00582	 .01583	 -.00201	 .00012	 .00007	 .63010	 .26198	 .15116
	
5.020	 18.000	 .35509	 .07141	 .00581	 .01688	 -.00219	 -.00000	 .00006	 .63245	 .31565	 .17764
	
5.020	 20.000	 .42028	 .07008
	 .00582	 .01828	 -.00245	 .00004	 .00001	 .63393	 .37096	 .20960
	
5.020	 22.000	 .49055	 .06837	 .00590	 .01851	 .00265	 .00003	 -.00004	 .63605	 .42922	 .24715
	




5.020	 26.000	 .63934	 .06515
	 .00607	 .01769-.00.1.;'3
	




ORADIENT	 .02116	 -.00310	 .00003	 -.00070	 -,Dt?„}7	 .00002	 .00003	 .00695	 .01946	 -.00329
	DATE 10	 :JUL 75	 TA9ULATEO SOURCE DATA - OA116
	
PAGE 31
OAIIS	 B26 C9 E43 F9 M1a N29 R5 V6 M116
	 (RTVOe@)




	SREF -	 2690.0000	 SO.FT.	 XMRP - 1075.15800 1N.XO
	




IN.	 YMRP n 	 .0000 1N.YO
	
ELV-LI - -40.000 ELV-RI - -40.000
	
BREF -	 936.6800	 IN.	 ZMRP - 375.0000 IN.ZO
	




SPDBRK - 55085.000 RUDDER -	 .000
	
RUN NO. 63/ 0	 RN/L - 2.55	 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 6.00
	
MACH	 ALPHA	 CN	 CA	 CAB	 CLMFHD	 CY	 CYN
	
CBL	 XCP/L 	 CL	 Co
	5.020	 -2.000	 -.!4281	 .11985	 .00556	 .02469	 .00009	 .00055	 .00032	 .71356	 -.13854	 .12476
	






-.05433	 .10215	 .00569	 .01770	 -.00024	 .00045	 .00033	 .76990	 -.05786	 .10019
	
5.020	 4.000	 -.01203	 .09616	 .00578	 .01694	 -.00019	 .00037	 .00031	 1.16820	 -.01870	 .09509
	
5.020	 6.000	 .03282	 .09076	 .00580	 .01671	 .00031	 .00039
	
40039	 .46254	 .02315	 .09369
	









.07932	 .00587	 .01555	 .00147	 .00044	 .00024	 .61788	 .15807	 .11469
	
5.020	 14.000	 .23374	 .07655	 .00585	 .01630	 -.00169	 .00040	 .00021	 .62428	 .20827	 .13083
	




	 .07167	 .00581	 .01670	 -.001:67	 .00007	 .00023	 .63257	 .31427	 .17747
	
5.020
	 20.000	 .41953	 .07005	 .00582	 .01773	 -.00t92
	 .00001	 .00021	 .63439	 .37027	 .20932
	
5.020	 - 22.000	 .48942	 .06811	 .00590	 .01750	 -.00222	 .00003	 .00010	 .63678	 .42827	 .24649
	
5.020	 24.000
	 .56224	 .06650	 .00600	 .01694	 -.00258	 .00016	 -.00001	 .63885	 .48658	 .28943
	
5.020	 26.000	 .63824	 .06560	 .00607	 .01693	 -.00258	 .00008	 .00001	 .64018	 .54489	 .33875
	
GRADIENT	 .02189	 -.00358	 .00003	 -.00097	 .00006




DATE 10 .AIL 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA -	 OA115 PAGE	 32
OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 41116 (RTV0291	 { 10 JUL 75	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 - 2690.0000 SO.FT.	 XMRP -	 1076.6800 IN.XO BETA	 - .000 ELV-LO - -40.000
LREF	 n 474.8100 IN.	 YMRP - .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI - -40.000 ELV-RI.- -40.000	
^-
BREF	 - 936.6800 IN.	 ZMRP -	 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO - -40.000 BDFLAP - .000
SCALE - .0150 SPOBRK - 55085.000 RUDDER - .000
RUN NO. 93/ C RN/L - 2.29	 GRADIENT INTERVAL -	 -5.00/	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CN CA CAB CLMFND CY CYN COL XCP/L CL CO
2.000 -2.000 -.25434 .20379 .02326 .11654 .00009 .00122 .00160 .81853 -.24707 .21254
2.000 .000 -.16619 .19312 .02326 .09942 .00072 .00097 .00118 .87005 -.16619 .19312
2.000 2.000 -.07519 .18321 .02363 .08308 .00111 .00057 .00064 1.05650 -.08154 .18047
2.000 4.000 .01184 .17236 .02399 .06795 .00230 .00046 .00065 -1.46210 -.00021 .17277
2.000 6.000 .09318 .16405 .02392 .05707 .00121 .00092 .00082 .42455 .07552 .17289
2.000 8.000 .16768 .15679 .02376 .05095 .00195 .00072 .00078 .53811 .14422 .17860
2.000 10.000 .24690 .15068 .02389 .04540 .00235 .00076 .00098 .58227 .21698 .19127
2.000 12.000 .32979 .14935 .02406 .04290 .00258 .00066 .00078 .60207 .29153 _21465
2.000 14.000 .41478 .14224 .02504 .03862 .00178 .00084 .00089 .61568 .36805 .23835
2.000 16.000 .50002 .13834 .02588 .03459 .00173 .00058 .00065 .62448 .44252 .27080
2.000 18.000 .58369 .13311 .02713 .02927 .00152 .00059 .00031 .63148 .51399 .30696
2.000 20.000 .65559 .12628 .02823 .02314 .00182 .00048 .00033 .63715 .58226 .34631
2.000 22.000 .75379 .11993 .02954 .01588 .00145 .00033 .00026 .64219 .65397 .39357
2.000 24.000 .84159 .11456 .03084 .01106 .00137 .00040 .00008 .64510 .72224 .44696
2.000 26.000 .93107 .10868 .03116 .00714 .00152 -.00000 -.00013 .64712 .785;20 .50583
2.000 27.000 .97338 .10582 .03126 .00558 .00044 .00014 -.00010 .64783 .815124 .53619
GRADIENT .04365 -.00501 .00010 -.00752 .00019 -.00006 -.00010 -.15600 .04C,56 -.00498
RUN NO. 92/ 0 RN/L - 2.85	 GRADIENT INTERVAL -
	 -5.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CN CA CAB CLMFWD CY CYN	 -- CBL XCP/L CL CO
4.020 -2.000 -.16918 .13204 .00864 .02951 -.00111 .00075 .00093 .714:A4 -.16447 .13786
4.020 .000 -.11984 .12352 .00886 .02751 -.00132 .00075 .00079 .73441 -.11984 .12352
4.020 2.000 -.06909 .11648 .00894 .02503 -.00166 .00091 .00074 .78322 -.07312 .11399
4.020 4.000 -.01939 .11082 .00898 .02420
-.00139 .00087 .00076 1.10900 -.02708 .10920
4.020 6.000 .03309 .10471 .00909 .02250 -.00151 .00092 .00081 .39980 .02197 .10760
4.020 8.000 .08602 .10101 .00929 .02199 -.00145 .00096 .00074 .55589 .07112 .11200
4.020 10.000 .14047 .09764 .00937 .02102 -.00143 .00079 .00067 .59488 .12138 .12055
4.020 12.000 .19574 .09454 .00934 .02107
-.00155 .00068 .00074 .61033 .17180 .13317
4.020 14.000 .25580 .09120 .00926 .02074 -.00158 .00058 .00068 .62022 .22711 .15062
4.020 16.000 .31994 .08748 .00921 .01926 -.00173 .00040 .00077 .62779 .28343 t7228
4.020 18.000 .38744 .08430 .00920 .01819 -.00173 .00020 .00076 .63266 .34243 .19990
4.020 20.000 .45641 .08145 .00924 .01714 -.00180 -.00001 .00077 .63612 .40103 .23264
4.020 22.000 .52890 .07892 .00932 .01634 -.00206 -.00015 .00072 .63857 .46083 .27130
4.020 24.000 .60405 .07673 .00941 .01554 -,00248
-.00014 .00075 .64047 .52062 .31579
4.020 26.000 .68323 .07450 .00954 .01411
-.00217
-.00037 .00093 .64234 .58143 .36647
4.020 27.000 .72559 .07313 .00962 .01345
-.00229 -.00043 .00098 .64312 .61330 .39457
GRADIENT .02525 -.00337 .00005 -.00088






































DATE 10 JUL 75	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - OAP15 	 PAGE 33
OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 !1116 	 1RTV0291	 1 10 JUL 75 1
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1076.6800 IN.XO
LREF - 474.8100	 IN.	 YMRP -	 .0000 1N.Y0
BREF - 936.6800	 IN.	 ZMRP - 375.0000 IN.ZO
SCALE -	 .0150
	
RUN NO. 64/ 0	 RN/L - 2.55	 01
MACH	 ALPHA	 CN	 CA,	 CAB	 CLMFND
5.020	 -2.000	 .17313	 .14198	 .00556	 .04425
5.020	 .000	 -.12459	 .12766	 .00558	 .03761
5.020	 2.000	 -.07657	 .11740	 .00568	 .03244
5.020	 4.000	 -.03221	 .10986	 .00578	 .03038














5.020	 16.000	 .27995	 .07868	 .00582	 .02401
5.020	 18.000	 .34215	 .07647	 .00581	 .02475
5.020	 20.000	 .40800
	 .07453	 .00582	 .02560
5.020	 22.000	 .47917	 .07221	 .00590	 .02520
5.020	 24.000	 .55164	 .07020	 .00600	 .02480

























































































OA115 825 C9 E43 fS MIS N28 R5 V8 NI16 (RTV0301	 ( 10 JUL 75	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA'
SREF	 n 2690.0000 SOFT.	 XMRP *	 1076.6800 IN.XO BETA	 - .000 ELV-LO - .000
LREF _ - 474..810.0 IN. YMRP -	 .0000 IN.YO ELV-L1 - -40.000 ELV-R! - -40.000
BREF	 - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP 375.0000 1N.ZO ELV-RO - .000 BDFLAP n .000
SCALE - .0150 SPOBRK - 55085. 000 RUDDER - .000
i' RUN NO. 651 0 RN/L - 2.55	 GRADIENT INTERVAL -	 -5.00/	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CN CA CAS CLMFND CY CYN CBL XCP/L CL CO
{ 5.020 -2.000 -.13650 .11969 .00556 .02149 -.00058 .00060 .00005 .70786 -.1.3224 .12438
N-. 5.020 .000 -.09344 .10936 .00558 .01775 -.00044 .00056 .00005 .71985 -.09344 .10936
5.020 2.000 -:04997 .10253 .00568 .01562 -.00065 .00046 .0001( .76494 -.05351 .10073
` 5.020 4.000 -.00786 .09526 .00578 .01476 -.00070 .00040 .00009 1.34040 -.01456 .09548
5.020 6.000 .03700 .09110 .00580 .01463 -.00071 .00038 .00015 .50445 .02727 .09447
5.020 8.000 .08283 .08785 .00580 .01528 -.00119 .00038 .00007 .58207
dd
.06980 .09852
5.020 10.000 .13139 .08393 00583 01401 -.00161 .00049 .00001 t	 .61069 .11482 .10547
5.020 12.000 .18380 .07990 .00587 .01256 -.00203 .00051 -.00004 .62479 .16318 .11637
5.020 14.000 .23976 .07687 .00586 .01282 -.00207 .00044 -.00008 .63027 .21404 .13259
5.020 16.000 .29796 .07380 .00582 .01197 -.00207 .00026 -.00027 .63516 .26607 .15307
5.020 18.000 .36061 .07225 .00581 .01231 -.00218 .00010 -.00010 .63738 _32063 .18015
5.020 20.000 .42721 .07094 .00582 .01301 -.00270 .00026 -.00027 .63873 .37719 .21278
5.020 22.000 .49845 .06888 .00590 .01197 -.00270 .00012 -.00029 .64110 .43635 .25058
• 5.020 24.000 .57284 .06726 .00600 .01093 -.00331 .00032 -.00044 .64292 .49595 .29444
5.020 26.000 .64850 .06574 .00607 .00992 -.00318 .00024 -.00043 .64431 .55370 .34432






DATE 10 J X 75 TABULATEO SOURCE DATA -	 OA115 PAGE	 35
OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 VB N116 (RTV0311	 l 10 JUL 75	 1
REFERENCE DATA ! PARAMETRIC DATA
^_T
SREF	 - 2690.0000 SO.FT.	 XMRP
-	
1076.6800 IN XO BETA	
-
.000 ELV-LO - .000






	 .ZO ELV-RO - -20.000 BOFLAP - .000
SCALE - .0150 SPDBRK - 55085.000 RUDDER - .000
RUN NO. 66/ 0 RWL - 2.55	 GRADIENT INTERVAL -	 -5.00/	 6.00
j, MACH ALPHA CN CA CAB CLMFWD CY CYN CBL XCP/L CL CO
' 5.020 -2.000 -.14359 - .12199 .00556 .02580 -.00099 .00122 .00278 .71606 -.13924 .12693
5.020 .000 -.09%2 .11117 .00558 .02141 -.00140 .00114 .00233 .72901 -.09962 .11117
f 5.020 2.000 -.05487 .10339 .00568 .01854 -.00136 .00079 .00202 .77427 -.05844 .10141
5.020 4.000 -.01256 .09737 .00578 .01771 -.00163 .00077 .00196 1.16890 -.01932 .09625
5.020 6.000 .03231 .09192 .00580 .01745 -.00153 .00069 .001.96 .45118 .02252 .09480
5.020 8.000 .07839 .08871 .00580 .01802 -.00201 .00059 .00187 .56538 .06529 .09875
5.020 10.000 .12680 .08464 .00583 .01686 -.00242 .00063 .00180 .60103 .11017 .10538
5.020 12.000 .17926 .08032 .00597 .01538 -.00244 .00047 .00187 .61836 .15864 .11584
5.020 14.000 .23444 .07738 .00586 .01593 -.00280 .00048 .00192 .62494 .20876 .13179
5.020 16.000 .29281 .07432 .00582 .01546 -.00255 .00023 .00191 .63051 .26099 .15215
5.020 18.000 .35512 .07257 .00581 .01607 -.00281 .00004 .00225 .63328 .31531 .17876
5.020 20.000 .42095 .07106 .00582 .01708 -.00324 .00021 .00223 .63500 .37125 .21075
5.020 22.000 .49159 .06906 .00590 .01655 -.00316 -.00000 .00247 .63755 .42992 .24819
5.020 24.000 .56406 .06732 .00600 .01576 -.00334 .00006 .00259 .63966 _48791 .29092
5.020 26.000 .63984 .06670 .00607 .01551 -.00335 -.00001 .00291 .64102 .54584 .34044
GRADIENT .02194 -.00370 .00003 -.00102 -.00007 -.00007 -.00010 -.00449 .02019 -.00396
i
	DATE 10	 AL 75	 TABULATED	 SOURCE DATA	 OA115	 PAOE 36
OA115	 825 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116 	 lRTV0321	 1 10 JUL 75 f
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
	
SREF -	 2690.0000 SOFT. XMRP - 1076.6800 IN.XO	 BETA -	 .000 ELV-LO - -20.000
LREF
	
+	 474.8100 IN.	 YMRP -	 .0000 IN.YO	 ELV-LI -	 .000 ELV-RI 	 .000
8REF	 938.68001N.	 ZMRP - 375.0000 IN.ZO	 ELV-110 - -20.000 8DFLAP -	 .000
	
SCALE -	 .0150	 SPOORK - 55085.000 RUDDER - 	 .000
	
RUN NO. 70/ 0	 RN/L n 2.56	 ORAOIENT INTERVAL - -6.00/ 5.00
	
!MACH	 ALPHA	 CN	 CA	 CAB	 CLMFWD	 CY	 CYN	 COL	 XCP/L	 CL	 CO
	5.020	 -2.000	 -.12520	 .11317	 .00556	 .01498	 -.00089	 .00057	 100005	 .69390	 -.12117	 .11747
	




2.000	 -.04235	 .09926	 .00568	 .01158	 -.00076	 .00039	 .00014	 .75037	 -.04579	 .09772
	
5.020	 4.000	 -.00220	 .0941.3	 .00578	 .01183	 -.00083	 .00032	 .00014	 2.62630	 -.00877	 .09364
	
5.020	 6.000	 .04152	 .08955	 .00580	 .01231	 -.00093	 .0003Q	 .00020	 .54082	 .03192	 .09349
	
5.020	 8.000	 .08694	 .08668	 .00580	 .01319	 -.00104	 .00025	 .00020	 .59411	 .07403	 .09793
	




12.000	 .18965	 .07851	 .00587	 .00939	 -.00161	 .00025	 .00015	 .63173	 .16918	 .11622
	
5.020	 14.000	 .24550	 .07541	 .00586	 .00881	 -.00183	 .00022	 .00009	 .63673	 .21997	 .13257
	
5:020	 16.000	 .30574	 .07278	 .00582	 .00760	 -.00216	 .00019	 .00003	 .64079	 .27383	 .1542+
	
5.020	 18.000	 .36929	 .07093	 .00581	 .00713	 -.00206	 -.00002	 .00005	 .64284	 .32930	 .18157
	
5.020	 20.000	 .43662	 .06931	 .00582	 .00714	 -.00217	 -.00001	 -.00004	 .64392	 .38558	 .21446
	
5.020	 22.000	 .50759	 .06774	 .00590	 .00630	 -.00242	 -.00005	 -.00011	 .64537	 .44525	 .25296
	
5.020	 24.000	 .58219	 .06587	 .00600	 .00435	 -.00287	 .00011	 -.00022	 .64719	 .50507	 .29697
	




.02072	 -.00289	 .00003	 -.00029	 -.00002	 -.00003	 .00002	 .08078	 .01903	 -.00295
OATS 10 JUL 75	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - OAI15	 PAOE 37
OA115
	
826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N20 R5 V8 W116 	 (RTV033)	 ( 10 JUL 75 1
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
	
SREF - 2590.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP - 1076.6800 IN.XO
	 -	 BETA -	 .000 ELV-LO -	 .000
LREF a 474..8100 IN.	 YMRP w	 .0000 IN.YO
	
ELV-LI -	 .000 ELV-RI -	 .000
BREF - 936.6800 IN.	 ZMRP a 375.0000 IN.ZO
	
ELV-RO n -20.000 BDPL'AP	 .000
	
SCALE -	 .0150	 SPDBRK - 55085.000 RLWER - 	 .000
	
RUN NO. 68/ 0	 RN/L - 2.58	 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 6.00 	 ^.
	











	 .00115	 .00219	 .68993	 -.07786	 .103557
	
5.020	 2.000	 -.03777	 .09805	 .00568	 .00822	 -.00051	 .00098	 .00206	 .73000	 -.04117	 .09668
	
5.020
	 4.000	 .00232	 .09333	 .00578	 .00880	 -.00059	 .00083	 .00186




.08876	 .00580	 .00947	 -.00090
	 .00078	 .00178
	 .57355	 .03608	 .09304
	












.07792	 .00587	 .00627	 -.00212





	 -.00181	 .00037	 .00171	 .64231	 .22517	 .13337
	
5.020	 16.000	 .31090	 .07222	 .00582























	 .00123	 -.00197	 -.00016
	 .00217	 .64906	 .45320	 .25577
	
5.020	 24.000	 .59119	 .06548	 .00600
	 -.00123
	 -.00235




	 .05425	 .00607	 -.00413
	 -.00258
	 -.00012	 .00264	 .65220	 .57513	 .35199
	
GRADIENT	 .02051




DATE 10 JUL 75	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - OAI15
OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 VS N116
REFERENCE DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SOFT. XMRP n 1076.6800 IN.XO
LREF - 474.8100	 IN.	 YMRP -	 .0000 IN.YO
BREF - 936.6800	 1N.	 ZMRP - 375.0000 IN.ZO
SCALE -	 .0150
RUN NO. 69/ 0	 RN/L - 2.55	 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5
MACH	 ALPHA	 CN	 CA	 CAB	 CLMFND	 CY	 CYN
5.020
	
-2.000	 -.12308	 .11237	 .00556	 .01356	 -.00139	 .00070
5.020	 .000	 -.08114	 .10402	 .00558	 .01128	 -.00129	 .00061
5.020	 2.000	 -.04014	 .09840	 .40568	 .01012	 -.00133	 .00053
5.020	 4.000	 .00079	 .09336	 .00578	 .01022	 -.00166	 .00049
5.020	 6.000	 .04438	 .08878	 .00580	 .01065	 -.00155
	 .00036
5.020	 8.000	 .08909	 .08596	 .00580	 .01200	 -.00179	 .00031
5.020	 10.000	 .13744	 .08254	 .00583	 .01109	 -.00208
	 .00036
5.020	 12.000	 .18979	 .07842	 .00587	 .00950	 -.00224	 .00028
5.020	 14.000	 .24590	 .07566	 .00586	 .00957	 -.00254	 .00023





5.020	 18.000	 .36700	 .07128	 .00581
	 .00907	 -.00262
	 -.00002
5.020	 20.000	 .43321	 .07011	 .00582
	 .01001	 -.00313	 .00010
5.020	 22.000	 .50379	 .06837	 .00590














IRTV0341	 t 10 JUL 75 1
PARAMETRIC DATA
	
BETA -	 .000 ELV-LO -	 .000
	
ELV-LI -	 20.000 ELV-R1 n -20.000
	
ELV-RO
	.000 BOFLAP -	 .000
	
SPOBRK -	 55085.000 RUDDER -	 .000
.00/ 6.00
	
CSL	 XCP/L 	 CL	 CO
	.0 4 	 .69048
	 -.11908	 .11660
	





.00010	 -4.08620	 -.00572	 .09319
	
.00006	 .56169	 .03486	 .09293
	
.00002	 .60036	 .07626	 .09753
	
.00008











-.00032	 .64084	 .32701	 .18120
	
-.00042	 .64143	 .38310	 .21405
	






-.00054	 .64591	 .56188	 .34663
	
.00000	 -.25224	 .01917	 -.00291
DATE 10 JUL 75	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - OA115
OA115	 B26 C9 E43 FS MIS N29 R5 VB WI16
'	 REFERENCE DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. 	 XMRP - 1076.6800 IN.XO
LREF - 474.8100 IN.
	
YMRP -	 .0000 IN.YO




RUN NO. 71/ 0	 RN/L	 2.56	 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5
	
MACH	 ALPHA	 CN	 CA	 CAB	 CLMFWD	 CY	 CYN
	5.020	 -2.000	 -.11876	 .11118	 .00556	 .01097	 -.00031	 .00134
	








4.000	 .00382	 .09315	 .00578	 .00791	 -.00043	 .00058
	
5.020	 6.000	 .04733	 .08914	 .00580	 .00825	 -.00054	 .00041
	
5.020
	 8.000	 .09313	 .08589	 .00580	 .00884	 -.00040	 .00018
	
5.020	 90.000	 .14281	 .08260	 .00583	 .00685	 -.00101	 .00019
	
5.020	 12.000	 .19561	 .07859	 .00587	 .00430	 -.00080	 -.00009
	
5.020	 14.000	 .25357	 .07604	 .00586	 .00318	 -.00096	 -.00023
	




	 .37800	 .07168	 .00581	 .00016	 -.00050	 -.00086
	
5.020	 20.000	 .44531
	 .07041	 .00582	 -.00024	 -.00072	 -.00092
	






.00600	 -.00444	 -.00086	 -.00120
	
5.020
	 26.000	 .67293	 .06667	 .00607	 -.00747	 -.00095	 -.00136
	
GRADIENT	 .02067	 -.00272	 .00003	 -.00031	 -.00001	 -.00012
PAGE 39
(RTV035)
	 ( 10 JUL 75 1
PARAMETRIC DATA
	
BETA -	 .000 ELY-LO -	 .000
	
ELV-LI -	 10.000	 ELV-RI -	 -10.000
	
ELV-RO n 	 -20.000 SDFLAP -	 .000
	
SPDBRK -	 55085.000 RUDDER -	 .000
.00/ 6.00
CBL	 XCP/L,	 CL	 CO
	
.00359	 .8393	 -.11481	 .11526
	. 	 .69155	 -.07740	 .10344
	
.00295	 .72893	 -.04021	 .09658
	
.00288	 -.11302	 -.00269	 .09319
	
.00296	 .58580	 .03775	 .09360
	


























.00581	 .65129	 .45351	 .25775
	
.00639	 .65269	 .51482	 .30319
	
.00702	 .65402	 .57560	 .35492
	
-.00007	 -.05004	 .01899	 -.00268
OA115	 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116	 (RTV036)	 ( 10 JIJL 75 1
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
i
SREF - 2690.0000 SOFT. XMRP	 1076.6800 IN.XO	 ALPHA -	 21.000 ELV-LO -	 .000
LREF - 474:.8100 1N.	 YMRP -	 .0000 IN.YO
	 ELV-LI •	 10.000 ELV-RI - -10.000
BREF - 936.6800 IN.	 ZMRP - 375.0000 IN.ZO
	 £LV-RO - -20.000 SDFLAP -	 .000	 -
SCALE	 .0150	 SPDBRK -55085.000 RUDDER -	 .000
RUN NO. 721 0
	 RN/L n 2.56	 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -4.00/ 4.00
MACH	 BETA	 CN	 CA	 CAB	 CLMF6D
	 CY	 CYN	 COL	 XCP/L	 CL	 CO
5.020	 -3.009	 .49512	 .06892
	 .00603
	 -.00517	 .02659
	 .00233	 .01034	 .65378
	
,43661	 .24344
5.020	 -2.005	 .49302	 .06885	 .00600
	 -.00357	 .01637	 .00208	 .00832	 .65260
	 .43469	 .24259
5.020	 - 11001	 .49155	 .06913	 .00595	 .00204	 .00714	 .00098	 .00668	 .65147	 .43327	 .24243
5.020	 .006	 .49012	 .06915
	 .00589	 .00125	 -.00056	 -.00102	 .00560
	 .65098	 .43191	 .2417
5.020	 1.021	 .49208	 .06925
	 .00596
	 -.00133	 -.00727	 -.00335	 .00475	 .65093	 .43369	 .24260
5.020




	 .65120	 .43334	 .24174
3.020	 3.024	 .49439	 .06932	 .00615	 -.00216	 -.02744	 -.00466	 _00122	 .65155	 .43587	 .24342
	GRADIENT	 -.00017	 .00003	 .00002	 .00048	 -.00860
	 -.00137	 -.00139	 -.00036	 -.00016	 -.00006
DATE 10 AX 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA OA115 PAGE	 40
OA115 826 C9 E43 FS M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 (RTV037)	 ( 10 JUL 75	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 - 2690.0000 SOFT.	 XMRP .	 1076.6800 IN.XO BETA	 - .000 ELV-L0 - 10.000
LREF	 • 474.8100 1N. YMRP - .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI . -10.000 ELY-R1 - -10.000
BREF	 - 936.6800 1N. ZMRP -	 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-R0 - -10.000 80FLAP - .000
SCALE - .0150 SPDBRX - 55085.000 RUDDER - .000
RUN NO. 73/ 0 RN/L - 2.58	 GRADIENT INTERVAL -	 -5.00/	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CN CA CAB CLMFWD CY CYN CBL XCP/L CL CO
5.020 -2.000 -.11689 .10996 .00556 .00985 .00010 .00048 .00203 .68095 -.11298 .11397
5.020 .000 -.07614 .10230 .00558 .00805 -.00030 .00045 .00176 .68884 -.07614 .10230
5.020 2.000 -.03595 .09674 .00568 .00726 -.00020 .00025 .00179 .72428 -.03931 .09542
5.020 4.000 .00442 .09222 .00578 .00756 -.00048 .00018 .00182 .02008 -.00203 .09231
5.020 6.000 .04765 .08815 .00580 .00843 -.00050 .00005 .00191 .58485 .03817 .09265
5.020 6.000 .09193 .08512 .00580 .00980 -.00070 -.00006 .00204 .61072 .07918 .09709
5.020 10.000 .14055 .08163 .00583 .00850 -.00075 -.00012 .00214 .62768 .12424 .10480
5.020 12.000' .19343 .07781 .00587 .00678 -.00106 -.00027 .00239 .63704 .17303 .11632
5.020 14.000 .24931 .07516 .00586 .00644 -.00120 -.00039 .00261 .64043 .22372 .13324
5.020 16.000 .30880 .07252 .00582 .00515 -.00128 -.00059 .00289 .64380 .27585 .15483
5.020 18.000 .37201 .07099 .00581 .00501 -.00124 -.00083 .00319 .64499 .33186 .18248
5.020 20.000 .43875 .06964 .00582 .00526 -.00162 -.00086 .00345 .64552 .38847 .21550
5.020 22.000 .50945 .06797 .00590 .00421 -.00168 -.00105 .00381 .64690 .44689 .25386
5.020 24.000 .58476 .06534 .00600 .00249 -.00202 -.00104 .00414 .64837 .50722 .29845
5.020 26.000 .66340' .06531 .00607 .00031 -.00202 -.00122 .00455 .64977 .55763 .34951
GRADIENT .02048 -.00268 .00003 -.00017 -.00007 -10000!' -.00001 -.04305 .01882 -.00263
a
OA1t5 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 M28 RS V8 W116 1RTV038)	 1	 10 JUL 75
	 )	 {
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF
	 - 2690.0000 SOFT. XMtRP -	 1076.6800 IN.XO ALPHA	 - 21.000 ELV-LO - 10.000
LREF	 - 474.8100	 IN. YMRP .	 .0000 1N.YO ELV-L1 - -10.000 ELV-RI - -10.000
BREF	 - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP -	 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO - -10.000 BDFLAP - .000
SCALE - .0150 SPDBRK ^ 55085.000 RUDDER - .000:
	 j




MACH BETA CN CA CAB CLWI40 CY CYN CBL XCP/L CL
i
CO
5.020 -3x021 .48698 .06809 .00609 .00189 .02579 .00234 .00824 .64851 .42922 .23990
3.020 -2,010 48502 .06801 .00608 .00306 .01512 .00215 .00622 .64761 .42750 .23899
5.020 -1.006 .48427 .06830 .00607 .00403 .00583 .00108 .00467 .64688 .42668 .23902
5.020 .004 .48433 .05835 .00502 .00461 -.00146 -.00096 .00367 .54644 .42665 .23920
5.020 1.019 .46470 .06793 .00597 .00433 -.00822
-.00325 .00292 .64665 .42718 .23889
5.020 2.022 .48832 .06777 .00607 .00304 -.01756 -.00448 .00148 .64764 .43059 .24009
5..020 3.021 .48947 .06817 .00611 .00259 -.02845 -.00465 -.00053 .64799 .43162 .24068
GRADIENT .00051 -.00002 -.00000 .00008
-.00858 -.00137 -.00133 -.00006 .00049 .00016
-q	 Ow 001W
DATE 10 JUL 75	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - OA115
	
PAGE 41
OA115	 926 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 NI16
	




SREF - 2690.0000	 SOFT. XMRP - 1076.6900 IN.XO
	
BETA -	 .000 ELV-LO -	 .000
LREF - 474.8100	 IN.	 YMRP n 	 .0000 IN.YO
	
ELV-LI - -10.000 ELV-R1 - -10.000
BREF - 936.6800	 IN.	 ZMRP	 375.0000 IN.20
	
ELV-RO -	 .000 BDFLAP -	 .000
SCALE -	 .0150
	
SPOBRK - 55085.000 RUDDER - 	 .000
	
RUN NO. 75/ 0	 RN/L - 2.57	 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5 00/ 6.00
MACH	 ALPHA	 CN	 CA	 CAB	 CLMFWO	 CY	 CYN
	
COL	 XCP/L	 CL	 CO
5.020	 -2.000	 -.11505	 .10925	 .00555	 .00901	 -.00017	 .00047
	
.00018	 .67877	 -.11116	 .11320
5.020	 .000	 -.07466	 .10159	 .00558	 .00740	 -.00065	 .00051
	
.00013	 .68641	 -.07466	 .10159
5.020	 21000	 -.03480	 .09631	 .00568	 .00684	 -.00039	 .00033
	
.00021	 .72229	 -.039t4	 .09504
5.020	 4.000	 .00516	 .09176	 .00578	 .00751	 -.00054	 .00024	 .00019	 .71412	 -.00126	 .09189
5.020	 6.000	 .04770	 .08740	 .00580	 .00855	 -.00064	 .00019
	
.00011	 .58402	 .03830	 .09191
5.020	 8.000	 .09221	 .08471	 .00580	 .01011	 -.00104	 .00018
	
.00008	 .60960	 .07953	 .09672
5.020	 10.000	 .14054	 .08098	 .00583	 .00901	 -.00136	 .00026
	
-.00005	 .62534	 .12435	 .10415
5.020	 12.000	 .19296	 .07705	 .00587	 .00748	 -.00200	 .00030
	
-.00012	 .53568	 .17272	 .11548
5.020	 14.000	 .24921	 .07434	 .00586	 .00712	 -.00201	 .00020
	
-.00017	 .63943	 .22383	 .13242
5.020	 16.000	 .30807	 .07167	 .00582	 .00613	 -.00193	 .00005
	
-.00025	 .64262	 .27638	 .15381
5.020	 18.000	 .37164	 .06992	 .00581	 .00619	 -.00225	 -.00002
	
-.00031	 .64381	 .33185	 .18134
5.020	 20.000	 .43785	 .06853	 .00582	 .00638	 -.00240	 -.00003
	
-.00034	 .64458	 .38800	 .21415
5.020	 22.000	 .50852	 .06573	 .00590	 .00571	 -.00265	 -.00006
	
-,00042	 .64580	 .44649	 .25237
5.020	 24.000
	
.58259	 .06491	 .00600	 .00385	 -.00306	 .00006
	
-.00049	 .64751	 .50582	 .29625
5.020	 26.000	 .66128	 .06382	 .00607	 .00193	 -.00324	 .00003
	
-.00049	 .64886	 .56538	 .34725
	
GRADIENT	 .02027	 -.00268	 .00003	 -_00004	 -.00004	 -.00004
	





' 	 :,:	 ..,
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DATE 10 JUL 75	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - OA115	 PAGE 42
OA115	 B25 .C9 E43 F8 MIS N29 R5 V8 W116 	 (RTVO40)	 f 10 JUL 75 )
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000
	
SO.FT.	 XMRP - 1076.6800 IN.XO	 BETA	 .000 ELV-LO	 .000
LREF	 474.8100
	
IN.	 YMRP -	 .0000 IN.YO	 ELV-LI -	 10.00D ELV-RI -	 10.000
BREF'	 936.6800	 IN.	 ZMRP - 375.0000 IN.ZO	 ELV-RO -	 .000 BDFLAP -	 .000
SCALE -	 .0150	 SPDBRK n '55085.000 RUDDER -	 .000
RUN NO. 78/ 0
	
RN/L - 2.57	 GRADIENT INTERVAL n -5.00/ 6.00
MACH	 ALPHA	 CN	 CA	 CAB	 CLMFWD	 CY	 CYN	 CBL	 XCP/L	 CL	 CD	 - - -
5.020	 -2.000	 -.10825	 .10926	 .00556	 .00367	 .00042	 .00051	 -.00000	 .66240	 -.10437	 .11297
5.020	 .000	 -.06785	 .10158	 100558	 .00213	 .00001	 .00054	 .00005	 .65149	 -.06785	 .10168
5.020	 2.000	 -.02776	 .09669	 .00568	 .00153	 .00004	 .00042	 .00000	 .67024	 -.03112	 .09566
5.020	 4.000	 .01258	 .09249	 .00578	 .00152	 -.00010	 .00035	 -.00004	 .60541	 .00610	 .09315
5.020	 6.000	 .05675	 .08843	 .00580	 .00127	 -.00045	 .00036	 -.00008	 .64169	 .04719	 _09388
5.020
	
8.000	 .10340	 .08581	 .00580	 .00103	 -.00047	 .00027	 -.00014	 .64626	 .09045	 .09936
5.020
	
10.000	 .15406	 .08255	 .00583	 -.00214	 -.00129	 .00048	 -.00030	 .65504	 .13738	 .10805
5.020
	
12.000	 .20940	 .07902	 .00587	 -.00599	 -.00188	 .00050	 -.00039	 .66046	 18840	 .12083
5.020	 14.000	 .26824	 .07657	 .00586	 -.00847	 -.00173	 .00042	 -.00048	 .65156	 .24174	 .13919
5..020	 16.000	 .33014	 .07434	 .00582	 -.01205	 --.00182	 .00032	 -.00058	 .66337	 .29685	 .16246
5.020
	 18.000	 .39671	 .07315	 .00581	 -.01455	 -.00201	 00020	 -.00066	 .66343	 .35459	 .19216
5.020	 20.000	 .46620	 .07210	 .00592	 -.01691	 -.00230
	




	 22.000	 .53991	 .07110	 .00590	 -.02030	 -.00228
	 .00015	 -.00085	 .66377	 .47396	 _26817
5.020	 24.000	 .61792	 .07005	 .00600	 -.02491	 -.00302
	 .00034	 -.00099	 .66477	 .53600	 .31532
5.020
	 26.000	 .69980	 .06970	 .00607	 -.03014	 -.00299	 .00032	 -.00101	 .65579	 .59942	 .36942
	
GRADIENT	 .02052	 -.00254	 .00003	 -.00027	 .00009	 -.00002	 -.00001	 .00487	 .01885	 -.00234
	DATE 10	 JUL 75	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - OA115
OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 N116
REFERENCE DATA




IN.	 YMRP -	 .0000 IN.YO
	
BREF n 	 936.6900
	




RUN NO. 77/ 0
	 RN/L - 2.57	 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5
	
MACH 	 ALPHA	 CN	 CA	 CAS	 CLMFWD	 CY	 CYN
	5.020	 -2.000	 .12479
	 .11210	 .00555	 .01537	 -.00048	 .00077
	
5.020	 .000	 -.08268	 .10368	 .00558	 .01279	 -.00039	 .00065
	
5.020	 2.000	 -.04170	 .09795	 .00568	 .01135	 -.00036	 .00050
	
5.020	 4.000	 -.00111	 .09300	 .00578	 .01125	 -.00060	 .00045
	









	 .01320	 -.00087	 .00028
	
5.020
	 10.000	 .13495	 .08181	 .00583	 .01238	 -.00121	 .00034
	
5.020	 12.000	 .18694	 .07785	 .00587	 .01130	 -.00177	 .00030
	
5.020	 14.000





5.020	 16.000	 .30041	 .07228	 .00582	 .01092	 -.00203	 .00011
	





5.020	 20.000	 .42807	 .06939	 .00582	 .01243	 -.00243
	 -.00005
	














	 -.00043	 -.00004	 -.00005
PAGE 43
1RTVO411	 t 10 JUL 75 1
PARAMETRIC DATA
	
BETA -	 .1300	 ELV-LO -	 .000
	
ELV-L7 -	 20.000	 ELV-RI -	 -20.000
	
ELV-RO n 	 -10.000	 BDFLAP -	 .000
	
SPDBW -	 55085.000	 RUDDER -	 .000
.00/ 6.00















.00107	 4.38100	 -.00759	 .09270
	
.00101








.00097	 .62770	 .16667	 .11502
	










.00133	 .64054	 .43595	 .24900
	
.00144	 .64250	 .49486	 .29198
	
.00160	 .64392	 .55478	 .34229
	
-.00004	 .16899	 .01915	 -.00294
DATE 10 JUL 73
	
TABULATED SOURCE DATA - OAI1S	 PAGE 44
OAIIS	 821: C9 E43 F9 HIS N28 R5 V8 W116 N24	 (RTVO42)	 ( 10 JUL 75 1
	
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
	
SREF - 2690.0000 SOFT. YMRP - 1076.6800 IN.XO	 BETA -	 .000 ELV-LO - -20.000
LREF - 474.8100 IN.
	 YMRP -	 .0000 IN.YO
	
ELV-LI - -20.000 -ELV-RI - -20.000
BREF - 936.6800 IN.
	
ZMRP - 375.0000 IN.ZO
	




SP08RK n 35085.000 RUDDER -	 .000
f	
RUN NO. 78/ 0
	 RN/L - 2.57	 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 6.00
f	
MACH	 ALPHA	 CN	 CA	 CAB	 CLMFWD	 CY	 CYN	 CBL	 XCP/L	 CL	 co
I	 5.020	 -2.000
	
-.13667	 .11530	 .00556	 .02388	 -.00034
	








	 2.000	 -.05056	 .09977	 .00568	 .01763	 -,00082	 .00037	 .00031	 .77825	 -.05401	 .09794
''	 S 020	 4.000	 -.00897
	
.09460	 .00578
	 .01694	 -.00089	 .00034	 .00035	 1.34510	 -.01554	 .09374
;.	 5.020	 6.000









	 .08275	 .00583	 .01663
	 -.00172	 .00037	 .00024	 .60249	 11262	 .10388
	




	 .23671	 .07552	 .00586	 .01557	 -.00222	 .00021	 .00017	 .62573	 .21141	 .13054
	
5.020	 16.000	 .29430	 .07251	 .00562	 .01536'	 -.00218	 .00008	 .00011	 .63073	 .26292	 .15083
	
5.020	 18.000	 .35612
	 .07080	 .00581	 .41620	 -.00236	 -.00006	 ..00007	 .63320	 .31681	 .17738
	
5.020	 20.000	 .42151	 .06943
	 .00582	 .01743
	 -.00253	 -:00009	 .00002	 .63472	 .37234	 .20941
	
5.020
	 22.000	 .49008	 .06763
	 .00590	 .01804	 -.00284	 -.40012	 -.00000	 .63639	 .42906	 24629
	









	 .00003	 -.00085	 -.00007	 -.00002	 .00002	 .00698	 .01972	 -.00332
OA115	 826 CO E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 WI16 N24	 (RTVO431 1 10 JUL 75 1
	
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
	 a
	
SREF - 2690.0000 SO FT. XMRP - 1075.6800 IN.XO
	 ALPHA .	 21.000 ELV-LO - -20.000
LREF - 474.8100 1N.
	 YMRP -	 .0000 IN.YO	 ELV-L1 - -20.000 ELV-RI - -20.000
BREF - 936.6800 1N.
	 ZMRP - 375.0000 1N.ZO	 ELY-RO -	 20.000 BDFLAP -	 .000
	
SCALE -	 .0190
	 SPDBRK - 55085.000 RUDDER -
	 .ODD
	
RUN NO. 79/ 0
	 RN/L - 2.57	 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -4.00/ 4.00
1
	
MACH'	 BETA	 CN	 CA	 CAB	 CLMFWD










	 .01407	 .00304	 .00229	 .63674	 .41007	 .23198
	5.020
	
-1.008	 .46535	 .06787	 .00591	 .01764	 .00486	 .00195











	 .06793	 .00588	 .01732'	 -.00965













	 .00601	 .01601	 .02927	 -.00372
	 -.00384	 .63737	 .41241	 .23274
	
ORADIENT'	 .00058
	 .00001	 .00001	 .00001	 -.00857	 .00136	 -.00122	 .00001	 .00054	 .00021
s
	DATE 10	 JUL 75	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - OA115
OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 M15 N29 R5 V8 MIS SEAL
REFERENCE DATA
	
SREF -	 2690.0000	 SO.-FT. XMRP	 1076.6800 IN.XO
	
LREF -	 474.8100	 1N.	 YMRP •	 .0000 IN.YO
	
BREF .	 936.6800	 IN.	 ZMRP • 375.0000 IN.ZO
	
SCALE n 	 .0150
-	 - RUN NO. 99/ 0	 RN/L r 2.31	 GRADIENT INTERVAL n -5.1
	
MACH	 ALPHA	 CN	 CA,	 CAB	 CLMFHD	 CY	 CYN
	
2.000	 -2.000 	 -.18808	 .16494	 .02326	 .08243	 .00008	 .00052
	
2.000	 .000	 -.10715	 .15962	 .02326	 .07084	 .00052	 .00026
	
2.000	 2.000	 -.02379	 .15526	 .02363	 .05875	 .00024	 .00044
	
2.000	 4.000	 .05453	 .14908	 .02399	 .047115	 .00070	 .00029
	
2.000	 6.000	 .13370	 .14357	 .02392	 .03695	 .00079	 .00035
	
2.000	 8.000	 .20962	 .13869	 .02376	 .02978	 .00124	 .00044
	
2.000	 10.000	 .28851	 .13462	 .02389	 .02490	 .00126	 .00045
	
2.000	 12.000	 .36416	 .12805	 .02405	 .02154	 .00157	 .00038
	
2.000	 14.000	 .44669	 .12329	 .02504	 .01860	 .00189	 .00037
	
2.000	 16.000	 .53114	 .12006	 .02588	 .0148(	 .00115	 .00053
	
2.000	 18.000	 .61920	 .11729	 .02713	 .01013	 .00053	 .00092
	
2.000	 20.000	 .70117	 11314	 .02823	 .00316	 .00039	 .00080
	
2.000	 22.000	 .78307	 .10756	 .02964	 -.00459	 .00013	 .00074
	
2.000	 24.000	 .87964	 .10388	 .03064	 -.01051	 -.00073	 .00103
	
2.000	 26.000	 .95634	 .09598	 .03116	 -.01530	 -.00080	 .00076
	
2.000	 27.000	 1.00140	 .09370	 .93126	 -.01525	 -.00161	 .00085
	
GRADIENT	 .04026	 -.00266	 .00010	 -.00573	 .00008	 .00002
PAGE 45
(RTVO44)	 l 10 JUL 75 1
PARAMETRIC OATA
	
BETA -	 .000 ELV-LO - -20-000
ELV-LI r -20.000 ELV-RI - -20.000
	
ELV-RO	 -20.000 SDFLAP -	 .000
	









.00030	 .81120	 -.1822!	 .17140
	
.00014	 .89319	 -.10715	 .15962
	
.00011	 1.55840	 -.02920	 .15434
	
-.00006	 .33175	 .04399	 .15252
	
-.00005	 .54825	 .11796	 .15676
	
.00006	 .59767	 .18825	 .16571
	
.00030	 .61818	 .26075	 .18267
	
.00051	 .62810	 .32958	 .20095
	
.00078	 .63462	 .40359	 .22769
	
.00074	 .63968	 .47747	 .26181
	
.00070	 .64392	 .55265	 .30289
	
.00078	 .64828	 .62019	 .34613
	
.00077	 .65209	 .68575	 .39307
	
.00053	 .65433	 .76134	 .45268
	
.00044	 .65592	 .81748	 .50550
	
.00062	 .65554	 .84970	 .53811
	





DATE 10 JUL 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA -	 OA115 PAGE 46
OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 WI18 (RTVO451	 ( 10 JUL 75	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 - 2690.0000 SOFT.	 XiMRP -	 1076.6800 IN.XO BETA	 - .000 ELV-LO - .000
LREF	 - 474.11'70 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI - .000 ELV-RI - .000
BREF	 - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP -	 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO - .000 BDFLAP - .000
SCALE - .0150 SPDBRK - 55.000 RUDDER - .000
!- RUN NO. 15/ 0 RN/L - 2.55	 GRADIENT INTERVAL -	 -5.00/	 640
r MACH ALPHA CN CA CAB CLMFWO CY CYN CSL XCP/L CL CO
5.020 -2.486 -.10877 .09433 .00556 -.OI4rI - .00146 .00061 .00010 .59984 - .10457 .09896
5.020 -.043 - .06220 .08735 .00539 -.013,45 -.00159 .00063 .00004 .57034 -.05213 .08740
5.020 3.970 .01880 .07883 .00578 -	 X88 -.00151 .00041 .00002 .85292 .01330 .07494
k' 5.020 8.006 .10810 .07158 .00580 -.a:09S4 -.00221 .00041 -.00004 .68375 .09708 .08594
5.020 12.105 .20749 .06577 .00587 -.00975 -.00257 .00046 -.00022 .66724 _18887 .10880
5.020 16.143 .32365 .06461 .00582 -.00811 -.00347 .00039 -.00036 .65915 .29293 .15205
5.020 20.194 _45835 .06350 .00583 -,00727 -.00344 .00014 -.00047 .65578 .40825 .21782
5.020 24.287 .60672 .06138 .00601 -.00993 -.00439 .00022 -.00059 .65596 .52778 .30550
5.020 27.107 .72505 .06074 .00610 -.01477 -.00411 .00016 -.00065 .65743 .61773 .38444
GRADIENT .01980 -.00237 .00004 .00061 -.00000 -.00003 -.00001 .04393 .01831 -.00284
is 0A115	 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 tRTVO461	 t	 10 JUL 75	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 - 2690._0000 SG.FT. XMRP -	 1016.6800 IN.XO ALPHA
	 - 21.000 ELV-LO - .000
LREF	 - 474.8100 IN. YMRP -	 .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI - .000 ELV-RI - .000
BREF	 - -936.6800 IN. ZMRP -	 375.0000 1N.ZO ELV-RO - .000 BDFLAP - .000
SCALE - .0150 SPDBRK - 55:.000 RUDDER - .000
RUN N0. 161'0 RN/L - 2.56	 GRADIENT INTERVAL -	 -4.00/ 4.00
MACH BETA CN CA CAB CLMFWD CY CYN CBL XCP/L CL CD
5.020 -3.016 .49604 .06276 .00620 -.00912 .02383 .00334 .00418 .65670 .43973 .23796
5.020 -2.013 .49499 .05249 .00611 -.00822 .01434 .00263 .00240 .65605 .43881 .23741
5.020 -1.011 .49734 .06288 .00603
-.00761 .00516 .00161 .00086 .65557 .44077 .23880
5.020 -.000 .49595 .06292 .00590 -.00725
-.00339 .00011 -.00051 .65532 .43954 .23819
5.020 1.012 .49791 .06276 .00598 -.00775
-.01156 -.00142 -.00179 .65566 .44136 .23885
'----^ 5.020 2.016 .49724 .05225 .00606 -.00805 -.02072 -.00258 -.00315 .65589 .44093 .23813
5.020 3.023 .49832 .06253 .00611 -.00866 -.03053 -.00327 -.00484 .65633 .44192 .23862
GRADIENT .00042 -.00005
-.00002 .00006 -.00886 -.00118 -.00145 -.00005 .00040 .00012
r ^ .; rry
DATE 10 JUL 75	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - OAI15
OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 M!6 N2@ R5 VS W116
REFERENCE DATA
SREF - 2690.0000	 SO.FT.	 XMRP - 1076.8800 IN.XO
LREF - 474.8100	 IN.	 YMRP -	 .0000 IN.YO
BREF - 936.6800	 )N.	 ZMRP - 375.0000 IN.ZO
SCALE -	 .0150
RUN NO. 90/ 0	 RN/L - 2.85	 GRADIENT INTERVAL n -5
MACH	 ALPHA	 CN	 CA	 CAB	 CLMFNO	 CY	 CYN
4.020	 -2.000	 -.10440	 .10363	 .00864	 -.00752	 -.00015	 .00052
4.020	 .000	 -.05961
	
.09864	 .00886	 -.00715	 -.00026	 .00048
4.020	 2.000	 -.01405	 .09482
	 .00894	 -.00650	 .00001	 .00031
4.020	 4.000	 .03345
	 .09093	 .00898	 -.00569	 -.00004	 .00019
4.020	 6.000	 .08400	 .08654	 .00909	 -.00515	 -.00009	 .00010
4.020	 8.000	 .13497	 .08444	 .00929	 -.00624	 -.00065	 .00020
4.020	 10.000	 .19003
	 .08185	 .00937	 -.00748	 -.00078	 -.00001
4.020	 12.000	 .24792








4.020	 16.000	 .37529	 .07572
	 .00921	 -.01355	 -.00080
	 -.00069
4.020	 18.000	 .44282
	 .07403	 .00920	 -.01635	 -.00079
	 .00092
4.020	 20.000	 .51352
	 .07195	 .00924	 -.01914	 -.00085
	 -.00120
4.020	 22.000	 .58791	 .07075
	 .00932	 -.02167	 -.00110	 -.00136
4.020	 24.000	 .66429




	 .06825	 .00954	 .02946	 -.00167	 -.00174
4.020	 27.000	 .78854	 .06718




	 .00005	 .00021	 .00002	 -.00006
PAGE 47
(RTVO47)	 ( 10 JUL 75 )
PARAMETRIC DATA
	
BETA -	 .000	 ELV-LO -	 10.030
	
ELV-LI *	 .000	 ELV-RI -	 .000
	
ELV-RO -	 -10.000	 BDFLAP -	 .000
	
SPOM n 	 55.000	 _RUDDER -	 .000
,00/ 6.00


























.00281	 .66272	 .28278	 .15060
	
.00308	 .65332	 _33988	 .17623
	





















DATE 10 JUL 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA -	 OAI15 PAGE 49
OAI15 fl26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 M1I6 (RTVO48)	 ( 10 JUL 75	 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 - 2690.0006 SOFT.
	
XMRP -	 1076.6800 IN.XO BETA	 - .000 ELV-LO -- .000
LREF	 - 474.8100 IN. YMRP - .0000 IN.YO ELV-Ll - .000 ELV-RI - .000
BREF	 - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP -	 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO - .000 BDFLAP . .000
SCALE - .0150 SPOM • 55.000 RUDDER - .000
RUN NO. B1/ 0 RN/L m 2.85	 ORADIENT INTERVAL -	 -5.001	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CN CA CAB CLMFND CY CYN CBL XCP/L CL co
4.020 -2.673 -.11790 .10494 .00853 -.00955 -.00107 .00064 -.00003 .62014 -.11288 .11032
4.020 -.112 -.05927 .09866 .00886 -.00803 -.00111 .00058 -.00010 .60007 -.05908 .09878
4.020 3.951 .03139 .09068 .00898 -.00584 -.00111 .00049 -.00016 .71840 .02507 .09263
4.020 8.090 .13559 .08375 .00930 -.00574 -.00Ill .00065 -.00037 .66552 .12246 .10200
4.020 12.134 .25177 .07942 .00933 -.00783 -.00190 .00036 -.00037 .66139 .22945 .13056
4'.020 16.238 .38301 .07480 .00922 -.01250 -.00199 .00010 -.00049 .651.95 .34679 .178%
4.020 20.359 .52676 .07096 .00925 -.01806 -.00210 -.00016 -.00057 .66255 .46916 .24979
4.020 24.474 .68694 .06869 .00943 -.02419 -.00277 -.00018 -.00074 .65_209 .59676 .34710
4.020 27.239 .80475 .06626 .0096'9 -.03069 -.00262 -.00044 -.00070 .66397 .68518 .42725






































































































































DATE 10 JUL 75	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - OA115	 PAGE 49	 -




SREF	 2690.0000 50.FT. XMRP - 1076.6800 IN.XO
LREF - 474.8100 IN. 	 YMRP -	 .0000 1N.YO
BREF - 936.6800 IN.	 ZMRP - 375.0000 IN.ZO
SCALE
	 .0150
RUN NO.	 3/ 0	 RN/L - 2.55	 of
MACH	 ALPHA	 CN	 CA	 CAB	 CLMFWO
2.500	 2.000	 -.12679-	 .15162	 .01735	 .04886
2.500	 .000	 -.06415	 .14778
	 .01.778	 .04242
2.500	 2.000	 -.00026	 .14498	 .01793
	 .03611
2.500	 4.000	 .06147	 .14103	 .01793	 .03034
2.500	 6.000	 .12475	 .13640	 .01776	 .02510
2.500	 8.000	 18878	 .13133	 .01765	 .02164
2.500
	 10.000	 .25899	 .12693	 .01803	 .01745
2.500	 12.000	 .32990	 .12377	 .01860	 .01335
2.500	 14.000	 .40613	 .12116	 .01909	 .00854
2.500	 16.000	 .47884	 .11729
	 .01949	 .00451
2.500	 18.000	 .55361	 .11133	 .01984	 -.00152
2.500	 20.000	 .63474	 .10648
	 .02027	 -.00772
2.500	 22.000	 .7I686	 .10099	 .02084	 -.01539
2.500	 24.000	 .80256	 .09583	 .02178	 -.02342










DATE 10 AL 75	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - OA115 	 PAGE 50
OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 14116 	 (RTV050)	 ( 10 JUL 75 ).
	
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
	
SREF - 2690.0000 SOFT. XMRP - 1075.6800 IN.XO 	 BETA -	 .000 ELV-LO -	 .000
LREF - 474 ..8100 IN.	 YMRP -	 .0000 IN.YO	 ELV-LI -	 .000 ELV-R1 -	 .000
BREF - 936.6800 IN.	 ZMRP - 375.0000 IN.ZO	 ELY-RO -	 .000 BDFLAP -	 .000
SCALE -	 .0150	 SP08RK -	 85.000 RUDDER - -10.000
	
RUN 40. 104/ 0
	
RN& - 2.34	 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 6.00
MACH	 ALPHA	 CN	 CA	 CAB	 CLMFNO	 CY	 CYN	 CBL	 XCP/L	 CL	 CD
2.000
	
-2.486	 .15410	 .17507	 .02650	 .07476	 .00059	 .00008	 -.00036	 .82845	 -.14636	 .18158
2.000
	
.113	 -.04611	 .16991	 .02704	 .05907	 .00120	 -.00002	 -.00047	 1.12130	 -.04644	 .16982
2.000
	
4.183	 .10902	 .16195	 .02696	 .03731	 .00180	 .00000	 -.00071	 .52403	 .09692	 .16947
2.000	 8.290	 .26708	 .15249	 .02703	 .02093	 .00231	 .00023	 -.00123	 .62110	 .24230	 .18941
2.000	 12.458	 .42994	 ,.14206	 .02795	 .01009	 .00287	 .00007	 -.00098	 _64130	 .38917	 .23146
2.000
	
16.556'	 .50114	 .13372	 .02973	 -.00402	 .00261	 .00025	 -,00093	 .65240	 .53811	 .29948
2.000
	
20.707	 .77625	 .12563	 .03145	 -.01976	 .00160	 .00042	 -.00128	 .65930	 .68168	 .39199
2.000'	 24.836	 .96148	 .11432	 .03065	 -.03606	 .00093	 .00054	 -.00150	 .66374	 .82453	 .50759
2.000
	
27.729 - 1.08600	 .10555	 .03348	 .04287	 -.00026	 .00088	 -.00166446	 .91218	 .59875
05
	
GRADIENT	 .03934	 -.00197	 .00006	 -.00559	 .00018	 -.00001	 -.000	 -.05458	 .03637	 -.00166
OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 M7 N28 R5 V8 N116	 (RTV051)	 110 JUL 75 1
	
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 2690.0000 SOFT. XMRP - 1076.6800 1N.XO 	 BETA -	 .000 ELV-LO -
	
.000
LREF - 474.8100 IN. 	 YMRP -	 .0000 1N.Y0
	
ELV-LI -	 .000 ELV-R1 -
	 .000
BREF - 936.6800 IN. 	 ZMRP - 375.0000 IN.ZO
	 ELV-RO -	 .000 BOFLAP -	 .000
SCALE	 .0150	 SPDBRK -	 55.000 RUDDER - -10.000
	
RUN NO. 96/ 0
	 RN/L - '2.32
	
GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 6.00
MACH	 ALPHA
	 CN	 CA	 CAB
	
CLMFW	 CY	 CYN	 CBL	 XCP/L	 CL	 CO
2.000
	 -2.520	 -.12881	 .13932
	 .02601	 .02850	 .00049







	 .00013	 -.00057	 .88076	 -.02557	 .13672
2.000	 4.091'	 ..13297	 .13050






	 .00028	 -.00112	 .671.87	 .26328	 .16229
2.000	 12.359	 .45029	 11513	 .02785	 -.02565	 .00280
	 .00025	 -.00086	 .67090	 .41518
	 .20892
2.000	 16.505	 .62604	 .10997	 .03100	 -,03733	 .00280
	 .00022	 -.00093	 .67188
	 .56904	 .28319
2.000	 20.652	 .80498	 .10239
	 .03413	 -.05432	 .00149
	 .00055	 -.00131	 .67477	 .71714	 .37972
2.000	 24.762	 ,98377	 09473
	 03526
	 -.06730	 .00027	 .00066	 -.00126
	 .67511	 .85365	 .49806
2.000





	 03952	 .00135	 .00013	 .00487	 .00012
	 .00003	 -.00006	 -.01489
	 .03712	 -.00064
« r,;rw-iw. ^s+r: 1.	 .,:,,-.	 .• , y-.,a:	 .„..,.	 _,.	 _	 ...
^. _,.	 M.rnwuuuiwkr'^4
4..
	TABULATED SOURCE DATA - OA115	 PAGE 51.DATE 10 JUL 75
1
REFERENCE DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SOFT. XMRP
	
LREF - 474.8100 IN.	 YMRP
	

























SREF - 2690.0000-SO.FT. XMRP
	




SREF - 936.6800 IN. 	 ZMRP
SCALE -	 .0150
NRUN NO.
^	 MACH	 BETA	 CHEI





















B26 C9 E43 F8 HIS N28 R5 V8 W116 TUFTS	 (ATV001)	 ( Of NOV 74 )
PARAMETRIC DATA
	
1076.6800 IN.XO	 BETA -	 .000 ELV-LO n 	 20.000
	
.0000 IN.YO	 ELV-LI -	 20.000 ELV-RI - -20.000
	
375.0000 IN.ZO	 ELV-R0 - -20.000 BDFLAP n 	 16.300
SPD8RK -	 85.000 RUDDER - -10.000
1/ 0	 RN/L - 2.57	 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 6.00
CHEO	 CHET	 CPSC	 CP8I	 CP82	 CP83	 CPS%	 CP85
	
-.03537	 .117531	 -.11128	 -.11700	 -.12767	 -.11665	 -.11027	 -.11377
	
-.04548	 -.14637'	 -.11477	 -.12213	 -.13284	 -.11986	 .11239	 -.11714
	
-.06229	 -.19234	 -.12471	 -.13392	 -.13785	 -.13155	 -.11736	 -.13101
	
-.07847	 -..24107	 -.12517	 -.13450	 -.13466	 -.12925	 -.12479	 -.12831
	
-.09613	 -.29357	 -.13179	 -.13643	 -.14058	 -.13483	 -.fB980	 -.13537
	
-.11445
	 .34804	 -.13188	 -.13280	 -.13613	 -.13252	 -.13416	 -.13349
	
-.13389	 -.40659	 -.13482	 -.13449	 -.13755	 -.13797	 -.14719	 -.13884
	
-.15455	 -.46777	 -.13413	 -.13742	 -.13972	 .14004	 -.14660	 -.13717
	
.16764	 .50710	 -.13486	 -.13403	 -.14392	 -.14216	 -.14247	 -.13805
	
-.00402	 -.01123	 -.00205	 -.00257	 -.00150	 -.00229	 -.00108	 -.00256




	 IN.XO	 ALPHA -	 21.000 ELV-LO
	 20.000
	
,0000	 IN.YO	 ELV-LI -	 20.000 ELV-RI	 -20.000
	375.0 00
	 IN.ZO	 ELV-RO - -20.000 8DFLAP -	 16.300
SPD8RK -	 85.000 RUDDER - -10.000
21 0	 RN/L - 2.56	 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -4.00/ 4.00









	 -,13549	 -.13559	 -.14265	 -.13379
	
-.14199	 -.43840
	 -.13071	 -.13097	 -.13431	 -.13550	 -.14335	 -.13527
	
-.14110
	 -.43651	 -.13106	 -.13241




	 -.13852	 -.14385	 -.13725
	
-.13702	 -.42377'	






	 -.13614	 -.13888	 -.13843	 -.13973	 -.13924
	
.00152
	 .00474	 -.00079	 -.00122
	 -.00019	 .00023	 .00043	 .00103
G	 OATE 10 JUL 75 TABULATED SOURCE OATA	 - OA115 PAOE 52
OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 NI16 PRESS (ATV003) t 01 NOV 74	 )
REFERENCE' DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF -	 2690.0000 SO.FT'. XMRP	 - 1076.6800 IN.XO BETA	 - .000	 ELV-LO - .000
LREF -	 -474.8100 IN. YMRP	 - -	 .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI - .000	 ELV-RI - .000
BREF -	 936.6800 IN. ZMRP	 n 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO - .000	 BOFLAP - .000	 -------
SCALE - .0150 SPOBRK n 85.000	 RUDDER - .000
RUN NO. 10/ 0	 RN/L -	 2.32 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CHEI CHEO CHET CPSC CPSI CPU CP83 CP84 CP85
2.000 -2.459 .05690 00710 .05409 -.16175 - .16533 -.18448 - .16789 - .16460 - .15574
2.000 .099 .03718 -.00197 .03521 - .15735 - .16642 -.18461 - .16868 - .16458 - .16237
' 2.000 4.208 .00034 -.01531 -.01497 -.15932 - .16656 - .17355 -.16796
- .16633 - .16695
2.000 8.320 - .03381 - .02536 -.05917 - .15676 - .16863 - .16965 -.17002 - .16288 -.16545
' 2.000 12.440 -.06071 -.03661 -.09732 - .16616 -.16749 -.17406 -.17188 -.17204 -.16950
2.000 15.543 -.09063 -.04777 -.13840 - .17862 - .18330 - .18864 -.18835 -.19102 - .18168
I 2.000 20.673 - .12162, -.05852 -.18015 -.19188 -.19785 -.19997 -.20261 -.20403 -.19492
2.000 24.838 -.15326 -.06776 -.22102 - .20806 -.21010 -.21976 -.21489 -.21629 -.21041
2.000 27.733 -.16717 - .07226 -.23944 -.20831 -.20584 -.22375 - .21813 - .21763 - .21267
GRADIENT -.00854 - .00335 -.01190 -.00107 -.00017 .00174 .00001 -.00028 -.00163
r` RUN NO. 3/ 0	 RN/L -	 2.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CHEI CIrto CHET CPSC CPBI CP82 CPB3 CP84 CPS5
2.500 -2.460 .03705 .00622 .04328 -.11252 - .11561 - .12836 -.11794 -.11694 -.11369
2.500 .083 .02052 -,.00052 .02001 -..11641 -.17997 -.13409 -.12153 -.12008 -.11814
2.500 4.131 -,01011 -..01023 -.02034 -.11910 -.12091 -.12860 -.12187 - .12452 -.12051F 2.500 8.1270 -.03164 -.02009 -.05173 -.11513 -.12057 -.12032 -.12305 - .12329 -.12141
2.500 '12.424
-.05508 -.02955 -.08463 -.12385 - .12638 - .12885 -.13015 -.13044 - .12726k
2.500 16.537 - .07866 - .03962 -.11828 -.13069 - .13006 -.13587 -.13340 -.13749 -.13415
2.500 20.576 -.10128
-.05050 -.15177 -.13849 -.13871 -.14084 -.13989 -.14087 - .13863 j
2.500 24.798 -.12812
-.06211 -.19024 -.14593 - .14808
-.15171 -.15130 -.15502 -.14927
2.500 27.589 -.14635 -.06947
- .21582 -.14081 -.14104 - .14886 -.14916 -.14739 -.14800
GRADIENT -.00720
-.00249 -.00968 -.00097
-.00075 .00009 -.00055 -.00115 -.00101
IRV-
DATE 10 JUL 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA	 - OA115 PAGE 53
OA115 826 C9 E43 FS MIS N28 R5 VS W116 PRESS (ATY004) 01 NOY 74
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETR&C DATA
SREF -	 2690.0000 SOFT. XMRP	 - 1075.6800 IN.XO BETA	 - .000	 ELV-LO - .000
LREF a	 474.9100 IN, YMRP	 a .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI - .000	 ELV-RI - .000
BREF -	 936.6800 IN. ZMRP	 - 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO n .000	 BDFLAP - .000
SCALE -	 1 .0150 SPDBRK - 55,000	 RUDDER - .000
RUN NO. 9/ 0	 RN/L -	 2.32 ORADIEW INTERVAL - 5.001 6.00
MACH ALPHA CHEI CHEO CHET CPSC CP8I CP92 CPB3 CP94 CP95
2.000 -2.562 .05715 ;00749 .06464 -.150714 -.15779 -.17446 -.1591 14 -.15978 -.15264
2.000 .021 .03773 -.00190 .03583 -.15396 -.15665 -.16985 -.15885 -.15914 -.15553
2.000 4.123 -.00012 -.01548 -.01560 -.15500 -.16396 -.16614 -.16657
-.16554 -.16563
2.000 8.101 -,03314 -.02502 -.05817 -.15119
-.16345 -.16263 -.16596 -.16399 -.16634
2.000 12.336 -.06015 -.03659 -.09684 -.15740
-.16360 -.16469 -.16685 -.16673 -.16919
2.000 16.495
-.09046 -.04745 -.13791 -.17132 -.17233 -.17987
-.18097 -.18255 -.17662
2.000 20.624
-.12118 -.05843 -.17961 -.18724 -.19216 -.19614
-.19567 -.19901 -.19034
2.000 24.724 -.15186 -.06762 -.21948 -.20728 -.20792
-.21776 -.21312 -.21562 -.20889
2.000 27.667 -.16718 -.07257 -.23975 -.21069 -.20638
-.21992 -.21747 -.21622 -.21304
GRADIENT -.00863 -.00342 -.01205 -.00060 -.00100 .00121 -.00118 -.00093 -.00199
RUN NO. S/ 0	 RN/L -	 2:55 GRADIENT INTERVAL
-5.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CHEI CHEO CHET Cpsc Cpst CP82 CPe3 CP84 CP85
2.500 -2.628 .03777 .00670 .04447 -.11044
-.11507 -.12332 -.11654
-.11657 -.11359
2.500 -.073 .02131 -.00046 .02085
-.11679 -.11859 -.12904 -.11993 -.11980 -.11731
2.500 4.023
-.00864 -.00948 -.01812 -.12012 -.12050
-.12533 -.12211 -.12122 -.12021
2.500 8.168 -.03128 -.01953 -.05081
-.11501
-.11996 -.11955 -.12293 -.12279 -.12205
2.500 12.302 -.05453 -.02901 -.08353 -.12137 -.12797
-.12580 -.Ii!754 -.12794
-.12873
2.500 16.457 -.077e2 -.03912
-.11694 -.12569 -.12440 -.13095 -.13105 -.13145 -.12827
2.500 20.596 -.10070 -.05012
-.15081 -.13853 -.13848 -.14049 -.13982 -.14161 -.13932
2.500 24.703 -.12695
-.06131 -.18826 -.14756 -.14ee4 -.15296 -.15228 -.15442 -.14975
2.500 27.596 -.14548 -.06923 -.21471 -.14530 -.14559 -.15381 -.15313 -.14978 -.15197
GRADIENT -.00701
-.00241 -.00942
-.00140 -.00078 -.i000t g -.00081 -.00067
-.00097
sDATE 10 JUL 75	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - OA115	 PAGE 54
OAIIS	 825 C9 E43 F8 MIS N20 R5 VB WI16	 (ATV0051	 l OI NOV 74 1
PARAMETRIC DATAREFERENCE DATA
SREF	 - 2690.0000 SOFT.	 XMRP	 - 1076.6800 IN.XO BETA	 - .000 ELV-LO - .000
LREF	 - 474.8100 IN.	 YMRP	 - .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI - .000 ELV-RI - .000
BREF	 - 936.6800 IN.	 ZMRP	 - 375.0000 1N.ZO ELV"-R0 - .000 BDFLAP - .000
SCALE - .0150 c-POORK - 55.000 RUDDER - .000
RUN NO. B/ 0	 RN/L -	 2.31 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/	 6.00
MACH	 ALPHA CHEI CHEO CHET -.-.
2.000	 -2.000 .05542 .00509 .96052
2.000	 .000 .03954 -.00167 .03787
2.000	 2.000 .01984 -.00884 .01100
2.000	 4.000 .00139 -.01521 -.01382
2.000	 6.000 -.01734 -.02086 -.03820
2.000	 8.000 -.03084 -.02463 -,05547
2.000	 10.000 -.04248 -.02967 -,07216
21000	 12.000 -.05589 -:03571 -.09159
2.000	 14.000 -.07060 -.D4110 -.11169
2.000	 16.000 -.08557 -.04633 -.13189
2.000	 18.000 -.09972 -.05178 -.15151
2.000	 20.000 -.11381 -.05642 -.17023
2.000	 22.000 -.13056 -.06129 -.19185,
2.000	 24.000 -.14671 -.06653 -.21324
2.000	 26.000 -.15733 -.06996 -.22729
2.000	 27.000 -.16230 -.07155 -.23385
GRADIENT -.00918 -.00327 -.01246
3
RUN NO. 7/ 0	 RN/L -	 2.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/	 6.00 ^
' MACH	 ALPHA CHEI CHEO CHET
2.500	 -2.000 -03463 .00459 .03923
2.500	 .000 .02192 -.00044 .02148
2.500	 2.000 .00545 -.00488 .00057
2.500	 4.000 -.00878 -.00950 -.01828
2.500	 6.00u -.02035 -.01414 -.03449
2.500	 8.000 -.02942 -.01878 -.04820
2.500	 10.000 -.03965 -.02348 -.06313
2.500	 12.000 -.05070 -.02783 -.07653 4rz
2.500	 14.000 -.06320 -.03261 -.09581
21500
	
16.000 -.07328 -.03734 -,11063
MAO	 18.000 -.08457 -.04261 -.12718
2.500	 20.000 -.09527 -.04766 -.14293
2.500	 22.000 -.10808 -.05319 -.16127
2,500	 24.000 -.12097 -.05881 -.17978
2.500	 26,000 -.13375 -.06437 -.19813 +
2.500	 27.000 -.14008 -.06685 -.20693
GRADIENT -.00703 -.09233 -.00936
DATE 10 AL 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA	 - OAIIS PAGE	 55
r
OA115 B26 C9 E43 FB M16 N28 R5 V8 14116 lATV0051	 l 01 NOV 74	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 -	 2690.0000 SOFT.	 XMRP -	 1076.6800 IN.XO BETA	 - .000 ELV-LO -	 .000
LREF	 -	 474.8100 IN. YMRP n 	 .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI - 000 ELV-RI -	 .000
BREF
	 -	 936.6800 IN. ZMRP n 	 375.0000 IN.ZO ELY-RO - .000 BDFLAP -	 .000
SCALE -	 .0150 SPOM - 55.000 RUDDER -	 .000
RUN NO. 80/ 0	 RN/L -	 2.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5.00/	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CHE1 CHEO CHET
4.020 -2.000 .01072 .00397 .01469
4.020 .000 .00545 .00159 .00704
4.020 2.000 -.00083 -.00122 -.00204
_ 4.020 4.000 -.00629 -.00354 -.00983
4.020 6.000 -.01178 -.00651 -.0!829
4.020 8.000 -.01684 -.00937 -.02621
4.020 10.000 -.02304 -.01252 --:03555
4.020 12.000 - .02995 -.01581 -.04576
4.020 14.000 -.03751 -.01948 - .05699
4.020 16.000 -.04471 -.02326 -.06796
4.020 18.400 -.05175 -.02725 -.07900
4.020 20.000 -.05958 -.03121 -.09079
4.020 22.000 -.06920 - .03557 -.10477
4.020 ?4.000 -.07985 -.04038 - .12023
4.020 26.000 -.09141 -.04555 -.13696
4.020 27.000 -.09777 -.04801 -.14578
GRADIENT -.00284 -.00130 -.00414
RUN NO. 141 0
	 RW
	
-	 2.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL -	 -5.00/	 6.00 i
MACH ALPHA CHEI CHEO CHET
5.020 -2.000 .00581 .00391 .00972
5.020 .000 .00302 .00108 .00410
5.020 2.000 -.00028 -.00056 -.00084
5.020 4.000 -.00367 - .00225 -.00592
5.020 6.000 -.00808 -.00389 -.01196
5.020 8.000 -.01211 -.00638 -.01849
5.020 10.000 -.01789 -.00911 -.02701
5.020 12.000 -.02351 -.01231 -.03582
5.020 14.000 -.02954 -.01571 -.04525
5.020 16.000 -.03561 -.01908 -.05469
5.020 18.000 -.04232 -.02230 -.06462
5.020 20.000 -.04954 -.02577 -.07532
5.020 22.000 - .05726 - .02984 -.08710
5.020 24.000 -.06703 -.03443 -.10146
5.020 26.000 - .07796 -,03943 -.11739
GRADIENT -.00172 -.00095 -.00267
DATE 10 JUL 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA	 - OAIIS FADE 56
OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 NM R5 VB 4!116 lATV0061	 t Ol NOV 74	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF
	 -	 2690.0000 SO.FT.	 XMRP 1076.6900 IN.XO BETA	 - .000	 £LV-LO - .000
LREF
	 -	 474.8100 IN.	 YmRP	 - .0000 1N.YO ELV-LI - .000	 ELY-RI - .000
BREF	 -	 936.6800 IN.	 211RP	 - 375.0000 IN.20 ELV-RO - .000	 BDFLAP - .000
SCALE -	 .0150 SP08M - 85.000	 RUDDER - .000
j.' RUN NO. 11/ 0	 RN/L -	 2.33 GRADIENT INTERVAL -	 -8.00/	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CHEI CHEO CHET
2.000 -2.000 .05440 .00507 .05947
2.000 .000 .03910 -.00154 .03756
2.000 2.000 .02003 -.00845 .01157
2.000 4.000 D0200 -.01468 -.01268
2.000 6.000 -.01647 -.02012 -.03559
2.000 8.000 - .03039 -.02411 -.05450
2.000 10.000 -,04242 -.02919 -.07161
2.000 12.000 -.05631 - .03567 -.09198
2.000 14.000 -.07163 -.04103 -.11266
2.000 16.000 -.08580 -.04608 - .13188
2.000 18.000 -.09860 -.05080 -.14940
2.000 20.000 -.11428 -.05652 -.17080
I" 2.000 22.000 - .1.2982 -.06084 -.59066
2.000 24.000 -.14659 -.06637 -.21296
2.000 26.000 -.15540 -.06919 -.22459
2.000 27.000 -.15829 -.06989 -.22818
GRADIENT -.00894 -.00318 -.01212
RUN NO. 4/ 0	 RN/L -	 2.56 GRADIENT INTERVAL -	 -5.00/	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CHEI CHEO CHET
2,500 -2.000 .03536 .00509 .04045
2.500 ,000 .02422 .00014 .02436
2.500 2.000 .00786 -.00413 .00373
2.500 4.000 -.00648 -.00871 -.01519
2.500 6.000 -.01824 -.01319 -.03143
2.500 8.000 - .02798 -.01779 -.04577
2.500 10.000 -.03751 - ,02238 -.05989
2.500 12.000 -.04852 -.02677 -.07529
22.500 14,000 -.06093 -.03162 - .09256
2,500 16.000 -.07205 -.03654 -.10860
2.500 18.000 -.06327 -.04166 -.12494
2.500 20.000 -.09491 -.04726 -.14217
2.500 22.000 -.10709 -.05263
-.15972
2:500 24.000 -.12006 -.05813 - .17819
2.500 26.000 -.13276 -.06360 -.19635






vn. a y. oCV V7 i1^ ry my ncv ..+ •v aw. ^wv..	 a	 v.	 ..v. .^
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 - 2690.0000 SG.FT.	 XMRP -	 '1076.6800 IN.XO BETA	 - _000	 ELV-LO - .000
LREF	 - 474.8100 1N.	 YMRP -	 .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI - .000	 ELV-RI - .000
BREF	 - 936.6800 IN.	 ZMRP -	 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO - .000	 BDFLAP - .000
SCALE - .0150 SPDBRK - 85.000	 RUDDER - .000
RUN NO. 86T 0
	 RN/L -	 2.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL -	 -5.00/	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CHCI CHEO CHET
4.020 -2.000 .01017 .00381 .01398
41020 .000 40490 .00146 .00635
4.020 2.000 -.00125 -.00133 -.00289
4.020 4.000 -.00667 -.00363 -.01030
4.020 6.000 -.01204 -.00655 -.01859
41020 8.000 -.01717 -.00950 -.02667
4.020 10.000 -.02334 -.01254 -.035BB
4.020 12.000 -.03034 -.01585 -.04519
4.020 14.000 -.03790 -.01942 -.05732
4.020 16.000 -.04561 -.02329 -.06890
4.020 18.000 -,05355 -.02723 -,09088
4.020 20.000 -.06197 -.03132 -.09329
4.020 22.000 -.07067 -.03568 -.10635
t












GRADIENT -.00280 -.00129 -.00409
RIM NO. 13/ 0	 RN/L -	 2.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CHEI CHEO CHET
5.020 -2.000 .00653 .00351 .01004
5.020 .000 .00377 .00063 .00440
5.010 1.000 .00045 -.00104 -.00039
5.020 4.000 -.00323 -.00269 -.00592
5.020 5.000 -.00740 -.00422 -.OI162
5.020 8.000 -.01146 -.00667 -.01813
5.020 10.000 -.01712 -.00939 -.02651
5.020 12.000 -.02274 -.01257
-.03531
5.020 14.000 -.02836 -.01600 -.04486




5.020 20.000 -.04075 -.02603 -.07478
5.020 22.000 -.05671 -.03001 -.08672
5.020 24.000 -.06674 -.03456
-.10130
5.020 26,000 -.07916 -.03960 -.11876
GRADIENT -.00174 -.00094 -.00268
DATE 10 JUL 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA	 -- OAI18 PAGE 59
0A115 ON C9 E43 F8 MI6 N28 R5 V8 11116 IATV007)	 c 01 NOV 74	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.:0000 SOFT. XMRP	 • 1076.6800 IN.XO ALPHA	 a 21.000	 ELY-LO - .000
LREF -	 474.8100 IN. YMRP	 - 40000 IN.YO ELV-LI -. .000	 ELV-RI - .000 m	 ^.
BREF
-	
935.6800 IN. ZMRP	 - 375.0000- IN.ZO ELV-RO - .000	 BDFLAP - .000
SCALE -	 .0150 SPOM - 85.000	 RiJOCL-P - .000
RUN NO. 12f 0	 RN/L -	 1!.50 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -4.00/	 4.00
MACH	 'BETA CHEI CHEO CHET CPSC CPBI CPB2	 CP93 CP94	 CP135
5.020	 -3.010 -.05661 -.03086 -.08747 -.04084 -.04251 -.04205	 -.04121 -.04245	 -.04231
5.020	 -2.011 -,05704 -.03050 -.08754 -.04060 -.04215 -:04205	 -.04109 -.04209	 -.04195
5.020	 -1.002 -.05631 -.02956 -.08588 -.03999 -.04154 -.04181	 -.04072 -.04148	 -.04098
5.020	 .001 -.05541 -.02847 -.08388 -.03937 -.04103 -.04153
	
-.04034 -.04086	 -.04011
5.020	 1.011 -.05551 -.02808 -.08359 -.03962 -.04140 -.04143	 -.04035 -.04123	 -.04072
f' 5.020	 2.015 -.05561 -.02769 -.08330 -.04048 -.04178 -.04188	 -.04072 -.04160	 -.04146
p 5.020	 3.021 -.05550 -.02731 -,08281 -.04071 -.04214 -.04216	 -.04108 -.04196	 -.04206
GRADIENT .00025 .00063 .00088 .00004 .00007, .00003	 .00005 .00010	 .00007
OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 R5 VB N116 1ATV0081	 ( 01 NOV 74	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF -	 2690.0000 SOFT. XMRP 1076.6800 IN.XO BETA .000	 ELV-LO - .000
LREF -	 474.9100 1N. YMRP	 - .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI - .000	 ELV-RI - .000
BREF -	 936.6800 IN. ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-R0 - -000	 BDFLAP - .000
SCALE -	 .0150 SPDEW -
	
55.000
	 RUDDER - .000
-
RUN NO. 94/ 0
	 RN/L -	 2.32 ORADIENT INTERVAL -5.001	 6.00 i
MACH ALPHA CHEI CHEO CHET
2.000 -2.000 .03369 .00513 .03882 ..-
2.000 .000 .01997 -.00177 .01821
2.000 2.000 .00329 -.00881 -.00551
2.000 4.000
-.01151 -.01537 -.02688
2.000 6.000 -.00-491 -.02137 -.04629
2.000 0.000 -.03920 -.02597 -.06517
2.000 10.000 -.05304 -.03070 -.08374
2.000 12.000 -.06667 -.03605 -.10271 ^..
2.000 14.000 -.08064 -.04155 -.12219 I
2.000 16.000 -.09395 -.04706 -.14101
2.000 18.000 -.10730
-.05176 -.15907
2.000 20.000 -.12174 -.05718 -.17893
2.000 22.000 -.13566 -.06230 -.19797
2.000 24.000 -.14751 -.06691 -.21432
2.000 26.000 -.15891 -.07069 -.22959
2.000 27.000 -.16351 -.07183 -.23534
GRADIENT -.00744 -.00333 -.01077
DATE 10 JUL 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA	 - OA115 PAOE	 59
0A115	 826 C9 E43 F8 R5 V8 W116 (ATV008)	 l Ol NOV 74
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 n 	 2690.0000 SO.FT.	 XMRP -	 1076.6800 IN.XO BETA	 a .000 ELV-LO -	 .000
LREF	 -	 474.9100 IN.
	
YMRP -	 .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI - .000 ELY-RI -	 .000
BREF	 -	 936.6800 IN.	 ZMRP -	 375.0000 1N.ZO ELV-RO - .000 BOFLAP -	 .000
SCALE -	 .0150 SPDBRK - 55.000 RUmER -	 .000
RUN NO.
I'
82/ 0	 RN/L -	 2.83 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/	 6.00
MACH	 ALPHA CHEI CHEO CHET
4.020	 -2.000 .00739 .00388 .01127
4.020	 .000 .00270 .00154 .00424
4.020	 2.000 -.00258 -.00131 -.00389
4.020	 4.000 -.00751 -.00368 -.01120f 4.020
	
6,000 -.01253 -.00656 -.01909
4.020	 8.000 -.01756 -.00945 -.02701
4.020	 10.000 -.02371 -.01259 -.03629
4.020	 12.000 -.03036 -.01590 -.04626
4.020	 14.000 -.03766 -.01948 -.05714
4.020	 16.000 -.04514 -.02324 -.06838
4.020	 18.000 -.05313 -.02717 -.08030
4.020
	
20.000 -.06215 -.03127 -.09342
4.020	 22.000 -.07182 -.03561 -.10743
4.020	 24.000 -.08237 -.04939 -.12276
4.020	 26.000 -.09410 -.04544 -.13954
4.020	 27.000 -.100.16 -.04817 -.14833
GRADIENT -.00250 -.00131 -.00381
RUN NO. 17/ 0	 RN/L a	 2.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5.001	 6.00 -




-2.000 .00411 .00358 .00769
5.020	 .000 .00162 .00073 .00235
5.020	 2.000 -.00089 -.00088 -.00176
5.020	 4.000 -.00453 -.00258 -.00711
5.020	 6.000
	 - -.00836 -.00423 -.01259 ^----	 1
5.020	 8.000 -.01257 -.00671 -.01928
5.020	 10.000 -.01819 -.00949 -.02768
5.020	 12.000 -.02388 -.01268 -.03656
5.020	 14.000 -.03011 -.01613 -.04625
5.020	 16.000 -.03638 -.01953 -.05591
5.020	 18.000 -.04314 -.02279 -.06593
5.020	 20.000 -.05038 -.02631 -.07670
4
5.020	 22.000 -.05905 -.03026 -.08830
5.020	 24.000 -.06779 -.03476 -.10255
5.020	 26.000 -.07929 -.03975 -.11905
-i
r
GRADIENT -.00155 -.00095 -.00250
firr,,t
GATE 10 :M 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA 	 - OA115 PAGE .60
r
OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 R5 V8 W116 (ATV0091	 c O1 NOV 14	 1 ;
REFERENCE DATA _ PARAMETRIC DATA
► SREF -	 2690.0000 SOFT. XMRP	 - 1076.6800 IN.XO ALPHA	 -	 21.000	 ELV-LO • .000 '^4
LREF -	 474.8100 IN. YMRP	 - .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI - .000	 ELV-RI .000
BREF -	 936.6800 IN. ZMRP	 - 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO . .000	 BDFLAP - .000
SCALE -	 .0150 SPDBRK -	 55.000 	 RUDDER - .000
RUN NO. 18/ 0	 RN/L -	 2.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -4.00/	 4.00
MACH	 BETA CHEI CHEO CHET CPSC CPBI CP92	 CP83 CP94	 CP85
5.020
	
-3.013 -.05994 -.03158 -.09153 -.04160 -.04266 -.04256
	
-.04257 -.04320	 -.04282 ?'
5.020	 -2.009 °105952 -.03115 -.09068 -.04218 -.04299 -.04301	 -.04303 -.04342	 -.04316
5.020
	
-1.007 -.05807 -.03039 -.08846 -.04145 -.04238 -.04192
	 -.04230 -.04269	 -.04255,
5.020	 .002 -.05670 -.02885 -.08555 -.04049 -.04142 -.04096
	 -.04146 -.04185	 -.04159
5.020
	
1.011 -.05637 -.02839 -.08477 -.04097 -.04227 -.04144	 -.04182 -.04221	 -.04207
5.020	 2.016 -.05613 -.02793 -.08406 -.04134 -.04252 -.04217	 -.04207 -.04234	 -.04220:
5.020	 3.030 -.05643 -.02774 -.08417 -.04134 -.04252 -.04218	 -.04219 -.04258	 -.04220
GRADIENT .00067 .00071 .00138 .00010 .00005 .00012	 .00013 .00016	 .00015 f
OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M7	 N28 R5 V8 W116 (ATV010)
	
f 01 NOV 74
	 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF -	 2690.0000 SOFT. XMRP • 1076.6800 IN.XO BETA	 - .000	 ELV-LO - .000 §
LREF -	 474.8100 IN. YMRP	 - .0000 IN.YG ELV-LI - .000	 ELY-RI - .000
BREF -	 936.6800 IN. ZMRP	 - 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO - .000	 BDFLAP - .000
SCALE -	 .0150 SPDBRK -	 55.000	 RUDDER - .000
RUN NO. 95/ 0
	 . RN/L -
	 2.32 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.00/	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CHEI CHEO CHET
2.000 -2.000 .04691 .00529 .05220
x.000 .000 .03252 -.00152 .03101
2.000 2.000 .01410 -.00868 .00542
2.000 4.000
-.00256 -.01537 -.01793
2.000 6.000 -.01896 -.02099 -.03995
2.000 8.000 -.03351 -.02521 -.05873
2.000 10.000 -.04575 -.03000 -.07576
2.000 12.000 -.06062 -.03620 -.09682
2.000 14.000 -.07377 -.04161 -:11538
2.000 16.000 -.08849 -.04674 -.13523 j
2.000 18.000 -.10164 -.05169 -♦15334
2.000 20.000 -.114.67
-.05628 -.17095












DATE 10 JUL 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA 	 - OA115 PAOE	 51
OA115 926 C9 E43 FS M7 	 N28 R5 V8 W115 tATV0t01	 t 01 NOV 74 . 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 -	 2690.0000 SO.FT.	 XMRP	 • 1076.5800 1N.X0 BETA	 - .000 ELV-LO -	 .000
LREF	 -	 474.8100 IN.	 YMRP	 - .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI - .000 'ELV-RI -	 .000
BREF	 -	 936.6800 1N.	 ZMRP	 - 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-R0 - .000 BDFLAP -	 .000
SCALE -	 .0150 SPDBRK - 55.000 RUDDER -	 .000
RUN NO. 83/ 0	 RN/L -	 2.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CHEI CHEO CHET
4.020 -2.000 .0382 .00419 .01302
4.020 .000 .00379 .00181 .00560
4.020 2.000 -.00194 -.00101 -.00295
4.020 4.000 -.00716 -.00336 -.01051
4.020 6.000 -.01234 -.00631 -.01864
4.020 8.000 -.01733 -.00917 -.02650
4.020 10.000 -.02351 -.01232 -.03583
4.020 12.000 -.03059 -.01560 -.04619
4.020 14.000 -.03826 -.01922 -.05748
4.020 16.000 -.04592 -.02305 -.06897
4.020 18.000 -.05385 -.02704 -.08089
4.020 20.000 -.06223 -.03117 -.09340
4.020 22.000 -.07136 -.03552 -.10688
4.020 24.000 -.08183 -.04041 -.12225
4.020 26.000 -.09319 -.04549 -.13858
4.020 27.000 -.09961 -.04806 -.14767
ORAOIENT -.00266 -.00131 -.00397




























5.020 8.000 -.01291 -.00642 -.01933
5.020 10.000 -.01861
-.00916 -.02777
5.020 12.000 -.02457 -.01238 -.03696
5.020 14.000 -.03076 -.01586 -.04652
5,020 16.000 -.03678 -.01919 -.05597
5.020 18.000 -.04357 -.02248 -.06605
5.020 20.000 -.05063 -.02601 -.07664





ORADIENT -.00162 -.00095 -.00257
I
i
DATE 10 .Jlll. 75 TABULATEO SOURCE DATA	 - CA115 PAOE	 62
OA115 926 C9 E43 F8 M7 N28 R5 V8 14116 (ATVO11)	 t 01 Nov 74	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF -	 2690.0000 SO.FT'. XMRP	 n 1076.6800 IW.XO ALPHA	 - 21.000	 ELV-LO -	 .000_
LREF -	 474.8100 IN. YMRP	 - .0000 1N.Y0 ELV-LI - .000	
,
ELV-R1 -	 _000
BREF n 	 936.6800 1N. ZMRP	 - 375.0000 IN.20 ELV-RO - .000	 BDFLAP -	 .000
SCALE -	 .0150 SPDM - 55.000	 RUDDER -	 .000
RUN NO. 20/ 0	 RN/L -	 2.54 ORADIENT INTERVAL - -4.00/	 4.00
MACH	 BETA CHEI CHEO CHET CPSC CPBI CPS2	 CP93 CP94	 CP95
5.020	 -3.004 -.05975 -.03122 -.09097 -.04084 -.04239 -.04241	 -;04218 -.04233	 -.04231
5.020	 -2.003 -.05860 -.03074 -.08934 -.04096 -.04239 -.04253	 - -.04206 -.04221	 -.04195
5.020	 -1.005 -.05829 -.03016 -.08845 -.04022 -.04188 -.04228	 -.04168 -.04183	 -.04120
5.020
	
OUl -.05649 -.02862 -.08511 -.03976 -.04118 -.04145	 -.04098 -.04112	 -.04086
5.020 	 1.001 -.05601 -.02808 -.08409 -.04011 -.04178 -.04168	 -.04121 -.04149	 -.04158
5.020	 2.611 -.05605 -.02777 -,08382 -.04110 -.04227 -.04230	 -.04158 -.04185	 -.04244
5.020
	 3.020 -.05642 -.02742 -.08385 -.04121 -.04226 -.04241	 -.04169 = .04184	 -.04243
GRADIENT .00062 .00069 .00131 -.00005 .00002 .00004	 .00010 .00009	 -.00006
OA115 B26 C9 E43 F8 MIS N29 R5 V8 14116 (ATV012)	 1 01 NOV 74	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF -	 2690.0000 SOFT. XMRP	 - 1076.6800 'IN.'XO BETA	 - .000	 ELV-LO -	 .000
LREF -	 474.8100 IN'. YMRP - .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI - .000	 ELV-RI -	 .000
BREF -	 936.6800 1N. ZMRP	 - 375.0000 1N.ZO ELV-RO - .000	 BDFLAP -	 .000
SCALE n 	 .0150 SPDSRK -	 55.000	 RUDDER -	 -10.000
RUN NO. IOR/ 0
	 RN/L -	 2.32 ORADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/	 8.00
MACH ALPHA CHEI CHEO CFET
2.000 -2.000 .05043 .00508 .05551
2.000 .000 .03429 -.00169 .03260
2.000 2.000 .01694 -.00869 OOB25
2.000 4.000 -.00023 -.01505 -.01528
2.000 6.000 -.01704 -.02083 -.03787
2.000 8.000 -.03166 -.02494 -.05660
2.000 10.000 -.04285 -.02962 -.07247
2.000 12.000 -.05675 --.03550 -.09225
2.000 14.000 -.07215 -:04100 -.11316






2.000 22.000 -.13096 -.06162
-.19258
2.000 24.000 -.14650 -.06667 -.21317
2.000 26.000 -.15752 -.06963
-.22715
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DATE 10 JAJL 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA	 - OA115 PAGE	 63
OA115 826 C9 E43 FS MIS N28 R5 V8 Mll6 (ATV012)	 101 NOV 74	 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 -- 2690.0000 SO.FT.	 XMRP -	 1076.6800 IN.XO BETA	 - .000 ELV-LO - .000
LREF	 -	 474.8100 IN.	 YMRP -	 .0000 IN.YO ELV-L1 - .000 ELV-RI - .000
BREF	 -	 936.6800 IN.	 ZMRP -	 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO - .000 BDFLAP - .000
SCALE -	 0150 SP09RK - 55.000 RUDDER - -10.000
j RUN NO. 84/ 0	 RN/L -	 2.86 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CHE1 CHEO CHET
4.020 -2.000 .01001 .00429 .01429
4..020 .000 .00445 .00187 .00632
4.020 2.000 -.00148 -.00097 -.00245
4.020 4.000 -.00674 -.00329 -.01004
4.020 6.000 -.01214 -.00624 -.01838
4.020 8.000 -.01718 -.00908 -.02626
4.020 10.000 -.02341 -.01222 -.03562
4.020 12.000 -.03023 -.01549 -.04572
4.020 14.000 -.03781 -.01907 -.05589
4.020 16.000 -.04541 -.02290 -.06831
4.020 18.000 -.05314 -.02678 -.07992
4.020 20.000 -.06166 -.03091 -.09258
4.020 22.000 -.07137 -.03523 -.10660
4.02ry 24.000 -.08211 -.04016 -.12227
4
4.020 26.000 -.09363 -.04539 -.13901
4.020 27.000 -.09981 -.04808 -.14789
GRADIENT -.00277 -.00131 -.00408
RUN NO. 21/ 0	 RN/L -	 2.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CHEI CHEO CHET
5.020 -2.000 .00563 .00387 .00950
5.020 .000 .00297 .00109 .00406
5.020 2.000 -.00032 -.00058 -.00090
5.020 4.000 -.00395 -.00:33 -.00627
5.020 6.000 -.00825 -.00395 -.01220
5.020 8.000 -.07231 -.00642 -.01873
5.020 10.000 -.01814 -.00920 -.02734
r 5.020 12.000 -.02401 -.01240 -.03641
f' 5.020 14.000 -.03008 -.01582 -.04590
5.020 16.000 -.03625 -.01923 -.05548
5.020 18.000 -.04310 -.02248 -.06559
5.020 20.000 -.05021 -.02605 -.07627
5.020 22.000 -.05781 -.03007 -.08788
5.020 24.000 -.06733 -.03462 -.10195
5.020 26.000 -.07791 -.03971 -.11762t
GRADIENT -.00173 -.00095 -.00269
iDATE 10'.4. 75	 - TABULATED SOURCE DATA	 - OA115 PAGE	 64 -^----
OA115 826 CS E43 F8 MIS N29 R5 V8 N116 (ATV013)	 ( 01 NOV 74	 1 ^,
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF n 	 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP	 n 1076.6800 IN.XO ALPHA	 -	 21.000	 ELV-LO	 .000
LREF n 	 474.8100 IN. YMRP	 . .0000 IN.YO ELV-L1 n .000	 ELV-RI	 .000
SREF n 	 936.6800 IN. ZMRP	 n 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO - .000	 BDFLAP n 	 .000
SCALE -	 .0150 SPDBRK n 	 55.000 	 RUDDER -	 -.10.000
j
RUN NO. 22/ 0	 RN/L
	
2.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL -4.00/	 4.00
j
MACH	 BETA CHEI CHEO CHET CPSC CP81 CP82	 CP83 CP84	 CP85
5.020	 -3.016 -.05842 -.03129 -.08971 -:04070 -.04274 -.04203	 -.04168 -.04232	 -.04242
5.020	 -2.017 -.05803 -,03084 -.08887 -.04035 -.04227 -.04192	 -.04133 -.04184	 -.04182
5.020
	 -1.005 -.05699 -.02986 -.08685 -.04000 -.04154 -.04181	 -.04085 -.04136	 -.04110
k 5.0,20	 -.003 -.05598 -.02875 -.08472 -.03900 -.04091 -.04155	 -.04034 -.04049	 -.03944
k 5.020	 1.005 -.05582 -.02821 -.08404 -,03950 -:04141 -.04144	 -.04048 -.04099	 -.04073
5.020
	 2.017 -,05621 -.02796 -.08417 -.04022 -.04177 -.04179
	 -.04083 -.04134	 -.04157
5.020'	 3.012 -.05631 -.02757 -.08388 -.04059 -.04214 -.04228
	 -.04132 -.04171	 -.04218 e
GRADIENT .00040 .00066 .00105 .00004 .00010 -.00000	 .00009 .00011	 .00006
{
OA115 826 C9 £43 F8 M16 N28 R5 VS NI16 (ATV014)	 ( 01 NOV 74	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
• SREF n 	 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP	 n 1076.6800 IN.XO BETA	 n .000	 ELV-LO n 	 .000
LREF n 	 474:8100 IN. YMRP	 n .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI n .000	 ELV-RI n 	 .000 4
BREF -	 936.6800 IN. ZHRP	 n 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO n .000	 SOFLAP n 	 .000
SCALE n 	 .0150 SPDEM -
	 85.000	 RUDDER n 	 --10.000
y
RUN NO. 103/ 0	 RN/L n 	 2.35 GRADIENT INTERVAL n -5.00/	 6.00
5
MACH ALPHA CHEI CHEO CHET
2.000 -2.000 .05047 .00551 .05598-
2.000 .000 .03460 -.00143 .03316
2.000 2.000 .01688 -.00830 .00857
2.000 4.000 -.00035 -.01471
-.01505
2.000 6.000 -.01666 -.02024
-.03690 1
2.000 8.000 -.03100 -.02449
-.05549
2.000 10.000 -.04253 -.02934 -.07186
2.000 12.000 -.05633 -.03522 -.09154
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DATE 10 JUL 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA	 - 0AI15 PAGE	 65
OA115 825 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 NI16 (ATV014)	 ( 01 NOV 74	 l
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 n 2:90.0000 SO.FT. XMRP -	 1076.6800 IN.XO BETA	 - .000	 ELV-LO -	 .000
LREF	
-
474.8100 IN. YMRP -	 .0000 IN.YO ELV-L1 - .000	 ELV-RI -	 .000
BREF	 - 936.6800 IN. ZMRP -	 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO - .000	 BDFLAP -	 .000
SCALE - .0150 SPDBRK - 85.000	 RUDDER -	 - 10.000
RUN NO. 85/ 0	 RN/L -	 2.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CHEI CHEO CHET
4.020 -2.000 .01051 .00445 .01497
4.020 .000 .00513 ADE05 .00719
4.020 2.000 -.00111 -.00073 -.00184
4.020 4.000 -.00656 -.00304 -.00961
4.020 6.000 -.01207 -.00598 -.01805
4.020 8.000 -.01720 -.00884 -.02604
4.020 10.000 -.02357 -.01199 -.03557
4.020 12.000 -.03050 -.01528 -.04577
4.020; 14.000 -.03808 -.01886 -.05694
4.020 16.000 -.04597 - .02266 -.06853
4.020 18.000 -.05379 -.02664 -.08043
4.020 20.000 .06169 -.03067 -.09236
4.020 22.000 -.07024 - .03509 -.10533
4.020 24.000 .08069 -.03997 -.12066
4.020 26.000 - .09182 -.04516 -.13698
4.020 27.000 -.09771 -.04774 -.14545
GRADIENT -.00284 - .00130 -.00414
RUN NO. 23/ 0
	
RN/L -	 2.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CHEI CHEO CHET
5.020 -2.000 .00575 .00381 .00957 1
5.020 .000 .00312 .00100 .00411
5.020 2.000 -.00025 -.00069 -.00094
5.020 4.000 -.00382
-.00241 -.00623
5.020 6.000 -.00816 -.00404 -.01220
5.020 8.000 -.01219 -.00654 -.01873
5.020 10.000 -.01790 -.00931 -.02720 j
5.020 12.000 -.02350 - .01253 -.03614
5.020 14.000 -.02970 -.01596 -.04566
5.020 16.000 - .03582 -.01934 -.05516_
5.020 18.000 -.04266 -.02259 -.06525 3
5.020 20.000 -.04955 -.02615 -.07569
5.020 22.000 -.05713 -.03018 -.06731
5.020 24.000 -.06694 -.03478 -.10172
5.020 26.000 -.07783 -_03986 -..11769
GRADIENT -.00174 - .00096 -.00269
DATE 10 JUL 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA	 - OA115 PAGE	 06
OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 NI18 CATV0151	 t 01 NOV 74	 !	 x
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF -	 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP -	 1076.6800 IN.XO ALPHA	 - 21.000	 ELV-LO n 	 . 000
LREF -	 474.8100 1N. YMRP
-	







.000	 SDFLAP -	 .000
SCALE a .0150 SPOSW - 85.000	 RUDDER -	 -10.000
RI1N NO. 105/ 0	 RN/L - 	 2.33 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -4.00/ 4.00
MACH BETA CHEI CHEO CHET CPSC CP81 CP82 CP83 CPS% CP85
2.000- -3.103 -.13649 -.06013 -.19663 -.20469 -.20810 -.14421 -.21112 -.21298 -.20667
2.000 -2.070 -.13733 -.06003 -.19736 -.21593 -.21671 -.16654 -.22270 -.22436 -.22320
2.000 -1.034 -.13740 -.06024 -.19764 -.22099 -.22265 -.18201 -.22694 -.22756 -.22434
2.000 -.001 -.13867 -.06086 -.19953 -.21941 -.22481 -.19556 -.22789 -.22989 -.22540
2.000 1.041 -.t3856 -.06095 -.19951 -.21824 -.22399 -.20025 -.22638 -.22970 -.22389
2.000 2.069 -.13746 -.06151 -.19897 -.21812 -.22282 -.19696 -.22419 -.22596 -_22176
2.000 -	 3.097 -.13615 -.06121 -.19736 -.21300 -.21430 -,22664 -.22288 -.22213 -.21970
GRADIENT -,00001 -.00024 -.00025 -.00092 -.00111 -.01127 -.00130 -.00113 -.00124
RUN NO. 24/ 0	 RN/L -
	
2.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL -4.00/ 4.00
MACH BETA CHEI CHEO CHET CPSC CP81 CP82 CP83 CP84 CP85
5.020 -2.017 -.05777 -.03090 -.08867 -.04021 -.04176 -.04154 -.04095 -.04170 -.04169
5.020 -1.014 -.05712 -.03003 -.08716 -.03973 -.04103 -.04117 -.04046 -.04110 -.04095
5.020 -.003 -.05668 -.02899 -.08568 -.03912 -.04090 -.04093 -.04021 -.04061 -.040t0
	 fff
5.020 1.009 -.05602 -.02848 -.08450 -.03960 -.04152 -.04105 -.04033 -.04134 -.04083
5.020 2.012 -.05555 -.02795 -.08350 -.04034 -.04177 -.04155 -.04083 -.04159 -.04169
5.020 3.012 .05589 -.112766 -.08355 -.04096 -.04226 -.04241 -.04145 -.04220 -.04243




DATE 10 .JUL 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA	 - OA115 PAGE	 67
OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 VS WIl6 (ATV016)	 1 01 NOV 74	 1 -^^
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF -	 2690.0000 SO.FT.	 XMRP	 n 1076.6800 IN.XO SETA	 - .000 ELV-L0 •	 -2.000
LREF -	 474.8100 IN.	 YMRP	 - .0000 IN.YO ELV-L1 . -2.000 ELV-R1 -	 2.000
BREF -	 936.680D IN.	 ZMRP	 - 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-R0 - 2.000 BDFLAP -	 .000
SCALE -	 .0150 SPDSRK - 85.000 RUDDER -	 _000
RUN NO. 25/ 0	 RN/L -	 2.54 ORADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/	 6.00
F MACH ALPHA CHEI CHEO CHET
5.020 -2.000 .00740 .00602 .01341
k 5.020 .000 .00465 .00271 .00737
5.020 2.000 .00113 .00070 .00183
5.020 4.000 -.00183 -.00078 -.00261
5.020 6.000 -.00564 -.00274 -.00838
5.020 8.000 -.00930 -.00437 -.01367
5.020 10.000 -.01430 -.00690 -.02110
5.020 12.000 -.91959 -.00964 -.02923
5.020 14.000 -.02488 -.01258 -.03746
5.020 16.000 -.02994 -.01546 -.04539
5.020 18.000 -.03584 -.01833 -.05418
5.020 20.000 -.04199 -.02133 -.06332
5.020 22.000 -.04875 -.02479 -.07354
5.020 24.000 -,05751 -.02880 -.08631
5.020 26.900 -.06770 -.03328 -.10098
GRADIENT -.00163 -.00105 -.00268
IDATE 10 JUL 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA	 - OAIIS PAGE	 00
CA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 N116 (ATV017)	 1 01 NOV 74	 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 +	 2690.0000 SO.FT.	 XMRP -	 1076.6800 IN.XO BETA	 a .000 ELV-LO -	 -5.000
LREF	 474.8100 IN.	 YMRP -	 .0000 1N.YO ELV-L1 - -5.000 ELV-RI -	 5.000
@REF	 936.6800 IN.	 ZMRP -	 375.0000 IN.ZO ELY-RO - 5.000 BOFLAP -	 1000
SCALE	 .0150 SPOW - 85.000 RUDDER -	 .000
RUN NO. 267 0	 RN/L -	 e.55 ORADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CHE1 CHEO CHET
5.020 -2.000 .01130 .00894 .02024
5.020 .000 .00802 .00501 .01303
5.020 2.000 .00359 .00258 .00627
5.020 4.000 .00077 .00075 .00152
5.020 6.000 -.00229 -.00091 -.00320
5.020 8.000 -.00538 -.00282 -.00820
5.020 10.000 -.00945 -.00445 -.01320
5.020 12.000 -.01415 -.00695 -.02110
5.020 14.000 -.01876 -.00956 -.02832
5.020 16.000 -.02341 -.01207 -.03548
5.020 1.9.000 -.02856 -.01445 -.04301
5.020 20.000 -.03392 -.01702 -.05094
5.020 22.000 -.03933 -.01995 -.05928
5.020 24.000 -.04659 -.02339 -.06997
5.020 26.000 -.05507 -.02725 -.08232
ORADIENT -.00172 -.00120 -.00292
rDATE 10 .011. 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA	 - OA115 PAOE	 69
OA115 926 C9 E43 F8 M16 N29 R5 V8 U116 (ATV0181	 t 01 N0V 74	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA -- - -.-
SREF -	 2690.0000 SO.FT'. XMRP	 - 10?6.6800 IN.XO BETA	 -	 .000	 ELY-LO -	 -10.000
LREF -	 474.6100 IN. YMRP	 - .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI -	 -LO_000	 ELV-RI -	 10.000
9REF -	 936.6800 IN. ZMRP	 - 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO -	 10;.000	 BDFLAP -	 .000
SCALE n 	 .0150 SPOM -	 85.000	 RUDDER -	 .000
RUN NO. 271 0	 RN/L n 	 2.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL * -5.001	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CHEI CHEO CHET
5.020 -2.000 .02022 .01635 .03657
5.020 .000 .01529 .01082 .02611
5.020 2.000 .00908 .00755 .01662
' 5.020 4.000 .00415 .00492 .00906
5.020 6.000 .00148 .00273 .00421
5.020 8.000 .00004 .00082 .00086
5.020 10.000 -.00228 -.00084 -.00312
5.020 12.000 -.00550 -.00292 -.00842
` ^
MV7 5.020 14.000 -.00903 -.00446 -.01349
5.020 16.000 -.01.178 -.00625 -.01804
5.020 18.000 -.01540 -.00801 -.02340
5.020 20.000 -.01891 -.00972 -.02862
►^ 5.020 22.000 -.02243 -.01180 -.03423
-
5.020 24.000 -.02771 -.01410 -.04181
b 5.020 26.000 -.03382 -.01682 -.05065
GRADIENT -.00243 -.00166 -.00409
OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 N116 (ATV0191	 ( 01 NOV 74	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
- SREF -	 2690.0000 SOFT. XMRP - 1076.6800 IN.XO ALPHA	 -	 21.000	 ELV-LO -	 -10.000
LREF -	 474.8100 1N. YMRP	 - .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI -	 -10.000	 ELV-RI -	 10.000
BREF -	 936.6800 IN. ZMRP	 - 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO -	 10.000	 BOFLAP -	 .000
SCALE -	 .0150 SPOM -	 85.000	 RUDDER	 .000
RUN NO. 28/ 0	 RN/L -	 2.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL n -4.00/	 4.00
1
I
MACH	 BETA CHEI CHEO CHET CPSC CP81 CP92	 CP83
	 CP94	 CP95
5.020	 -3.021 -.91961 -.01264 -.03225 -.04141 -.04248 -.04262	 -.04179	 -.04266	 -.04154 i
5.020
	 -2.018 -.02032 -.01230 -.03262 -.04091 -.04199 -.04226	 -.04154	 -.04193	 -.04116
5.020
	 -1.015 -.02052 -.01177 -.03229 -.04010 -.04152 -.04203	 -.04095
	 -.04134	 -.04047
5.020	 -.006 -.02047 -.01132 -.03179 -.03995 -.04126 -.04177	 -.04069
	 -.04120	 -.04033
5.020	 -	 1.001 -.02093 -.01179 -.03211 -.03971 -.04137 -.04140
	 -.04056	 .04120	 -.04069
5.020	 2.006 -.02190 -.01108 -.03298 -.04020 -.04212 -.04202	 -.04118	 -.04169	 -.04094
5.020	 3.011 -.02265 -.01093 -,03358 -.04034 -.04225 - -.04252	 -.04131	 -.04158	 -.04144
GRADIENT -,00045 .00029 -.00016 .00017 .00002 .00005	 .00009	 .00014	 .00002
DATE 10 JUL 75 TA8t1LATED SOURCE DATA	 - OAIIS PAGE	 70
OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 M116 (ATV020)	 t 01 NOV 74	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 -	 26904000 SO.FT.	 XMRP -	 1076.6800 IN.XO BETA	 - .000	 ELV-LO -	 20.000
LREF	 .	 474.8100 IN.	 YMRP -	 .0000 1N.YO ELV-LI - 20.000	 ELV-Rl a	 20.000
BREF	 -	 936.6800 IN.	 ZMRP -	 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO - 20.000	 80FLAP -	 .000
SCALE -	 .0150 SPOORK n 55085.000	 RUDDER--	 .000
RUN NO. 97/ 0
	
RN/L -	 2.33 GRADIENT INTERVAL + -5.001	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CHET CHEO CHET
2.000 -2.000 -.11663 - .04986 - .16649
2.000 .000 -.12814 -.05819 -.18632
2.000 2.000 -.14221 -.06603 -.20824
2.000 4.000 -.15633 -.07399 -,23032
2.000 6.000 -.17113 -.08227 -.25340
2.000 8.000 -.18937 -.09083 -.27920
2.000 10.000 -.20620 -,03958 -.30578
2.000 12.000 -.22654 -.10929 -.33583
2.000 14.000 -.24532 -.11847 -.36379
2.000 16.000 -.26319 -.12683 -.39002
2.000 18.000 -.28254 -.1:3563 -.41818
2.000 20.000 -.30331 -.14558 - .44888
2.000 22.000 -.31824 -.15204 -.47027
2.000 24.000 -.33452 -.15842 -.49293
2.000 26.000 -.35013 -.16359 -.51372
2.000 27.000 -.35828 -.16603 -.52432
GRADIENT - .00686 -.00403 -.01089
RUN NO. 971 0
	 RN/L -	 2.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CHE1 CHEO CHET
4.020 -2.000 -.04315 -.02098 -.06414
4.020 .000 -.05479 -.02581 -.00060
4.020 2.000 -.06780 -.03206 - .09986
4.020 4.000 - .08199 -.03927 -.t2126
4.020 6.000 -.09743 -.04732 -.14475
4.020 8.000 -.11396 -.05558 -.16954
4.020 10.000 -.13266 -.06441 -.19707
4.020 12.000 -.15326 -.07358 -.22684
4.020 14.000 -.17558 -.08312 -.25870
4.020 16.000 -.19811 -.09333 -.29145
4.020 18.000 -.22079 -.10354 -.32432
4.020 20.000 -.24390 -.11380 -.35770
4.020 22.000 -.26642 -.12446 -.39087
4.020 24.000 - -28995 -.13542 -.42536
4.020 25.000 -.31309 -.14657 -.45965
4.020 27.000 -.32525 -.15229 -.47753
ORADIEMT -.00679 -.00331 -.01009
DATE 10 JUL 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA 	 - OA115 PAGE	 71
OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N29 R5 V8 11116 (ATV020)	 l 01 NOV 74	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA









YMRP -	 .0000 1N.Y0 ELV-LI - 20.000	 ELV-RI . 20.000
BREF	 -	 936.6800 IN.	 ZMRP_
-	
375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO - 20.000	 SDFLAP - .000
SCALE .	 .0150 SPOM -55085.000	 RUDDER - .000
RUN NO. 55/ 0	 RN/L -	 2.61 ORADIENT INTERVAL • -5.00/	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CHEI CHEO CHET
5.020 -2.000 -.02441 -.01652 -.04093
5.020 .000 -,03864 -.02087 -.05951
5.020 2.000 -.05334 -.02612 -.07946
5.020 4.000 -.06895 -.03212 -.10108
5.020 6.000 -.08673 -.03944 -.12617
5.020 8.000 -.10622 -.04750 -.15372
5.020 10.000 -.12814 -.05664 -.18477
5.020 12.000 -.15222 -.06629 -.21851
5.020 14.000 -.17729 -.07659 -.25389
5.020 16.000 -.20187 -.08681 -.28869
5.020 18.000 -.22552 -.09659 -.32211
5.020 20.000 -.24801 -.10661 -.35462
5.020 22.000 -.26991 -.11686 -.38677
5.020 24:000 -.29332 -.12783 -.42115
f 5.020 26.000 -.31752 -.13893 -.45645
If ORADIENT -.00775 -.00285 -.01060
"pow-
DATE 10 JUL 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA	 - OAI1S PAGE	 72
OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N2B R5 VB 11116 lATV0211	 1 01 NOV 74	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.	 %MRP -	 1076.6800 IN.110 BETA	 - .000 ELV-LO -	 10.000
LREF 474.8100 IN.	 YMRP -	 .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI - .000 ELV-RI -	 .000
BREF 936.6800 IN.,	 ZMRP -	 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO - 10.000 BDFLAP -	 .0('--]
SCALE -	 .0150 SPOBRK - 55085.000 RUDDER -	 .000
RUN NO. 56/ 0
	 RN/L -	 2.57 ORAOIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CHEF CHEO CHET
5.020 -2.000 .00573 -.00367 .00205
5.020 .000 .00319 -.00598 -.00279
5.020 2.000 -.00017 -.00870 -.00887
5.020 4.000 -.00395 -.01173 -.01568
5.020 6.000 -.00824 -.01540 -.02364 -
5.020 8.000 -.01235 -.01954 -.03188
5.020 10.000 -.01811 -.02440 -.04251
5.020 12.000 -..02395 -.02985 -.05380
5.020 14.000 -.03015 -.03572 -.06587
5.020 16.000 -.03652 -.04187 -.07839
5.020 18.000 -.04331 -.04763 -.09094
5.020 20.000 -.05036 -.05343 -.10378
5.020 22.000 -.05861 -.05990 -.11851
5.020 24.000 -.06838 -.05685 -.13523
5.020 26.000 -.07949 -.07429 -.15377
ORADIENT -,00175 -.00146 -.00321
4 y
^T
T^f:i'' "3SY, A'.r • rtt wNM(	 n`^`P+x n ^
Asa
DATE 10 JUL 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA	 - OA115 PAOE	 73
p
OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MI6 NQ8 R5 V8 NI15 (ATV0221	 ( 01 NOV 74	 1
REFERENCE'OATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 - 2690.0000 SOFT.	 XMRP -	 1016.6800 IN.XO BETA	 - .000 _ ELV-LO -	 10.000
LREF	 -	 474.8100 IN.	 YMRP -	 .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI - .000 ELV-RI -	 .000
BREF	 .	 936.6800 IN.	 ZMRP n ,	 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO - -10.000 BDFLAP -	 .000E
r
SCALE -	 .0150 SPOBRK - 55085.000 RUDDER -	 .000
RUN NO. 1011 0	 RN/L -	 2.33 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CHEI CHEO CHET 1
2.000 -2.000 .04961 -.01899 .03062
i'F 2.000 .000 03366 -.02712 .00654
C. 2.000 2.000 .01588 -.03417 -.01829 t.
G' 2.000 4.000 -.00168 -.04011 -.04179
2.000 6.000 -.01837 -.04538 -.06375 }
2.000 8.000 -.03289 -.04998 -.08287 }
j 2.000 10.000 -.04507 -.05615 -,10121
2.000 12.000 -.05848 -.06246 -.12094
F' 2.000 14.000 -.07446 -.06868 -.14315
2.000 16.000 -.08851 -.07423 -.76274
r 2.000 18.000 -.10331 -.07992 -.18323
2.000 20-.000 -.11824 -.08632 -.20456
f,
2.000 22.000 -.13348 -.09220 -.22569
o 2.000 24.000 -.14832 -.09791 -.24623
,. 2.000 26.000 .16126 .10220 -.26346
2.000 27.000 -.16681 -.10457 -.27138
C
GRADIENT -.00857 -.00329 -.01185
A ^1
RUN NO. 89/ 0
	
RN/L -	 2.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/	 6.00
r^ MACH ALPHA CHEI CHEO CHET
Q 4.020 -2.000 .01020 -.00543 .00476
4.020 .000 .00495 -.00799 -.00304
4.020 2.000 -.00121 -.01174 -.01295
4.020 4.000 -.00674 -.01582 -.02256
4.020 6.000 -.01212 -.02030 -.03242
- 4.020 8.000 -.01711 -.02490 -.04201
4.020 10.000 -.02347 -.02993 -.05341
fl
4.020 12.000 -.03024 -.03536 -.06559
4.020 14.000 -.03779 -.04124 -.07903
4.020 16.000 -.04526 -.04738 -.09265
4.020 18.000 -.05279 -.05360 -.10639
4.020 20.000 -.06081 -.06012 -.12093
4.020 22.000 -.07034 -.06677 -.13712
4.020 24.000 -.08084 -.07380 -.15464
4.020 26.000 -.09191 -.08114 -.17305






DATE 10 lU. 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA , - OAIIS PAGE	 74
OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 VS WII6 (ATV022)	 ( 01 NOV 74	 1
r
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF -	 4'690-.0000 SO.FT. XMRP	 - 1076.6800 IN.XO BETA	 .000	 ELV-LO -	 10.000
LREF -	 474.8100 1N. YMRP	 - .0000 IN.YO ELV-Ll -	 .000	 ELV-RI -	 .000 ~`^
BREF -	 936.6800 IN. ZMRP	 - 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO -	 -10.000	 BOFLAP -	 .000
SCALE -	 .0150 SPDBRK - 55085.000	 RUDDER	 .000
3
RUN NO. 57/ 0	 RN/L -	 2.57 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CHtEI CHEO CHET
5.020 -2.000 .00524 -.00372 .00152
5.020 .000 .03255	 - -.00603 -.00347
5.020 2.000 -.00079 -.00875 -.00955
5.020 4•.3100 -.00435 -.01183 -.01618
5.020 6.000 -.00836 -.01544 -.02380
5.020 8.000 -.01254 -.01958 .03212.
5.020 10.000 -.01815 -.02437 -.04252
5.020 12.000 -.02385 -.02987 -.05372
5.020 14.000 -.02987 -.03572 -.06559
5.020 16.000 -.03626 -.04190 -.07816
8.020 18.000 -.04297 -.04768 -.09066
5.020 20.000 -.05017 -.05353 -.10370
5.020 22.000 -.05833 -.06001 -.11834
5.020 24.000 -.06844 -.06589 -.13533
5.020 26.000 -.07982 -.07436 -.15418 i
GRADIENT -.00170 -.00146 -.00317
OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N29 R5 V8 W116 (ATV0231	 [ Ot NOV 74	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF -	 2890.0000 SO.FT. XM2P - .1076.6800 IN.XO ALPHA
	 -	 21.000	 ELV-LO -	 10.000
LREF -	 474.8100 IN. YMRP	 - .0000 tN.YO ELV-LI -	 .000	 ELV-R1 -	 .000
BREF -	 936.6800 IN. ZMRP	 - 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-R0 -	 -10.000	 BOFLAP -	 .000
SCALE -	 .0150 SPOBRK - 55085.000
	 RUDDER -	 .000 7{
RUN NO. 581 0
	 RN/L -	 2.57 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -4.00/	 4.00
MACH	
-BETA CHEI CHEO CHET CPSC CPBI CPB2
	 CP83	 CP84	 CP85
5.020






-2.017 - .05858 -.05987 -.11845
-.04044 -.04187
-.04165	 -:04105	 -.04216	 -.04204
5.020
	 -t.014 -.05742 -.05686 -.11629
-.04058 -.04164 -.04166	 -.04082
	 -.04183	 -.04169
5.020
	 .004 -,05677 -.05723 -.11400 -.04020
-.04138 -.04153	 -.04044	 -.04157	 -.04082'




5.020	 2.030 -.05650 -.05675
-.11325 -.04009 -.04164
-.04129	 -.04082	 -.04207	 -.04132 F
5.020
	 3.039 -.05659 -.05688 -.11348 -.04084
-.04202 -.04180	 -.04108	 -.04233
	 -.04243






DATE 10 JUL 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA	 - OA11S PAGE	 75
OAI15 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 WI16 tATV0241	 t 01 NOV 74	 1
REFERENCE DATA - PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF -	 2690.0000 SQ.FT.	 XMRP	 - 1076.6800 IN.XO BETA	 - .000 ELY-LO -	 - 10.000
LREF -	 474..8100 IN.	 YMRP	 - .0000 IN.YO ELV-L1 - .000 ELV-RI -	 .000
BREF -	 936.6800 1N.	 ZMRP	 - 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RD - -10.000 BDFLAP -	 000
SCALE -	 .0150 SPDBRK - 55085.000 RUDDER - .	 .000
RUN NO. 59/ 0	 RNIL -	 2.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL - .-5.001	 6.00
7
MACH ALPHA CHEI CHEO CHET
5.020 -2.000 .00603 .01655 .02258
5.020 .000 .00347 .01106 .01452
5.020 2.000 -.00008 .00788 .00779
5.020 4.000 -.00358 .00536 .00178
5.020 6.000 -.00797 .00301 -.00496
5.020 8.000 -.01215 .00100 -.01115
5.020 10.000 -.01790 -.00080 -.01869
5.020 12.000 -.02362 -.00288 -.02650
5.020 14.000 -.02975 -.00451 -.03425
5.020 16.000 -.03597 -.00621 -.04218
5.020 18.000 -.04298 -.00780 -.05078
5.020 20.000 -.05000 -.00960 -.05960
5.020 22.000 -.05826 -.01172 -.06998 I
5.020 24.000 -.06791 -.01383 -.08174
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^--- 76DATE 10 JUL 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA	 - OA115 PAGE
OA115 826 C9 E43 FS M16 N28 R5 V8 Milli (ATV0251	 ( 01 NOV 74	 1 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 -	 2690.0000 SO.FT.	 XMRP -	 1076.6800 IN.XO BETA	 - .000 ELV-LO -	 -10.000
LREF	 - __474,8100 IN. 	 YMRP -	 .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI - -10.000 ELY-RI -	 -10.000
BREF	 -	 936.6800 IN.	 ZMRP -	 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO - -10.000 80FLAP -	 .000
SCALE -	 .0150 SPOBRK • 55085.000 RUDDER -	 .000
RUN NO. 100/ 0	 RN/L -	 2.32 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CHE1 CHEO CHET - - -
E.000 -2.000 .13460 .03285 .16745
2.000 .000 .12205 .02463 .14669
2.000 2.000 .09950 .01586 .11537'
2.000 4.000 .07520 .00898 .08410
2.000 6.000 .05095 .00325 .05421
2.000 8.000 .02828 -.00161 .02667
2.000 10.000 .01098 -.00627 .00471
2.000 12.000 .00152 -.01087 -.00935
2.000 14.000 -.00873 -.01547 -.02420
2.000 16.000 -.02123 -.02038 -.04161
2.000 18.000 -.03418 -.02505 -.05923
2.000 20.000 -.04948 -.02955 -.07904
2.000 22.000 -.06353 -.03299 -.09652
2.000 24.000 -.07722 -.03690 -.11413
2.000 26.000 -.08732 -.03964 -.12697
2.000 27.000 -.08979 -.04052 -.13032
GRADIENT -.01071 -.00374 -.01445
RUN NO. _ _89/ 0	 RN/L -	 2.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CHEI CHEO CHET
4.020 -2.000 .03377 .01724 .05102
4:020 .000 .02693 .01395 .04088
4.020 2.000 .01865 .00957 .02822
4.020 4.000 .00942 .00609 .01551
4.020 6.000 .00290 .00357 .00647
4.020 8.000 .00022 .00132 .00155
4.020 10.000 -.00262 -.00102 -.00364
4.020 12.000 -.00660 -.00289 -.00949
4,020 14.000 -.01147
-.00519 -.01667
4.020 16.000 -.01591 -.00753 -.02344
4.020 18.000 -.01984 -.01000 -.02983'
4.020 20.000 -:02377 -,01244 -.03621 1'
4.020 22.000 -.0288¢ -.01512 -.04399
4.020 24.000 -.03520 -.05805 +.05325
4.020 26.000 -.04205 -.02122 -.06327
4.020 27.000 -.04551
-.02293 -.06843
GRADIENT -.00396 -.00176 -.00572
DATE 10 JUL 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA -	 OA115 PAGE	 77yy
OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 HIS N29 R5 V9 MIS (ATV0251	 ( 01 NOV 74	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA %'- --
SREF -	 2690.0000 SOFT.	 XMRP -	 1076.6800 IN.XO BETA	 - .000 ELV-LO -	 -10.000
LREF -	 474,8100 IN.	 YMRP -	 .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI - -10.000 ELV-R1 n 	 -10.000
BREF -	 936.6800 IN.	 ZMRP -	 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO - -10.000 BOFLAP -	 .000
SCALE -	 .0150 SPDBRK - 55085.000 RUDDER -	 .000
RUN NO. 60/ 0	 RN/L .	 2.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/	 6.00'
MACH ALPHA CNEI CHEO CHET
5.020 -2.000 .01981 .01652 .03633
5.020 .000 .01496 .01111 .02607
5.020 2.000 .00880 .00782 .01662
5.020 4.000 .00390 .00521 .00911
5.020 6.000 .00078 .00293 .00370
5.020 8.000 -.00045 .00100 .00054
5.020 10.000 -.00273 -.00072 -.00345
5.020 12.000 -.00580 -.00280 -.00860
5.020 14.000 -.00923 -.00429 -.01352
5.020 16,000 -.01202 -.00608 -.01810
5.020 18.000 -.01563 -.00775 -.02338
5.020 20.000 -.01915 -.00951 -.02866
5.020 22.000 -.02289 -.01168 -,03457
5.020 24.000 -.02812 -.01374 -.04186
5.020 26.000 -.03404 -.01637
-.05041








DATE 10 JUL 75	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - OA115	 PAOE 78
OAIIS	 826 C9	 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116 	 (ATV0261	 t 01 NOV 74 1
REFERENCE DATA -	 PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1076.6800 IN.XO	 BETA -	 .000 ELV-LO -
	
-5.000
LREF - 474.81.00 IN. 	 YMRP -
	
.0000 'IN.YO	 E01-LI - -20.000 ELV-RI - -20.000
BREF - 936.6800 IN. 	 ZMRP - 375.0000 1N.ZO
	
ELV-?O -	 -5.000 BDFLAP -	 .000
SCALE -	 .0150	 SPOM - 55085.000 RUDDER - 	 .000
RUN NO. 61/ 0	 RN/L - 2.54	 ORADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 6.00
MACH	 ALPHA	 CHEI	 CHEO	 CHET	 `-'-
5.020
	 -2.000	 .04530	 .00944	 .05474
5.020	 .000	 .03656	 .00535	 .04191






5.020	 9.000	 .00623	 -.00264	 .00359
5.020	 10.000	 .00522	 -.00413	 .00108













	 -.02208	 -.03065	 1
5.020	 26,000	 -.01187	 -.02573	 -.03760
	




DATE 10 JUL 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA 	 - OAII5 PAOE	 79
OA115 B26 CO E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 WI16 (ATV0271	 t 01 NOV 74	 1 ^- ----^
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 -	 269.0.0000 SOFT. 	 XMRP -	 1076.6800 'IN.XO BETA	 - .000 ELY-LO -	 -20.000
LREF	 -	 474 . 8100 IN.	 YMRP -	 .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI - -20.000 ELV-RI -	 -20.000
BREF	 -	 936.6800 IN.	 ZMRP -	 375.0000 IN . ZO ELV-RO - -20.000 BDFLAP -	 .000
SCALE -	 .0150 SPOBW - 55085.000 RUDDER -	 .000
RUN NO. 98/ 0	 RN/L -	 2.33 'GRADIENT INTERVAL -5.001	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CHEI CHEO CHET
2.000 -2.000 .19992 .05830 .25823
2.000 .000 .18725 .04669 .23394
2.000 2.000 .16970 .03721 .20691
2.900 4.000 .13430 .02690 .16120
2.000 6.000 .10231 .02074 .12306
2.000 8.000 .07776 .01613 .09389
2.000 10.000 .06423 .01183 .07606
2.000 12.000 .05522 .00778 .06300
2.000 14.000 .04605 .00313 .04919
2.000 16.000 .03059 -.00165 .02894
2.000 18.000 .01542 -.00526 .04017
2.000 20.000 -.00099 -.00906 --.01005
2.000 22.000 -.01480 -.01261 -.02741
2.000 24.000 -.02650 -.01602 -.04251
2.000 26.000 -.03394 -.01844 -.05238
2.000 27.000 -.03603 -.01930 -.05533
GRADIENT -.01241 -.00475 -.01715
RUN NO. 91/ 0
	 RN/L -	 2.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CHEI CHEO CHET
4.020 -2.000 .07044 .04042 .11087
4.020 .000 .06025 .03585 .09611
4.020 2.000 .04919 .02911 .07830
i
4.020 4.000 ,.03256 .02369 .05626
4.020 6.000 .01930 .01956 .03886
4.020 8.000 .01262 .01612 .02874
4.020 10.000 .01250 .01325 .02574
4.020 12.000 .00906 .01054 .01960
4.020 14.000 .00427 .00769 .01196
4.020 16.000 -.00003 .00516 .00513
4.020 18.000 -.00275 .00307 .00033
4.020 20.000 -.00451 .00097 -.00354
4.020 22.000 -.00740 -.00098
-.00838
4.020 24.000 -.01154 -.00256
-.01.411








DATE 10 JUL 75	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA 	 OA115	 PAGE I"
OA115	 826 C9	 E43 FS MIS N29 R5 VO W116 	 (ATV0271	 01 NOV 74
-REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 21690.0000 SOFT. XMRP n 1076.6900 IN.XO	 BETA •	 .000 ELV-LO - -20.000
LREF n 474.9100 IN.	 YMRP -	 .0000 IN.YO	 ELY-LI - -20.000 ELV-RI - -20.000
BREF - 936.6800 IN.	 ZMRP - 375.0000 IN.ZO	 ELV-RO w -20.000 BDFLAP -	 .000
SCALE -	 .0150	 SPDBRK - 55089.000 RUDDER - 	 .000
RUN NO. 52/ 0	 RN/L - 2.54	 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 6.00
MACH	 ALPHA	 CHEI	 CHEO	 CHET
5.020	 -2.000	 .04538	 .03999	 .08537
5.020	 .000	 .035SS	 .03132	 .06728
5.020	 2.000	 .02462	 u,486	 .04948
5.020	 4.000	 .01587	 .02032	 .03619
5.020	 6.000	 .00871	 .01606	 .02477
5.020	 8.000	 .00632	 .01264	 .01896 e.
5.020	 10.000	 .00516	 .00864	 .01380
5.020	 12.000	 .00422	 .00608	 .01030
5.020	 14.000	 .00221	 .00368	 .00589
5.020	 16.000	 .00018	 ocies	 .00206
5.020	 18.000	 -.00234	 .00040	 -.00194
5.020	 20.000	 -.00379	 -.00083	 -.00462
5.020	 22.000	 -.00539	 -.00219	 -.00758
5.020	 24.000	 -.00819	 -.00322	 -.01140
5.020	 26.000	 -.01138	 -.00419	 -.01557
	




DATE IO	 JUL 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA	 - OAIIS PAGE	 SI ?
OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 VS NII6 IATVO281	 t 01 NOV 74
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF -	 2690..0000 SOFT.	 XNRP -	 1076.6800 IN.XO BETA	 - .000 ELV-LO -	 -10.000
C LREF -	 474.8100 IN.	 YMRP -	 .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI - -40.000 ELV-RI -	 -40.000
BREF -	 936.6800 IN.	 ZMRP -	 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO - -10.000 BOFLAP -	 .000
SCALE -	 .0150 SPOBW - 55085.000 RUDDER -	 .000
r
!.
j, RUN NO. 63/ 0	 RN/L -	 2.55 ORADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CHEI CHEO CHET
f. 5.020 -2.000 .09214 .01605 10819
r 5.020 .000 .07226 .01016- .08242
5.020 2.000 .05790 .00680 .06470
5.020 4.000 .04496 .00465 .04961
5.020 6.000 .03195 .00258 .03452
5.020 8.000 .02672 .00088 .02760
5.020 10.000 .02192 -.00079 .02113
5.020 12.000 .01906 -.00265 .01641
5.020 14.000 .01513 -.00416 .01097
5.020 16.000 .01168 -.00589 .00579
5.020 18.000 .00855 -.00763 .00103
5.020 20.000 .00586 -.00940 -.00354
5.020 22.000 .00462 -.01135 -.00673
` 6 5.020 24.000 .00376 -.01360 -.00984
eb 5.020 26.000 .00352 -.01626 -.01274








^iD{ity.;k?= Nib%+.t  ...,.	 n,..., . 	 .._ . ,• -.., ;;::.,	 ...	 ..	 .., „
a.
DATE 10 JUL 75 TABULATED SOURCE WA - OA115 PAGE	 W
OAI15	 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 (ATV029)	 1 Ol NOV 74	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 - 2590.0000 SG.FT.	 XM1P -	 1076.6800 IN.XO BETA	 - .000	 ELV-LO -	 -40.000 - 'T
LREF	 - 474.8100 IN.	 YMRP -	 .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI - -40.000	 ELV-R1 -	 -40.000
BREF	 - 936.6860 IN.	 ZMRP -	 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO - -40.000	 BDFLAP -	 .000
SCALE - .0150 SPDBRK - 55085.000	 RUDDER -	 .000
RUN NO. 93/ 0	 RN/L -	 2.29 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5.00/	 6.00
i
;a
MACH	 ALPHA CHEI CHEO CHET
2.003	 -2.000 .31238 .05952 .37190
2.000	 .000 .28190 .05061 .33251
2.000	 2.000 .25531 .03971 .29502
2.000	 4.000 .21185 .03203 .24388 m
2.000	 6.000 .15967 .03040 .19007
2.000	 8.000 .12639 .02893 .15532
2.000	 10.000 .11240 .02258 .13499
2.000
	 12.000 .11257 .02153 .13410
2.000	 14.000 .10611 .01684 .12295
2.000	 16.000 .09702 .01170 .1087P-
2.000	 18.000 .08178 .00961 .09138
2.000	 20.000 .05818 .00841 .06660
2.000	 22.000 .04051 .00617 .04668
2.000
	
24.000 .02801 .00445 .03247
2.000	 26.000 .02115 .00347 .02463
- 2.000	 27.000 .01641 .00315 .01956
GRADIENT .01877 -.00384 -.02261
RUN NO. 92/ 0
	 RW/L -	 2.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/	 6.00
MACH	 ALPHA CHEI CHEO CHET
4.020
	 -2.000 .09943 .09720 .19663
4.020	 .000 .09464 08608 .18071
4.020	 2.000 .07866 .07671 .15537
4.020
	 4.000 .06052 .07516 .13568
4.020
	
6.000 .04521 .05984 .11505
4.020	 8.000 .03595 .06341 .10035
- 4.020	 10.000 .03499 .05697 .09196
4.020	 12.000 .03217 .05072 .08289
4.020	 14.000 .02840 .04404 .07244
4.020	 16.000 .02138 .03723 .05861 1
4.020	 18.000 .01596 .03117 .04713
4.020	 20.000 01299 .02861 04160
4.020	 22.000 .01044 .02613 .03657
4.020	 24.000 .00690 .02219 .02909
4.020
	 26.000 .00420 .01803 .02223









F,.,.r a 	 ,-+.warMr.,,...a..,. w.,..	 , ,x,r, ...,,.,.,.^.wpm+ uae,.riirtww«..,a^^.^•«.a+..:^.,r^uv^r.r .y,wNwau Kw ,^	 a^k,.ras^.r^„^..... ,.
DATE 10 JUL 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA	 - OAII5 PAGE	 63
OA11.5 826 C9 E43 F8 MI6 N28 R5 V8 W116 IATV0291	 ( 01 NOV 74	 1
t
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 -	 2690.0001 SOFT.	 XMRP -	 1076.6800 IN-XO BETA	 - .000 ELV-LO -	 -40.000
LREF	 -	 474.8100 IN.	 YMRP -	 .0000 IN.YO ELV-LT - -40.000 ELV-RI -	 -40.000
BREF	 -	 936.6800 IN.	 ZMRP -	 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO - -40.000 BDFLAP n 	 .000
SCALE -	 .0150 SPDBRK - 55085.000 RUDDER -	 .000
a
RUN NO. 64/ 0	 RN/L -	 2.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CHEI CNEO CHET
5.020 -2.000 08660 .11837 .20496
5.020 .000 .06861 .09902 .16764
5.020 2.000 .05177 .08489 .13666
5.020 4.000 .04416 .07231 .11647
5.020 6.000 .03245 .06429 .09674
5.020 8.000 .02681 .05474 .08155
5.020 10.000 .02306 .04405 .06710
5.020 12.000 .01983 .03779 .05762
5.020 14.000 .01385 .03100 . 04464
5.020 16.000 .01054 .02696 .03750
5.020 18.000 .00760 .02134 .02894
5.020 20.000 .00621 .01783 .02405
5.020 22.000 .00543 .01565 .02108
5.020 24.000 .00489 .01333 DI822
5.020 26.000 .00465 .01126 .01591






+i M-'	 li-s.CW..t.e	 .. ,.iKw^a .	 ,._ ,. :. w WaW
	 Nv e..dlg4
DATE 10 JUL 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA	 - OAII5 PAGE	 94
OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 RD VS 14116 CATV0301	 1 01 NOV 74	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF -	 2690.0000 SO.FT., 	 XMRP -	 1076.6800 IN.XO BETA	 a .000	 ELV-LO .000
LREF -	 474.8100 IN. -	 YMRP -	 .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI - -40.000	 ELV-RI -	 -40.000
BREF -	 936.6800 IN.	 2MRP -	 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO - .000	 BDFLAP -	 .000
SCALE -	 .0150 SPCBRK - 55085.000
	 RUDDER -	 .000
RUN NO. 65/ 0	 RN/L -	 2.55 GRADIENT INTEWAL - -5.001	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CME1 CMEO CHET
5.020 -2.000 .09176 .00452 .09628
5.020 .000 .07212 .00195 .0-14%18
5.020 2.000 .05820 -.00017 .05803
5.020 4.000 .04348 -.00207 .04141
5.020 6.000 .03118 -.00349 .02770
5.020 8.000 .02560 -.00589 .01972
5.020 10.000 .02073 -,00854 .01219
5.020 12.000 .01786 -.01165 .00621
5.020 14.000 .01367 -.01492 -.00124
5.020 16.000 .01044 -.01810 -.00765
5.020 19.000 .00794 -.02145 -.01351
5.020 20.000 .00476 -.02491 -.02015
5.020 22.000 .00339 -.02860 -.02520
5.020 24.000 .00290 -.03309 :.03018
5.020 26.000 .00261 -.03795 -.03535






































ELV-LI - -40.000 ELV-RI - -40.000
ELV-ft -	 20.000 SOFLAP -	 .000




















DATE 10 JUL 75	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA	 OAI15	 PAOE 85
x
OA115	 825 C9	 E43 F6 MIS N29 R5 V8 W116	 IATV0311	 l 01 NOV 7M I
REF--RENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP	 1076.6800 IN.XO	 BETA	 .000 ELV-LO, -	 .000
LREF - 474.8100 1N. 	 YMRP -	 . 0000 IN.YO
BREF * 936.6800 IN. 	 ZMRP - 375.0000 1N.ZO
SCALE -	 .0150
RUN NO. 661 0



















%9%001- 982001- LL1001- 1N31OY1lO
L2180'- 2£%00'- 969L0'- 000'92 020'9
210L0'- 9££00'- LL990'- 000'%2 020'9
12650'- 61200'- 20'.90'- 000'22 020'9
L£OSO'- 680001- L;ShO'- 000'02 020'9
112h0'- 1£000' 2f2h0'- 000'81 02019
£S££0'- 88100' 1+19£0'- 000'91 020'9 {
6£520 1 - 98£00' %2620'- 000'41 020'9
92LI0'- 91900' 2h£20'- 000'21 020'9
L6800'- 2000' 69Lt0'- 000'01 020'9
L9000' %9210' L6110'- 000'8 020'9
OS800' 10910' 29L00'- 000'9 020'4
96910' 12020' 92£00'- 000'% 020'9
60920' 4vL+120' 9£000' 00012 020'4
t%h£0' 690£0' 28£00' OOtI' 020'91 919+10' 9%6£0' OL900' 00012- 020'4
--- •— 1313 03HO 13H3 YHdlV MOM
'r
00'9	 100'4- 'IVAU31NI AN310VUD 99'2	 • 1/N8	 0 /OL 'ON Nfkf j
000'	 - bl-4"b	 000'98QSS - MaBOdS 0510'
	 - 31Y3S
000'	 - cIVIA 8
	
000 '02- - 01t-A13 OZ ' Nt 0000 ' 9L£	 - dHWZ	 'NI 0089 ' 9£6	 - 93b6
000'	 - Iki-Al3	 000' - 11-A13 OA'Nl 0000'	 . dalA	 'NI 0018 ` hL%	 - J38'1
.^ 000'02-	 - 01-Al3	 000' -	 11139 OWNI 0099'9L01	 a 0000 ' 0692	 - ANS
4
VIVO 3IU13i11111Id VIVO 3313M33311
t	 %L AM t0 I	 (2£OALV) 911H SA W 82N 911 0.4 £%3 63 928 411110
98	 3OY41 fitivo' -	 111110 33tlf105 031Y'i<18Y1 4L W OI 31YO
DATE 10 JUL 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA	 - OA115 PAGE	 87
OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 (ATV033)	 ( 01 NOV 74	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF -	 2690.0000 SOFT.	 XMRP -	 1076.6900 IN.XO BETA	 - .000 ELV-LO -	 .000
LREF -	 474.8100 1N.
	
YMRP -	 .6000 IN.YO ELV-LI - .000 E_V-RI -	 .000
BREF -	 936.6800 IN.	 ZMRP -	 375.0000 1N.ZO ELV-RO - -20.000 BDFLAP -	 .000
SCALE -	 .0150 SPOBRK - 55085.000 RUDDER -	 .000
RUN NO. 681 0	 RN/L -	 2.58 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CHEI CHEO CHET
5.020 -2.000 .00646 .00384 .01030
( 5.020 .000 .00351 .00086 .00437
5.020 2.000 -.00012 -.00097 -.00109
5.020 4.000 -.00357 -.00271
-:00628
5.020 6.000 -.00784 -40427 -.01211
5.020 8.000 -.01183 -.00680 -.01863
5.020 10.000 -,01768 -.00960 -.02728
5.020 12.000 -.02352 -.01275 -.03627
f 5.020 14.000 -.02983 -.01622 -.04605
5.020 16.000 -.03603 -.01957 -.05560
5.020 18.000 -.04306 -.02290 -.06596
5.020 20.000 -.05026 -.02640 -.07666
5.020 22.000 -.05810 -.03034 -.08844
5.020 24.000 -.06749 -.03490 -.10239












DATE 10 k L 75 - TABULATED SOURCE DATA	 - OAIIS PAGE
	
88
OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M18 N29 R5 V8W116 (ATV034)	 1_0.1_NOV 74	 7
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 -	 2690.0000 SOFT.	 XMRP -	 1076.6800 IN.XO BETA	
-
.000 ELV-LO .:000
LREF	 -	 474.8100 IN.	 YMRP -	 .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI - -20.000 ELV-RI -20.000
BREF	 -	 935.6800 1N.	 ZMRP -	 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO - .000 8DFLAP -	 .000
SCALE -
	
.0150 SP08RK - 55085.000 RUDDER -	 .000
RUN NO. 69/ 0	 RN/L -	 2.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CHEI CHEO CHET
5.020 -2.000 .04490 .004;18 .04907
5.020 .000 .03692 .00122 .03814
5.020 2.000 .02473 -.00076 .02399
5.020 4.000 .4:613 -.00238 .01376
5.020 6.000 .00893 -,00376 .00516
5.020 8.000 .00650 -.00613 .00037
5.020 10.000 .00537 -.00885 -.00347
5.020 12.000 .00393 -.01197 -.00804
5.020 14.000 .00174 -.01532 -.01358
5.020 16.000 -.00040 -.01875 -.01915
5.020 18.000 -.00269 -.02196 -.02465
5.020 20.000 -.00441 -.02535 -.02975
5.020 22.000 -.00624 -.02913 -.03538
5.020 24.000 -.00894 -.03352 -.04246












DATE 10 JUL 75 TABULATEO SOURCE DATA	 - OAIIS PAGE	 OR
OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MI6 N28 R5 VS W116	 (ATV035)	 l 01 NOV 74	 1 ^^
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF -	 2690.0000 SOFT. XMRP -	 1076.6800 IN.XO BETA	 -	 .000	 ELV-LO -	 .000
LREF -	 474.8100 IN. YMRP -	 4000 IN.YO ELV-LI -	 10.000	 ELV-RI -	 -10.000
BREF -	 935.6800 IN. ZMRP -	 378,0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO -	 -20.000	 80FLAP n 	 .000
SCALE -	 .0190 9POBRK - 55085.000 	 RUDDER -	 .000
RUN NO. 711 0	 RN/L -	 2.56 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CHEI CHEO CHET
5.020 -2.000 -.00293 .00425 .00132
5.020 .000 -.00823 .00127 -.00697
5.020 2.000 -.01491 -.00067 -.01558
5.020 4.000 -.02236 -.00247 -.02483
5.020 6.000 -.03085 -.00416 =.03500
5.020 8.000 -.03976 -.00662 -.04637
5.020 10.000 -.05052 -.00944 -.05995
5.020 12.000 -.06190 -.01264 -.07454
5.020 14.000 -.07383 -.01605 -.08988
5.020 16.000 -.08633 -.01936 -.10559
5.020 18.000 -.09915 -.02269 -.12184
5.020 20.000 -.11169 -.02609 -.13777
5.020 22.000 -.12528 -.03014 -,15542
5.020 24.000 -.14128 -.03475 -.17603
5.020 28.000 -.15821 -.03990 -.19811
ORAOIENT -.00350 -.00103 -.00453
OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W116 (ATV036)	 t 01 NOV ?4	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF •	 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP -	 1076.6800 IN.XO ALPHA
	 -	 21.000	 ELV-LO -	 .000
LREF -	 474.8100 IN. YMRP -	 .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI -	 10.000	 ELV-RI -	 -10.000
BREF -	 936.6800 IN. ZMRP -	 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO -	 -20.000	 SDFLAP -	 .000
SCALE -	 .0150 SPOBRK - 55085.000
	
RUDDER -	 .000
RUN NO. 72/ 0	 RN/L -	 2.56 ORAOIENT INTERVAL - -4.00/	 4.00
MACH	 BETA CHEI CHEO CHET CPSC CP81 CP82	 CP83	 CP64	 CP05 j
5.020	 -3.009 -.13767 -.03194 -,16980 -.04050 -.04179 -.04085	 -.03989
	 -.04258	 -.04172 Jj
5.020	 -2.005 -.13538 -.03136 -.16674 -.04025 -.04129 -.04059	 -.04001
	
-.04233	 -.04134
5.020	 -1.001 -.13358 -.03025 -.16381 -.03978 -.04119 -.04049	 -.04002
	
-.04162	 -.04099 i
5.020	 .006 -.12903 -.02900' -.15804 -.03928
-.04093 -.04047	 -,.03964	 -.04088	 -.04037
5.020	 1.021 -.12663 -.02850 -.15513 -.03952 -.04166 -.04120	 -.04001	 - .04112	 -.04062
5.020	 2.020 -.12535 -.02801 -.15336 -.04048 -.04238 -.04204	 -.04096
	 -.04160	 -.04158
5.020	 3.024 -.12354 -.02779 -.15133 -.04086 -.04276 -.04266	 -.04159
	 -.04198	 -.04232
ORADIENT .00246 .00074 .00320 -.00005 -.00020 -.00032	 -.00025
	 .00013	 -.00007
whim
DATE 10 JUL 75	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - OA115	 PAGE 90
	
OA115	 826 C9 E43 FS MIS N28 R5 V9 W116 	 (ATV037)	 ( 01 NOV 74 1
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SOFT.	 XMRP - 1076.6800 IN.XO	 BETA -	 .000 ELV-LO	 10.000
	LREF - 474.8100 IN.	 YMRP -	 . 0000 IN.YO	 ELV-LI -	 -10.000 ELV-RI	 10.000
	BREF - 936.6800 IN.	 ZMRP - 375.0000 IN.ZO	 ELV-RO -	 10.000 BDFLAP	 .000
SCALE -	 .0150	 SPDBRK - 55085.000 RUDDER -	 .000
RUN NO. 73/ 0	 RN/L - 2.56	 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 6.00
	
MACH	 ALPHA	 CHEI	 CHEO	 CHET
	
5.020	 -2.000	 .01987	 -.00325	 .01662
	
5.020	 .000	 .01509	 -.00568	 .00941
	
5.020	 2.000	 .00884	 -.00830	 .00054
	
5.020	 4.000	 .00416	 -.01121	 -.00705
	
5.020	 6.000	 .00112	 -.01500	 - . 01388
	
5.020
	 8.000	 -.00023	 -.01907	 -.01930
	




12.000	 .00591	 -.02950	 -.03532
	
5.020	 14.000	 -.00904	 -.03544	 -.04448
	
l	 8.020	 16.000	 -.01193	 -.04163	 -.05356
	
J	 5.020	 18.000	 - . 01557	 -.04741	 .06298
	
5.020	 20.000	 -.01925	 -.05320	 -.07245
	
5.020	 22.000	 -.02306	 -.05970	 -.08277
	
5.020	 24.000	 -.02822	 -.06683	 -.09506
	




OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 W116 	 (ATV0381 t 01 NOV 74 1
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2690.0000 SOFT. XMRP - 1076.6800 IN.XO
	 ALPHA -	 21.000 ELV-LO n 	 10.000
	
LREF - 474.8100 IN.
	 YMRP -	 .0000 1N.YO
	 ELY-LI - -10.000 ELV-RI - - 10.000
BREF	 936.6800 IN.	 ZMRP	 375.0000 1N.ZO	 ELV-RO - -10.000 8DFLAP -	 .000
SCALE -	 .0150	 SPDBRK - 55085.000 RUDDER -
	 .000
RUN NO. 74/ 0	 RN/L - 2.57	 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -4.00/ 4.00
MACH	 BETA	 CHE1	 CHEO	 CHET	 CPSC	 CP81	 CP82	 CP83	 CP84	 CP95
5.020	 3.021	 -.01995
	 -.06038	 -.08033	 -.04063
	 -.04167	 -.04170	 -.04160
	 .04211	 -.04196
5.020	 -2.010	 -.02030
	 - . 06008	 - . 08038	 -.04050
	 -.04179	 -.04181	 -.04147	 -.04185
	 -.04183
5.020






	 - . 05737	 - . 07829
	 -.03965
















	 -.04252	 -.04157	 -.04160	 -.04206
	
GRADIENT	 -.00049	 .00072	 .00023	 .00007	 -.00010	 -.00009
	 .00004	 .00011	 .00004
DATE 10 JUL 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA	 - OAI15 PAGE	 91
OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V9 W116 (ATV0391	 ( OI NOY 74	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF -	 2690.0000 SU.FT.	 XMRP -	 1076.6800 IN.XO BETA	 - .000 ELV-LO -	 .000
LREF a	 474_8100 IN.	 YMRP -	 .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI - -10.000 ELV-R1 -	 -10.000
BREF -	 936.6800 IN.	 ZMRP -	 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO - .000 BDFLAP -	 .000
SCALE -	 .0150 SPD8RK - 55085.000 RUDDER -	 .000
RUN NO. 75/ 0
	
RN/L
	 2.57 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5.00/	 6.00
I`
MACH ALPHA CHEI CHEO CHET
5.020 -2.000 .02016 .00431 .02447
5.020 .000 .01532 .00130 .01662
5.020 2.000 .00882 -.00051 .00830
5.020 4.000 .00394 -.00203 .00191
5.020 6.000 .00117 -.00359 -.00241
5.020 8.000 -.00018 -.00604 -.00622
5.020 10.000 -.00254 -.00876 -.01130
5.020 12.000 -.00557 -.01190 -.01748
5.020 14.000 -.00901 -.01517 -.02418
5.020 16.000 -.01182 -.01848 -.03030
i 5.020 18.000 -.01558 - -.02171 -.03730
5.020 20.000 -.01916 -.02505 -.04421
5.020 22.000 -.02263 -.02884 -.05148
5.020 24.000 -.02796 -.03325
-.06121E 5.020 26.000 -.03397 -.03820 -.07217
GRADIENT -.00247 -.00096
-.'00342
DATE 10 JUL 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA OAIIS PAOE	 92
OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 M15 N28 R5 V8 N116 (ATVO40)	 1 01 NOV 74	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF .	 2690.0000 SD.FT.	 XMRP -	 1076.6800 IN.XO BETA	 - .000 ELV-LO -	 .000 - -'-
LREF -	 474.8100 IN.	 YMRP -	 .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI - 10.000 ELV-RI -	 10.000
BREF 036.6800 IN	 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO - ADO 80FLAP -	 000
SCALE •	 .0150 SPDBRK - 55085.000 RUDDER -	 .000
RUN NO. 76/ 0	 RN/L -	 2.57 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/_	 6.00
MACH	 ALPHA CHE1 CHEO CHET
5.020
	 -2.000 -.00309 .00410 .00102
5.020
	 .000 -.00821 .00114 -.00707
5.020
	 2.000 -.01487 -.00072 -.01559
5.020
	 4.000 -.02212 -.00259 -,.02471
5.020	 6.000 -.03022 -.00426 -.03447
5.020	 8.000 -.03907 -.00673 -.04580
5.020	 10.000 -.04951 -.00949 -.05900
5.020
	 12.000 -.06096 -.01258 -.07355
5.020
	 14.000 -.07287 -.01591 -.08878
5.020
	 16.000 -.08488 -.01916 -.10404
5.020
	 18.000 -.09726 -.02241 -.11967
5.020	 20.000 -.10966 -.02579
-.13546
5.020	 22.000 -.12306 -.02972
-.15278
5.020	 24.000 -.13881 -.03429 -.17310
5.020	 26.000 -.15564 -.03937 -.19501
i





... .. `.+Ylb .f+> •>-rm'.r:..	 Fl®keiNri;rri #Eo-.%^°.
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DATE 10 JUL 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA	 - OA115 PAGE	 93 $'
9
OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MI6 N28 R5 V8 11116 (ATVO41) 1 01 NOV 74	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF -	 2690.0000 SO.FT.	 XMRP	 - 1076.6800 IN.XO BETA	 n .000 ELV-LO -	 .000
LREF -	 474.8100 IN.	 YMRP	 - .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI - -20.000 ELV-RI -	 -20.000
BREF -	 936.5800 IN.	 2MRP	 - 375.0000 IN.20 ELV-RO - -10_000 BDFLAP -	 .000
SCALE -	 .0150 SPOBRK - 55085.000 RUDDER -	 .000
RUN NO. 77/ 0	 RN/L -	 2;.57 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CHEI CHEO CHET
5.020 -2.000 .04515 .00443 .04959
5.020 .000 .03654 .00139 .03793
5.020 2.000 .02398 -.00049 .02349
5.020 4.000 .01545 -.00209 .01335
5.020 6.000 .00840 -.00354 .00486
5.020 8.000 .00614 -.00591 .00023
5.020 10.000 .00492 -.00852 -.00360
5.020 12.000 .00351 -.01165 -.00804
5.020 14.000 .00161 -.01495 -.01335
5.020 16.000 -.00044 -.01820 -.01864
5.020 18.000 -.00271 -.02141 -.02413
5.020 20.000 -.00447 -.02462 -.02909
5.020 22.000 -,00607 -.02838 -.03445
5.020 24.000 -.00883 -.03274 -.04157
5.020 26.000 -.01190 -.03762 -.04952 I
GRADIENT -.00473 -.00097 -.00570
DATE 10 JUL 75	 TABULATEO SOURCE DATA - OA115	 PAGE 94
	
OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V9 N116 N24 	 lATVO421	 ( 01 NOV 74 1
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
	
SREF - 2690.0000 SOFT. XMRP - 1076.6800 IN.XO 	 BETA	 .000 ELV-LO - -20.000 	 -
	
LREF - 474.8100 IN.	 YMRP -	 .0000 IN.YO	 ELV-L1 - -20.000 ELV-RI -	 -20.000
	
BREF - 936.6800 1N.	 ZMRP	 375.0000 IN.ZO	 ELV-RO - -20.000 BDFLAP -	 .000
SCALE -	 .0150	 SPOBRK - 55085.000 RUDDER - 	 .000
RUN NO. 78/ 0	 RN/L - 2.57	 GRADIENT INTERVAL	 -5.00/ 6.00
	
MACH	 ALPHA	 CHEI	 CHEO	 CHET
	
5.020	 -2.000	 .04724	 .04082	 .08806
	
5.020	 .000	 .03748	 .03139	 .06887
	
5.020	 2.000	 .02513	 .02547	 .05060
	




6.000	 .00972	 .01608	 .02580
	
5.020	 8.000	 .00581	 .01252	 .01933
	
5.020	 :0.000	 .00510	 .00857	 .01368
	




14.000	 .00120	 .00349	 .00469
	




18.000	 -.00418	 .00014	 -.00404
	
5.020	 20.000	 - . 00812	 -.00111	 -.00723
	5.020	 22.000	 -.00792	 -.00241	 - . 01032
	 	 24.000	 -.01085	 -.00334	 .01419
	
5.020	 26.000	 -.01478	 -.00460	 -.01938
	
GRADIENT	 -.00476	 .00302	 -.00778
OA115	 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 H116 N24 	 (ATVO43)	 t 01 NOV 74 )
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
	
SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP - 1076,8800 IN.XO
	
ALPHA -	 21.000 ELV-LO - -20.000
	
LREF - 474.8100 1N.	 YMRP - _	 .0000 IN.YO	 ELV-L1 - -20.000 ELV-RI - -20.000
	
SREF - 936.6000 IN.	 ZMRP - 3754000 IN.ZO	 ELV-RO - -20.000 BDFLAP - 	 .000
SCALE -
	 .0150	 SPDBRK - 55085.000 RUDDER -	 .000
i
RUN NO. 79/ 0	 RN/L
	 2.57	 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -4.00/ 4.00
	 9
MACH	 BETA	 CHEI	 CHEO	 CHET	 CPSC	 CP81	 CP82	 CP83	 CP84	 CP85	 t,
	







5.020	 -2..015	 - . 00500	 -.00213	 -.00712
	 .03989	 -.04081	 -.04072
	 -.04061	 -.03967	 -.04074
	
5.020	 -11008
	 -.00611	 -.00171	 -.00781	 -.03979
	 -.04083	 -.04086	 -.04027	 -,03994	 -.04040
	
5.020	 .000	 -.00694	 -.00205
	 -.00898
	 -.03953





	 .00998	 .03941	 -.04081	 -.04060	 -.03989	 -.04040	 -.04002
	
5,020	 2.023	 -.00921
	 -.00216	 -.01136	 103954	 -.04131




	 -.00190	 -.01192	 -.04001	 -.04190	 -.04156
	 -.04061	 -.04124	 -.04098
	 d
	
ORADIENT	 -.00101	 .00001	 -.00100	 .00004	 -.00015	 -.00011	 100004	 -.00023	 .00004
`r
Y
DATE IO JUL 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA	 - OAIt5 PAGE	 95
OA115
	
826 C9 £43 F8 MI6 N28 R5 V8 W116 SEAL IATVD44)	 1 01 NOV 74	 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF -	 2690.0000 SO.FT.	 XMRP -	 1076.6800 IN.XO BETA	 - .000 ELY-LO -	 -20.000
LREF -	 474.8100 IN.	 YMRP -	 .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI - -20.000 ELV-RI -	 -20.000
BREF -	 936.6800 IN.	 ZMRP -	 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO - -20.000 BDFLAP -	 .000
SCALE -	 .0150 SPDBRK - 55.000 RUDDER -	 .000
RUN NO. 99/ 0	 RN/L	 2.31 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5.00/	 6.00 a,
€ MACH	 ALPHA CHE1 CHEO CHET
2.000
	 -2.000 .16714 .04931 .21645
2.000
	
.000 15719 .04065 .19784
2.000
	 2.000 .14295 .03181 .17476
2.000
	
4.000 .12046 .02391 .14438
2.000
	
6.000 .09499 .01672 .11371
2;000
	 8.000 .07682 .01420 .09102
€ 2.000
	 10.000 .05478 .01204 .07682
2.000
	
12.000 .05481 .00811 .06292
r 2.000
	
14.000 .04640 .00440 .05080
2.000
	 16.000 .03424 -.00094 .03330
2.000
	 18.000 .02377 -.00247 .02129
2.000
	 20.000 .01078 -.00484 .00594
2.000	 22.000 -.00044 -.00848 -.00892 1
2.000
	 24.000 -,00790 -.01161 -.01951
2.000
	 26.000 -.01590 -.0!416 -.03007
2.000
	
27.000 -.01854 -.01521 -.03374
GRADIENT -.00905 -.00390 -,01295 -
1
i
' DATE 10 JUL 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA	 - OA115 PAGE 96
OA115 926 C9 E43 FS MIS N28 R5 V8 W116 (ATVO45)	 ( 01 NOV 74	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF -	 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP	 - 1076.6800 IN.XO BETA	 - .000	 ELV-LO - .000 g --
LREF -	 474.8100 IN. YMRP	 - .0000 IN.YO £LV-LI - .000	 ELV-R1 - .000
BREF -	 936.6800 IN. ZMRP	 - 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO - .000	 BDFLAP - .000
SCALE -	 .0150 SPDBRK -	 55.000	 RUDDER - .000
RUN NO. 151 0
	
RN/L a	 2.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -5.00/	 6.00
MACH	 ALPHA. CHEI CHEO CHET CPSC CP81 CP82	 CP93 CP84	 CP85
r
5.020	 -2.486 .00597 .00417 .01013 -.03779 -.03785 -.03850	 -.03803 -.03806	 -.03779
5.020	 -.043 .00285 .00105 .00391 -.03767 -.03761 -.04034	 -.03779 -.03794	 -.03767
5.020	 3.970 -.00398 -.00238 -.00636 -.03864 -.03920 -.04192
	 -.03913 -.03953	 -.03865
5.020	 8.006 -.01229 -.00659 -.01888 -.03924 -.03943 -.04044	 -.03936 -.P3976	 -.03937
5.020	 12.105 -.02389 -.01265 -.03655 -.04000 -.04007 -.04047	 -.03987 -.04027	 -_04013
5.020	 16.143 -.03610 -.01933 -.05543 -.03950 -.03970 -.03972	 -.03962 -.04038	 -.03975
5.020	 20.194 -.05027 -.02652 -.07679 -.03899 -.03980 -.04044	 -.03972 -.04012	 -.03973
5.020	 24.287 -.06852 -.03547 -.10400 -.04048 -.04080 -.04119	 -.04060 -.04172	 -.04171
5.020	 27.107 -.08514 -.04302 -.12817 -.04072 -.04153 -.04094	 -.04145 -.04269	 -.04280
GRADIENT -.00156 -.00100 -.00255 -.00014 -.00023 -.00052	 -.00019 -.00024	 -.00014
OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 WI16 (ATVO46)	 ( 01 NOV 74	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
1
SREF -	 2690.0000 SO.FT. XMRP	 - 1076.6800 IN.XO ALPHA	 -	 21.000 ELV-LO - .000
LREF -	 474.8,100 IN. YMRP	 - .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI - .000	 ELV-Rl - .000
I' BREF -	 936.6800 IN. ZMRP	 - 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV'-RO - .000	 BDFLAP - .000
SCALE -	 .0i50 Sf=08RK -	 55.000	 RUDDER - .000
RUN NO. 1C/ 0
	 RN/L -	 2.56 GRADIENT INTERVAL -
-4.00/	 4.00
MACH	 BETA CHEI CHEO CHET CPSC CP81 CP82	 CP83 CP84	 CP85
5.020
	 -3.016 -.05774 -.03151 -.08925
-.04096 -.04312 -.04278	 -.04182 -.04282	 -.04280
5.020	 -2.013 -.05722 -.03093
-.08815 -.04059 -.04238 -.04241	 -.04120 -.04195	 -.04194
5.020
	 -1.011 -.05705
-.03028 -.08733 -.04011 -.04166 -.04205	 -.04084 -.04148
	 -.04122
5.020	 -,000 -.05571 -.02894 -.08465
-.03902 -.04068 -.04169	 -.03999 -104051	 -.03998
5,020
	 1.012 -.05533 -.02835 -.08368 -.03974
-.04141 -.04156
	 -.04047 -.04135	 -,04073
5.020
	 2.016 -.05514 -.02788 -.08302
-.04060 -.04178 -.04168
	 -.04084 --.04172	 .04170 y
5.020
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DATE 10 JUL 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA	 - OA115 PAGE	 97
OA115 828 C9 E43 F8 MIS N29 R5 V8 WI18 tATVO47i	 t 01 NOV 74	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 - 2690.0000 SG.FT.	 XHRP -	 1076.6800 IN.XO BETA	 - 000 ELV-LO -	 10.000
LREF	 - 474.8100 IN.	 YMRP -	 .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI - .000 ELV-RI -	 .000
BREF	 - 936.6800 IN.	 ZMRP -	 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO m -10.000 BOFLAP -	 .000
SCALE - .0150 SPDBRK - 55.000 RUDDER -	 .000
RUN NO. 90/ 0
	 RN/L -	 2.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5.001	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CHEI CHEO CHET
4.020 -2.000 .00915 -.00543 .00372
4.020 .000 .00439 -.00793 -.00354
4.020 2.000 -.00131 -.01149 -.01279
4.020 4.000 -.00662 -.01550 -.02212
4.020 6.000 -.01204 -.01991 -.03194
4.020 8.000 -.01742 -.02439 -.04191
4.020 10.000 -,02472 -.02939 -.05411
4.020 12.000 -.03241 -.03476 -.06717
4.020 14.000 -.04076 -.04053 -.08129
4.020 16.000 -.04934 -.04658 -.09592
4.020 18.000 -.05840 -.05277 -.11117
4.020 20.000 -.06808 -.05922 -.12731
4.020 22.000 -.07918 -.06617 -.14535
4.020 24.000 -.08855 -.07336 -.16192
4.020 26.000 -.09642 -.08106 -.17748
4.020 27.000 -.09977 -.08486 -.18463
GRADIENT -.00267 -.00183 -.00450
DRGr -	 -CDJU.000U DY.r I_. .Ar-gr	 w IU7D,Ctluu 1M.Au W-VA .UUU	 GLV-LU - .UUB
LREF -	 474.8100 IN. YMRP	 - .0000 1N.Y0 ELV-LI ..000
	 ELV-R1 - .000
BREF --	 936.6800 IN. ZMRP	 - 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-RO .000	 SOFLAP - .000
SCALE - .0150 SPDBRK	 55.000	 RUDDER - .000
RUN NO. 81/ 0
	
RN/L n 	 2.86 GRADIENT INTERVAL -	 -5.00/ 6.00
HACH ALPHA CHEI CHEO CHET CPSC Vol CP82 CP03 CP84 CP85
4.020 -2.673 Ot167 .00471 .01638 -.05906 - .05936 -.05216 -.05983 -.05980 -.05945
4.020 -.112 .00485 .00166 .00651 -,06034 -.06088 -.05921 -.06088 -.06093 -.06081
4,020 3.951 -.00636 -.00347 -.00983 -.06172 -.06257 -.05654 r -.05265 -.06261 -.06196
4.020 8:090 -.01723 -.00947 -.02670 - .06362 -.06393 -.06071 -.06416 -.06474 -.06409
4.020 12.134 -_03114 -.01618 -.04732 -.06359 -.06337 - .06278 -.06390 -.06480 - .06383
4.020 16.238 -.04638 -,02387 -.07025 - .0..222 -.06214 -.06343 -.06299 -.06412 - .06292
4.020 20.359 -.06255 - .03223 -.09478 -.06219 - .06266 -.06294 -.06304 -.06503 -,06328
4.020 24.474 -.08456 -.04213 -.12670 -.06321 -.06415 -.06489 -.06445 -.06542 -.06438
4.020 27.239 -.10065 -.04961 -.15026 -.06445 -.06524 -.06598 -.06616 -,06698 -.06609
GRADIENT -.00273 -.00124 -.00396 -.00040 -.00048 -.00054 -.00043 -.00042 -.00037
r^y
DATE 10 JUL 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA	 - OA115 PAGE
	
99
OA115 826 C9 E43 F8 MIS N28 R5 V8 N116 IATVO491	 ( 01 NOV 74	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
-^-SREF -	 2690.0000 SOFT.	 XMRP	 - 1076.6600 IN.XO BETA	 - .000 ELV-LO -	 .000 1
LREF -	 474.8100 IN.	 YMRP	 - .0000 'IN.YG ELV-LI - .000 ELV-RI -	 .000
BREF -	 936.6800 1N.	 ZMRP	 - 375.0000 1N.ZO ELV-RO - 000 BDFLAP -	 .000
SCALE -	 .0150 SPD8RK - 85.000 RUDDER -	 .000
RUN NO. 5/ 0	 RN/L -	 2.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/	 6.00
R.
MACH ALPHA CHEI CHEO CHET -
2.500 -2.000 .03478 .00487 .03963
2.500 000 .02368 .00005 .02373
2.500 2,000 .00799 -.00422 .00377
2,500 4.000 -.00614 -.00879 -.01493
2.500 6.000 -.01807 -.01330 -.03137
2.500 8.000 -.02767 -.01784 -.04550
2.500 10.000 -.03721 -.02243 -.05963
2.500 12.000 -.04800 -.02678 -.07478
2.500 14.000 -.06045 -.03168
-.09213
2.500 16.000 -.07129 -.03649 -.10779
2.500 18.000 -.08239 -.04152
-.12391
2.500 20.000 -.09400 -.04712 -.14112
2.500 22.000 -.10673 -.05269 -.15942
2.500 24.000 -.11996 -.05832 -.17828
2.500 226.000
-.13328 -.06382 -.19710
2.500 27.000 -.13921 -.06638 -.20559








DATE 10 JUL 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA	 - OAI16 PAGE	 100
OA116 OLDS CO E43 F8 MI6 N20 R5 V9 W115 IATV0501	 ( 01 NOV 74	 i
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF -	 2690.0000 SOFT. XMRP	 - 1076.6800 IN.XO BETA	 - .000	 ELY-LO -	 . 000
LREF -	 474.8100 IN. YNRP	 - .0000 IN.YO ELV-LE - .000	 ELV-RI -	 . 000
BREF -	 936.6800 IN. ZMRP	 - 375.0000 IN.ZO ELV-R0 - .000	 BDFLAP -	 . 000 ---- -
SCALE - .0150 SP09RK -	 85.000	 RUDDER -	 -10.000
RUN NO. 104/ 0	 RN/L -	 2.34 GRADIENT INTERVAL n -5.001	 6.00
MACH ALPHA CHEI CHEO CHET CPSC CPBI CPEe	 CP83 CP94	 CP85
2.000 -2.486 .05330 .00756 .06095 -.17185 -.18403 -.19046	 -..18288 -.18083	 -.17607
2.000 .113 .03339 -.00180 .03159 -.17726 -.1886t -.19264	 -.18578 -.18i90	 - . 18240 +' _
2.000 4.183 -.00102 -.01504 -.01606 -.17809 -.18618 -.18849	 -.18513 -.18422	 -.18294
2.000 8.290 -.03360 -.02509 -.05869 -.17665 -.18670
-.18723	 -.18565 -.18480	 -.18696
t 2.000 12.458 -.06226 -.03668 -.09894 -.18607 -.18659 -.19781	 -.19131 -.19313	 -.191012.000 16.556 -.09111 -.04733 -.13844 -.20202 -.20482 -.18646
	 -.20956 -.21004	 -.20577
2.000 20.707 -.12226 -.05813 -.18039 -.21440 -.21979 -.18783
	 -.22265 -.22443	 -.22000




2.000 27.729 -.16735 -.07186 -.23921 -.22125 -.21975 -.23130	 -.23634 --.23465	 -.22929
GRADIENT -.00817 -.00338 -.01155 -.00087 -.00024 .00036
	 -.00029 -.00051	 -.00095
I
f: OA'115 B26 C9 E43 F8 M7	 N29 R5 V8 W116 IATV0511	 1 01 NOV 74	 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
-$REF -	 2690.0000 SO.FT., XMRP n 1076.6800 IN.XO BETA	 - .000	 ELY-LO -
	 . 000
LREF -	 474.8100 IN. YMRP	 - .0000 IN.YO ELV-LI - .000	 ELV-R1 -	 . 000
BREF -	 936.6800 1N. ZMRP	 - 375.0000 IN.20 ELV-RO 000	 BDFLAP n 	 000
SCALE
C
a .0150 SPDBRK -	 55.000	 RUDDER -	 -10.000 ]1k:F RUN NO. 96/ 0	 RNIL -	 2.32 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -6.00/	 6.00 I
f MACH ALPHA CHEI CHEO CHET CPSC CPB1 CP82	 CP83 CP94	 CP95
2..000 -2.520 .04892 .00768 .05660 -.15916 -.16779 -.16853	 -.17007 -.16482	 -.16495
2.000 '	 .002 .03075 -.00135 .02941 -.16478
-.17313 -.17466	 -.17590 -.17151	 -.17142
2.000 4;.091 -.00379
-.01534 -.01913 -.16962 -.17032 -.17693
	 -.17196 -.17210
	 -.17035
2.000 8.211 -.03551 -.02519 -.06071 -.16362 -.16304 -.17280
	 -.16624 -.16651	 -.16791
2.000 12.369 -.06490 -.03697 -.10187
-.17322 -.17706 -.18447	 -.17568 -.17731	 -.17810
2.000 16.505 -.09316 -.04804 -.14120
-.19476 -.19306 -.19600	 -.20045 -.20324	 -.19888
2.000 20.652 -.12255 -.05899 -.18154 -.21676 -.21680 -.21348
	 -.21955 -.22202
	 -.21765
2.000 24.762 -.15343 -.06918 -.22261 -.22862 -.22881 -.19744	 -.23136 -.23317	 -.23019
2.000 27.673 -.16930 -.07306 -.24236 -.22751
-.22660 -.21196	 -.23385 -.23343
	 -.23054
GRADIENT
-.00802 -.00348 -.01150 -.00154 -.00028 -.00120
	 -.00017 -.00101
	 -.0007t
